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Building a Natural Way of Life 

Peter Bane 
The natural building movement is a groundswell of vernacular 

architecture. Fanned by the flames of straw bale enthusiasm it has 

embraced new materials and spread to most regions of the 

continent in about three years . Made up of equal parts craft 

revival, anti-technological populism, rebellion against the high 

cost of housing, and a grounding of green values that may be the 

real fruit of Sixties radicalism, this mania for mud, sticks, and 

straw can fascinate and bewilder in the same gesture. 

To make sense of the hodgepodge of techniques we must ask 

what design they serve. 
Natural Building, if it has any meaning beyond inchoate 

feelings of earth worship and a general organic reaction to an 

overchemicalized world, is about two things : saving energy and 

empowering people to take control of their own shelter. Along 

with community food security there could be no more compelling 

needs in the modern world. 
To save energy in building means foremost changing where 

and how we place buildings in the landscape : clustered near 

services, food, work, and transit, not sprawled at the end of 

highway ribbons . It also means introducing the house to the sun 

and the earth and the neighbors , interrupting a deadly dalliance 

with the street, the market, and their virtual substitutes . The 

details of wall envelopes, insulation, and even structural integrity 

must be learned but not allowed to obscure the fundamentals of 

facing the sun, incorporating mass and earth backing into the 

plan, and cultivating moist and abundant edible landscapes 

around every dwelling . 
Therein lies the contradiction and the challenge . The 

laboratories of natural building are, as might be predicted, far 

from the glare of city lights . Yet the opportunities for greatest 

energy savings in our society are in the areas of densest 

settlement. Overcoming the physical inertia of the built 

environment and penetrating the bureaucratic-economic nexus of 

control over housing will require more than deft play with sticks 

and stones; it will take persistence, a determined inclusiveness 

that knows no enemies, and rigorous investigation and criticism 

of method for natural building to advance beyond the romantic 

and naive claims of its technical pioneers . 
To retain the ethical high ground they now enjoy, natural 

builders must serve the cause of modest, sound, and comfortable 

shelter for all. We look beyond the fascination with new (and 

rediscovered) materials to the limits and appropriate use of each 

and to inventive combinations where possible. As Ianto Evans 

suggests of his own work with Oregon Cob, new forms will 

emerge appropriate to these new hybrid materials and systems . 

We should aim at all times for the evolution of house design 

toward an organic wholeness which includes the dwellers, the 

landscape, and regional resources. 
In this pursuit, the permaculture principle of starting small and 

working out on a controlled front, making lots of small mistakes 

and rapid course corrections, will serve us in good stead . Nothing 

can be more absurd or indicative of the decadent time in which 

we live than 3000 square-foot straw bale houses built in regions 

that don't export grain. 
The logic of turning waste into housing, whether paper, tires, 

or something not yet seized upon, may be corrective for a 

profligate civilization, but in the historical view these 
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applications are likely to be exceptional . The democratic and 

ecological demand for low true cost and simple handling must 

keep the emphasis on those near universals : earth (stone, lime, 

sand, clay), grass (straw , reed, and bamboo), and roundwood . But 

we should not overlook the genius of industrial design in 

providing essential components of energy-saving structures : 

high-quality membranes, whether silicon for windows or 

photovoltaics, or steel or rubber for roofs . The multi-functions 

these elements play in the home system, collecting energy and 

water, justify their speciality and the careful investment of fire 

required to birth them. 
We have met at one extreme the house at its worst: lavish and 

lonely, with a life barely longer than its lease . Toxic, tasteless, 

and tied to tinpot dictators and energy tyrants, the modern house 

is a catastrophe from which we are in righteous recoil. Natural 

building is trying to find a way forward from a desperate 

situation . For that it can be forgiven some of it innocent and 

ignorant foibles. But after all the opinions about material have 

sunk to earth again, the house at its best is but a permanent 

"improvement" to landscape-a kind of cultural swale, one that 

shapes rain and wind and human energy into useful resources , an 

adjunct to the thoughtful gardener's efforts, better kept small, 

tight, and luminous, leaving room for other things. 

Like every building project since time began (it seems), this 

issue has taken longer than expected. It's also bigger than 

planned, at 84 pages, the thickest in our 14-year history. You 

will, dear reader, we hope, forgive us then the heftier cover price . 

Subscribers, for their patience, will be amply rewarded as the 

extra pages constitute a kind of bonus . 
This magazine has over the years served its publisher's weird 

interests in permaculture, meandering from water in a dry 

landscape to animals in the barnyard to building a home at long 

last. Faced with a daunting schedule that includes completing two 

buildings and moving house and office by the end of the year, we 

propose, as May ripens, to let the summer issue (which was sche 

duled for August 1st), slide out toward October, and let its them e 

of Food, Fiber, and Medicine wait til a more thoughtful season . 

Associate editor and regular contributor Toby Hemenway has 

agreed to guest edit the fall-winter issue on the theme of 

Self-Reliance and Community Cooperation. With this 

geµerous and able offer of support, we feel secure in stepping 

back for a few months from the rigors of publishing to make a 

permanent home for this peripatetic scholar and his crazy little 

rag . And with luck and breathing space perhaps to refresh both 

insight and attitude toward the work this paper takes. 
Our telephone numbers will be changing in a few months, our 

address and email will remain the same. We would like to 

encourage all our readers to send us reports and stories of their 

communities, their own efforts and aspirations toward self

reliance, and promise to share our adventures toward the 

millennium as well . 
I face a future that is looming large and fateful, long sought 

and now rapidly approaching . I should like to experience these 

months ahead as a present that knows no end , and is enough . May 

this year and the next bring joy and amazement, peace to a wear y 

world, and scope for all our dreams . /),. 
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Regenerative Building: 
An Ecological Approach 

Michael G. Smith 
The modern building industry rivals industrial agriculture as 

one of the most wasteful, polluting, and resource consumptive 
activities on Earth. The litany of disasters and degradation for 
which the industry is responsible reads like a report of global 
catastrophe: deforestation and species extinctions from the over
harvest of timber; erosion and habitat loss from mining and 
development; soil, water, and air pollution from mining, 
smelting, and manufacturing; immense amounts of energy 
consumed in materials processing and distribution; atmospheric 
carbon build-up and global warming from the making of cement 
and other materials; and the release of complex toxic chemicals 
into our homes and landfills. This takes a great toll on the human 
inhabitants of buildings produced this way, but the natural 
ecosystems of our planet pay an even greater price. As grim as 
this indictment may be, the tale of profligacy is compounded by 
ignorance and worse when builders neglect elementary principles 
of solar design and landscape placement, still too often the case. 
Sustainable Building 

The recently awakened field of "natural building" seeks to 
address the worst of these imbalances. Natural building reduces 
the ecological impact and embodied energy cost of buildings by 1 
using less-processed materials such as earth and straw to replace ,)ii 

wood, gypsum board, and concrete in walls and floors. Straw 0 
bale buildings, for example, use an agricultural waste product 
often burned in the field. The revival of traditional building 
techniques and materials like cob, adobe, rammed earth, light 
clay-straw, thatch, eartb~n floors and plasters, and wattle-and
daub reduces our dependency on energy and machines, and 
increases our sense of connectedness with our materials, our 
bodies, our history, and each other. 

However, even "natural" building techniques are not 
necessarily sustainable when their overall environmental 
implications are considered. For example, abundant and cheap 
straw bales are the convenient by-product of an ecologically 
devastati_ng system: the large scale, mechanized and usually 
chemical-laden monoculture of grains. Sand and gravel-used in 
cob walls, adobe floors, rubble-trench foundations, and many 
other natural building systems-are typically produced either by 
mining river beds or by blasting apart mountainsides, 
contributing to siltation of waterways and habitat loss, and 
threatening endangered aquatic species. 

Environmental problems increase when we fail to think and 
act locally. Enthusiasm for a particular building technique has 
sometimes led to demonstrating and promoting it in places where 
the materials are not local. Moving straw bales, bamboo, and 
thatch many hundreds of miles contributes to oil spills, 
atmospheric pollution, and all the other impacts of global 
tram,portation. To build sustainably, we must focus on using 
natural materials that are available close by. Wood and grass can 
be harvested on many sites. Rocks, gravel, sand, and earth can be 
mined in small quantities, usually close to the place they will be 
used. 
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Another major problem is the scale of our endeavors. When 
any process becomes so large that we can no longer control it 
with our bodies and simple tools but must rely on machines and 
manufactured substances, its environmental impact increases 
exponentially. This awareness should encourage us to create 
smaller houses that take less material to build. Wood is one of the 
most versatile of building materials, but is overused for 
commercial convenience, and widely wasted. Until the extent and 
health of our forests stop shrinking each year, the timber industry 
cannot be considered sustai,nahle. Direct forest stewardship by 
builders and local harvest for local use are some obvious 
responses. Similarly, growing and harvesting our own plant fibers 
(grasses, wattle, thatch) on a small scale can be infinitely more 
sensitive and appropriate than agribusiness. 

The author's cob cottage shows use of roundwood, adobe floor 

Regenerative Building 
As Paul Hawken has pointed out, sustainability is merely the 

midpoint between destruction and regeneration. If we wish to 
heal the scars caused by centuries of non-sustainable resource 
exploitation and ensure the continuing health of our ecosystems 
into the distant future, we must do better than sustaining the 
status quo. A paradigm shift is underway in all fields of human 
endeavor. In the last twenty years, restoration ecologists have 
developed techniques for healing damaged ecosystems, 
detoxifying hazardous chemicals, restoring interrupted flows of 
water and nutrients, and reintroducing vanished species. This 
work is essential not only from an ethical standpoint, but because 
natural ecosystems ultimately provide human beings with 
everything that sustains us: soil, clean air and water, climate 
regulation, pest control for our crops, and the genetic source of 
all our foods and most of our medicines. The developing 
concepts of"restoration forestry" and "regenerative agriculture" 



have spread this awareness among producers and consumers of 
food, fiber, and forest products. Those ofus concerned with 
shelter need to take a similar step, to find a way to house 
ourselves which not only avoids but redresses the injuries of 
conventional construction practices. 

How can Regenerative Building improve ecological health? 
• First, by insisting that builders study ecology-the science 

of living systems. Before we can know what building materials 
are most appropriate to a particular place, we need to determine 
how their production, extraction, transportation, assembly, and 
presence in the building will affect the environment on all 
levels-from the smallest creatures that come in contact with the 
building, to its human inhabitants, to the surrounding ecosystem, 
to the global atmospheric and oceanic cycles. 

... sustainability is merely the midpoint 
between destruction and regeneration. 

• Second, by identifying local resources. In most if not all 
cases, a full ecological analysis will mandate that we eliminate 
long-distance transportation of bulk materials, bringing the 
production of building components under the same ecological 
roof as the construction site. This requires us to get to know the 
places where we live-not only our houses, but our back yards, 
watersheds, and bioregions. 

• Third, by stimulating builders to incorporate site 
influences, building energy flows, inhabitant needs, and 
landscape interactions into the design of homes, neighborhoods, 
and towns. Just as a building's material footprint may extend 
over vast territories, its energy system doesn't begin or end at the 
walls, but is connected to nearby vegetation, landforms, 
microclimate, effluent flows, and the habits or mindfulness of its 
occupants. 

As we come to understand how our local ecosystems work, 
we can see how our own behaviors and our choices affect them. 
Recognizing our dependence on the landscapes in which we live 
compels us to take responsibility for our actions. By making 
decisions respecting the long-term stability of the ecosystem, we 
can develop integrated practices of building and resource 
management that will enhance the health of the non-human 
communities surrounding and protecting us. 

Let's look at an example of how this might work in practice. 
The OAEC Hermitage: A Case Study 

Near my home in Northern California's Sonoma County, I 
have been working with ecologist Brock Dolman and others at 
the Occidental Arts & Ecology Center to design and build a small 
structure that will demonstrate the principles of natural and 
regenerative building. Located in a small meadow surrounded by 
mixed forest, the "hermitage," will offer temporary retreat for 
people wishing to get away from the business of their daily lives, 
slow down, relax, meditate, write or paint, observe and commune 
with the natural surroundings. It will _contain a bed, desk, tiny 
wood stove, an altar, several comfortable sitting areas, and a 
minimal kitchenette. 

Soil on the site, a mix of clay and rock fragments ranging 
from sand to small cobbles, makes an excellent base material for 
rammed earth, cob, earthen floors, and plaster,s. The hermitage 
displays them all. We also built a section of straw bale wall, 
pinned with bamboo stakes and covered with ~ and lime 
plasters. We made the roof trusses from bamboo poles harvested 
150 miles away. All of these techniques demonstrate "natural 

building": they are very low-cost, low-embodied energy, non
toxic, easy-to-construct systems that use few manufactured 
products and mostly local materials. But they don't necessarily 
cross the bridge into Regenerative Building by improving the 
health of the surrounding ecosystem. 

We wanted to demonstrate regenerative building in the 
hermitage. Before beginning construction, we took a close look at 
the ecology of the site: what resources did it offer and in what 
ways had it suffered from past mismanagement'? 

Perennial native bunch grasses, herbs, and shrubs once grew 
thick in the meadow where the building would stand. This 
ecological commtmity underwent a major transformation from 
the introduction of cattle and the suppression of wildfire. Quick
growing wild oats and other introduced annuals now 
predominate. Out-competing the natives for light and nutrients; 
they have altered the microecology of the soil. 

We decided to push the ecological balance in favor of the 
native grasses. After collecting their ripe seeds in late summer, 
we mowed the meadow, setting aside the hay for building 
material. Broadcasting some of the seed over the mown area, we 
grew the rest out in the nursery to be transplanted later into areas 
impacted by the construction. 

Troweling a poured adobe floor at OAEC. 

The forest surrounding the meadow still shows the effects of 
heavy logging. Fire suppression in the vicinity has allowed 
Douglas fir to grow back in thickets, crowding and shading out 
the hardwoods: live oak, madrone, and bay laurel. Before human 
intervention, frequent low-temperature forest fires used to thin 
the groves, killing many of the fir seedlings. This also reduced 
the fuel load near the ground, making severe canopy fires less 
likely. As a result of recent management, the forest is much more 
vulnerable to fire damage, and the population balance is shifting 
from native hardwoods and the wildlife they support, towards the 
reduced complexity of Douglas fir-dominated stands. 

We spent a day with saws and pruners in the forest, thinking 
like fire. We thinned overcrowded stands of fir by selective} y 
harvesting young trees, and pruned lower branches to increase 
light penetration and reduce fire danger. We wound up with fir 
poles of up to 9" diameter and branches of all sizes. 

Logging and grazing had compacted soil and increased 
erosion from the area. To remedy this, we dug swales to catch the 
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winter runoff, increase infiltration, and slow down the loss of 
topsoil and nutrients. By digging the swales deep, we harvested 
extra earth for construction. 

Our aim was to reverse ecological deterioration caused by 
former land management practices, and our efforts created an 
abundance oflocal, natural building material, including clay soil, 
hay, fir poles, and branches. Putting these into the building was 
the link we needed to make it truly regenerative. 

From the larger poles we constructed a post-and beam frame 
to support the roof. On either side of the posts, we wove wattle 
wall panels using fairly straight, flexible, green branches and 
small fir saplings. At the same time we prepared our insulation 
material by coating the hay with a thin clay slip to protect it from 
fire and insects. This hay-clay was sun-dried, then packed into 
the 8" cavity between the inner and outer wattles. Then the wattle 
was covered over with a "daub" made of clay soil, horse manure, 
and chopped hay. Finally, the wall was plastered with a fine mix 
of screened clay, sand, and horse manure or cattail fluff. 

This experimental system combines traditional techniques: 
wattle-and-daub (from western and northern Europe as well as 
Central America); light clay-straw (from Germany); and earthen 
plasters (timeless and nearly universal). The specific methods and 
materials resulted from the restoration practices described above, 
and a desire to improve the building's thermal efficiency by 
combining insulation and thermal mass in the best possible way. 
Bioregional Building 

Over .time, as a result of observation and experimentation, 
local builders will develop the construction methods and land 
management strategies best suited to their regions, sharing and 
refining these practices over generations. Eventually, we can 

Bt.tild t-le~e Now --
A Natural Building 
& Permaculture Convergence 
June 6-12, 1999, 
Lama Foundation, Taos, New Mexico 
Co-sponsored by Permaculture Drylands Institute, 
Lama Foundation, and The Last Straw journal 

Topics include: timber harvesting, straw clay, 
straw bale, cob, earth plastering, high a/,pine 

gardening, watershed management, fire ecology, 
appropriate technology, eco-village design 

with Peter Bane and Albert Bates, and more .... 

COST: $500 before 4/30/99; and $550 after 4/30/99. 

~so: Permaculture Basic Design Course in Taos: 
The week preceding the Convergence, May 30 through June 5, 
a 7-day residential design course will be offered by 
PD/ Master Instructors Joel Glanzberg and Derk Loeks. 

Visa/Mastercard payments may be phoned in to: 
505-983-0663, PDrylands@aol.com, or mailed. 

Make checks payable to Permaculture Dry/ands Institute. Send to: 
l 999 Convergence, PDI, PO Box 156, Santa Fe, NM 87504. 
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imagine, a distinct architectural style will evolve in each 
bioregion, along with a unique system of food production, 
artisanry, and so on, all of which will reflect what local people 
know about their climate, resources, and ecosystems. This 
process-now in its incipient stages-has been called 
reinhabiting the landscape, or "re-indigenization." 

Building can be considered the art and practice of creating 
homes. But in the industrialized world especially, building our 
homes destroys the homes of other creatures. Some of us are 
moving toward a way of building that respects those other homes 
and the rights of their animal and plant dwellers to inhabit the 
earth indefinitely. The next step, called Regenerative Building, 
involves creating homes for ourselves in ways that repair the 
damage we have already done to the homes of our co-inhabitants. 

Ultimately, to live in harmony with our neighbors on this 
planet, we must expand our concept of home. It must encompass 
not only the structure of the house, but its relation to the yard and 
garden, the surrounding site, the watershed, and the entire 
bioregion. That way, in taking care of our home, in maintaining it 
and beautifying it, we will make life better not only for ourselves 
but for the greater world of which we are an inseparable part. A. 

This article was.first published in The CobWeb, Fall, 1998. 
Michael G. Smith helped found the Cob Cottage Company in 
Oregon. He teaches Permaculture and Natural Buil.ding and 
consults on hybrid natural buil.ding design. For more information 
about the OAEC hermitage and upcoming Natural Buil.ding 
workshops, call OAEC at (707) 874-1557. 



engage them. The end result was our decision to rethink the 
project. (A year and a halflater, I talked with a local architect 
who thought he had finally come up with some data that would 
get them to allow breathable walls. He had been trying to work 
with them that whole time. (I admire and applaud his persistence 
and hope he can open the way for others .) 

Back to the drawing board, we stripped off the straw bale 
walls and realized we would be cutting out 15 % of the square 
footage. We knew that reducing the size of the house is the best 
way to save money (and conserve materials), so we tried to 

. squeeze out even more. In no time we had a very compact home 
with a cottage feel to it. We knew we would have to use a lot of 
standard building materials, but resolved to do what we could to 
keep the house ''earth friendly." We still had a good passive solar 
design, radiant heating in the floors, extra insulation, and good 
windows. To keep it affordable we would do much of the work 
ourselves, so we could also make sure the detailing was done 

Our Dream House ... 
Eric Storm 

You never know where the future will take you. A few years 
ago my wife Michiko and I were ready to build our dream house. 
We had given it a lot of thought and had a pretty good idea about 
what we wanted. It would be a small, cozy house on a good size 
lot with room for some serious food growing. We wanted to be 
able to walk to a reasonable-sized town, so that it would be 
possible to reduce or eliminate car use. The house would 
incorporate passive solar ideas and be energy efficient. And there 
were the ever present financial limitations. 

As we spent time designing the house (a two-year project in 
itself), we refined our ideas. Finally, we had plans ready for 
submittal to the county when I took my first Permaculture Design 
Course. Halfway through the course I called home and told 
Michiko to stop the presses. After I got home from the course and § 
tried to convey to her the mind clarifying experience I had just ~ 
gone through, we began to rethink what we were doing. ..e 

:s Our dream had changed. Overlaid on the previous dream was o 

the vision of our property as a Permaculture model site. We j 
realized that our house plan had drifted away from the energy ] 
efficient, environmental, solar design we had in mind at the ~ 
beginning. We also looked into alternative building techniques "' 
and decided on strawbale. My father, an architect, and I took a ] 
strawbale class, and together we came up with soml? good design c 

ideas for the house and the construction. Within a few more ! 
months we were ready to go to the county again. We knew that a 
couple of other strawbale houses had already been built, so we 
thought the way would be relatively smooth. 

Although they were very nice about it, the building officials 
brought us to another fork in the road. They required many 
changes to the way we were going to build, changes that l 
thought would compromise the structure. The clincher was their 
firm requirement that all of the walls be "house wrapped," top to 
bottom "to protect them from moisture." (Ed.: Students of 
strawbale construction will recognize the dangers this poses to 
the straw bales themselves ,for such wrapping almost ensures 
that moisture will be trapped within the bale walls causing the 
bales to rot.) My wife and I could see the long battle with the 
county, and felt we bad neither the time nor the finances to Eric mixing mortar for the radiant floor. 
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The Grassroots Journal of 
Straw-Bale & Natural Building. 

"Excellent newsletter, 
both technical and 
entertaining. Essential 
for any straw-bale 
enthusiast." 

-Environmental Building News 

The La,st Straw Journal 
HC 66, Box 119 

Hillsboro. NM 88042 USA 

{£( 
Phone: (505) 895-5400 

Fax: (505) 895-3326 
email: <thelaststraw@zianet.com> 

internet: www.strawhomes.com 
$28/year for US addresses• US$33/year 
for Canada • US$36/year for all others 

• Permaculture 
Hands-On Workshops 
Bullock Brothers' Homestead 
on OrCds Island, Washington 

Permaculture Skills Intensive '· 
July JO-August 6 A month-long 
ecological design & sustainable living 
apprenticeship at a 17-year-old 
Permaculture Homestead. 

Water Harvesting 
September 17-20 This course will 
introduce techniques for harvesting 
& storing rainwater. 

Write, email, call, or visit our web site for more 
information: WE-Design, PO Box 45472, 
Seattle, WA 98145; michaellockman@juno.com; 
206.567-5447; www.sustainablelivingnews.com 
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well. The county had no problems with our plans; we had made 
sure they wouldn't. And, finally, we were ready to start. 

We have spent the last two years building, evaluating 
materials and methods, and have stayed within our budget. We 
had our ups and downs and have learned a lot about building and 
about ourselves. The solar design works well. The radiant tloors 
are nice. We avoided using particle board, asphalt roofing, carpet, 
and other nasty stuff. The house turned out cute ( or so the 
neighbors tell us). The two acre lot the house sits on has lots of 
potential. It was an old apple orchard and we have put in a pond 
and started planting. We have roof catchment and greywater 
potential. So as we put on the finishing touches, you would think 
Michiko and I would be thrilled to see our dream become a reality. 

Michiko painting salvaged doors. 

If only life were that easy. This is the dream house we started 
out to build, and yet it is not our dream. As the dream became a 
reality, the dream changed. All throughout the process I have had 
nagging feelings about not being able to keep the house truly 
sustainable. We both had a hard time accepting some of the 
inevitable compromises. In the middle of the project I took 
another Design Course, which only reminded me of how far we 
had strayed from the house we wanted to build. We have decided 
to finish this house in keeping with the way it was started, but we 
fotmd ourselves constantly using the phrase "in our next 
house ... " A part of me sees this house as a wonderful place. 
Another part of me sees this as a house someone else will enjoy; 
I'm not sure I can ignore the voice inside me that demands that I 
strive for sustainability. I know that this is more house than we 
need in many ways, and yet not enough in others. Neither of us is 
ready to start all over and spend more precious time with another 
house, but there is that voice inside me. 

Overall, I see this whole process as a positive, value
clarifying, learning experience. We have learned many skills, 
building and otherwise, that we will use in the future, wherever it 
takes us. A 

Eric and Michiko Storm live in Sebastopol, California. 



Buildings That Live 
Chuck Marsh 

I recently saw a photo of a tract home development near 
Atlanta, Georgia. They are calling Atlanta the fastest spreading 
human settlement in history. Sprawling out of control, it now 
covers parts of 13 counties, gobbling 500 acres of field, farmland, 
and forest a week. The photo said a lot about the state of human 
shelter and land u~ in America. The houses, 3000 sq. ft. and up, 
multistoried boxes with their two-car garages and requisite air 
conditioners, stretched to the visible horizon, squatting tightly on 
tiny sod-covered lots. The main landscape feature of each was a 
20x40 ft. concrete drive, making it possible for the inhabitants to 
navigate their cars from street to garage without risk of 
contacting their neighbors, much less the natural world. Even 
more telling, the photo showed no signs of any people out-of
doors, nor that the box dwellers engaged in any outdoor activities 
other than mowing and spraying. I wondered how the owners 
(mostly debtors) could even find their way home through that 
maze of featureless facades and colossally boring lawnscapes. 

I also wonder how we as a culture can find our way home 
again, to lives and buildings and landscapes that connect and 
reconnect us to spirit, to our place in the world, and to each other. 
Can we learn to draw our meaning from the quality of all our 
relationships, not the things that we "own," or that own us? Can 
we acknowledge our debt to a living planet-from which every 
bit of our material world is born-and pay interest to that, not 
just to the bank? Can we transcend the expressions of ego and 
separation that our homes and cars have become to reestablish a 
deeply connected life in which our very environment is an 
expression of the divine? 

The manifest failure of the modem building industry and 
consumer culture in general to nourish our deepest human needs 
leaves the door wide open for natural building and permaculture 
design outlaws to reoccupy some important cultural nicbes. 
Natural builders have the potential to help heal the rift between 
humans and their world. If the movement can avoid becoming 
myopically focused on the house alone, it may rise to the greater 
challenge of integrating homes into the landscape with grace and 
beauty. We have the possibility as builders and gardeners to 
create living spaces that nourish human potential, while making 
(or leaving) room for life to express itself ever more abundantly. 
Our houses and our gardens can become the platform for personal 
liberation and the beginning of planetary transformation! 

As I prepare to build my own home using the natural building 
methods I have been learning over the past few years, and as I 
ponder the sorry state of home building in this country. it 
becomes apparent to me that a deep reconceptualization of shelter 
is needed. Winston Churchill wrote that "first we make our 
buildings, and then they make us." And it seems true that the 
design of our homes and our car-dependent lives are pushing 
culture and nature further apart. This is a huge issue, urgently 
requiring our attention, and no short essay could do it justice, but 
I would like to look at the role of the house in our cultural 
dilemma. Specifically, can we redesign our homes and our lives 
to focus us outdoors as much as possible, to connect us deeply to 
the living world? In short, how can the house get us back to the 
garden? 

Where land is scarce, the roof becomes an extension ofrhe house. 

We can't understand how we got boxed up in the house unless 
we examine the psyche that is manifesting that image. While 
physics is telling us that nothing can be known precisely without 
being affected by the knower-that all boundaries are imprecise, 
and ecology is revealing that everything is connected to 
everything else, the construction industry, along with the rest of 
the image-making businesses in America, continues to tell us a 
story of separation: every man in his castle, isolated egos against 
the world. This is a terribly sad reflection on the state of fear and 
alienation in our competitive, money-dominated society. But this 
American Dream (turned nightmare) is a outdated myth: a 
dogmatic belief that doesn't jibe with physical reality. In short, 
we've been sold a bill of goods. 

That myth of separate existence-from the nuclear family 
right down to individually wrapped pop-tarts for breakfast
drives our economy. It rings up sales for big corporations. It 
keeps consumption high. It isolates and disempowers people. 
And it puts us square in the box, afraid to go out. 

We deserve better. Freedom doesn't mean infinite consumer 
choice, the cyber-delusion of virtual reality. It means being 
utterly connected to the wild, unknowable mystery of existence, 
immersed in the flux of a living world. Our homes could liberate 
us to that awareness; instead they hold us hostage to a philosophy 
of death. 

A home has the potential to become a truly transformative 
living environment, but for it to become so, we must reestablish 
the connection between house and landscape with the garden as a 
mediator between worlds . Then we just might step over the edge 
and consider turning the home into the garden as well. 
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Positive Outdoor Space 
A reversal of our architecture and town planning requires a 

reversal in the way we view the world. Instead of separate 
buildings surrounded by space, we must come to see space 
surrounded and shaped by buildings, a pattern architect 
Christopher Alexander calls, "Positive Outdoor Space." 
Buildings shape not only our consciousness, but the space around 
them. We can use this quality to create positive, contained 
outdoor spaces (as opposed to negative or shapeless spaces). 
These are the spaces humans find naturally attractive. 

Shifting life back outdoors requires not only that we shift our 
worldview to understand that the space between and around 
buildings is what matters most about them (just as our 
relationships are a better measure of our true self than our ego); 
we also have to change the basis of our economy. 

I'm guessing people started spending most of their hours 
indoors about the time the majority of work shifted from field to 
factory. The industrial revolution and the accelerating loss of our 
agrarian culture cost us our engagement with the natural world. 
The fruitful connection between home and work was severed, and 
we and the world continue to suffer the conse-quences. Homes 
became the recovery and escape zone from a work life in the 
factories and sweatshops that for millions was and still is little 
more than slavery. 

The economic change that will support our return to nature is 
a reintegration of work with domestic life. Long before the 
personal computer and corporate downsizing wrought a 
revolution in work. Bill Mollison picked up this timeless thread 
and made it the radical core of permaculture design. An economy 
based on domestic self-reliance-on households and 
communities meeting most of their own needs-is an economy 
appropriate to free people. A perfect antithesis to the dominance 
of the market. The zone of self-reliance has always been the ~ 
house and its surrounding gardens and tree crops. Access to the = 
resources to create house and garden is the right of all people 1 
everywhere. » 

This is precisely where permaculture design has something to ~ 
offer the natural building movement. Placing the house within the ~ 
context of the larger landscape, Permaculture brings an -a 
ecological, whole systems approach to the design and 
construction of buildings. In permaculture, the home is 
considered Zone 0, the center of domestic sufficiency, which 
influences and is influenced by the placement of surrounding 
constructs and living systems. In a carefully designed 
permaculture system there is a constant rich interacti9n between 
home and landscape, inside and outside, as people, energy, 
materials, and resources flow and cycle through the system. The 
house is nestled, or nested, within the layers of a supportive 
landscape. Such systems are alive, not static, and call forth the 
synergetic and evolutionary engagement of their human creators 
and caregivers. Permaculture recognizes that our homes, their 
approaches, and their supporting structures not only have 
profound influence on our lives, but shape the surrounding 
outdoor spaces and the quality of their life communities as well. 
Whether these influences are for good or ill is largely determined 
by the mindfulness and skill of the designer. 

Permaculture strategies for the development of domestic 
sufficiency in different climates are well documented in the 
literature, so I won't review them here. I would like to shine the 
light on a few neglected design options that might prove useful in 
creating human habitats that draw us out of our boxes and toward 
an intimate reconnection of Earth and self. 
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Outdoor Rooms and Courtyards 
The primary expressions of positive outdoor space are the 

plaza (between buildings) and the courtyard (within buildings) . 
Clustered buildings can enclose or surround space s to create 
inviting rooms open to the air and sky. These outdoor "room s" 
add tremendously to the useful space contained within buildings , 
but cost very little. What is required is the thoughtful placement 
of building fronts, wings, walls, roofs, overhangs, gates , fences, 
and other elements. Plazas and courtyards can be busy with the 
bustle of crossing paths and myriad daily activities, or they can 
be sheltered , quiet nooks for contemplation and privacy. Most of 
the interest and activity in these spaces takes place along the 
edge, which is made richer if it is more complex, with alcoves , 
steps, porches, and various crenelations. In the nesting of 
precincts with the courtyard or plaza, it is important that long 
views to the larger world outside be available in a few places. 
Adding the water element, with pools or fountains, or a great tree 
with seating beneath it, to an outdoor room or courtyard greatly 
enhances the attraction of the space, and can be used to focu s 
attention "roughly in the middle." 

Buildings affect the landscape's microclimate: wind patterns 
and velocity, light and shade patterns, temperature, and humidity . 
Our buildings buffer and block, focus and magnify nature's wild 
energies. These factors all determine the potential for human 
comfort and vigorous plant growth in the out-of-doors. 

Outdoor rooms should draw us out of the box and into their 
spaces, seducing us into willing and extended occupancy. 

A traditional Moravian dooryard at Old Salem village, N. C 
The Dooryard 

Small villages and agrarian cultures around the world offer us 
other clues to getting out of the box. The dooryard in particular , 
recurs as an important pattern in preindustrial life, one that I think 
is key to a revival of quality outdoor living. Most often a hard
packed earth surface where many of the vital domestic activities 
took place, from crop and food processing (winnowing , grinding , 
drying) to cooking, washing, relaxing, and playing, the dooryard 
is a virtual multipurpose outdoor room. Animals, fruit trees, and 
gardens were often nearby. Fencing or walls provided enclosure 
and favorable microclimates. Companion buildings such as 
sheds, barns, and granaries surrounded the dooryard, over time 
creating and protecting outdoor spaces adapted for real living and 
work at home. The story l make up is that the inhabitants of such 
places mainly went inside the house during bad weather (cold , 
hot, rain) and at night. They lived in their dooryards. The patio is 
a suburban rump counterpart that missed the point of being a 
viable working space. 



The Covered Porch 
While we're resurrecting the dooryard, let's revive the 

functional covered porch and veranda as well for their value as 
transition spaces between house and garden and house and street. 
It doesn't get much finer in my book than a good shady porch, a 
rocking chair or a porch swing, and a cool summer evening around 
dusk. Myteefine indeed. Porches provide great shady, convivial 
places for observing the surrounding gardens, growing plants, 
visiting with friends, keeping an eye on the neighbors and the 
street, reading, napping, dining, and doing office work. They also 
provide cooling air to the interior of the house. Where insects are 
a problem, porches can be partially or completely screened. 

A viney arbor extends a cool wne around this home in Davis, CA 

Vine-Covered Arbors 
Arbors can serve many of the same functions as a covered 

porch. Vine-covered arbors adjoining a building provide useful 
seasonal shade, evaporative cooling, food (eg. grapes and kiwis) 
and climate modification in situations where a roof is either not 
needed or not desired. The placement of arbors is determined by 
the functions they need to perform. An arbor to the north of a 
house can function as an evaporative cooler when linked with 
either a solar chimney or a vented, south-facing attached 
greenhouse to draw cooled air through the building. An arbor or 
trellis to the west can protect the home from the hot afternoon 
sun. An arbor over a solar greenhouse can provide much needed 
summer shade, while allowing winter sunlight in. And let us not 
forget the value of the shaded path or the hammock nestled 
'neath the vine. 
The Outdoor Kitchen 

The kitchen is the hearth, the heart of the home, so what better 
way to encourage outdoor living than to move the kitchen out of 
doors when the season permits. If the kitchen moves, everyone 
will follow, and if the kitchen is located in or adjoining the 
garden the functions of food growing, processing, and eating as 
well as food waste and greywater cycling are intimately linked. 
There are added functional benefits to be derived from removing 
the kitchen as a source of excessive heat and moisture from the 
house during the warm season as well. 
Removable Exterior Walls 

Of course, a building's walls are the great separators between 
interior and exterior spaces. They deserve some creative thinking 
so they can perform their functions of insulation and protection 
when necessary, yet open the interior to the exterior whenever 
possible. The Japanese were on the right track with sliding paper 

and bamboo walls opening onto gardens. The sliding glass door, 
a popular feature of buildings the past 30 years, was an attempt to 
translate this form, but sliding glass doors are tremendous energy 
sinks in winter. The question of energy efficiency demands yet a 
new form. Either high-tech advances in glazing (low-E glass) or 
easy-to-use insulated shutters seem to be the two lines of 
approach to the problem. I think there are creative opportunities 
for the development of hinged or removable and storable 
insulated wall panels. Such systems would allow us to design 
buildings that adapt to the seasons and help blur the boundary 
between interior and exterior spaces. 

Outdoor kitchens help keep us comfortable both inside and out. 
These are just a few of the design options worth exploring on 

our way back home. There are certainly many other possibilities 
to make outdoor space attractive and useful, like large seasonal 
canvas awnings, rooftop gardens, living roofs, living walls, 
biotecture, indoor gardens, bogs, and swamps, breezeways, and 
solar greenhouses with seasonally removable glazing. 

Natural builders must design buildings that function as living 
whole systems, homes that invite us back into a living 
relationship with the natural world. Can our societal obsessions 
with convenience, comfort, and control be transformed through 
architecture? Can we evolve a culture that places an even higher 
value on connection, creativity, community, and conviviality? If 
we can address these design challenges creatively, then 
architecture with and without architects will become a healing art 
and the natural building movement can truly help us find our way 
home-to the Garden. I). 

Chuck Marsh is a landscape designer, permaculture teacher, and 
a co-founder of Earthaven Eco village. <www.earthaven.org > 
<earthaven@mindspring.com > 

PERENNIAL VEGETABLE 
SEED COMPANY 

P.O. Box 608, Belchertown MA 01007 
(413) 552-4167 emtF90@hampshlre.edu 

Offering seeds of traditional and wild edible 
perennial vegetables from North America, 

Europe, and Asia for sun and shade, wetlands, 
forest, garden, and prairie. 
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Chasing the Dogma 
Out of Natural Building 

Toby Hemenway 
Natural building, though a young field, 

has already begun to accumulate a hoary 
layer of myth about it. Myth arises when 
we know that something is true but cannot 
quite muster all the facts to support our 
knowledge. We in the sustainable living 
business hold our beliefs deeply, and 
we're an opinionated lot, so it should be 
no surprise that mythology and fable 
sometimes supplant the colorless facts 
we're slowly accumulating to support our 
ideals. Myths have grown up about several 
aspects of natural building: techniques, 
costs, maintenance, and durability. I'd like 
to chase a little dogma out of the yard, 
perhaps unravel a few fictions from the 
realities of the field. 

For years, arguments raged among 
natural builders as to which technique was 
the best. Straw balers looked askance at 
the cob builders, cobbers accused the 
timber framers of wasting wood, and 
adobe aficionados maintained that straw 
bale houses were just mouse food. Much 
of this acrimony has dissipated in recent 
years, due in large part to the bonds forged 
at various natural building colloquia, 
where practitioners found that their 
common ground-an awareness of 
conventional construction's flaws, a love 
of the Earth-was immense compared to 
the rifts among them. But I still hear 
occasional grumbling, and even some 
sloganeering: "Mass may have class, but 
tight is right," has recently been on a few 
lips. 

Many of the arguments and unrealistic 
claims heard in natural building circles 
stem from notions we've imported from 
the rest of our culture. A persistent 
mainstream belief holds that somewhere 
there is a magic bullet: a single right 
answer, one true way that works 
everywhere for everyone, and once we've 
found it we'll never be bothered by that 
particular issue again. But natural building 
asks for an intimate and long-lasting 
relationship among a structure's builders, 
inhabitants, materials, site, and climate. In 
the complex and dynamic web that all 
those factors together weave, there will 

never be one "best" approach; from design 
through decay a natural building will be as 
alive and mutable as its occupants. 

We understand the need to think 
locally, quite opposite the tendencies of 
the modem world. Yet the natural building 
movement, which beyond a desire for 
reform of building practices and a vision 
of organic wholeness, is largely a 
hodgepodge of traditional and neo
traditional techniques brought together by 
the omnivorous, synthesizing grasp of the 
global mind. Fulfilling the promise of 
natural building means becoming 
exquisitely sensitive to the nuances of 
locale. It means choosing from among 
many technical possibilities those which 
can best achieve energy efficiency, 
comfort, durability, and moderate cost in a 
i:iven situation. 

No technique----cob, straw bale, adobe, 
timber frame, light clay, or rammed 
earth--can possibly suit all the world's 
varied conditions. In truth, simply shifting 
building placement from the north side of 
a hill to the south will dictate a change in 
materials; a move to a different region 
must surely do so. Near San Francisco, 
Penny Livingston slightly favors cob, but 
a few hours north in western Oregon, the 
folks at Aprovecho are abandoning cob for 
straw bale. Temperatures are only slightly 
cooler in Oregon, the winter sun a bit 
more elusive, yet the Aprovechados swear 
their straw bale dorm is cozier than their 
cob dwelling. And even here the data are 
ambiguous-and perhaps overshadowed 
by simple personal preference-for in 
Oregon, at least three businesses based on 
cob are thriving. 

As if to underscore the dropping of 
dogmatic poses, hybrid buildings that 
meld multiple techniques are springing up 
everywhere. I've seen several buildings 
with straw bale north walls which snugly 
insulate the cold side, and cob on the south 
to charge thermal mass with sunny 
warmth. Shape plays a role in materials 
choice, too. If you want curves, go with 
cob. Straight runs are better served by 
bales, light clay, or rammed earth. Mix 



and match; bastard buildings are becoming 
the rule. 

Another myth about natural buildings 
is that they are always dirt cheap. Yes, 
they can be very inexpensive when owner
built or constructed in workshops. But I 
wince when I hear natural buildings being 
touted as "the under-$1000 house." It's 
possible, sure, if you are a master 
scavenger and purchase none of the wood 
for rafters and trim, scrounge the windows 
and doors, roofing, plumbing and 
electrical supplies, fake the septic system, 
and build without whiJt is in many 
situations far over a thousand-dollar 
permit. Those low-ball calculations also 
omit the cost of feeding 20 workshop 
participants for two weeks or more. And if 
you hire the labor? The rammed earth and 
straw bale buildings being put up by 
construction firms are every bit as 
expensive as conventional dwellings. I'm 
sorry if I sound curmudgeonly, but as 
ecologists, we often talk about the "true 
costs" of using natural resources, and I 
entreat us likewise to be honest in the cost 
accounting of natural buildings. The 
estimated costs of a structure my wife and 
I were considering ballooned from $500 to 
$3000 as we added all the incidentals, and 
we scrapped the project. That's still cheap, 
but when a budget sextuples, the clients 
will balk. Luring novices to natural 
building with tales of near-free housing, 
only to dash their hopes on the rock of 
ratcheting expense ill serves everyone. 

· I make one additional plea for clarity; 
this one regarding maintenance. Many 
alternative builders condemn "cheap, 
flimsy" modem products for their lack of 
durability. Yet most natural materials 
require constant care. We are adapted to a 
culture that teaches a "do it once and 
forget it" ethic: cars go 100,000 miles 
without a tune-up, vinyl siding never 
needs painting. Natural building brings us 
to a very different place, one that can be 
disorienting to the uninitiated. These are 
living, dynamic structures, and the 
inhabitants are in constant interaction with 
them. 

The natural buildings I've seen begin 
to age when they are still young: in nearly 
every one, joints between dissimilar 
materials have cracked open, plaster has 
sloughed away in great sheets , finishes 
easily smear onto clothing, and rain has 
stained the earthen exterior. Some of this 
is because we're still relearning, and we'll 
get better. But much of it is inherent in the 
materials. Earthen buildin~s in North 
Africa often have scaffoldin~ built into 

them, an eloquent admission that they 
need to be replastered often. In this case, 
however, the maintenance indicates not a 
flaw, but simply a living relationship with 
natural materials. Buildings and humans 
shape each other . This is very new 
territory for us, the children of the 
machine age, who inflict change upon the 
world but are stricken when the world 
changes or asks us to change. Natural 
buildings require us to acknowledge our 
home as a living system; not everyone 
wants to do that. If a client wants a surface 
that only needs painting once a decade or 
less, he won't like lime plaster or an 
earthen floor. A natural buildin~ entails a 
commitment to renewal. 

I take all this-the creation of myth, 
the arguing of dogma , and a willingness to 
overlook the negatives-as giving voice to 
the vigor and dynamism of natural building. 
It ' s not a dead field. Just as in science, the 
shrill sound of argument guides us toward 
the most interesting ideas. Our theories
and the buildings that grow out of them
will be stronger for having survived a few 
brickbats and battles. 

The natural building field is 
undergoing an adaptive radiation, 
scrambling into novel niches and road
testing new mutations. As with any burst 
of evolutionary novelty , much of what 
first arises will eventually prove 
unsuitable and expire on history's dung 
heap, or will molder down to a muddy 
mound in someone's backyard. There is 
no harm in this; we can learn from it all. 
We envision a future in which architecture 
and construction are transformed, and 
these dreams are well served by myths. 
When we build our dreams, then is the 
time to keep a hard eye on the tru(h. d 
Toby Hemenway teaches permaculture 
design and lives in Ashland , Oregon. His 
new book on Permaculture Gardens will 
be published by Chelsea Green next year. 
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Lessons in Sustainability 
Charlie Joiner 

Building a guesthouse at Nature's Spirit 
Community helped us to appreciate the sophistication 
of the dwellings we enjoy in this couniry and the 
enormity of the sustainability question. Sustainable 
building alternatives are not obvious: we often.find 
ourselves making choices between the lesser of two 
evils. In addition we must fight the prevailing 
conventions of the building trades and distribution 
system. The Internet has become a valuable tool for 
educating ourselves and for finding information on 
alternative materials. 

What is a Sustainable Material? 
To answer this pregnant question we must look at the life 

cycle of the material from extraction or harvest through 
processing and manufacture to packaging, distribution, 
installation, use, and maintenance, not neglecting its final 
disposal, reuse, or recycling. We should consider the following: 

• Amount of fossil fuel used. 
• Impact on air and ground water quality. 
• Renewability of the basic materials extracted from the earth. 
• Durability and recyclability of the resulting materials. 
• Impact on the local ecosystem. 
• Does it support our community and bioregion? 
• Impact on health. 
As a community committed to sustainability, members of 

Nature•s Spirit wanted to demonstrate a low-cost, energy
efficient shelter that could be self-built using material indigenous 
to our land and our region, the upstate of South Carolina. Since 
wood is our main natural resource it became the obvious choice. 
We figure we have about a million trees on our property: 
southern yellow pine as well as a mixture of mature hardwoods. 
Advantages of Wood 

Wood is in many ways the ideal building material. Organic, 
non-toxic, and versatile, durable if properly used, renewable, 
reusable, recyclable, multifunctional-with a plethora of useful 
by-products, and in our part of the world still abundant and 
relatively cheap, wood has few rivals. 

Wood is easy to work. The necessary tools are inexpensive 
and portable; basic woodworking skills are readily learned. It also 
has high aesthetic appeal, making it pleasant to work with and 
bringing warmth to the resulting structure. Wood can be easily 
handled by human power. It has a good strength-to-weight ratio 
and performs well under extreme conditions such as earthquakes 
and hurricanes. Wooden buildings are relatively light in weight 
and respond quickly to changes in temperature. 

But wood is a renewable resource and a sustainable material 
only if its life in the resulting structure ( or subsequent reuse) is 
longer than the time required to replace the trees from which it 
was harvested. For larger structural timbers this cycle is about 
50-70 years. To survive in a building wood needs to be protected 
from dampness, which promotes decay and infestation by insects. 
A good foundation that gets the wood off the ground and a roof 
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Neighbor Sammy White helps Charlie clear the guesthouse site. 

that protects the structure from rain are essential. 
Long life in a building is only half the story, however: new 

trees must be planted to replace those 40-50 felled to build the 
average house. And that harvest of timber must sustain and where 
possible enhance the ecosystem in which the trees grew. 
Sustainable building means changing forestry practices. Selective 
and low-impact logging is a viable and much needed alternative 
to clear-cutting methods that dominate the forest products 
industry. 
Keeping Energy Costs Low 

Wood has less than one-eighth the embedded energy of 
concrete and 11100th that of steel. The production of wood 
requires mainly solar energy-to grow the trees. However, the 
very low initial energy cost of wood is overshadowed by large 
amounts of (mostly fossil fuel) energy used in logging, 'milling, 
drying, and transport. To minimize these inputs, we contracted 
with a local logger and sawmiller, Randy Burrell, to harvest 
timber for the guesthouse construction. He did an excellent job of 
selecting and felling the right trees, bucking them from the forest 
to the building site, and cutting them with precision into 
dimensional lumber using a portable handsaw mill. After the logs 
were milled we stacked the lumber for air drying. This eliminated 
the usual wasteful process of transporting logs to a mill, rough 
milling and drying the lumber in kilns, milling it to final size , 
then shipping the wood to a retail lumber yard whence it would 
eventually be reshipped to the building site. 
Advantages of Pole Construction 

In the design of the guesthouse, we adopted pole construction 
methods, in part to minimize the amount of non-wood material 
used. In a pole structure the entire weight of the building rests on 
poles either sunk into the ground or sitting on simple stone or 
concrete piers. This eliminates the need for the usual concrete or 
block perimeter foundation, with its associated excavation and 
grading, a large saving in both construction and embedded energy 
costs. We used only three yards of concrete in the building, less 
than 20% of that required for a conventional foundation. 

We also chose pole construction because the eight-inch poles 
we would need were readily available from the many young 
yellow pines on our property. After the trees were identified-



most of them growing near the building site-and felled, my wife 
Kathy and I debarked them. They were then cut to proper length, 
hoisted up on cement piers, and fastened in place with heavy 
metal brackets and large bolts. 

A pole structure is easy to understand and can fit into any 
terrain. It reduces the need for heavy earthmoving equipment to 
prepare the site, and is especially appropriate where slopes are 
steep or where the soil is rocky or poorly drained. Pole 
construction allows greater design freedom as the walls are not 
load-bearing and can thus be placed to form the rooms you want. 
The roof and floor systems are supported by wooden beams, or 
girts, held between the poles. Windows and doors can be placed 
anywhere. The roof can be built early in the process, providing 
shelter for the rest of the construction. It is easy to alter the 
building later. Dampness has little chance to seep into the house 
as it touches the ground in only a few places. A pole building 
does require some larger timbers which must be secured carefully 
to ensure structural integrity. It is difficult to erect the heavy 
poles but this can be done with a tractor and three or four people. 
Replacing Concrete 

Concrete-made up of sand, gravel, cement, and water-is 
plastic and readily formed when wet yet extremely durable when 
hardened. Its applications in building are numerous and its use 
relatively convenient. However, concrete casts a huge shadow in 
the light of sustainability. Its ingredients must be mined, and in 
the case of cement, further processed from its basic mineral 
components. These operations require large amounts of fossil 
fuel energy. Cement manufacture takes place at high 
temperatures, produces considerable air pollution, and is a major 
contributor to carbon dioxide buildup and global warming. (Ed. 
note: Cement kilns in the U.S. are allowed to burn toxic wastes 
as fael, on the theory that the high temperatures destroy the toxic 
material, however, dioxins and other dangerous substances are 
the ineVitable by-product of this incineration.) Concrete also 
accounts for the majority of construction demolition waste, and 
very little of it is recycled. So when we adopt construction 
methods that allow wood to replace concrete we are moving in 
the direction of greater sustainability. 
The Issue of Durability 

Where concrete excels and wood fails to measure up is in 
applications underground or where there is constant exposure to 
moisture. The wood products industry, in an attempt to extend the 
range of conditions under which wood can be used, has 
developed chemical treatments which preserve the wood against 
fungal decay and insects. The earliest and cheapest of these was 
creosote, still widely used on railroad sleepers and telephone 
poles. Creosote, a tarry petroleum-based substance, is 
malodorous and too messy for the kind of handling required in 
most construction. Use of treated lumber expanded rapidly in the 
building trades only when methods of pressure-treating wood 
with a solution of copper chromium arsenate (CCA) were 
perfected. 

Now in common use, CCA pressure-treated wood is widely 
recognized as toxic. Though .. experts" assure us that it is OK, the 
manufacturers issue warnings about the sawdust, and the burning 
of the material. The EPA restricts its use: it cannot be used where 
it may come into contact with food or drinking water. It may be 
used indoors as long as all the sawdust and debris is cleaned up 
and properly disposed of. Users are instructed to wear dust masks 
when sawing it, to wash thoroughly before eating or drinking, 
and to launder work clothes separately. There is no 
environmentally sound way to dispose of treated wood. It's 

possible that treated wood will someday become an even bigger 
liability than asbestos was in the ' 60s. There are alternatives . 

We have used no treated wood, though this goes counter to 
some building codes and the recommendations of most experts in 
the building industry . Instead, we applied borax (in a product 
called BoraCare) as a treatment against fungus and insects, and 
used a sealant made of turpentine , linseed oil, and paraffin to 
protect the wood from moisture. With this benign treatment, the 
life expectancy of the wood should be as great or greater than that 
of the arsenic-containing CCA pressure-treated wood. 
A Healthy Harvest 

Wood use has other costs that must be acknowledged. In 
building the guesthouse we will ¥Se about 14,000 board-feet of 
lumber milled from about 35 trees. Logging those trees did 
disrupt the forest somewhat. When a tree falls it often damages 
smaller trees in its path. The tractor that pulled the trees out of the 
woods left tracks in the earth. Yet we were able to minimize the 
damage by selecting trees from different parts of the forest, and 
this level of impact was easy to repair. We also left the tops and 
branches of the trees we felled to return to the soil. 

We think that our selective logging will have long-terms 
benefits for the forest that more than offset the minor disruptions. 
Many areas of our forest are overcrowded with young and 
malformed trees, a consequence of earlier clearcutting and high
grading (the practice of removing superior trees and leaving 
diseased, deformed, and damaged individuals). When these areas 
are thinned, the remaining trees are able to grow more rapidly 
and achieve a healthier form. By felling crooked and damaged 
trees to mill into lumber, an.d by finding ways to use the smaller 
trees-as poles for instance-we can enhance the quality of 
timber in our forest over time. 

:i' . 

:::...... 
Sawyer Randy Burrell works timber on a portable handsaw. 

Roofing 
For all its other virtues, wood does not make a good roof. A 

wooden roof has a life of only 20 years, less than the 50-plus 
years required to replace the trees. that go into it. A wooden 
shingle roof is also expensive and difficult to make leak-proof 
without an underlayment of plywood and tar paper. 

Asphalt shingles are the most common type of roofing in 
America: every year over 358 square miles of asphalt roofing are 
laid in the U.S. They are relatively inexpensive and have good 
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thermal properties. However, the shingles have a limited life: 
asphalt degrades under the s_un. Asphalt is a non-renewable 
petroleum-based product, and there is little recycling of asphalt 
shingles. 

We chose a metal roof instead of wood or asphalt. Though 
metal is energy-intensive, it can be recycled; the metal normally 
used in roofing is recycled steel. Costing about twice as much as 
asphalt initially, metal roofing lasts more than twice as long, so it 
is an economical choice. No underlayment is required. The 26-
gauge galvanized steel panels we selected are coated with baked 
enamel. They have a lifetime of well over 50 years without 
maintenance. The design we used is called standing rib, which 
has the fasteners hidden to minimize the possibility of leaks. 
Flooring 

Wood flooring was an natural choice for our project. It is 
simple, very durable, easy to clean, aesthetically pleasing, and 
environmentally friendly if harvested properly. We have avoided 
the processed boards such as OSB (oriented-strand board) or 
plywood which are typically used as subflooring. These 
manufactured panels contain large amounts of toxic 
formaldehyde-based phenol resins, which we were concerned 
would off-gas. Neither OSB nor plywood are locally 
manufactured, their production is energy intensive, and the resins 
that bind them are petroleum-derived products. Our floors will be 
surfaced with six-inch wide yellow pine boards finished with a 
natural oil and wax coating. We will not use much carpeting 
because .it is a source of as many as 40 volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs). Carpets also trap many other pollutants. 
Though it does not need to be, the manufacture of carpet is at 
present a highly polluting industry. 
Interior Surfaces 

Our wooden ceiling will be made of rough-cut yellow pine 
and tulip poplar boards to minimize processing and give the 
rooms a warm, rustic feeling. In choosing wood, we have avoided 
the familiar and near universal gypsum board. The mineral 
component of plasterboard, drywall, or sheetrock, as it is 
variously called, is extracted from open pit mines and heated to 
remove water, a process that uses a lot of energy. Gypsum board 
also requires large amounts of joint compound to finish the 
surface. This often contains polyvinyl acetate, a known 
carcinogen, as a binder. Walls made of gypsum board are known 
to release more than 25 VOCs. To avoid this potential risk ·we 
selected a 1/2" wallboard made from recycled paper called 
Homasote that contains no formaldehyde. We will cover this with 
burlap to create a pleasing natural finish. 
Insulation 

More than any other material, insulation affects the energy 
efficiency of a building . ~ut a maze of design choices confronts 
the sustainable builder. Knowing that the building's numerous 
windows would increase heat loss, we wanted to compensate as 
much as possible with insulation in walls and ceiling. We 
estimated that we needed ceiling insulation with a rating ofR-30 
and wall insulation of R-19. R-ratings measure the thermal 
resistance of a material to conduction of heat; higher numbers are 
more insulative. · 

We considered fiberglass kd foam materials and rejected 
them both. Fiberglass was a good possibility for cost and 
convenience, but there are still questions about the health effects 
of the small fibers and the use of formaldehyde resins as binders. 
Some countries in Europe have banned fiberglass as an insulating 
material. Foam has many problems due to the use of CFCs and 
HCFCs in its manufacture. These are all culprits in the 
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destruction of the ozone layer. HCFCs have mostly replaced 
CFCs since 1995 because they are about I/20th as potent at 
destroying ozone as the CFC molecules . There is a goal to ban 
even the HCFCs by 2030 . 

We chose recycled cotton insulation instead . It is natural, 
renewable, and has excellent insulating and sound deadening 
properties. Unfortunately for others the company which 
manufactures this material near us in Greenwood, South Carolina 
is getting out of the cotton insulation business . We were able buy 
directly from the factory for half the wholesale price. There may 
be other sources for cotton insulation. 
~ 

~ 
~ 
~ 

Bucking the logs out of the woods by hand the way Grandpa did. 
Our colleague Carolyn Vaughn suggests the use of wool batts. 

We know this material is used in Australia and England, but 
importing wool from halfway round the world is questionable: it 
certainly does not support our local bioregion. 
Windows 

Optimum window design and placement is very much a 
function of climate and setting. Though no rule can be 
completely inflexible, the more severe the winter a building must 
endure, the fewer and smaller should be its windows and the 
more they must be limited to the south walls. In our moderate 
climate, and in a setting with great views of the lake, the 
mountains, and the surrounding woods, we allowed ourselves a 
generous panorama of outlooks. We chose all-wood, double
paned windows and doors manufactured at a local plant in 
Greenville. The windows have an R-factor of about 2. We 
rejected the use of vinyl-clad or aluminum windows and instead 
designed the building with a large overhang to protect windows 
and doors from the weather. 
Plumbing 

In plumbing the guesthouse we chose low-flow fixtures and 
avoided the use of plastic or PVC pipe . Polyvinyl chloride 
(PVC), also used in flooring and siding, is not biodegradable and 
is a petroleum-derived product. PVC manufacturing, using vinyl 
chloride, a carcinogen, is one of the most hazardous industries to 
human health and the environment, and is being banned in parts 
of Europe. 

We considered alternative hot water systems but their cost 
seemed prohibitive and unreliable for the function we desired. 
We will use an on-demand propane hot water heater to limit fuel 
consumption. Common in Europe and Asia, these units are more 



energy efficient than tank heaters because water is heated just 
before it is used, never stored. 

We debated the use of composting toilets but instead chose an 
alternative septic system called EEZZLA Y. Instead of the normal 
drainage lines, we dug a 3' x 40' trench. In it we laid recycled 
Styrofoam which would normally be going to the landfills. This 
proven disposal system allows absorption through the sides of the 
trench instead of just the bottom as in other septic systems. We 
were able to meet all codes while reducing the impact on the 
forest, as the trench occupies about one-third the length of a 
traditional leach field. 
Kitchen 

While we will continue to do most of our cooking at the 
community kitchen, the guesthouse will have a small kitchen 
equipped with a propane stove and 12 cubic-foot Sun Frost 
electric refrigerator. The Sun Frost uses 0.35 kilowatt hours per 
day at 70°F. ambient temperature. This is about one-tenth the 
energy of a typical household refrigerator. 
Heating and Cooling 

The guesthouse will be heated with an efficient soapstone
sided woodbuming stove. The floor plan and window placement 
allow cross ventilation to enhance cooling and avoid the need for 
air conditioning during our hot summer months. A covered porch 
surrounds the house. This not only protects the house from the 
hot summer sun and provides a dry spot for the rainy days of 
summer but allows the living space to merge with the outdoors 
during the warm season. Six skylights will ventilate heat in the 
summer. These are protected with E-coated glass to block UV 
light and limit heat loss in the winter. 

Hoisting a pole into place for the guesthouse. 
As the construction proceeds, our design choices are 

beginning to take shape in a small living space that will be much 
more sustainable than those we have known previously. It will 
not mean any sacrifice in quality of life but should enhance our 
health and well being. Its simple design is easy to comprehend 
and as people see the new building they can gather ideas about 
how to build their own ecologically sound houses. We still have 
many unanswered questions about sustainable shelter. We 
welcome your comments and would hope to include others' 
experiences in this area in our future newsletters. Ll 

Charlie Joiner is a member of Nature's Spirit community , near 
Salem, SC. This article was.first published in their newsletter and 
is reproduced here by pem1issio11. Contact 455 Quail Ridge Rd., 
Salem, SC 29676. 

Perrnaculture 
Desi_gn Course 
Three Sisters Farm 

August 8-22 
Three Sisters Farm in rural western Pennsylvania operates 

a bioshelter and market garden. Since 1988 we have 
developed our site according to principles of permaculture 
design. This summer we will host an intensive course to train 
apprentices in this system. Students will participate in 
planning and design to bring the farm closer to the ideal of 
sustainability. Special focus will be given to ponds and 
gardens, appropriate technologies for the bioshelter, adding 
perennials to the landscape, and a nearby 10-acre woodland 
homestead. 

This program provides students a hands-on opportunity to 
evaluate and re-design a complex working permaculture site 
eleven years into its development. 

Course leader Darrell Frey has practiced permaculture 
since 1980. He is principal designer of the Three Sisters site 
and a consultant to the Harmony Homestead at Slippery Rock 
University, and has over ten years experience teaching Pc. 

Costs: $750 includes food, camping and course materials. 
Permaculture: A Designers Manual required reading. (not 
included in fee). Pre.-register with $100 deposit by July 15. 

Darrell Frey, Three Sisters Permaculture Design 
134 Obitz Rd. Sandy Lake PA 16145 • 724-376-2797 

defrey@bioshelter.com • www.bioshelter.com 

The American Permaculture Directory 
www .permaculture.net 

"Congrats on your superb publication! Hope it boosts the Pc 
Network." -Guy Baldwin, editor, 1984 & '87 Pc Directories (CA) 

"Give one to yourself, buy another for a friend. The early reviews are 
good. It stands to become a classic." -Peter Bane, Pc Activist (NC) 

"Awe-inspiring and very well done. I enjoyed the quotes from 
familiar people and the background material on Pennaculture." 

-Lawrence F . London, Jr., http: //metalab.unc.edu/london 

"I will spread the word about this valuable resource." 
-Patricia DuBose Michael, Pc Teacher/Designer (TX) 

"The best compilation of Pc people, resources, and history thus far." 
-Michael Pilarski, Friends of the Trees (WA) . 

"Mightily pleased with your directory ... thanks for this monumental 
and thankless task." -Scott Pittman, Pennaculture Institute USA 

" ... MARVELOUS JOB ON THE DIRECTORY!!" 
-Dawn Shiner, Dancing Green (VA) 

"It must have been a lot of work! It is quite a tome ." 
-Max O. Lindegger, Global Eco village Network/Oceania 

"Congrats on the Directory . I've enjoyed browsing the website." 
-Jude Hobbs, Cascadia Landscape Design (OR) 

If you are a Pennaculture Design Course Graduate ANYWHERE in 
the WORLD, you can list ( or UPDATE) your Pc BUSINESS, 

COMMUNITY, ORGANIZATION, PUBLICATION, or WEBSITE 
in the Directory FREE of Charge! Visit our website or contact: 

John hwin, 130 Creamery Rd, Pequea PA 17565, 717-284-6318. 
jwirwin@pennaculture.net 

Single copies $18 from The Permaculture Activist. 
Visit the Directory Website for volume discounts. 
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Under $20,000 Housing: 
A Solution for the Rosebud Sioux 

Owen Geiger 
The Rosebud Reservation in South Dakota put out a call some 

time ago for design assistance on low-cost housing. After reading 
about the project in Environmelltal Building News, I contacted 
LeMoine Lapointe, a Habitat for Humanity volunteer working on 
the project. He explained how standard Habitat for Humanity 
houses are costing around $40-45,000 but the extreme economic 
conditions in their area required houses that cost under $20,000 
in order to be affordable. 

The only way I know ofto achieve a well-built house in this 
price range is with alternative building systems and natural 
materials. I wanted at least one floor plan to start with and a 
building system that could be adapted to other floor plans so all 
the houses wouldn't look the same. I poured through my books 
(and bought a few more) trying to find a solution. This is what 
I've come up with so far. 

This project requires the use of indigenous and recycled 
materials to create housing within this price range . The best 
solution I see is to build decent, energy-efficient housing out of 
sustainable materials, with simple designs that are suitable for 
construction by volunteers. Materials would include locally 
available wood for poles and girders , reclaimed lumber from 
derelict stick-framed houses (previous government housing 
projects), wheat straw bales, and soil from the building site for 
adobe floors, light straw-clay wall mixes, and earthen plasters. 
These are natural materials that do not harm the environment. 
Using local and recycled materials will also reduce construction 
costs. 

In contrast to the depressing, government-issue cracker-box 
houses found on most reservations, this design features cathedral 
ceilings, exposed timbers, natural colors and textures, and 
spacious windows. Even the trusses are aesthetically pleasing 
because the natural, rounded edge on the bottom of the truss is 
left intact by the tribal sawmill. 

The expandable "core" house includes two bedrooms, one 
bath, kitchen, living area, and loft with interior dimensions of 24' 
x 28'. The house can be enlarged as the family grows and is 
adaptable to the needs of the extended families often found here. 
The estimated construction cost of the 672 sq. ft. "core" house is 
between $5,500 and $7,000 (about $8-$10/sq.ft.), excluding land 
and infrastructure. This is the cost of materials that have to be 
purchased from off the reservation. Final costs will depend on 
what features are included and how aggressively recycled 
materials are used. Current HUD-funded houses (which most 
here cannot afford) are running between $80-90 ,000. 

It should be made clear that costs of $8-$10/sq .ft. are based on 
somewhat unusual conditions and would be impossible for most 
ofus to duplicate. These prices are based on free labor, no 
building codes, no land or infrastructure costs, wood from the 
tribal sawmill, donated windows from Habitat , extensive use of 
recycled materials, etc. 

A lot can be learned from studying low-cost projects like this 
one. We could be much more open-minded about using recycled 
materials, for example. Could we get by with tubs and sinks from 
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yard sales that had a chip here and there? What about searching 
out large construction sites that throw away almost enough 
materials to build a small house for free? It's amazing what can 
be done ifwe really want to (or have to) do something. 

I need to emphasize the seriousness of the problem on the 
Rosebud Reservation. Tribal members face 89% unemployment. 
The county is the seventh-poorest in the U.S., and a major 
housing crisis exists on the reservation. Living conditions are 
declining even further due to cutbacks in federal spending. There 
is a need for over 700 extremely low-cost houses that can 
withstand the rigors of South Dakota winters. The current 
approaches to providing affordable housing are not resolving the 
cns1s. 
This project emphasizes the creation of a local economy based on 
self-reliance and neighbors helping each other build homes. 
Building trusses, for example, would create indoor jobs for tribal 
members during the coldest months of the year, and.expedite the 
construction of more houses during the summer months. 
Volunteers would learn a whole range of valuable job skills. 

These are the construction details of my proposal: 
The prototype house is a pole frame structure wrapped with 

straw bales. The poles are placed on the inside of the building to 
create an exposed framework for aesthetic purposes and to 
protect the wood from the elements. The poles can rest above 
grade on concrete pier footings to prevent decay, or the poles can 
be buried for greater stability (as shown). If the poles are buried, 
the portion of the pole below grade could be wrapped in heavy 
plastic and the hole filled in with concrete or gravel. 
The poles are connected with wood girders and bolts. The girders 
sit in 3/4" -1" notches that increase the bearing surface without 
significantly weakening the poles. These girders support the 
trusses and loft, and fie the structure together. 

A concrete grade beam is poured to support the bale walls. 
This design uses a frost-protected foundation with rigid insulation 
to reduce heating costs. Sandbags could be used instead, but the 
surface would not be as flat and level as concrete for stacking the 
bales. A sandbag foundation is recommended through the middle 
of the house to support the loft. 

The bale walls can be stacked in the normal manner. Rebar or 
bamboo could be used to add additional strength to the walls, 
however, there is some evidence that suggests this reinforcing is 
not essential and can be eliminated to save labor and materials. 
Openings for doors and windows would be framed with 2" x 6" 
lumber doweled into the bales and 2" x 4" box beam headers. 
Two details not shown in the drawing are a tarpaper drape on the 
first course of bales and a tarpaper moisture barrier between the 
grade beam and the bales. 

Exterior walls get cement stucco to withstand the snow 
storms. Only comers and door and window openings receive 
stucco wire. The stucco wire can be fastened to the bales with 
cur-ved, wire pins made with #12 galvanized wire. This is a very 
fast and easy way to secure stucco wire to bales. 



The interior walls would be built with recycled wooden studs on 24" centers 
to conserve lumber. The voids between the studs would be filled with light 
straw-clay (see Robert Laporte's Mooseprints for easy-to-follow instructions). 
This is a good use for busted bales and the loose straw that seems to end up 

everywhere on a bale construction site. 

ROOF 
METAL ROOF 0/ 15 LB. MEMBRANE ON 7 /16 OSB 

WOOD SCISSOR TRUSSES 

R-38 CELLULOSE INSULATION 
(BLOW IN) 

7 /16 OSB SHEATHING 0/ 
GABLE ENDS 

BAFFLES FOR ATTIC 
VENTILLATION 

MAXIMUM SOLAR GAIN IN 
MISSION, SOUTH DAKOTA 

FRAMING 
PEELED POLES W/ s• TIPS 

NOTCH POLES FOR WOOD 
GIRDERS 
DBL. 2X6 WOOD GIRDERS W/ 
1/2" BOLTS 

STRAW BALES 

WALL FINISHES 
CEMENT STUCCO 0/ EXTERIOR 

#17 STUCCO WIRE ON 
CORNERS & AROUND OPEN~GS 

EARTHEN PLASTER ON 
INTERIOR WALLS 

FLOORS 
ADOBE FLOORS 

RADIANT- FLOOR HEATING 

FOUNDATION 
CONCRETE GRADE BEAM W/ 
2" RIGID INSULATION 

REST BURIED POLE ON 
CONCRETE BASE W/GRAVEL 

INTERIOR WALLS 
2X4 FRAME W/ 
LIGHT STRAW-CLAY 

LOFT 

WALL SECTION 
o~~~~~~ 

Interior wall surfaces would be finished with 
earthen plaster-the most beautiful wall I've ever 
seen in about 20 years of construction experience. 

• Our main goal here is to cut costs, but in this case 
you end up with a finer product that has warmth 
and character. I can't help hut wonder why it's not 
used more often. (The Straw Bale House by Steen 
and Steen, Eisenberg and Bainbridge has the best 
information on earthen plasters.) Cement stucco is 
used around the tub for moisture resistance. 

The floors would be adobe with radiant heating. 
(See Steen and Steen ' s great little book Earthen 
Floors). Concrete could be used, of course, but 
adobe floors seem perfectly suited to this project. 
While researching materials for this job I learned 
the adobe floors in the Taos Pueblo in New 
Mexico are over 600 years old. Think about the 
waste of replacing linoleum and carpet every 15-
20 years within these kinds of time frames! 

The fimshing touches add more character to the 
home. Colorful fabric curtains can be used instead 
of interior doors (wood doors could be added later 
if desired). Cabinets and shelves would be built 
out of local wood. The living area is flooded with 
light from three large five-foot windows with deep 
window wells that can be used for growing plants. 
The metal roof and cement stucco almost 
eliminate exterior maintenance. 

The end result is a warm, safe, comfortable 
home, with a lot of character. And the price is 
right. By working with the elements already in the 
community. this plan could turn around a 
seemingly hopeless situation. 

This project inspired me so much I decided to 
start a book on "'Low Cost Houses Under $20,000" 
to demonstrate the feasibility of extremely low
cost shelter. This type of housing is perhaps one of 
the greatest needs facing our society; successes in 
this area have enormous ramifications. Readers 
who have built houses in this price range. or who 
have good quality drawings and plans that seem 
appropriate, can send photos and info to the 
address at the end of this article. 

This project has been immensely rewarding for 
me because of the opportunity to help so many 
people. One of the major lessons in this for me 
was the realization that this was not just a 
prototype for low-income housing, but a design 
that appro&ches a rather idealized standard of how 
houses, in general, ought to be huilt: with an 
emphasis on simplicity, integrity, practicality, and 
sustainability. 

We are in the early planning stages and would 
appreciate your ideas and suggestions. To 
contribute to this project, contact LeMoine 
Lapointe at 605-856-2665, or Owen Geiger at 
719-546-3706 . 

Complete plans and specifications can be 
ordered for $25 from: ii 

Owen Geiger, PO Box I 1692, Pueblo. CO 8/WJ. 
Design by Owen Geiger. Drawing by Terry Riley. 
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Providing Access: 
A Roadbuilding Primer 
John "JB" Beckman 

Natural building implies using natural materials. But building 
itself implies creating access to building sites. Constructing 
access routes can generate large quantities of these useful natural 
materials, a process that invites the permaculture designer to 
"close the loop." 

Access to a homestead or village is an issue any builder must 
face from the onset. Ensuring that the access remains passable in 
all weather conditions requires working with natural systems and 
mastering a few essential concepts to avoid erosion and costly 
repairs further "down the road." 

Will cars be using the access regularly? How many? Consider 
emergency vehicles and school buses in your design. Footpaths 
and narrow jeep trails simply won't suffice in many cases. Don't 
underestimate future loads. 
Site Conditions: Slope, Soil, Climate & Geology 

Where you're trying to get to, and over what type of soil or 
surface will play critical roles in your plan. Steeper slopes and 
more erodable surfaces increase the difficulty and expense of 
building good roads. Likewise, low-lying ground or deep sands 
will complicate both construction and maintenance. 

Know under what conditions the road must perform and what 
changes can be expected and planned for. Heavy rain on flat sur
faces creates ponding. The same rain on sloped roads can quickly 
wash away tremendous amounts of material and effort. Deep 
snows on shaded surfaces can last an eternity if you can't get in 
or out until they melt. Check winter sun angles, provide for air 

Having recently completed access to our land, I would suggest 
a few guidelines for designing and building access to your own 
settlement, and how "waste" materials can be put to use. 
Determining Use 

· movement for drying, and make a place for water to go--quickly 
if necessary. Probe around the proposed route for bedrock and 
consult soil maps to avoid problem areas and unexpected costs. 
Getting Started 

Before you begin whacking brush and felling trees, check 
your deed and survey for easements, encroachments, or encum
brances (the three E's) associated with the proposed route. Make 
sure you have written descriptions of property lines and connec
tions and that you locate and work from proper survey points. 
Start Walking 

It.is important to consider early tht~ loads your access will be 
asked to carry. A backpacker requires far less clearance and 
surface bearing capacity than a fully loaded concrete truck. If 
you've vowed you'd never bring a concrete truck onto your land, 
consider this: a typical deep well (to 400') drilling rig weighs 
around 68,000 lbs. (30,900 kg) and stands over four meters tall. 

If you haven't walked the proposed route dozens of times in 
different kinds of wectther then you 're probably not ready to start 
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building it. As you walk , make note of any steep or wet areas, 
rock outcroppings, and unique or ecologically sensitive areas to 
be avoided. Examine the drainage areas above and below the 
route. Where will water move in a downpour? Where will the 
clearing debri s be put? What will you do with extra earth? Where 
will your fill dirt come from? Where can you trap runoff (water 
and sediment) so that it can be harvested to good purpose? In all 
but the flattest terrain you will find yourself using a variety of 
strategies and construction techniques and materials. Get to know 
the landscape as a working system and locate your access in 
accordance with that system. See what has and hasn't worked for 
your neighbors. If you spend the time learning the property's 
intricacies the best access route will become obvious. 
Access and Permaculture 

Providing access means clearing land: removing vegetation, 
changing slopes, diverting water, and creating hard surfaces . The 
process is invasive no matter how you slice it. Efforts should be 
made to minimize impacts and apply equipment and materials 
with a gentle touch. 

Land clearing generates a huge amount of by-product: wood, 
bmsh, stumps, topsoil, subsoil, and sometimes rock. The typical 
low-cost, low-thought scenario involves burning the woody 
material, burying the vegetation, and wasting precious topsoil. 
Yet these by-products can go to a variety of uses if thought is put 
to their proper handling before and during construction. 

There is the obvious use of woody material for heat, building 
material, fiber , carbon, etc. Much of the slash, brush, and stumps 
can be used during construction as an effective erosion control 
filter if placed at the toe (bottom) of fill slopes ( and at other 
places where soil is likely to move), and compacted to form a 
dense mat. This can be done easily by a track hoe; if working 
without heavy machinery, cut the material into short lengths (2-
14 ft.) and lay it parallel to the slope. When properly handled 
these "wastes" form an excellent barrier to keep soil and moisture 
on the site. They also provide wildlife cover, particularly for 
amphibians, reptiles, and songbirds. These multipurpose '"filter 
piles" can be covered in vines as a trellis, harvested for kindling, 
or planted directly to trees. Piles moved the next year reveal clear 
ground, ideal for establishing new plantings. Piles made along 
hedgerows or in open areas act as a magnet for a plant and animal 
species that need an "edge " to thrive. And don't forget: these 
piles make excellent deposits to your carbon bank account. 

Topsoil and rock should be stripped from any major clearing 
and stockpiled. Large rocks and boulders also work well on toe 
slopes to stabilize new fill, either alone or in conjunction with 
slash piles. Topsoil makes a poor fill or surface material (unless a 
vegetative cover is preferred) since the organic content prevents it 
from compacting into a durable surface. 

Before you design and build your access, consider how the 
materials generated by the construction can provide further 
benefits. Study the intricacies and obstacles before you, and 
develop an equation that cuts your "expenses" to zero, or less. 
References 
• The Layman's Guide to Private Access Road Construction. 
USDA Soil Conservation Service, Forest Service, TV A. 1985 
• Pennaculture: A Designer 's Manual. Bill Mollison. Tagari. 1988. 
• Stewardship Notes, "Working with Wildlife." N.C. Cooperative 
Extension Service, NCSU Nos. 15 & 18. 

Johnny "JB " Beckman is a building contractor and dowser. He 
is developing Unahwi Ridge Community in Jackson County, 
North Carolina. Contact at ()()4 Grovemont Rd., Raleigh, NC 
27603. (919) 773-1303 or <www.unahwiridge.com>. 

The Basics 
To attempt to describe in detail appropriate designs for every 

possible landscape would obviously take more space than we have 
here, but the following guide may be useful. 

GRADE 
• For soil, vegetated, or grassy surfaces stay under 6%. (6-ft rise 

in 100') 
• For gravel or crushed stone you can get up to 15%. 
• Above 15% for more than short runs (<100') you've got to be 

careful. 
• Keep grades low at curves and intersections . 

WIDTH 
• If vehicles are to use the roadway, plan for a 10' tread width . 
• Add 2' on either side for shoulder (minimum). 
• Add 4' if any trailer will be towed. 
• Design pullovers for two-way traffic to avoid backing up. 
• For two-way traffic increase l 0' tread width to 20' and add on 

as above. 

CUTS AND FILLS 
• Side slopes must be stable for particular soil type and climatic 

conditions; this varies by location . 
• Vertical cuts should be no more than 3' high. Note: rarely do 

vertical cuts work or look good. 
• Cut slopes should not exceed 3:2 (horizontal to vertical ratio) . 
• Fill slopes should not be steeper than 2: I . 
• Use good fill materials : avoid topsoil and particularly brush and 

stumps . 

SURFACE DRAINAGE 
• Surface flow from ALL sources MUST be drained . 
• These include rain, upslope storm flows, springs, and streams . 
• Minimize "downroad" water flow with cross-sloping swales, 

diversions, and water breaks or waterbars. 
• Use upslope (high side) ditches as required to keep water off 

the roadway under storm flow conditions. 
• Select surfacing materials for percolation or runoff. 
• Use an appropriate cross-slope configuration (see chart). 

SURFACE MATERIALS 
• Selection will'depend on slope, use, soils, and availability . 
• Grass/vegetation - for shallow slopes, dry weather use, dry 

soils . 
• Crushed rock (fines) - on slopes to 15 % , medium/high traffic . 
• Crush over larger gravel - on wetter soils, or up to 18 % slopes . 
• Crush over larger rock - mushy soils, seeps, tough spots . 
• Solid surface (asphalt or concrete) only as a last resort . 
NOTE: All materials should be applied as soon as possible after 

disturbance to insure a good bond between base soil and surface 
material unless subsoil is wet and dry weather is expected following. 

EQUIPMENT 
• If heavy equipment is required, use the best operator around . 
• If little clearing or rock or only minor slopes are involved, use a 

dozer (fixed/angle blade). 
• If much clearing, large rock, or big cul~ are required , use an 

excavator(track-hoe). 
• Smaller equipment may be appropriate , but not olten . 

DISTURBANCEREPAIRS 
• Seed cut and fill slopes IMMEDIATELY after final grading . 
• Stabilize surfaces "in the tracks of the dozer" while soil is 

rough and NO erosion has occurred. 
• Use quick genninating varieties for the first seeding; plan to 

n:seed three weeks later with a variety of more permanent cover s. 
• Fix problem spots immediately; maintain erosion controls. 
• Don ' t disturb more in a day than you can repair in a day . 
• Time construction to coincide with good w,::ather for seed 

germination . 
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Micro Hydro Power in the 90s: 
A Technical Overview 
Paul Cunningham & Barbara Atkinson 
©1994 by Paul Cunningham & Barbara Atkinson 

The use of water power predates the use of electricity. At one 
time hydro power was employed across Europe and North 
America to grind grain anywhere water had a vertical drop of 
more than a few feet and sufficient flow. Less common, but of no 
less importance, was the use of hydro to provide shaft power for 
textile plants, sawmills, and other manufacturing operations. 

Over the past century thousands of small mills were replaced 
by centrally generated electric power. At the same time major 
hydroelectric projects were developed using large dams, 
generating hundreds of megawatts of power. Large scale hydro 
development has slowed in recent decades as most first-rates sites 
have already been tapped and environmental opposition to large 
dams has grown. In many areas, however, hydroelectric power is 
still used on a small scale and is arguably the most cost-effective 
form of energy. Micro hydro power use is gradually assuming the 
decentralized pattern it once showed. 

Driven by an enormous interest in renewable energy, 
equipment for wind and solar is being scaled up from residential 
to electric utility size. In contrast, hydro power is being scaled 
down to residential size. The small machines are similar in most 
ways to the large ones except for their size. 
Siting 

A hydro system is much more site-specific than a wind or 
photovoltaic (PV - solar electricity) system. A sufficient quantity 
of falling water must be available . The vertical distance the water 
falls is called head and is usually measured in feet , meters, or 
units of pressure. The quantity of water is called flow and is 
measured in gallons per minute (gpm), cubic feet per second 
(cfs), or liters per second (1/s). A site with more head is usually 
preferable because the system uses less water and the equipment 
can be smaller. The turbine also runs at a higher speed. At very 
high heads pipe pressure ratings and pipe joint integrity become 
problematic, however. 

Since power is the produ ct of head and flow, at lower head 
more flow is required to generate the same power level. Good 
flow is important, even if not all of it is used, since more water 
can remain in the stream for environmental benefits. 

A simple equation estimates output power for a system with 
53 % efficiency, which is representative of most micro hydro 
systems: 

Net Head* (feet) x Flow (US gpm)/10 = Output (Watts) 

*Net head is the pressure available after subtracting losses from 
pipe friction. 

The output capacity of most hydro systems is limitoo by 
stream conditions; they cannot be expanded indefinitely like a 
wind or PV system . This means that the size of equipment may 
be based on site conditions rather than power needs. The size and 
type of system components may vary greatly fFom site to site. 
System capacity may be dictated by specific circumstances (e.g. 
water dries up in the summer). If insufficient potential is 
available to generate the power necessary to operate the average 
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load, you must use appliances that are more energy efficient or 
add other forms of generation equipment to the system. Hybrid 
wind/PV /hydro systems are very successful because the energy 
sources complement each other. 

The systems described here are called "run of river," i.e. water 
is not stored behind a dam. ( 1) Only an impoundment of 
sufficient size to direct water into the pipeline is required. Since 
minimal water is used there is little environmental impact. There 
is also much less regulatory complication. 

In run-of-river systems, power is generated at a constant rate; 
if not used, it is stored in batteries or sent to a shunt load. 
Systems Types 

If electric heating loads are excluded, 300-400 Watts of 
continuous output can power a typical North American house. 
This includes a refrigerator-freezer, washing machine, lights, 
entertainment and communication equipment, all of standard 
efficiency. With energy-efficient appliances and lights and 
careful use management, it is possible to reduce the average 
demand to about 20Q Watts continuous. 

Power can be supplied by a micro hydro system in two ways. 
In a battery-based system, power is generated at a level equal to 
the average demand and stored in batteries. Batteries then supply 
power as needed at levels much higher than what can be 
generated; during times of low demand the excess is stored. If 
enough energy is available from the water, an AC-direct system 
can supply alternating current (AC). AC systems typically require 
a much higher power level than battery-based systems. 
Battery-Based Systems 

Most home power systems are battery-based. They require far 
less water than AC systems and are usually less expensive. 
Because the energy is stored in batteries, the turbine and 
generator can be shut down for servicing without interrupting the 
power delivered to the loads. Since only the average load needs 
to be generated in this type of system, the pipeline, turbine, 
generator, and other components can be much smaller than those 
in an AC system. Because batteries are used, wind or solar power 
sources can assist in power production. Also, DC appliances or 
lighl'i can be operated directly from the batteries. DC versions of 
many appliances are available, although they often cost more and 
are harder to find; quality and performance may vary. 

Input to the batteries in a battery-based system is commonly 
delivered at 12, 24, or 48 Volts DC. If the transmission distance · 
is not great then 12 Volts is often high enough. A 24 Volt system 
is used if the power level or transmission distance is greater. If all 
of the loads are inverter-powered the battery voltage is 
independent of the inverter output voltage, and voltages of 48 or 
120 may be used to overcome long transmission distances. 
Although batteries and inverters can be specified for these 
voltages, it is common to convert the high voltage back down to 
12 or 24 Volts for battery storage using transformers or solid 
state converters. (2) 

Very reliable inverters are available to convert DC battery 
power into AC output ( 120 volt, 60 Hz). These can be used to 



power nearly all home appliances. This 
makes it possible for the system to 
function indistinguishably from a house 
using utility power. 
AC-Direct Systems 

The type of system used by utilities can 
also be used on a home power scale under 
the right conditions. In an AC system, 
there is no battery storage. This means that 
the generator must be capable of 
supplying the instantaneous demand, 
including the peak load. The most difficult 
load is the short-duration power surge 
drawn by an induction motor such as 
found in refrigerators, freezers, washing 
machines, some power tools, and other 
appliances. Even though the running load 
of an induction motor may he only a few 
hundred Watts, its starting load may he 
three to seven times this level, or several 
kilowatts. Since other appliances may also 
be operating at the time, an AC system 
may require a minimum power level of 
two to three kilowatts, depending on the 
nature of the loads. 

always enough excess power from this 
type of system to heat domestic hot water 
and provide some, if not all, of a home's 
space heating. (3) 
System Components 

Hydro systems are easy to understand: 
an intake collects water from the stream. 
and a pipeline delivers it to the turbine. 
The turbine converts the water's energy 
into mechanical shaft power. This drives 
the generator which converts shaft power 
into electricity. In an AC system this 
power goes directly to the loads. In a 
battery-based system, the power is stored 
in batteries. which feed the loads as 
needed. Controllers may be required to 
regulate the system. 
Pipeline 

With the exception of propeller 
machines, which use an open intake, most 
hydro systems require a pipeline to feed 
water to the turbine. The water should 
pass first through a simple filter to block 
debris that might clog or damage the 
machine. The intake should he placed off 

Simple hydro station at Earthaven Village, NC houses Cunningham's Stream Engine, 
inverter, batteries, and heat-lamp shunt. Four-inch pipe diverts creek water at 53' head. 

In a typical AC system, an electronic 
controller keeps voltage and frequency 
within certain limits. The hydro's output is 
monitored and any unused power is 
transferred to a "shunt" load, such as a hot 
water heater. The controller acts like an 
automatic dimmer switch that monitors the 
generator output frequency cycle by cycle 
and diverts power to the shunt load in 
order to maintain a constant speed or load 
balance on the generator. There is almost 

to the side of the main flow to protect it 
from the impact of high water or floating 
debris. 

It is important to use a pipeline of 
sufficiently large diameter to minimize 
friction losses. If possible, the pipeline 
should be buried. This stabilizes the pipe 
and prevents critters from chewing it. 
Pipelines are usually made from PVC or 
polyethylene, although metal or concrete 
pipes can also be used. ( 4) 

Turbines 
Although traditional water wheels of 

vruious types have been used for centuries 
to pump water and grind grain, they aren't 
usually suitable for generating electricity. 
Large, heavy, and slow. they re.quire 
complex gearing to reach speeds adequate 
to run an electric generator. They also 
have icing problems in cold climates. 
Water turbines are more appropriate for 
electricity generation; they rotate at higher 
speeds, are lighter and more compact, and 
are usually more efficient. 

There are two basic types of turbines: 
impulse turbines and reaction turbines. 

Impulse machines use a nozzle at the 
end of the pipeline to convert water under 
pressure into a fast moving jet. This is 
then directed at the turbine wheel (also 
called the runner), which is designed to 
tum as much of the jet's kinetic energy as 
possible into shaft power. Common impulse 
turbines are pelton, turgo, and cross-flow. 

In reaction turbines, the energy of the 
water is converted from pressure to 
velocity within the guide vanes and the 
turbine wheel itself. Some lawn sprinklers 

. are reaction turbines. They spin 
themselves around as a reaction to the 
water squirting from the nozzles in the 
arms of the rotor. Examples of reaction 
turbines are propeller and Francis turbines. 
Turbine Applications 

In the family of impulse machines, the 
pelton is used for the lowest flows and 
highest heads. The cross-flow is used 
where flows are highest and heads are 
lowest. The turgo is used for intermediate 
conditions. Propeller (reaction) turbines 
can operate on as little as two feet of head. 
A turgo requires at least four feet and a 
pelton needs at least ten feet. These are 
only rough guidelines with overlap in 
applications. 

The cross-flow (impulse) turbine is the 
only machine that readily lends itself to 
user construction. It can be made in 
modular widths with variable nozzles. 

Most developed sites now use impulse 
turbines, which are very simple and 
relatively cheap. Water flow to the turbine 
can be easily modified to match 
streamflow by changing nozzle sizes or by 
using adjustable nozzles. In contrast. most 
small reaction turbint::s cannot be adjusted 
to accommodate variable water flow. 
Adjustable reaction turbines are very 
expensive because they require movable 
guide vanes and blades. The performance 
of a reaction machine suffers greatly if 
sufficient water is not available for full 
operation. 
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Reaction machines, however, can use 
the full head available at a site. An 
impulse turbine must be mounted above 
the tailwater level; their effective head is 
measured only to the nozzle. For reaction 
turbines, head is measured between the 
two water levels while the turbine can be 
mounted well above the level of the 
exiting water. This is because the "draft
tube" used with the machine recovers 
some of the head pressure after water exits 
the turbine. This cone-shaped tube converts 
the velocity of the flowing water into pres
sure as it is decelerated by the draft tube's 
increasing cross section. This creates 
suction on the underside of the runner. 

Centrifugal pumps are sometimes used 
as practical substitutes for reaction 
turbines with good results. They can be 
highly efficient and are readily available 
(both new and used) at prices much lower 
than actual reaction turbines. However, it 
may be difficult to select the correct pump 
because data on its performance as a 
turbine are usually not available or are not 
straightforward. 

One reason more reaction turbines are 
not in use is a lack machines in small 
sizes. Many potential sites with two to ten 
feet of head and high flow are not served 
by the market. (5) 
Generators 

Most battery-based systems use an 
automotive alternator. If selected 
carefully, and rewound when appropriate, 
the alternator can achieve very good 
performance. A rheostat can be installed in 
the field circuit to maximize the output. 
Rewound alternators can be used even in 
the l 00-200 Volt range. 

For higher voltages ( 100-400 Volts). an 
induction motor with the appropriate 
capacitance for excitation can be used as a 
generator. This will operate in a small 
·battery charging system as well as in 
larger AC direct systems of several 
kilowatts. (6) 

Another type of generator used with 
micro hydro systems is the DC motor. 
Usually permanent magnet types are 
preferable. However, these have serious 
maintenance problems because the entire 
output passes through their carbon 
commutators and brushes. 
Batteries 

Most hydro systems use deep-cycle 
lead-acid batteries. Unlike automotive 
batteries, deep-cycle batteries are designed 
to withstand the repeated charge and 
discharge cycles typical of renewable 
energy systems. Because sun or wind may 
be unavailable for extended periods, PV or 
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wind systems require many days' storage 
capacity. A micro hydro system on the 
other hand, requires only one to two days 
storage. The batteries in a hydro system 
rarely remain in a discharged state, so they 
have a much longer life than those in other 
renewable energy systems. 

Ideally, lead-acid batteries should not 
be discharged more than about half their 
capacity. Alkaline batteries, such as nickel
iron and nickel-cadmium, can withstand 
complete discharge with no ill effects. 

Above : Pelton runner. 

Above: Crossflow turbine. 

Above: Turgo runner. 

Controllers 
Lead-acid batteries require protection 

from overcharge and over-discharge. 
Overcharge controllers redirect the power 
to an auxiliary or shunt load when the 
battery voltage reaches a certain level. 
This protects the generator from overspeed 
and overvoltage conditions. Overdischarge 
control involves disconnecting the load 
from the batteries when voltage falls 
below a certain level. Many inverters have 
this low-voltage shutoff capability. 

An ammeter in the hydro output circuit 

measures the current. A voltmeter reading 
battery voltage will roughly indicate the 
state of charge. More sophisticated 
instruments, such as amp-hour meters, 
indicate charge levels more accurately. 
Conclusions 

Despite the careful design needed to 
produce best performance, a micro hydro 
system is straightforward and simple to 
operate and maintain. Its lifespan is 
measured in decades. Micro hydro power 
is almost always cheaper to produce than 
any other form of renewable power. 

Who should buy a micro hydro system? 
In North America, micro hydro is cost ef
fective for any off-grid site with a suitable 
water resource, and even for some that are 
on-grid . Homeowners without utility 
power have three options: purchasing a 
renewable energy system, extending the 
utility transmission line, or buying a 
gasoline or diesel generator. Transmission 
line extension can be expensive: its cost 
depends on distance and terrain. Even the 
initial cost of a hydro system may be lower. 
A gasoline generator may be cheaper to 
purchase but is expensive to operate and 
maintain. The life-cycle cost of the hydro 
system (3-25C/kwh) is much lower than 
that of a generator (60-95C/kwh). Once the 
hydro system is paid for, there's no 
monthly bill and minimal maintenance 
costs. Since utility rates tend to rise, the 
value of the power increases, making your 
investment "inflation-proof." 

Notes to budding renewable energy 
enthusiasts: the future has potential if you 
use your head. There are many opportun
ities in this field for creative people with 
talents ranging from engineering to 
writing, if you're · willing to find them and 
persevere. Remember what head, flow, 
and love have in common: more is better! 
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Putting Principle into Practice: 

A Laboratory for Natural Building 
Toby Hemenway 

Penny Livingston's path to natural building was circuitous. 
Part home-making, part curiosity, part walking her talk about 
matching yields to needs, the journey drew her in one step at a 
time. 

Her one-acre lot in Point Reyes Station, the home of the 
Permaculture Institute of Northern California, hosts a cob office 
with a north wall oflight-clay, a load-bearing straw bale cottage, 
and an innovative vaulted straw bale guest house. "When I 
started," Penny says, "I was just trying to figure out what to do 
with the dirt from our pond." She then reflects for a moment. 
"No, that's beginning in the middle. It began with sheet mulch." 

Like many of us, Penny returned from her first permaculture 
design course enthralled with sheet mulch, and set about 
smothering her yard in compostable debris. That huge platter of 
organic matter provided a fertile home for insect life, not all of it 
beneficial. "It was a bug feeding-frenzy out there," she reports. "I 
decided to use ducks to control them, knowing that I'd rather 
change duck-water than kill bugs." The downside of this 
approach was that she had to schlep heavy buckets of water 
around the yard for the Mallard flock. "So I thouglit...I'd rather 
sit by a pond than carry water," she says. Thus the first of a series 
of ponds-to be fed by household greywater and rooftop 
runoff-was born. 

In too far to back out, she dug in deeper: the 8' by 12' pond 
yielded a lot of material. Topsoil went to the garden, but that left 
a huge pile of subsoil. Another challenge ... 

The vision for what to do next came when Penny visited 
Aprovecho Research Center in Cottage Grove, Oregon. There she 
saw a cob building and was entranced. Drafting a design for a 

cob office back borne, she enlisted Ianto Evans and Michael 
Smith of the Cob Cottage Company to run a workshop at P.I.N.C. 
By the end of the event subsoil from the pond mixed with sand 
and straw had been packed into cob walls about six feet high. 
Plenty of work remained, but with the help of friends, interns, 
and Penny's husband James Stark, the building inched towards 
completion. 

It's now a comfortable and well-used space, walls lined with 
books, a large table in each of two sunny, south-facing alcoves. 
Cob enthusiasts often tout the benefits of thermal mass--claims 
home out by foot-thick earthen walls at the P.I.N.C. office-for 
these sun-spaces quickly warm the building on cool days. A loca l 
architect compared it to a conventional structure built for energy 
efficiency and calculated that the cob office uses only a quarter 
the energy (see graph). 

Meanwhile, the pond that became the office walls grew into a 
network of four, fed by a greywater-treatment marsh. It was this 
system that first led Penny to approach Bill Mollison. "When we 
dug the pond," she says, "the ducks just jumped right in, like 
little inspectors telling us we were doing a good job.'' But when 
greywater began flowing into the pond, the ducks shunned it. 
Shortly thereafter, Penny took a permaculture course from Bill in 
Texas. She asked him about the ducks' odd behavior. "Bill 
describes me as this little worried woman, wringing my hands 
over these ducks that wouldn't go in my pond," she explains, 
laughing. "And he said, 'It's because they'll sink.' Bill told me 
that the soaps-the surfactants in the greywater-strip the oils off 
the ducks' feathers so they can't float." 

Penny, ever the permaculturist, notes that even this problem 
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turned into a solution. She hadn't been 
able to establish vegetation in the ponds 
because the ducks kept gobbling it up. But 
high soap levels from the marsh barred the 
ducks long enough to let the plants take 
root. Soon the plants were wringing the 
soaps and other nutrients from the 
greywater, converting them to greenery. 
The ducks returned to the clean water. A 
subsequent test confirmed what the birds 
had shown: that mtrate, phosphate, and f 
other pollutant levels were suitably low. 5 

Well past the experimental stage, the 5 
pond system is tightly linked to the cob 1 
office. Not only did the office walls come ~ 
out of the ponds, but rainwater sluicing .s 
from its roof now goes right back into 8 
them. And sitting on the north side of the -~ 
ponds, the office basks in light reflecting "' 
off the water. "It's not just that the office S 
is brighter," Penny explains. "The effect is ] 
magical: reflected light bounces and ~ 

shimmers off the walls and ceiling. It i 
creates a sacred place to work." Nearby 
plantings also benefit. A dwarf nectarine, 
bathed in brightness by the pond, ripens 
far earlier than its cohorts elsewhere on 
the property. 

Deep in this web of connections is a 
nearby grape arbor. Poised between 
building, pond, and garden, underlaid with 
flagstones, and set with benches, the arbor 
has become an extension of the office, 
where, on the many fine days that Marin 
County's climate offers throughout the 
year, Institute staff do paperwork or meet 
with clients. Even on a cool winter day, 
light reflected from the pond and heat 
gathered by the stones create a bright, 
cozy outdoor room. 
Building the Cob Office 

But the route from raw resource to 
respite and reflection was no certain thing. 
Probing the cutting edge of the possible all 
the way, Penny, James, and company 
began by digging a foundation pit roughly 
16' by 12'. In this they set a pond liner, 
layering it with straw for insulation. 
Around the perimeter they laid a stone 
footer. The crew then filled the pit with 
sand and gravel road base, well tamped in. 
After that came the wall cobbing, much of 
it done during the first workshop. In a 
following workshop. P.I.N.C. and friends 
built the north wall from light clay (straw 
wetted with a thin clay/water mix and 
tamped between forms), a material that 
proved ideal for office walls because 
shelves can be screwed directly into it. 

The interior is plastered with earth and 
covered with alis (from the Spanish alisar, 
to polish), a thin mix of clay with sand, 
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mica, and wheat flour. A poured adobe 
floor conceals piping for radiant heat. 

Light streams through the French door 
and a bank of six arched windows on the 
south side, while two skylights brighten 

the interior. The rest of the ceiling panels 
are made of compressed rye-grass bonded 
with non-toxic resins. Called 
Meadowwood, they are manufactured in 
Germany and imported by a firm in 

Cob/light-clay office building showing cob oven "dragon" and poultry on range in the 
garden. Innovative gutters drain to ground via chains. 

Lessons from P.I.N.C. 's Natural Buildings 
Since Penny has lived with multiple 

styles of natural building, she's made a few 
observations that may help those who are 
choosing a natural building material. 

• Cob and straw bale aren't radically 
different in the amount of labor they require 
to build . Straw bale costs more unless you 
have a source of free bales or must import 
sand or clay for cob (in the latter case you 
_should question whether cob is appropriate). 

• In humid climates (e.g. Pacific 
Northwest and eastern North America), 
moisture in straw bales may be a problem . 
Experts say bales should never exceed 19% 
moisture or they may rot, but Penny's 
structures reached 25 % during construction. 
Time will tell how the buildings hold up. 

• Cob and straw hale have very different 
thermal properties that influence siting and 
use. P.I.N.C. 's cob office has good solar 
gain, thus its high thermal mass smoothes out 
temperature fluctuations: a little sun in winter 
keeps it warm, and the thick, shaded walls 
cool it in summer . But if a series of wintry 
grey days coincides with the building being 
left unoccupied and unheated, recharging the 
building's "thermal battery" takes many 
hours, and the building is cold and clammy 
until all that mass heats up. In contrast, the 
straw bale buildings receive less direct sun 
where they are placed, but they are very 

quick to warm. A tiny heat.er or stove wanns 
the P.l.N.C. straw bale structures in 10 
minut.es--even body heat noticeably raises 
tl:.e temperature. But sun streaming in a big 
window can quickly render a straw bale 
building uncomfortably hot. Penny observes 
that in a cold climate, cob is comfortable if 
the occupants keep the building heated 
constantly, but if you travel a Jot or 
otherwise let the place cool off, straw bale 
may be more appropriate. In general, site 
conditions (sun, wind, -etc.) have a bit less 
influence on straw bale buildings than on 
cob. 

• Light clay, in its thermal qualities 
(mass and insulation), lies between cob and 
straw. It's suitable mainly for straight walls 
unless you can build fancy curved forms . 
Light clay is not subject to the moisture 
problems that may affect straw bales. 

• As all natural builders say, high 
foundations and plenty of roof overhang are 
critical, both for proper solar gain and to 
keep rain off the walls. These are probably 
the most important design elements to 
ir.sure a livable, lasting natural building. 

Overall, given the climate, the site, and 
the materials and labor available atP.I.N.C., 
Penny gives cob a slight edge, but in a drier 
or colder climate, straw bale's strengths 
IT\ay tilt the scales the other way . ~ 
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Albany, Oregon. Above the ceiling a loose 
clay-straw insulates between the rafters. 

The rafters themselves are made from 
salvaged one-inch redwood and support 
green-enameled metal roofing, chosen 
because it least affects the quality of the 
rainwater concentrated by the roof. 
Collecting water from the roof was never a 
question in this permaculture setting, but 
how to do it from curving roof edges was. 
The gutters, 4-inch flexible black drainage 
pipes slit on one side and snapped onto the 
roofing edge, are the brain-child of Brock 
Dolman of Occidental Arts and Ecology 
Center. Their organic sinuosity mates well 
with the curving cob walls. Holes drilled 
in the gutter guide rainwater down chains, 
through a drain, and into the pond. 

Outside, the building is covered with 
what's actually an interior plaster: earth, 
sand, clay, and rice hulls (an abundant 
agricultural by-product in California). 
Lacking either lime or cement, the plaster 
has held up well where protected by the 
roof overhang, but where exposed to rain 
it's slowly wearing away. 

Cob is so sculptural, it lends itself to 
fancy: an oven shaped like a dragon's 
head thrusts out of the east wall, with an 
abalone shell for an eye, while from the 
back, a long cob bench forms the tail. 
Workers in the office are truly in the belly 
of the beast! 
Vaulting with Straw 

A second innovative structure has 
sprung up in another comer of the 
property: a vaulted straw bale guest house. 
The architectural vault, two walls that lean 
together and meet at the top to form a 
pointed arch, is an ancient concept. Bay 
Area architects Bob Theis and Dan Smith 
updated the idea by using straw bales to 
create a vault, and have erected (and taken 
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down) several of these structures at 
conferences and home shows. Bob and 
Dan consulted with Penny to build the first 
permanent straw bale vault at P.I.N.C. The 
construction began much the same as for 
the office: a pit, a pond liner, and tamped 
sand and road base. But after that, the two 
buildings diverged. Instead of stone 
stemwalls, the guesthouse foundation 
consists of several tiers of plastic feedbags 
packed with gravel. 

Next, the builders drove short lengths 
of rebar into the ground every three feet 
just inside and outside the foundation. To 
these they fastened long bamboo poles, 
each arching to meet its opposite number 
across the foundation. This created inner 
and outer vaults which were then laced 
together at intervals. Next, wooden 
wedges (two-foot long 2x4s cut 
diagonally) were placed on the foundation 
bags and upon these was laid the first row 
of straw bales. The wedges tilted the hales 
inward at the angle needed for the vault. 
The crew then pinned the bales in place 
with bamboo and rebar, working their way 
to the top (Penny remarks that driving 
bamboo pins into straw bales is tough 
work). 

Though putting the walls up only took 
a couple of days, plastering and finishing 
them was terribly time-consuming and 
grueling. For those who eschew cob 
because it is slow going, Penny relates that 
"cob may not be that much more labor
intensive than .straw bale. With cob there's 
more work at the front end, but when the 
walls are up, you're done. The utilities are 

in, and you don't even have to plaster the 
outside if you don't want. Straw seems 
fast because the walls just go zip, right up. 
But with bales, you have to go back and 
fill in all the gaps with straw. Then there ' s 
all the stuccoing, and layers of plaster, and 
finishing around the doors and windows, 
where you have to put wire lath. All that 
detailing takes a lot of time. We left the 
plaster pretty rough in places, but even so, 
it was a tremendous amount of work. A 
year to finish, with the help of a lot of 
interns and work trades, and us. Six 
hundred hours. So, having built both, I'd 
say that cob and straw bale may be about 
even in terms of labor." 

This building is lit by a large east
facing window, French doors on the west, 
and two ranks of small windows that 
pierce the side walls every three feet. Here 
terminology becomes elusive. The lower 
rows of panes are clearly windows. But 
the upper glasswork, where the walls lean 
inward: are those windows, skylights, or 
something in between? Innovative 
structures delight and confound us by 
yanking our old concepts out of their neat 

. pigeonholes and jumbling them about . 
With the walls-cum-ceilings up, next 

came plastering. Penny vowed to avoid 
cement, as it consumes so much energy, 
but the architects insisted it was necessary 
for seismic stability (the land is barely a 
mile from the San Andreas fault). Some 
architects believe cement should be added 
for moisture resistance, but in this case, 
the roof overhang is so ample that even a 
mud plaster would have been protected. 

Straw bale guesthouse and adjacent vaulted living room 
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Up under the roof itself, the outsides of the bales are exposed, so 

their moisture content changes with the seasons, drying out fully 

m summer. 
The front wall of the guest house-narrow wings flanking the 

French doors-is made of cob set on a stone foundation and 

stuccoed with earthen plaster . Finished with an alis of porcelain 

clay mixed with flour and water , it is colored bright yellow by 

ferrous sulfate, a natural, non-toxic mineral pigment. 

Inside, the walls got a gypsum plaster. "We did that because 

they lean," Penny explains. "Walls that aren't plumb are very 

difficult to plaster, and here the exposed bamboo poles compound 

the problem. Earthen plasters have a texture similar to mashed 

potatoes. Adding gypsum turns them into whipped cream! A 

gypsum plaster adheres to the bales, and is very moldable . Plus 

there's plenty of gypsum on the planet." 
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The white walls and the banks of small windows that pierce 

theni give the room a soft, luminous glow. A big double bed, 

covered by a fluffy down comforter, fills the cottage. It's a 

pillowy, enveloping space that muffles the outside world, as 

under a thick blanket of snow. 
The°French doors open onto a flagstone patio and another 

pond backed by a row of pear trees woven into a Belgian fence. 

The trees, tightly interlaced, have begun to graft together into a 

single being. Again we see a synergy, where buildings, patio, 

pond, fence, and the surrounding garden meld to create a 

dwelling space reminiscent of Balinese "house compounds." 

Next to the cottage, a second straw bale building adds a 

square living room to serve the vaulted bedroom. The most 

conventional of the three natural buildings at P.I.N.C., this last 

forms a plain cube. But a simple shape belies its innovative 

nature, for it is load-bearing straw-the bales themselves support 

the roof. Most straw bale buildings are held up by timber 

framing, with the straw serving merely as insulating in-fill 

between wooden posts. 
Penny loves to surf out toward the margins -of what is known, 

bringing back data from these far reaches. Her ever-evolving 

home is a laboratory of natural building that both challenges 

designers and delights visitors at nearly every turn. /Ji. 



Building in Community 

A Barn Raising at Circle Springs 
Kalen Jones 

There are no sheds on the Circle Springs community site, 
which is unfortunate, because in addition to providing convenient 
tool storage, the process of building one could have saved us 
thousands in "education" costs; i.e. the time and labor it took to 
figure things out on a much larger scale. 

Two years ago many of the community members were excited 
construction novices, eager to plunge into the brave ·new world of 
natural building. In the intervening time we've learned about the 
generally pleasant challenges of using green materials. We have 
also grappled with building components about which the clear 
choice for sustainability is not as obvious as it is for walls and 
floors (where the greatest progress in green materials has been 
made). This article provides a glimpse into our experience as 
first-time builders, trying to balance aesthetics, efficiency, 
toxicity, embodied energy, labor, and cost. 

Circle Springs is a cohousing community in the high desert of 
southeast Utah. Our vision for the community is focused on 
developing a sustainable way of life, influencing food 
and energy production, architecture, and our 
relationships to each other and to the land. We are 
putting most of our attention into building, with site 
development and financing close behind. 

Our first structure is nearing completion, a central 
community building, which houses a large kitchen, 
dining and living space, office, kids' room, composting 
toilets, laundry, and bathing facilities. Of timber frame 
and straw bale construction, its 2,300 square feet of 
floor space is designed to be heated by passive solar 
gain. We will use it to share regular meals, as well as 
for dancing and seasonal celebrations, hanging out, and 
community meetings and business. Additionally, the 
facilities in it will allow community members to build 
smaller, cheaper, less consumptive homes. 
Design and Redesign 

The process of creating our community building 
began over a year before ground breaking. Under the 
guidance of our resident designer, Susie Harrington, 
we developed a comprehensive site plan and chose the location. 
We clarified the attributes and functions we wanted the building 
to have, and drew up a budget. Design is one of the most critical 
elements of green building. At this stage passive heating and cool
ing systems can best be integrated, composting and greywater 
systems are most easily incorporated, and the needs of the inhabi
tants planned for. If the intention is to reduce the impact of the 
building on the environment and the owner's wallet, designing it 
smaller is one of the key strategies, regardless of the materials used. 

The design parameters most important to us were energy 
efficiency, low cost, and round walls. We dealt with cost by 
limiting building size and providing much of the labor needed for 
construction ourselves. By visiting other buildings that are used 
in similar ways, and through other research, we established with 
some confidence what our minimum size needs would be. 

The pursuit of energy efficiency, however, caught us up in a 
conflict with our desire for round walls. Our climate, with many 
bright and sunny winter days, is well suited to passive solar 

heating, yet the building shape best suited to capturing solar 
energy is a rectangle or an oblong with the long axis east-west, 
and most of the glazing facing south. This was at odds with a 
purely circular shape, so a compromise was developed in which 
the main dining and living spaces were given strongly curved 
elements, while the building as a whole became quite oblong, 
other rooms making more use of right angles, which are both 
cheaper and easier to build. The amorphous shape has been 
likened to an amoeba, among other things. 

The design of the building continued to evolve as Susie 
discussed details with the experienced builders who had offered 
to help us. When we submitted our unusual building plans to 
county officials for a permit, they required us to get an engineer's 
stamp of approval. We discovered that the cost for this service 
can vary dramatically; fortunately we found an engineer who was 
reasonably priced, and yet had enough experience with 
alternative systems to be helpful. 

Workshop participants raise timber-frame bents over the kitchen. 

Setting the Stage 
A number of important steps took place concurrently, each 

• handled by a different community member. Natural building 
teachers, cooks, and lead carpenters were scheduled for a 
coordinated series of workshops that would both teach 
community members what we needed to learn about the 
construction, and attract other people to help. Advertising for the 
events was begun in earnest. Generators were brought to the 
remote site. (Due to limited funds, we bought two small, used gas 
generators, both of which have since died. We have replaced 
them with a quieter, more powerful, efficient, and reliable diesel, 
which will backup our solar/hydro system.) Strawbales were 
procured-they are harvested in late summer and become more 
scarce with the approach of winter. (It is helpful to have the bales 
on hand, so that the building can be designed around their 
dimensions, as bales from different sources vary in size.) 
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Digging in ••• 
The shell went up in the spring of '97. One brisk but sunny 

day in mid-February, a cheery yellow backhoe broke ground, the 
experience simultaneously painful and exciting. Topsoil was 
separated for future landscaping. The subsoil was placed in a 
another pile-if we had known how useful it would be for plaster
ing we might have had the larger rocks mechanically sifted out at 
the time. Although the foundation had been carefully laid out 
(quite time consuming with its curves), as is often the case with 
earthwork, our vision was rendered imperfectly by the diesel
powered steel maw. We put in two weeks of backbreaking hand 
work where the back hoe didn't remove quite enough dirt. 

The foundation is insulated by 4" of expanded polystyrene 
(EPS). Though EPS is a "brown" product-petroleum-based, 
toxic in both manufacture and disposal, we felt that its overall 
benefits outweighed the costs. We chose EPS because it's made 
without CFCs; the extruded version (XPS-blue or pinkboard) 
commonly sold for subgrade insulation is slightly less water 
absorbent, but is still manufactured with CFCs, albeit less 
destructive ones than were used a decade ago. EPS is also 
essentially inert in underground applications. 

Up to 30% of heat loss from a building can go into the 
ground, so foundation insulation makes sense from an energy 
perspective. Furthermore, with sufficient insulation the depth of 
the foundation itself can be reduced, thereby reducing the volume 
of concrete used. Since concrete is both expensive and has one of 
the highest embodied energy ratings of any construction material, 
this savings is important. Concrete use was also limited by 
substituting a rubble ( clean l" gravel) filled trench capped with a 
1 O" deep grade beam for a footer under the straw bales . 
. . . and rising up 
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The timber frame was erected in ten days by the staff of The 
Natural House Building Center and participants in the workshop 
they led. This workshop and two others we hosted on bale walls 
and earthen plasters were highlights of the building process. After 
a month of sweating in the trenches-half a dozen of us doing all 
the foundation preparation-it was a joy to have abundant hands 
at work. The construction went gratifyingly fast; in some cases, 
too fast! During the bale wall raising, we often found ourselves 
running around making sure that our enthusiastic, but often 
inexperienced, helpers didn't do anything that would have to be 
undone later. To ensure the success of these workshops, it was 
necessary for us to take on whole new tasks, including extensive 
advertising, making press contacts, and creating and running a 
kitchen for 40 people. 

The roof and bale walls went up simultaneously . 

Next came the roof, about which we had much debate. All 
buildings in our community are limited to a maximum height of 
12 feet, both for aesthetics, and to allow all buildings-which are 
clustered to reduce the disturbance area-full access to solar gain 
in the winter. In the community building, this meant a nearly flat 
roof. Some members wanted a living roof, with its soft contours, 
breathing plants, and ability to buffer runoff. The soil to create a 
living roof, however, increases the load on the structure 
dramatically, and consequently, the number or size of the rafters 
required to support it. We eventually decided that we couldn't 
support the cost, or sanction the wood use that a living roof 
would entail. Even so, 16" rafters were needed, both for the load, 
and to accommodate insulation matched to our walls. Our 2-
stririg bale walls have a rating of about R-29 (Environmental 
Building News Vol. 7, n. 9, pp. 2-3.), the ceiling is R-50. 

Conventional solid wood rafters pose no health threat, but use 
lots of wood. We chose truss joists-although they are made with 
glue containing formaldehyde-because they consume 
substantially less wood, make use of the smaller pieces available 
from second-growth trees, and make less of a thermal break in 
the ceiling insulation than equivalent solid wood rafters . 

Because of our hot summers we needed a radiant barrier above 
the rafters but below the sheathing. This is quite cheap and 
substantially reduces cooling needs. However, we didn't become 
aware of it until after putting on the sheathing, so we installed it 
between the rafters, under the sheathing. The ceiling is insulated 
with blown cellulose; it is made from recycled newspapers, has 
very low embodied energy, is cheap, and is unpleasant to install . 

Windows and doors went in next. In an attempt to reduce the 
amount of wood used, we made simple bucks of nailed 2"xl2" 



pine from the local mill. They later warped 
to a troubling degree. Bucks in our next 
building will feature box beam construc
tion of framing grade wood, and more solid 
connectors. In addition to their insulating 
qualities, we looked for windows with 
excellent seals, as much heat loss is due to' 
infiltration. To help prevent this, caulk was _ 
placed between window flanges and bucks, 
and the space between sill and buck was 
insulated. This step was met with some 
disbelief by the experienced carpenter on 
site, but tests have born out its efficacy. 
Dirty Business 

This past summer we applied the mud 
plaster. Most strawbale structures built 
during the current revival have been plas
tered with cement stucco. While durable, 
it does have some disadvantages: cement 
must be purchased and has a high embed
ded energy cost, while lack of breathability 
may contribute to bale moisture problems 
(see Last Straw, #2.2, Spring '98, for more 
details of this ongoing debate). Mud is 
cheap, breathable , and beautiful, and is 
almost universally available for free; it 
also requires more maintenance than we 
are used to giving modem buildings . 

The mud-straw interface was one place 
where it would have really helped if we'd 
worked out the details on a small building. 
Mud does not provide nearly as much of 
its own rigidity as stucco, so it is 
important that the backing be firm. Bales, 
and all partial bales need to be tight; more 
so than the minimum required for non
load bearing walls. 

Circle Springs 
Community 

Circle Springs is a budding community in 
the canyon country of southeastern Utah, near 
the town of Moab. We own 124 acres at the 
base of the La Sal Mountains with streams, 
pinyonjuniper forest, and solitude . We practice 
consensus decision making and strive for a 
balance between group and private life . The 
land has 25 arable acres with water, and the 
temperate climate affords us a seven-month 
growing season . The community is off the grid : 
we generate solar and hydro power. In addition 
to natural building, we are currently involved 
in a stream restoration project. Our land is held 
by a member -owned corporation, and the site
plan is modeled on cohousing. We are seeking 
new members, and offer internships and 
workshops in natural building. ,:1 

For more information on Circle Springs, write 
P.O. Box 1171, Moab, UT84532. www.gj.net/ 
~wgaialcirclespringsl 

We removed the loose straw on the 
surface of the bales using a weed trimmer, 
a grinder with a wire wheel, and a 
chainsaw. All gaps and loose spots in the 
bales and walls were packed _with cob with 
a lot of straw mixed in, for insulation as 
well as firmness. At this point we applied 
a clay slip to the bales to improve plaster 
adhesion-a texture gun does the job fast 
and thoroughly. Then we applied the 
plaster-the recipe for any earth plaster 
will be site specific, so consult with 
knowledgeable sources, and do lots of 
tests before beginning. 

Our soil behaved counter to the usual 
"rules" of plastering, and it took Kevin 
Dwyer (CS member who has been 
managing the later phase of building), and 
Keely Meagan (founder of Artisan Earth) 
several frustrating weeks to get it right. 
We are going to try a lime plaster as our 
final coat. Although lime uses significant 
energy in its manufacture , we will not be 
using much-1/4-1/2" as the finish coat 
on the outside, and our test patches 
suggest that it has much promise for 
providing a durable, breathable finish. 
Hard-won lessons 

Although still in process, we have 
already learned some important lessons. 

• We were WIU'J1ed about the labor 
costs of curved buildings prior to 
construction-having experienced it first 
hand we might simplify some aspects of 
this building had we to do it over again. 

• It would have been nice to build the 
community power system first. The 
building housing the system itself would 
have been a small-scale place to work out 
the details of the larger structure, and 
having quiet power would have been nice. 

• Our plans about providing our own 
labor were overly optimistic, perhaps 
because of the lack of building experience 
of many members. We agreed that all 
members would contribute equally but 
eventually, much of the burden of 
managing construction fell on a few. This 
was quite stressful at first, but we have 
accepted it as the way, and have 
eventually decided on a money equivalent 
for our work so that those who choose to 
prioritize other aspects of their lives can 
do so without guilt, and those who want to 
focus on Circle Springs can afford to. 

Unfortunately, several of our members 
have burnt out during the course of 
construction. This is perhaps the highest 
cost of building, the toll it can take on any 
partnership. On the flip side, for those who 
enjoy building, and can choose their 
appropriate level of involvement, the 

creation of a personal, regenerative 
building is very satisfying. 
Notes 

• More info on frost protected shallow 
foundations can be found at http:// 
www .cs.arizona.edu/people/jcropper/ 
desguide.html. 

• Environmental Building News provides 
comprehensive comparisons of products 
and techniques. (802) 257-7300; 
www .ebuild.com 

• Our designer, Susie Harrington, w/gaia 
designs, PO Box 264, Moab, UT, 84532; 
wgaia@lasal.net, focuses on regenerative 
design and green materials, from residence 
to the community level. 

• Artisan Earth is a roving natural plaster 
crew in the Southwest; (520) 792-6439. A 

Occidental 
.Arts & Ecology 
Center 

1999 COURSES 
❖ PERMACULTURE ❖ 

Permaculture Design Intensive 
$850-950 sliding scale. September 18 
- October 1. 
Introduction to Permaculture 
$225-275 sliding scale. Offered April 
9-11 & November 5-7. 

❖ NATURAL BUILDING ❖ 
Introduction to Natural Building 
$550-650 sliding scale. May 25-30. 
Natural Floors & Plasters . 
$400-500 sliding scale. July 12-15. 

❖ ORGANIC GARDENING ❖ 
Organic Gardening Intensives 
$225-275 sliding scale. Offered April 
23-25 & July 9-11. 

Seed Saving: From Seed to Seed 
$225-275 sliding scale. Aug. 27-29. 

❖ OTHER COURSFS ❖ 
Rethinking the Corporation, 
Rethinking Democracy 
$125-225 sliding scale. July 23-25 & 
October 1-3. 

Creating Intentional Communities 
$225-275 sliding scale. Aug. 13-16. 

For info a full catalogue of courses: 

15290 Coleman Valley Road 
Occidental, CA 95465 

(707) 874-1557 
oaec@igc.org 
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Cordwood Revisited 
Darrell Frey 

Way back in in the early 1980s, my partner Linda and I were wide layers of mortar spaced twelve inches from inside face to 
planning our "owner built" home. We wanted to incorporate outside face. Six inches of fiberglass insulation was laid between 
recycled materials and natural building techniques into our plans. the rows of mortar. Cordwood was then laid across the mortar 
Due to limited financial resources, we also wanted to use labor- and fiberglass. Then another layer of mortar and fiberglass was 
intensive rather than capital-intensive methods to create our laid, followed by more cordwood and so on, until the section was 
house. As we sought out options for low-cost shelter we read of filled. We generally would lay up only two feet of wall height a 
cordwood construction in several issues of Mother Earth News day, then allow the mortar to cure before continuing. It took us 
magazine. We lived then, as we do now, in the forested several weekends to finish in-filling 300 sq. feet of wall. Each 
Allegheny plateau, and sand, gravel, limestone, and portland time we laid up a wall section, we were assisted by friends and 
cement are all locally produced, so cordwood masonry seemed to family who wanted to see how it was done. The work was fun 
be worth a closer look. and went quickly. 

Linda and I attended a local hands-on workshop, assisting in The first winter we experienced major shrinkage of the 
the construction of a cordwood house for a day. We were cordwood. What had seemed to be dry wood was further dried by 
impressed by the relative ease of cordwood masonry construction the wood stove in the house. This made for some cold nights in 
(with the help of a cement mixer). However, the published data the drafty downstairs portion of the house. We quickly set to 
on cordwood masonry generally pointing the worst of the cracks 
referred to the potential for the with mortar. Seasonal shrinking 
wood to shrink and crack, and expanding of the cordwood 
allowing air to infiltrate the walls . has made re-pointing of the walls 
This was at odds with our plans , , a constant challenge. By now we 
for a passive solar house design. have built additions on two of the 
The first principle of solar three cordwood sides, making 
building is to create a relatively them interior walls. We plan to 
tight structure to prevent heat loss. add a greenhouse to the third side 

Still, we wanted to experiment l' within a year. 
with natural building techniques i ' The cordwood walls are 
while creating our home, and attractive and the wood has held 
cordwood masonry seemed a up well. However, I cannot 

.i reasonable way to do it. recommend cordwood masonry, 
The center of the house has a as we used it, for a finished wall 

modified octagonal floor plan. in a cold climate. In retrospect we 
The original plans called for could have done the same job with 
future rooms to be added on three stone and achieved a much nicer 
sides of the octagon. Our solution looking and airtight wall. If the 
was to use cordwood masonry as cordwood had remained as 
in-fill on the sides that were exterior walls, we would have 
planned to become interior walls. applied a coat of stucco to the 

Our method was simple. The exterior or plaster to the inside or 
first floor of the house was framed both to completely seal the cracks 
with 12-inch wide posts and between wood and mortar. We 
beams, recycled from an old barn, considered insulating with 
set on a 16-inch wide foundation. sawdust, straw, or some other 
Twelve-inch by two-inch planks natural material, but could no find 
were used to frame doorways and Cordwood barn foundation in northern Michigan information on it at the time we 

windows. The cordwood walls consist of two 3-inch thick built. If we were to do this again I would use these materials for 
masonry walls connected by the 12-inch long sections of split insulation instead of fiberglass batts. 
cordwood. We filled the space between the interior and exterior § I do recommend cordwood for unheated outbuildings or other 
masonry walls with fiberglass insulation. = structures that do not need to be airtight. Cordwood masonry 

We harvested the cordwood from standing dead red oak trees, i either as in-fill or as structural building material is cheap, attract
cut the pieces to length, and stacked them under cover for several ~ ive, and easy for the owner builder to use. But it is not airtight. t:.. 
months to dry before use. The masonry consisted of a standard ~ 

mix of 5 parts sand to 1 part portland cement. A few shovelfuls of ] Da"ell Frey grows market vegetables at Three Sisters Farm and 
fresh sawdust were added to the mortar to slow down its drying °'" Bioshelter. He will be teaching a certificate course in 
time, prevent shrinkage, and act as a binder. Wearing rubber gloves permaculture design there August 8-22. For more information 
we pressed the mortar into place and pointed the joints by hand. write 134 Obitz Rd., Sandy Lake, PA 16145, call 724-376-2797 

We began the first course of the foundation with two 3-inch or email<defrey@bioshelter.com>.www.bioshelter.com 
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Oregon Cob 
Ianto Evans 

The following is excerpted from The Cob Cottage by 
Ianto Evans, Michael Smith, and Linda Smiley. All 
rights reserved. 

Peasants and Farmers 
. B Years ago, at an mtemational conference on Third World ! 

Development-I shudder at the term-a Chilean woman called >-

Ana delivered a paper on "The Difference Between Peasants and ., 
Farmers." Peasants, she pointed out, satisfy their own basic i 
needs-they grow their food, build the houses they live in, often 
make their own clothes. Most collect medicinal herbs, treat 
medical emergencies, supply family entertainment. They have 
time to enjoy life by experiencing fully what they do every day. 
Farmers by contrast grow things to sell . They buy their groceries, 
building materials, clothes, entertainment, medical insurance. 
They must also buy into a system which demands that they drive 
stuff to market, pay taxes, and send their kids to agricultural 
college. Increasingly they buy machinery, seeds, and 
agrochemicals. They have no time to enjoy directly satisfying 
their own needs, so they purchase their satisfactions. 

I've thought a lot about Ana's presentation. In her terms we 
clearly are all farmers; there are few peasants in the USA. Her 
definition shook my worldview. I'd always felt comfortable in 
the traditional villages of Africa and Latin America; now I 
understood why. Thinking on, it was obvious that the parts of my 
own life that I really enjoyed were the peasant parts, the parts I 
dido 't pay for, that were self-generated. Neither working for 
someone else nor paying for basic needs is essentially satisfying, 
because our links to Nature are so completely severed. Why do 
we grow garden vegetables? It's not the easiest way to obtain 
food, so there must be other reasons. The simplest cost benefit 
analysis will tell you it's hard to make the same money growing 
lettuces as you do going to the office. Otherwise surely we'd all 
be lettuce farmers. We grow food (or flowers) for completeness. 
The whole point is the understanding that comes from putting 
seeds in the ground and tending them, feeding, watering, picking, 
eating. To be complete we need to have a constant awareness of 
our cosmic bearings, where and when we fit into Nature's 
patterns. If you compost your excrement like the Chinese, use 
your own urine for fertilizer, and grow your own vegetable seeds 
on those same plants, the cycle is complete. You've inserted 
yourself into a totally visible loop of cause and effect. The only 
variables are your own actions and the inscrutable face of Nature. 
How long it takes is immaterial, you experience the whole 
process, and the better you observe how it works, the easier you 
slide into it. 

The peasant/farmer analogy works equally well for house 
building. For most of history most ofus humans have created our 
own homes. The parts too heavy or too slow were made by entire 
families; whole communities erected the bigger buildings as the 
Amish raise barns. Only lately have we hired from outside our 
friends and family and then at first only for parts or techniques 
beyond the reach of the home made. First we traded with skilled 
specialists for more durable, better made work. The village 

Recently reconstructed cob and stone farmhouse in Devon . 

blacksmith made hinges, you gave him eggs. Then much later, 
not long ago, we started to pay total strangers hard-earned cash, 
to supply skilled trades.To earn that money we had to grow a 
surplus; the self-sufficient plot wasn't big enough. Small 
landholders can't survive in a cash economy. Because of a 
constant cash need and fluctuating market demand they easily 
lose their land and become landless producers of trade items. Not 
having land, they don't have access to the earth, stone, trees, or 
straw that they previously had at hand to house themselves with. 
The peasant has become a farmer, or else turns to producing 
artifacts for sale and thus pays for housing. 

That's the stage set. We pay for housing. We go to work 
doing meaningless things for 30, 40, 50 years to pay for a house 
we don't have connection with. Who understands how sheetrock 
is made, who has been in a cement factory, a steel mill? And if 
we have, do we enjoy what we feel and smell and hear there? 
Like schoolchildren taken on a field trip to the slaughterhouse, 
the experience of seeing how building components are really 
made can turn us off the whole idea. The kids stop eating meat, 
we seek better ways to house ourselves. 

Living as Linda and I do in the Pacific Northwest, I am 
reminded daily of the insanity of the housing industry. Loaded 
log trucks roar down every country road and on almost any day I 
can hear from our house the senseless crashing of trees falling, 
the whine of chainsaws. When we came here there was still 
ancient primeval forest, miles of it, within sight of this window. 
Now it's down to a few sorry remnants a long drive away. It 
influences my commitment to reducing lumber use. 

What cob has helped us all do is reconnect with our tradition. 
We always had a part in housing ourselves; now we can reclaim 
that right. This isn't just banging together ready-made 
components from the lumberyard. We can actually make our own 
building materials. Walls, floors, foundations, plasters are all 
easy, made from the ground beneath your feet. 

The courage we get from creating our own materials makes 
the next step easy. Soon you see the potential for roundwood 
thinnings in framing a roof, uses for driftwood, scrap, pallets, and 
demolition wood. You realize how easy it is to build door frames 
from poles, to shovel sod onto your roof, to set glass shards for 
windows, frameless, into a cob wall. A world of possibilities 
opens. You develop scavenging skills; the hunter/gatherer jumps 
out, scouring the beach for the crooked stumps nobody else 
wanted; there's flat rock in a roadcut, free brick in exchange for 
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demolishing an old shed. 
"But I don't have time for all that. When you have a REAL 

job and work for a living and raise three kids there just isn't time 
for such a laid back attitude. Someone's got to pay the bills. 
Anyway, we don't own a building site." In The Cob Cottage we 
address all these concerns and show that many ofus can't afford 
to continue to drive to work to pay for the gas to get to work to 
pay income tax so we can give the remaindet to the bank to 
borrow their house to live in. Central to buildini: your own 
natural house is the lifestyle chani:e that frees you from tedium 
and feelini: traiwed by debt. Your housing costs will almost 
disappear, creating an opportunity to take a sabbatical and create 
a house that really inspires you. 

A shift in attitude comes of creating things for yourself. You 
change from "I want, so I have to buy ... " to "What's here? What 
can I best do with it?" The first is how a consumer society would 
wish us to approach life. Put frankly, it's 
called GREED. It gets us into a lot of 
troubles. The second is how people in 
traditional societies have always looked at 
their world. It's called CREATIVITY and 
it's very satisfying. 

We wrote The Cob Cottage in response 
to several needs. For simplicity, we have 
addressed ourselves centrally to persons 
considering building what we would call a 
cottage, a humble little house a small 
family could live in temporarily, or 
possibly for a long time. We have assumed 
an intelligent reader who may never have 
built anything but will no longer settle for 
anything but the best. You still may never 
build, or you may choose to build with 
materials or methods other than cob, but 
this book can help you reflect on what you 
really need from the place where you spend 
most of your nights and many of yorir 
days. It should help you establish quality 
standards for the place where you live. 

This feels like growing a buikling rather than violently forcing 
parts together. Particular attention is paid to studying the geomet
ries of Nature--how structural strength and elegance are attained 
-and applying those patterns. A common pattern that results is 
walls of long loose spiral curves connected by short tight ones. 

Curvilinear thick-walled spaces are psychologically larger 
than rectilinear ones of the same measured area. Spaces can thus 
be designed tiny, fitting snugly around the uses they protect and 
responding to personal spatial needs rather than·creating use
neutral containers. Designing becomes a completely different 
activity and houses use less space, need less heating, cooling, 
maintenance, and fewer resources. 

This is a malleable, plastic medium which hardens to a 
monolithic mass. Each thin layer is deliberately and 
systematically bonded to the previous one by sewing the straw 
together into a three-dimensional internal textile, and by leaving 

each layer rough and lumpy, with pocks 
and divots to grasp the next course. 
Structurally critical parts are built with 
loaf-sized hand formed "cobs" which are 
tossed to the builder who presses each one 
into place, bonding it to those beneath and 
adjoining it. Because building is 
incremental, by the handful, continuous 
adjustments can be made to both structural 
details and the composition of the mix. Ad 
hoc design changes suggested by site, mater
ials, skills, or the.evolving building itself 
nearly always raise quality, are sometimes 
inspired and magical. Last minute improve
ments by designer, builders, or occupants 
can all be tried, assessed, rejected, or 
adjusted, handful by handful. The medium 
melds the edges of sculpture and construc
tion, using continuously changing mixes 
of basic ingredients to create the furniture, 
fixtures, and features with which we live . 

Most of the buildings most of us live 
and work in lack a lot. Calling a spade a Cob is worked with the hands. 

There is no need for mechanical tools 
or expensive ingredients. No forms, no 
additions, no power equipment on the site. 
Children are safe because the building has 

spade, they are soulless, anti-ecological, and ugly. We close our 
senses down when we are in them. There's another kind of 
architecture that feeds the soul and spirit, that helps us feel good, 
that elevates our daily lives. The old dominion-over-nature days 
are past; we need an architecture that reestablishes us in our place 
in Nature, where we are constantly reminded of the glory of the 
world around us. 
What Distinguishes Oregon Cob? 

Oregon Cob uses carefully formulated mixtures of sand, clay, 
straw, air, and water to fill a wide range of structural and 
aesthetic needs. Buildings are often chiefly of sand with just 
enough clay to bond it together, so it shrinks very little as it dries. 
The proportion of sfraw varies widely, depending upon precise 
placement of the mix. Historical cob often contains very little 
straw, the quality may be poor and it may be so short that writers 
have suggested it "was cut to two-inch lengths." Now we use the 
longest strongest straw available. This emphasis on precisely 
adjusting the mix offers surprising strength, for instance strong 
but thin shelves or interior partition walls as thin as two inches. 

Stmctural strength is added by (a) building selectively thicker, 
precisely as needed, and (b) curving walls whenever possible. 
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no heavy components, no sharp parts, no nasty surprises. 
Materials are familiar and almost impossible to misuse or waste. 
This encourages construction site democracy where little kids and 
grandparents can all feel equally empowered. Mud pies are the 
least intimidating of techniques to people new to construction. 
Quiet on the building site helps build relationships and 
community spirit but there's a chance to laugh and joke and sing 

1:J and chat when you're free of mechanical sounds. 
~ The process is slow, deliberate, and accretive, which almost 
~ forces builders to pay attention to the site. Digging your own 
~ building material by hand, right alongside your building, 
~ encourages careful observation. Buildings created this way stand 
] a much better chance of responding to the site's aesthetics, 
°' ecology, and microclimate. It becomes much less likely the · 

builders will behave disrespectfully to the spirits of the place. ~ 

Janto Evans is a Welsh-born architect, long resident in Oregon, 
with a passion for appropriate technology. For many year he has 
taught sustainable development in Mexico. A principal in The 
Cob Cottage Company (Box 123, Cottage Grove, OR 97424), he 
has been instrumental in the North American revival of cob as a 
vernacu/,ar building material 



Thatching Comes to America 
Thatch, the roofing of buildings using densely 

packed stems of reeds or grasses, is a universal 
vernacular. Peoples around the world in warm 
climates and cold have covered their houses with 
thatch for thousands of years. Tested by time, thatch 
has proved itself economical, durable, and effective. 
But is it relevant to modem buildings? 

Thatch roofing is widely adapted across the. 
earth's tropical and subtropical zones, but the 
simple "grass shacks" of Hawaii, India, or Central 
Africa are remote.from the daily-lived experience of 
most Nonh Americans. Sturdy, long-lasting, and 
.functional thatch roofing, however, is also 
indigenous to nonhwestem Europe, where it 
persists to the present day. The husband of Britain's 
famous "Iron Lady," Dennis Thatcher, is descended 
from roof makers, many of whom still ply their trade 
across England and Ireland. The image of 
Shakespeare's home in Stratford-on-Avon comes to 
mind, a charming thatched cottage surrounded by 
flower gardens. Thatch comes to us from the 
prehistoric past, but the roofs we can still see today 
have been made and are being renewed by living 
men and women. 

This cold-hardy branch of the thatching tribe has 
now sent its seeds across the Atlantic, where they 
have taken root and are hybridizing with the natural 
building movement. Though building techniques 
re.fined in Europe can be transplanted, and the 
plant materials themselves, common marsh reed 
and Eurasian grain straw, have been here.for 
centuries, the culture of thatching-that complex 
fabric of connections between people, place, and 
plants-must be nunured anew. American thatchers 
a,:efacing some of the same challenges that must 
have faced the earliest roofmakers, and some new 
ones as well. What types of material to use and 
where to get it? How best to harvest the stems and 
prepare them for use? How to manage wild stands 
of plants that are both an ideal resource and an 
aggressive invader o.f native habitats? How to train 
builders and ensure a supply o.fmaterial adequate 
to an industry, not merely scattered experiments? 

This story is about a small group o.fwomen in 
Michigan who have ventured into the art o.f 
thatching. 

Deanne Bednar 
My first encounter with thatch came during the 1996 Natural 

Builders· Colloquium at the Shenoa Retreat Center in California. In 
a gentle bowl of mountains, under a bright blue sky, Flemming 
Abrahamsson, master thatcher from Denmark, gave a delightful 
hands-on demonstration of Danish thatching techniques. I never 
imagined then, as I experienced the enchantment of those moments, 
that a year later I would be collaborating with the Cob Cottage 
Company to bring Flemming to Michigan to teach thatching. Out of 
that workshop grew a most incredible roof, for which, as I write 
these words, we are collecting the last reed bundles needed to 
complete it. 
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I was led to natural building and this thatching connection 
through a series of events that started with a visit in 1995 to the 
newly purchased Earthaven ecovillage property in North 
Carolina's Blue Ridge Mountains. From some of the original 
members there I got word of upcoming Cob Cottage workshops. 
The following summer, having taken early retirement from 
teaching, I headed out to Lopez Island, Washington for three 
wonderful weeks of cobbing and natural construction, th~n a few 
months later, attended a light-clay (slip-straw) and timber
framing workshop with Robert Laporte at Slippery Rock 
University in western Pennsylvania. These experiences gave me 
the confidence and eagerness to take on a building project of my 
own, and soon after, in July 1996, I joined with Carolyn Koch to 
begin work on a studio for a mutual friend, Fran Lee, on her rural 
land north of Detroit. 

Our Strawbale Studio was inspired by Fran's reading of 
Christopher Day's Places of the Soul, and by my interest in 
Christopher Alexander's works, The Timeless Way of Building 
and A Pattern Language, books which speak eloquently and 
comprehensively of the preeminent place that body and soul must 
hold in the design of buildings, gardens, neighborhoods, and 
towns. 

Buoyed by a vision of a building that would express the spirit 
of its place, the three of us walked out to the site one day two 
years ago, and designed a 650 ':round-foot" studio whose 
irregular and sculptural outlines are a response to the trees that 
surround and sh!lpe its site . This chapel-like and nurturing 
structure, to be used by Fran in her exploration of plants, herbs, 
and related activities, is nestled into the wooded edge of a small 
meadow by a massive and magical oak tr~. 

The Studio is constructed of local materials. From the site 
itself came stones for the foundation and round log poles for the 
Dutch Hip roof, while earth plastered strawbales from a nearby 
farm form the deep, sheltering walls. The sun will come freely in 
the south-facing windows on to the earthen floor, and the 

combination wood stove and heated 
mass bench in the cozy nook will 
radiate warmth when cold weather and 
snow come upon us in Michigan. Solar 
panels, batteries. and electronics for a 
photovoltaic system, donated and 
monitored by Detroit Edison, are 
creating yet more connections With the 
surr01mding world. 
In our process of design we 
considered many different roof 
possibilities, but once we had pictured 
a thatch roof, we fell in love with it 
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pages and call a local thatcher as you might do in England. After 
contacting several American thatchers (see Bibliography for 
thatch-related resources) who gave us support and information, 
we chose Flemming Abrahamsson because of his willingness to 
work with students up on the roof! 

To prepare for the workshop we needed reed-LOTS of reed. 
In fact, we needed to harvest 4-5 acres of plants in order to cover 
our 1500 square foot roof Phragmites communis (reed canary 
grass) is the best of all thatching materials, roofs built of it are 
expected to last 50 to 75 years (in Europe, when constructed by a 
master thatcher), with the ridge being replaced every 5 to 15 
years depending on the materials and techniques used. We knew 
that phragrnites grew in nearby private fields, in large state
owned marshes, as well as along the expressways ( often as a 
result of disruption or salting). 

Bundles of reed stored in a shock are ready for the roof. 

Collecting and storing reed grass 
In December, 1997, with the permission of the Drain 

Commissioner and the Department of Natural Resources, we 
headed to the marshes of St. Clair County, about an hour east of 
our site, to collect reed grass. In this county, the reeds are 
invasive and are often cut or burned in an attempt to keep fields 
and vistas open. Finding reeds was not a problem: at first, every 
marsh appeared to be a vast resource, but we soon learned that 
only first- (preferably) or second-year reed grass is strong 
enough, straight enough, and small enough in diameter to make a 
good roof. Traditionally reed fields are cut on a one- or two-year 
rotation, to maintain optimum crops for thatching. In light of this 
discovery, we had to regroup, and locate fields that had this 
status. It certainly would have been better to plan a year in 
advance of thatching and make arrangements to have the reed 
fields cut in preparation. 

The use of straw as a thatching material would also be worth 
considering. Specific older varieties of wheat, rye, and triticale 
have the long stalks required for thatching straw. Although grain 
straw has a shorter roof life than reed grass (20-25 vs. 50-75 
years), the grain gives another economic crop, and could be 
grown very locally and harvested with a mechanical binder ( or by 
hand). Use of grain straw could avoid the potential ecological or 
regulatory problems associated with reed grass, which is invasive 
m some areas. 

We harvested the reed using both hand and mechanical 



methods, averaging about three bundles 
per person per hour. We found it most 
time-effective to harvest with a gas
powered pole reciprocating hedge 
trimmer. Teamwork is a necessity when 
working with the hedge trimmer: one 
person grabs an armful of reed, while the 
other person cuts the reed near the base. 
We purchased a Red Max brand for about 
$500. It worked fine, but could be 
dangerous to nearby legs, and is quite 
noisy! Our favorite strategy was to cut for 
a period of time, then turn off the machine 
and bundle the cut reed in peace. We also 
used a variety of hand sickles, and found 
the Japanese long-handled sickles to be 
our favorite (at about $35) and the small 
serrated Japanese sickle at about $9 to be 
fine, especially if a number are needed for 
a larger team of workers. 

We have come to prefer hand 
harvesting with the sickle because it is a 
quieter, more comfortable and natural 
process. It involves fewer hassles, less 
danger and noise, and a lower cost than 
using the hedge trimmer, while 
productivity of the hand work is about 
three-quarters that of the mechanical 
method, a reasonable tradeoff. Eye 
protection is recommended in any case. 

It soon became apparent that we 
;!l 

couldn't cut enough reed (1500 bundles) ·-
by ourselves in time fo} the workshop, so ] 
we enlisted the help of some local folks, ~ 
paying them $2 per bundle plus numerous -€. 
bonus incentives based on the quantity of 
bundles cut. That first year we were only 
able to get 1200 bundles, and as the 
thatching progressed we realized we 
would need 500 more to finish the roof. 
We were able to complete two-thirds of 
the roof the first season, but were forced to 
tarp the remainder of the building and wait 
til winter to collect enough reed to 
complete the project. 

This second winter, of 1998-1999, we 
found ourselves confident and 
knowledgeable enough to collect 500 reed 
bundles on our own, with help from 
occasional volunteers. It's a great process 
to collect reed on a winter day, when the 
reeds have dried to a bamboo-like state, 
dropped their leaves, and wave feathery 
plumes under a vast sky. Collected only 
during the winter, while the plants are 
dormant, reed bundles are traditionally 8-
1/2 inches in diameter and 4 to 8 feet long. 
Ideally the ground is frozen since the reed 
grows in areas that are often wet or under 
water. After cutting, the reed is cleaned of 
weeds, bent stalks, and any remaining 
leaves, and tied twice: once just below the 

plumes and a second time about a foot up 
from the cut end. It is useful to tie a knot 
which can be pulled out and "resnugged" 
if necessary. The bundle is tamped down 
to make a flat bundle end, and is then 
ready for the roof. 

We stored the reed bundles in a barn 
the first winter, stacked flat and piled up 
about three feet high in rows which 
alternated directions, rather like 
cordwood. But this year we are keeping 
them at the building site leaned together 
into a tipi-like structure of 100 to 200 
bundles. Using this traditional technique, 
they shed water nicely, are convenient, 
and incredibly beautiful! 

Working the roof 

In mid-April 1998 two master thatchers 
from Denmark-Flemming Abrahamsson 
and Ole Hans-arrived at the Strawbale 
Studio site. Four students from Michigan, 
Ohio, and Vermont also joined the three of 
us-Fran, Carolyn and myself-for this 
two-week thatching workshop. Within this 
workshop we held a one-day Introduction 
to Thatching. Gregory Mathews was one 
of the 40 people who attended that event. 
She (yes) has become an important and 
permanent part of our building team, 
bringing with her a bacJ<.ground in and 
passion for indigenous materials, and 
ecologically elegant design solutions! 
Working the roof 

The roof was prepared by the 
application of2" x 2" purlins (battens) 
spaced at one-foot intervals, with a 2" x 6" 
"lift" at the bottom, to put all the reed in a 
state of compression. (see sketch) We all 
helped finish the roof preparation, and, 

following the 
demonstration 
and instruction 
of our two 
thatchers, 
proceeded to 
thatch two
thirds of the 
studio roof. 

To apply the 
reed grass, 
bundles were 
taken up to the 
roof where we 
worked on 
scaffolding, full 
length ladders, 
little roof hanging ladders, and 4 x 4 
beams (attached by ropes to the purlins) 
which made a broad roof area accessible. 
Thatching tools were minimal: a /eggett
used to pound the reed at an angle, 
feathering it in each row to attain an even 
surface texture, a screw with a long 
stainless wire attached for fastening down 
the reed bundles, a battery drill with a drill 

· bit extender, a manual "pull, twist" tool 
that tightened the wires, and a long knife 
or similar piece of metal for holding the 
reed in place while working. 

The reed bundles are applied to the 
roof with the cut end down-feather end 
up, and held in place with long saplings 1/ 
2" to 3/4" in diameter. (Bamboo and rebar 
can also be used.) The saplings are 
attached to the roof structure and 
permanently hold each course of reed in 
place. The strings of each bundle are cut 
and the individual reeds blended together 
and feathered up at an angle by hand and 
with the leggett. (See photo.) The next 
overlapping row of bundles is applied, as 
in roof shingles, and it, too, is held down, 
blended, and feathered in. This process is 
challenging to do well. We found that it 
took quite some time to get a feel for the 
basic technique. Beyond that, there are 
also many considerations, such as the 
ridge treatment, chimney, roof valleys, etc. 

As a first-time experiment, I would 
recommend thatching a small, (very, very 
small) building such as a doghouse or 
garden or tool shed. There are several 
book'> listed in the bibliography which 
give enough information for such a 
pr~ject. We also plan to publish a more 
detailed account of our experience, 
including a video and some general 
information about thatching in the United 
States. If you would be interested in this 
kind of information let us know and we 
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will put you on a list. 
Resistance to rain, heat, and fire 

The roof will be able to shed water 
effectively when the following criteria are 
met. First, the roof needs to be steep, with 
a minimum angle of 45°. Secondly, the 
reed needs to be of good quality--strong 
and straight-so that when it is properly 
applied, laying tight together, rainwater 
will quickly transfer from the end of one 
reed to the next, without penetrating the 
roof more than about an inch. 

This kind of roof has an insulation 
value .ofR-12 when combined with a 
subroof or ceiling to prevent the 
movement of air near the roof. A building 
thus protected is also much better able to 
endure fire. In Denmark, Flemming uses 
"rock wool" for this wind barrier. He also 
suggested the possible use of a slab wood 
ceiling, sealed up with an earthen (cob) 
mixture. This under-structure should be 
built BEFORE the thatching is done, if at 
all possible. We, however, plan to 
experiment with applying a thick cob 
plaster directly to the underside of our 
existing thatch roof, using sticks or a 
latticework to hold the plaster in place if 
necessary. 

William Cahill, an English-trained 
thatcher living and working in Ohio, says 

that insurance for thatched roof structures 
is usually covered by the homeowners 
policy, who may require such precautions 
as the applicatioµ of a fire retardant, sub 
roof, or a nearby water system. A thatched 

European-trained master thatchers have 
brought their learning to this country, and 
there is a growing grassroots commitment 
to the exploration of thatched roofing in 
the United States. The Cob Cottage 
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£ roof falls under the same risk category as 
8 wooden shingle roofs, and is very unlikely ·= fl to catch fire from an outside source. 
1l Rather, fire-as in other types of houses
:-:: is almost always a result of electrical or 

other forms of combustion from within the 
building. Cahill reported that Lloyds of 
London covers thatched-roof buildings, as 
do other European-based insurance 
companies. 

It would be good for natural builders to 
address the issue of insuring thatch-roofed 
homes (and strawbale construction), 
identifying and supporting those insurance 
companies that would cover these building 
techniques. Our particular studio is 
permitted as an "agricultural outbuilding," 
a classification which does not carry the 
restrictions of a "personal dwelling" and 
has allowed us to experiment with a wide 
variety of natural materials and 
construction methods. 
Thatching Developments 

Interest in thatching is growing in 
North America as the natural building 
movement searches for roofing solutions, 
and people in general are responding to 
the beauty and soulful qualities of hand
built structures as made by indigenous 
people throughout the world. Several 

Company sponsors thatching workshops 
led by Flemming Abrahamsson. A number 
of folks are beginning experimental 
planting, harvesting, and roofing 
application of reed materials. The Fox 
Maple School in Maine brought in an 
English thatcher to roof their strawbale 

Deanne Bednar (l) and Michigan thatchers 
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library building, while Fine Homebuilding 
magazine featured a thatched doghouse on 
the back cover of a 1997 issue. The 
Plymouth Plantation in Massachusetts, and 
Sunwatch Village in Dayton, Ohio have 
built examples of thatched structures to 
demonstrate historical styles. 

In addition, other uses for reed, such as 
mats, panels, fencing, and furniture are 
being explored. The use of reed for 
thatching could expand the sources of 
natural building material and increase 
income opportunities for local growers 
and cultivators. 

As a material thatch allows us to create 
a roof without ecological compromise, 
while its harvest affords us connection to 
the natural world and the seasons. Warm 
in the winter and cool in the summer, 
thatched roofs provide responsive shelter 
from the elements that is soulfully and 
aesthetically nurturing. 

A thatched roof offers a sustainable, 
insulating, non-polluting, and durable 
alternative to asphalt shingles which 
provides creative scope to the builder and 
infinite charm to the dweller. 

Join the adventure! 

Resources 
Thatch~ workshops: 

• The Cob Cottage Company - Instructor, 
Flemming Abrahamsson , PO Box 123, Cottage 
Grove , OR 97424 . 541-942-2005 . 
Master thatchers: 

• William Cahill, PO Box 62054, Cincinnati, 
OH 45262 . 513-772-4974 , fax/-6313. Web site : 
rootthatch .com 

• Colin McGhee , PO Box 133, Amissville VA 
22002 . 540-349-3814, fax: 703-443-1401. Web 
Site:http ://www .erols .com/mrthatch/pa.html 
(and va.ii .html) 
People involved in i:rowini:, harvestini: or 
applyiDJ thatch materials: 

•The Cob Cottage Company, PO Box 123, 
Cottage Grove , OR 97424 . 541-942-2005 

• Joe Davis, 904 East 14th Street, 
Bloomington , IN 47408 

• Mark Hoberecht, 13182 N. Boone Rd., 
Columbia Stn., OH 44128 

• Cecil White, Washington 
• Carter de Franceaux , Vennont 

Thatchinurnblications: 
• Thatching: A handbook. Nicholas Hall, 

Intennediate Technology Development Group. 
London . ($14- General thatching information, 
clear sketches of various techniques .) 

• Thatch and Thatching. Jacqueline Fearn , 
Shire Books . ($25 - Available in USA/Canada 
from State Mutual Books , 521 Fifth Ave. N.Y ., 
NY 10175. An Overview with lots of photos of 
different styles.) 

• The Thatchers ' Craft. Rural Industries 
Bureau, London, 1961 ($35 -The classic bible 
of English style thatching .) 

• The Reed (Norfolk Reed), Macklow Brown 

Limited, 1 Cardigan St., Ipswich , England . (A 
text on growing phragmites, reed grass, and 
marsh management. Lots of interesting facts 
about reed .) 
Thatchini: tools: 

• Hida Tools, 510-524-3700 . This company 
sells a great variety of fine tools including 
long-handled sickles at about $35, and short, 
serrated sickles at about $9. 

• Smith & Hawkins, 800-776-3336 . Carries a 
sharp Japanese sickle. ~ 

Deanne Bednar , construction coordinator 
and part of the Oxford (Michigan) Straw 
Bale Studio buil.ding team, is a recently 
retired Art and Sustainable Futures middle 
school teacher. She illustrated The Cobbers 
Companion , and can be contacted at 248-
363-1756, ecoartdb@aol.com, or visit the 
Strawbale Studio web site at 
www.geocities.com rainforestlvinesf7729/ 
or Fran Lee, at the Strawbale Studio site: 
248-628-5283. 

Building With Bamboo 
Darrel DeBoer 

I am intrigued by the st.ructural 
qualities of certain bamboos. As an 
architect practicing in the western United 
States, and I am looking for means to 
introduce these bamboos into US building 
practices and to explore st.ructural uses for 
bamboo. 

Bamboo has been documented as 
having over 1,500 different uses. In 
constmction that includes fences, gates, 
trellises, and every part of a building. 
Bamboo tools, utensils, and 
buildings are an important part of 
life for half the world· s 
population. In temperate climates 
around the world, bamboo fills the 
need for building materials which 
can be supplied indefinitely with 
little environmental damage. 

The use of bamboo in housing 
has been dated to 3500 BC; 
bamboo in buildings can last for 
several hundred years, as seen in 

production system, then, is most 
important: gaining access to inexpensive 
land not usable for any other purpose, 
choosing appropriate species, allowing 
time for the grove to mature, 
understanding the aesthetics of working 
with cylindrical materials in a 
predominantly rectilinear society, learning 
to distinguish exceptional working stock, 
and developing a design approach that 
takes full advantage of both the strength 

rafters in a traditional Japanese . . 
farmhouse. Bamboo stmctures Shade structure by S1mo11 Velez at San Francisco Zoo 

were popular in Central and South Ameri- and beauty of the tin1ber bamboo-these 
ca for both rich and poor until several cata- are our challenges. 
strophic fires in larger Colombian cities Bamboo and Sustainability 
around the tum of the century relegated As an architect with an interest in 
the use of bamboo to the poor. It is estima- finding renewable ways to build, I believe 
ted that in Guayaquil, Ecuador today, over bamboo meets the basic criteria for a 
800,000 people live in bamboo houses . sustainable building material. It is: 

As a building material, bamboo is • Renewable - The Phyllostachys 
special-both because it handles long varieties-most suitable for growing and 
spans and because it allows the same building in the U.S. where we must deal 
person to be both the producer and the with frost-will grow ten to twelve inches 
consumer . A bamboo builder is not in a day once a grove is established. 
dependent upon the whims of the Culms (the living poles) achieve all of 
marketplace and can grow a long-term their growth in that first six-week spurt, 
supply of the material. Because of these then spend the next three years replacing 
unique properties, we can think of bamboo sugars and water with silica and cellulose. 
differently from almost any other building Stmcturally, they are only useful after that 
material. third year, which is about when the plant 

The process of establishing the considers the culm expendable. 
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• Plentiful - Our current meager U.S. supply of timber
quality bamboo can increase manifold within a decade with 
species selection appropriate to microclimate, water, and nutrient 
availability. For now, strong tropical varieties are being imported 
from Asia and South America, along with temperate varieties 
such as Moso, and can be of great help in getting the industry 
started here . 

A great challenge is to find uses for the much more common 
small-diameter canes and easily-made splits . 

• Local - Bamboo concentrates a large amount of fiber in a 
small land area, creating that rare situation in which a single 
person can be both producer and consumer of a building material. 

• Waste-reducing -As is Nature's general practice, nothing 
goes to waste. Bamboo trimmings make mulch to fertilize the 
next generation. 

An attractive attribute of how bamboo systems work in Japan, 8 
p:l 

Southeast Asia, and Central and South America is that the same 0 
small number of people can be involved all the way from ., 
planting through fabrication to end use. There is minimal need ~ 
for infrastructure or equipment to harvest the canes. Every part of £ 
the plant has a use, and appropriately timed harvests not only ~ 
don't hurt it, but stimulate vigorous regrowth. -& 

The groves can be located to take advantage of bamboo's 
unusual ability to suck up waste nutrients and water that would 
otherwise become pollutants~for example, effluent from 
livestock farms, sewage treatment plants, and industrial 
processes. In contrast to its effect on most plants, the addition of 
fertilizer does not diminish the quality of bamboo poles, as there 
is a time lag while that energy is stored in the rhizome for later 
release as next year's culms. (Liese '92) Meanwhile, those 
rhizomes are controlling nmoff and building soil. The plants 
create their own microclimate, too : transpiration can cool a grove 
as much as 10-15° F. And the branches and leaves make a useful 
animal fodder, with a higher protein content than alfalfa. 
Structural Properties 

Bamboo is an extremely strong fiber; with twice the 
compressive strength of concrete and roughly the same strength
to-weight ratio of steel in tension. In addition, testing (Janssen 
'97) has shown that bamboo's hollow tube shape gives it a 
strength factor of 1.9 over the equivalent solid pole. The reason is 
that, in a beam , the only fibers doing the work are in the very top 
(compression) and bottom (tension). The rest is dead weight. 

The strongest bamboo fibers have a greater shear resistance 
than structural woods, and they take much longer to come to 
ultimate failure. However, this ability of bamboo to bend without 
breaking makes it unsuitable for building floor structures because 
of its natural bounciness. In this country, there is a very low tole
rance for deflection; few here will accept a floor that feels "alive." 

Through most of the world, there is no provision in the codes 
for bamboo constrnction . Experiments to gain the 66-foot spans 
and 30-foot cantilevers achieved by Colombian architect Simon 
Velez have taken place far from any inspection. Now that these 
exist, they stand as proof of what works , and as a model that 
might enable us to attempt only one-quarter ofV elez' spans and 
still find it adequate for most of our needs . Because of the 
relative scarcity of timber bamboo in the U.S., one of the best 
uses for this giant grass is as a trnss, taking advantage of both its 
strength and its beauty. 

Although bamboo is a bending and forgiving material, 
strnctural redundancy is a must in truss design. It is imperative 
that we overbuild; a strnctural failure at such an early stage of the 
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material's acceptance would be more than catastrophic. Some of 
the bamboos in the above truss are layered three thick. It is 
crucial to understand which members are in tension or 
compression, and which points in a structure experience 
maximum shear and moment. Do some small-scale work with the 
material to understand what feels right, then find a structural 
engineer who can do the calculations for you. 

Bamboo trusses from 2.5" diameter Phyllostachys nigra henon. 

Earthquakes and Wind 
There are two strategies for overcoming lateral forces in a 

bamboo structure. o ·ne, represented by the more recently 
engineered Latin American strnctures, relies on the shear 
resistance provided by mortar on both the bamboo-lathed walls 
and the roof. The success of this approach was demonstrated in 
April, 1991, when 20 houses built in Costa Rica under the 
instruction of Dr. Jules Janssen survived a Richter-7.5 
earthquake. The second approach uses the forgiveness of the 
traditional lashed, pinned, or bolted joints of both Asia and the 
Americas. In both locations, much anecdotal evidence shows that 
these joints have survived unscathed when the more rigid 
adjacent concrete structures routinely failed. Even the structures 
created with intuitive engineering and non-optimized joinery take 
great advantage of the broad elastic range of bamboo in allowing 
it to be pushed out of shape and then return once the load is 
removed. It is difficult to cause failure of bamboo in pure 
compression or tension, and bending can be quite dramatic and 
still not result in failure. What is truly critical is that place where 
the forces are concentrated: the joints. 
Joinery Design 

Lashed and pegged joinery has been used successfully for 
millennia. It allows for movement, and if natural fibers like jute, 
hemp, rattan, or split bamboo are used while still green, they will 
have a tendency to tighten around the joint. Unfortunately, in 
most of the the world, seasonal moisture changes will cause the 
bamboo to expand and contract by as much as 6% across the 
diameter (Dunkelberg, 1985), causing a slackening of the joint. 
And not all joints remain accessible for tightening. 

The joint of preference has become the one developed by 
Simon Velez in Colombia. He relies on a bolted connection, 
understanding that the bolt alone concentrates too much force on 
the wall of the bamboo, therefore the void between nodes is filled 
with a solidifying mortar. This type of joint is critical where the 
bamboo is acting in tension, and has enabled structures with very 
large spans to be built. 



Where members of a truss come 
together at angles, and tension forces are 
anticipated, a steel strap is placed to 
bridge the pieces-mostly because the 
configuration of the strap allows that 
connection. Nevertheless, in all of the 
dozens of structures he has built, Velez 
says, "I have never seen the bamboo fail, 
only the steel straps have failed under load 
testing." 

Velez's joint for truss members in tension. 

Building Code Approval 
Through most of the world, there is no 

provision in the codes for bamboo 
construction. A model non-prescriptive 
code written by Jules Janssen for the 
International Network on Bamboo and 
Rattan (INBAR) is intended for inclusion 
in the year 2000 International Building 
Code and could lead to widespread 
acceptance. This code helps the user to 
analyze beams, trusses, columns, joints 

that a prescriptive code be developed by 
the local design community to ''provide 
uniformity in submittals." 

As the U.S. is expected to adopt the 
International Building Code, Janssen's 
model code will likely be applicable here, 
and the step-by-step prescriptive code 
being written in Hawai'i will be also 
useful to facilitate approvals in 
jurisdictions with little experience in 
structural bamboo. 
The Challenge 

So bamboo structures can make a 
significant contribution to increasing local 
self-reliance, allowing affordable 

8 construction without reliance on highly 
~ industrialized, proprietary systems while 
.; taking pressure off the forests . 
~ While there are already a few thousand 
£ timber bamboos growing in the western 
~and southern U.S., the whole system of 
-~ growing, processing, and especially 
~ understanding bamboo does not yet exist 

in this country. 
What can the ambitious self-builder do 

in response to this challenge? First, locate 
some untended local timber bamboo, and 
offer to thin and fertilize it. Then, plan for 
your future buildings by planting hundreds 
of the new culm divisions in waste places 
where you can monitor their growth. 
Begin your building experiments on 
something smaller than 120 square feet, a 
size which the Uniform Building Code 
allows to be constructed without a permit. 
And finally, document your work. Take 
notes and photographs, and write about 
what you do. 

and composite materials. Dr. Janssen has 
also written, for INBAR, the Standards for ~ 

Testing Bamboo, an important work ] 
because of the many varieties of bamboo ;f 
and the current difficulty of comparing .s 
testing results from different sources. ~ 

In the U.S., Jeffree Trudeau and David £ 
Sands of Bamboo Technologies in j 
Hawai'i are currently working on a -
Uniform Building Code standard for 
bamboo and have been successful in 
achieving code acceptance which puts the 
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in the hands of the designer. The signature 
and stamp of a structural engineer or 
architect is required, along with special 
inspection (UBC Section 306.a. I 4) fo 
obtain approval. It has also been suggested 

First of two idelltical trusses to form a sinall bridge. The su,face will be offlattened 
bamboo where the nodes are removed and the culm opened up. 
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Papercrete 
A Revolutionary Building Material 
Gordon Solberg 

During the spring of 1998, Sean Sands, a retired physician 
living in Columbus, New Mexico, built a 300 square foot guest 
house for $225. That works out to 75C a square foot. His 
neighbor Mike McCain started work on a 1000 sq. ft. house, and 
estimates that his total materials cost will be well under $1000. In 
an era when people can easily spend $100 a square foot on 
construction, what Sean and Mike are doing is not only 
revolutionary, but downright unbelievable to a lot of people. 

Sean and Mike's secret is a rediscovered building material 
that is so new, people haven't yet settled on a name for it. Mike 
calls it fibrous cement; other people call it papercrete or 
padobe. This substance is essentially a type of industrial-strength 
paper mache, made from old newspapers and magazines, water, 
sand, and portland cement. You mix the ingredients together, 
then cast the slurry into blocks, panels, or directly onto your wall. 
When it hardens up, papercrete is lightweight (it's 80% air), an 
excellent insulator (R-2.8 per inch), holds its shape well, and is 
remarkably strong-it has a compressive strength of 260 psi. 
And, since it contains paper fibers, it has considerable tensile 
strength as well. An elaborate foundation isn't necessary-an 8-
foot-high, one-foot-thick wall of papercrete has a load-bearing 
strength of 15 tons per running foot, yet weighs only I 20 pounds 

Mike McCain shows his slurry mixer made.from a truck rear end. 
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per running foot. This is less than one pound per square inch! 
Papercrete offers both insulating value and thermal mass in 

the same package, giving it considerable advantage over most 
other wall materials. Each grain of sand embedded in the 
papercrete "matrix" is surrounded by insulating air pockets and 
paper fibers. Because of all that insulation, it takes a relatively 
long time for heat to flow from one sand grain to another. Since 
the sand is evenly distributed throughout the mix, you end up 
with "the ultimate thermal flywheel effect," which is amazingly 
efficient-a papercrete wall will take all day to warm up, and all 
night to cool down. 

There's no "one right formula" for papercrete. It's a very 
forgiving substance. With regular concrete, if you add too much 
water, the final product will be weaker than it should be. With 
papercrete, the cement is absorbed into the paper fibers, and the 
excess water simply flows out from between the fibers, or 
evaporates. A typical mix for a 55-gallon load is 1-2 shovels of 
cement (the more cement, the higher the compressive strength), 
2-4 shovels of sand, and enough scrap paper or cardboard so that 
the slurry is the consistency of thin oatmeal. (Any kind of paper 
can be used--junk mail, pizza boxes, telephone directories, you 
name it.) 

When dry, papercrete can be sawed with a chain saw or a bow 
saw, which allows you to build your walls first and add windows 
and doorways later wherever you want. You can screw into it or 
sand it. It's amazingly versatile stuff. 
A Short History 

If fibrous cement is so great, then why didn't somebody 
invent it a long time ago? As a matter of fact, someone did-it 
was originally patented in 
1928, hut it was too cheap and simple to be profitably promoted, 
so it fell by the wayside until recently. 

The first rediscovery that we know of was by James Moon of 
Tucson, Arizona. (This is not his real name-he has long since 
moved on to other projects, is not interested in talking about his 
work anymore, and requested that we not use his real name.) 
James started working with papercrete in 1983, and developed an 
innovative dome design using circular rings of electrical conduit 
for the framework. 

Eric Patterson, of Silver City, NM, rediscovered papercrete in 
1990, and has built a dome, a privacy wall around his yard, and a 
600 sq. ft. addition to his adobe house. Eric says his papercrete . 
room can be easily heated with one little electric heater, and that 
it takes ten times more energy to heat and cool the adobe part of 
the house. 

Mike McCain independently developed papercrete in the 
Alamosa, Colorado area during the mid-90s, and is probably the 
most active papercrete builder today. 
Soil or Cement? 

Sean Sands learned about papercrete from Mike McCain in 
November 1997, and has developed his own ultra-low-cost 
methods. He is now working with "paper adobe" -a slurry of 
water, paper, and soil, which he casts into blocks. This method 
offers several advantages over both traditional papercrete and 



traditional adobe/cob/rammed earth. 
The only environmental problem with traditional papercrete is 

the cement, which requires a lot of fossil fuel to manufacture and 
transport. Also, a lot of carbon dioxide is released into the 
atmosphere as the mineral components of cement (calcium 
carbonate among them) are reduced in the kiln. And, of course, 
cement has to be purchased. 

ERic Patterson with a store ofpapercrete bloc 

Adobe/cob/rammed earth construction has the advantage of CJ) 

~ using a free or nearly-free building material, often available on -
0 

site, that doesn't require an expensive and environmentally "' 
destructive manufacturing process. Soil has a lot of thermal mass, ~ 
but unfortunately, it's a lousy insulator. Mixing a high proportion 8 
of paper into the soil significantly increases the R-value of the .~ 
resulting material, without adding cost, pollution, toxicity, or ] 
energy impact. Sean estimates that, using paper adobe, he has o 

reduced the materials cost for a basic shelter to l 6C a square foot! i 
Commercial Challenges 

Despite the intriguing advantages of papercrete, a couple of 
factors are holding back its widespread use as a building material: 

I. Papercrete blocks are not yet commercially available, 
which means that you've got to build your own mixer. A 
papercrete mixer, though simple in principle (it's just a huge 
version of the kitchen blender), requires that a person be a 
"backyard inventor," and relatively few people fall into this 
category. For most people, it's easier to build a house than to 
build a machine. For a backyard inventor, there's not much to 
it-a 55-gallon barrel, an electric motor, and a blade. (You can 
use an ordinary cement mixer, if you shred the paper first, but 
that's a slow way to do it.) Mike McCain has built a number of 
tow mixers-you take the rear axle of a junk vehicle, attach a 
stock tank to it, run the driveshaft end of the axle assembly 
through the stock tank, and attach a lawnmower blade to the 
driveshaft. When a tow mixer is working right, the production 
capabilities are impressive-literally one block up the street and 
one block back at 5 mph, and 200 gallons of slurry is ready to go. 
But building such mixers commercially would open an 
intimidating Pandora· s box of liability and insurance issues for 
the manufacturer, and nobody is yet building papercrete mixers 
of any design on a commercial basis. 

2. Why should we have to make blocks at all? Why should 
we have to build mixers? Making your own papercrete blocks 
with a homemade mixer is the equivalent of building your own 
baler, driving out into a field, and making your own straw bales. 
Ideally, a builder would be able to purchase ready-made 
papercrete blocks, in exactly the same way that he or she can buy 
straw bales or cinderblocks. 

Papercrete just begs to be industrialized. As long as it remains 
at the backyard inventor level, papercrete will be nothing more 
than another interesting-but insignificant-fringe activity. This 
country wastes a huge amount of paper and cardboard every year. 
People aren't even making a pretense of recycling it. It would be 
so easy to design a simple-yet highly effective-machine that, 
using mostly low-cost materials (sand, water, andjtmk paper), 
and a modest ammmt ofportland cement (or, ideally, clay), cou ld 
produce thousands ofpapercrete blocks a day. Since the 
ingredients are so cheap, such blocks could be sold at a low cost, 
yet allowing the manufacturer a handsome profit. Making 
papercrete on an industrial scale could simultaneously reduce 
demand on our landfills while providing affordable housing for 
millions of people. This sounds like a win-win situation to me. 

Of course, before this can happen. papercrete would have to 
be subjected to rigorous testing for inclusion under the universal 
building code. But with application and persistence this could be 
achieved. Papercrete deserves our attention as a low-cost, energy-
and resource-efficient building material. Ll 

Besides promoting papercrete, Gordon Solberg is editor <.!/"Earth 
Quarterly, a magazine about living sanely 011 our planet. 
<www.zianet.com/earth> Box 23, Radium Springs, NM 88054 

, 

Eric Patter.wn's 6{)() s.f papercrete home in Silver City, NM 
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Permaculture Basics: 

Oasis in the Urban Desert 
Andrew Goodheart Brown 

No issue on natural building would be entirely satisfying 
without an article on building something natural. The creation of 
a home-scale oasis, otherwise called a pond, is a must for any 
landscape. The smaller the yard, the more dramatic the presence 
of a pond. From a permacultural-as well as non-human-point 
of view, too much of our daily landscape appears as sterile 
monoculture. This limited diversity of niches impoverishes local 
flora and fauna, and furthers a negative cycle toward a more 
simplified ecosystem with a resultant lack of species richness. In 
backyard lingo, this means you can only expect so much from a 
grass and cement landscape. If you want more--and nature is just 
waiting for a friendly gesture on your part-you need to create 
some relief in an otherwise unfriendly lawnscape. Believe me, 
nature will oblige. 

A pond oasis is an excellent place to start. Talk about making 
a friendly signal: try creating a small pond in your landscape, and 
see what life sends your way. Amphibians show up overnight (and 
they are great for your garden), aquatic insects such as dragonflies 
zoom in, and sometimes, small fish appear out of nowhere. With 
the addition of some aquatic plants-both local and introduced
such as water lilies, duckweed, nitrogen-fixing azolla, calamus, 
papyrus, water chestnuts, and wild rice, a literal oasis is formed. 

Pond in early stages showing carpet liner and submerged block 
True to permaculture principles, a pond stacks multiple 

functions, which can be further enhanced by its thoughtful 
placement in the landscape in which you belong. Besides 
attracting wildlife (and your own wild inner nature) a pond stores 
water, reflects light, moderates air temperatures around it, and 
generates a lot of nutrient which you can harvest into the garden. 
With numerous edges between air, soil, water, and the different 
layers ,,f the water-each edge providing a different combination 
of nutrients and a different microclimate-the pond affords many 
niches, supporting diverse life forms. The pond ecosystem also 
becomes a focal point for beauty, a meditative space perhaps with 
a bench to invite pause and contemplation. 

An oasis is generally hospitable to life, although in the natural 
world there's constant turnover: everything has to eat something. 
Toads and frogs may work over the local slug population; cats 
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and raccoons may occasionally diminish amphibian numbers. 
Mosquitos invariably appear as wriggling larvae: but before you 
purchase mosquito dunks, read the small print. A more eco
friendly_ solution is goldfish. They are hardy to extreme temper
atures, and just cannot resist the tantalizing wriggle of larvae. 

Since my household collects rainwater, any uncovered barrel 
gets populated by mosquito larvae. I take great delight in 
capturing them in numbers and dumping them into the pond. The 
·goldfish go into a feeding frenzy. When there are too many larvae 
for me to capture effectively, I plop a goldfish into the rain barrel 
and leave it for a day or two. They always clean house. 

One of permaculture' s many joys is a freeing up of what we 
regard as 
resource
fulness. 
Once this 
link 
occurs, 
resources 
are always 
at hand, 
and 
creativity 

is is called 
~ intoplay . ., 
1l Resources 
;'.. which are 
~ 

rs locally 
] abundant-and other- A tiny pond makes a cool difference. 

"' wise headed for the trash dump--are fair game, as well as free . 
... I'll have a CARPET SANDWICH ... and make that TO GO ... 

It's unusual to be out and about the city and NOT see some 
discarded carpet awaiting the trash man. This abundant material 
is a key ingredient for a beautiful, efficient, and inexpensive 
permaculture pond. All that's needed is a plastic sheet (4 mil or 
heavier), a hole, and some water. Voi/a, instant pond! 

Here's the recipe: 
1) Dig out an interesting shape at least 18" deep, removing 

any large stones (save them for the bottom or the edges), and trim 
any tree roots that intrude. (You can use the excavated soil to 
build an herb spiral nearby, but that's another story.) Northern 
pond builders may want to go a little deeper to provide a frost
free shelter for fish at the bottom. 

2) Inspect the carpet and remove any tacks. Lay carpet (nap 
up) into the excavation with the ends up and over the sides 
(above your desired water level). You can use one piece or many, 
depending on the size of the hole and what you have available, 
provided there are no gaps. 

3) Lay plastic on top of the carpet, again, with ends above the 
desired water level. 

4) Lay a second layer of carpet, nap down, completely 
covering the plast~c. Essentially, the plastic becomes your pond 
liner, and the carpet protects it from above and below. Don't 
allow the second carpet layer to extend into the soil, or it will 
wick water out, and you' 11 have to refill the pond constantly. 



5) Landscape around the 1::dge with stone or soil. A few 
irregular stones or a piece of decaying log set in the bottom will 
provide more interior edge and shelter for pond critters. 

6) Fill with water collected from your roof (as simple as 
redirecting your downspout tlow into 55-gallon barrels). If you 
are fresh out of roofwater, fill the pond with tapwater from a 
hose, remembering to allow a few days for the chlorine to 
evaporate before introducing life. It's a good idea to wait a few 
days in any case, in order to check the water level. (My second 
pond leaked out half its water in 36 hours: a pinhole in the plastic 
was the culprit. Once replaced, the water level steadied). 

Have no fear when friends and neighbors shake their fingers 
and intone the "S" word ... stagnant. In four years of enjoying a 
pond-right outside my front door-this has never been an issue. 
If your pond is very small, however, you should place it so that 
it's shaded from hot summer sun, which can both stimulate 
excessive algae growth and diminish oxygen content in the water. 

A pond is an ecosystem, and with a little timely assistance on 
your part, will come into balance quickly and easily. After giving 
my new pond a few days to settle, I inoculated it with a jug of 
water from a clean, local pond. This introduced the right aquatic 
microfauna and flora. With the addition of aquatic plants, the 
system was up and running. Later I brought in local tadpoles, in 
order to reintroduce amphibians to my dry ridgetop property. 

Hardly a pleasant day passes that I do not sit on the nearby 
bench, gazing at the pond and its myriad creatures. This is a true 

Scouting for Local Resources-

How About Caliche? 
Building material is all around you. You might have to 
search it out, but it's there. Here's how some builders 
in Texas found what they needed. 

Charles Gibson 
In the summer of I 988, I lived in a small ranch house on the 

southern edge of the Canadian River canyonlands with an old 
friend who had been talking me into heading up an adobe pr~ject. 

We had already been soaking up information on earth as a 
building material, in particular some late '70s resource manuals 
by Pliny Fisk III and the Center for Maximum Potential Building 
Systems in Austin. 

We learned of a recently closed portland cement plant only 
half a mile away which had been excavating earth in areas Pliny 
and Co. had mapped as calcareous. All the digging had revealed 
huge beds of the hard subsoil commonly called caliche. Caliche 
(kah-lee-chay) is familiar to many southwestern residents. It is a 
kind of hardpan or soft cement formed by the leaching out of the 
ancient limestone deposits from the soils of the uplifted seabed 
that forms most of south and southeast Texas. The calcium 
carbonate binds together other soil particles. The bane of area 
gardeners, this ugly duckling material was to become the main 
ingredient of our adobe blocks. 

Using an old pickup and a small tractor with a front-end 
loader, my friend and I moved in where the plant had left off. 
One of us would slowly tip loads of the red soil onto a mesh 
covered steel frame hanging by short chains from poles above the 
truck bed. The other would shake and sift the caliche through the 
mesh which hung on an incline so that larger clods would roll off. 
This sifting process gave us a much more usable truckload of 

oasis, attracting to its waters all the kindoms of life: insects. 
plants, birds, fish, amphibians, reptiles, and mammals. The carpet 
backing is now covered by a beautiful green moss; little trace 
remains of its ignoble beginnings. 

So the next time you see a pile of discarded carpet... ~ 

Andrew Goodheart Brown is a wilderness expedition guide 
turned urban farmer. He can sometimes be found in the garden. 
but you've got to approach quietly ... 

Water iris, duckweed (floating), and a very• happy frog. 

material, making each trip to the site more worthwhile. 
The cement operation had also left behind a large sand pit and 

adjacent tailings pond which together provided us the other block 
ingredients. As the pond dried up, its bottom had shrunk and 
cracked into a one-foot deep fractal display of mortar-colored 
clay layers. We gathered several barrels full of chunks of this 
stuff, soaked them in water, and stirred the whole into a sticky, 
lumpy slip. This special ingredient helped to bond the caliche and 
sand and stabilized the blocks. 

By September there were more of us working to ready the 
project site and block-making system. On the south side of the 
ranch house where we had piled our soils we spread a thin layer 
of sand over a flat area of about 600 s.f. This gave us a place to 
set the blocks to cure where they wouldn ·t stick. We also rebuilt 
the wooden frames of our simple hand-operated block-making 
machine, making sure they were sturdy enough for the job at hand. 

With these preparations, we began to mix mud. Starting with 
the pond-bottom clay slip in a small, electric mortar mixer, we 
added water. This liquid portion was slowly stirred into wheel
barrows of dry sand and caliche, and the resulting aggregate was 
poured into a trough above the waxed and wetted block form. 

Our block making team and simple machine system were able 
to produce about fifty 4"x 8"xl2" blocks and ten half-blocks per 
hour. After a week of two- to three-hour session s, we had used up 
our raw material and had poured and stacked 600 blocks and halves. 

After two months of curing, the finished blocks were ready. 
They had kept their shape and strength. We decided to build a 
small sun room addition to the ranch house using the caliche 
blocks as the main building material. 

This project was very fulfilling and helped to lead me into 
other sustainable building techniques. The pr~ject process was 
fairly simple and, with a few good connections, could ht! 
accomplished in many regions. ~ 

Charles Gibson operates Rain Man Wate1works at Box 972, 
Dripping Springs, Texas 78620. 
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Natural Building for Plants and AniJDals 
Albert Bates 

......,,,:::;t~ 
Straw bale hoop house with keyhole beds 

This .was a Pretty Good Thing, but it didn't last. 
Storms tended to drive the plastic off the straw wall, 
where it was most poorly secured. The result was wet 
rotting straw. \\' et rotting straw is also a Pretty Good 
Thing, but not for a building. The next time I rebuilt, I 
took pains to protect the straw wall. Some recent adapters 
of this design have plastered their straw, but I didn · t and 
as it turned out, that was a good decision. 

In fact, l eventually came to realize that a greenhouse 
'"·ithout wet rotting straw is not as warm on a cold 
winter's night as a greenhouse with wet rotting straw. In 
fact, if you are in for a late frost and have lots of tender 
shoots, it doesn't hurt to hose down the straw wall on the 
inside and get that decomposition really going. In the 
summer, when the greenhouse isn't needed, the straw 
becomes mulch. In the fall, when you need it again, you 
get fresh bales, and the whole structure goes up in 30 
minutes. 

I also found that I could add to my overnight heat or 
diminish my heat losses by making a compost pile inside 
the greenhouse and by "weathering" fresh manure in a 
lon g pile at the outside base of the clear side-creating a 
thermal curtain. 

If properly stored and cared for, IO-mil greenhouse 
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poly can last several years, but one problem I encountered was the tears 
which arise from screw holes, made in the process of attaching plastic to 
hoop or strut. Duct tape was not good enough to prevent enlarging stress 
tears in high winds. I needed a non-perforating way of attaching the 
cover to begin with. 

What I came up with was a "clothespin" of pipe-broken sections of 
PVC are easy enough to find in the trash-slightly larger in diameter 
than my hoop pipe. I cut these sections into lengths of two to three 
inches and split them lengthwise on one side, creating a pipe clip. It they 
are too long then they arc hard to open or to put on the hoop after the 
cover has been stretched . Too short and they pop off or break. 

I also used a pin-and-socket technique to anchor the hoops. A foot-
long two-inch steel pipe hammered into the ground makes a well casing 
for each hoop . A 20-inch length of rebar, dowel, or bamboo is driven 
into the top bale of the bale wall and the top end of the hoop slid over it. 

By the mid '90s I had moved the concept from my home garden to 
the garden at the Ecovillage Training Center, and with lots of volunteer 
help and Bob Kornegay' s magic touch it became much more elaborate. 
In went a wood-fired hot tub, with greywater piped into the center raised 
beds. On snowy nights we reveled in the greenhouse; our semitropical 
plants appreciated it almost as much as we did. Keyholed permanent 
beds lined with stone and perennial herbs sprang up on the south wall. A 
tin roof provided shelter for the 30 bales in the north wall, but they were 
still exposed enough to decompose gradually. Now we only replace them 
every other year. 
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cl1icke11 coop at The Farm's Ecovillage Training Center 

Pleased with our hoophouse innovations, we couldn't stop adding 
links : a curved strawbale animal house was attached to the east end, 
shortening the distance manure has to travel to the garden. Just to the 
west we built our cob chicken coop and duck race. The chickens get the 
run of the greenhouse whenever we don't have very young plants at risk. 

The cob coop was inspired by a course lanto Evans gave at the 
Training Center in 1997. After the course Bob designed a 12-foot 
henhouse to protect the birds from night predators like possum, coon, 
and lynx , which had made short work of our wire enclosures. Led by a 
volunteer corps of cobbers, Ross, Leopard, Janelle, Melina and others, 
the henhouse rose from a humble rubble-and-block foundation, swept up 



into a half-row1d swirl of mud and straw, glass, bottles, and 
stone, and was capped with a pole and shake w1dulating roof. 
Outside it was Picasso . Inside it was a Hen Hilton of multi
occupancy apartment niches . Our hens like to roost three to a 
cubbyhole, even when there are a half-dozen open cubbys. They 
love it. And all it took was time and mud and a little straw. I:). 

Albert Rates is ro-author oJThe Y2K Survival Guide and Cook
book, a compendium of useful tips in appropriate technology for 
the next century. A long-time resident of The Farm, an experi
mental community in Summertown, Tenn. (www.thefarm.org). he 
manages the Ecovillage Training Center and lectures for the 
Global Ecovillage Network ( http://www.ecovillage.org ). 

The EpheDleral Greenhouse 
J. B. Harrington 

I'm that strange sort of permaculture bird : the nomadic 
gardener. About a year ago I moved into a duplex on a comer lot 
in Eugene, Oregon with a collection of plants in tow. The central 
Oregon climate isn't harsh, but I've migrated from Santa Cruz, 
some 500 miles south of here. Consequently some of the plants I 
brought with me are scarcely hardy here, and some arc doomed to 
a life in movable containers. But some of my botanical friends ~ 

ul f ~ wo d grow here i I put them in the ground. ,. 
Following the advice of the little voice that repeats mantras -5 

like : "Observe ... designing is forcing ... avoid designing, and the £ 
design will present itself like ripe fruit...there will be no design ~ 
before its time." I haven't put anything in the ground ... yet. I have -~ 
put a lot of stuff ON the ground, however. -e 

My goal is to present to tlie neighborhood an example of what 
is possible . For my first act I tried growing basil and peppers on 
top of straw bales last year. It worked! People noticed, slowed 
their cars down to take a look, walked past, and eventually 
stopped by to see what tlie heck was going on. I gave them a 
quick explanation of the straw bales, and many said that they 
would try it next year . Score one for the neighborhood permie 
who loves pasta and pesto! I can't recommend anything better 
than seemingly innocuous, high-visibility innovations for 
breaking the ice with your neighbors. 

Fall came on suddenly last year, and I had to come up with 
some way of getting my plants through the winter. Not ready 
either financially or by design to build a permanent greenhouse, I 
needed sometliing temporary ... and quick. Also I didn't want to 
sacrifice summer garden space to a hotliouse; I was looking for a 
seasonal solution. The obvious candidate for this type of structure 
was strawbales. They have an insulation value tliat can't be beat, 
and they compost! I could put it up each fall with fresh bales, and 
come spring take it down and use the bales in tlic garden as 
·mulch or as more strawbale garden beds. 

The general design of my ephemeral greenhouse consists of 
three walls in strawbale, with a roof and soutli wall in gla7jng. 
The greenhouse is twelve feet wide, and seven feet deep. The 
ceiling height drops from about eight feet to five feet. It's not a 
large greenhouse, but it's given me enough space to get ajwnp 
on tlie season for veggies, as well as to overwinter a few plants . 
The structure could be considered an oversized cold frame with 
thermal mass and movable insulation. 

Gla7ing was the first tough choice . C'.JTeenl1ouse plastic would 
have been a nuisance to take down, store, and put up each year . 
Even with care it becomes brittle in a couple of years, and has to 
be replaced. I probably should have used tempered glass, but tliat 
much glass overhead in a semi-horizontal plane made me 
nervous. Instead, I opted for polycarbonate sheets screwed to 
frames made of 2x4s . They are light, so I can mm:e them around. 
I can cut them if I find I need tliem a different size or shape, and 
they won't break down or cloud over from exposure to UV for at 
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least 15 years. Unfortunately, they are plastic, so tliey don't really 
break down, but they don't break ei tlier . 

Attached to tlie south side of my house is a Hat-roofed carport. 
I decided that its franiing members would be\:ef) ' useful, so I 
built out from the soutli side of tlie carport into the yard. To be 
able to make the greenhouse disappear in the SUllllller, I hinged 
the north edge of its roof to fue underside of the beams tliat 
support the carport. I tlien hinged tlie south wall to the lower edge 
of the roof. The result is tliat the south wall swings up to fit flush 
with the widerside of fue greenllouse roof, and tlie roof swings 
down to hang vertically from tlie bean1s supporting tl1e carport. 
'When the greenhouse is operational, the frame rests directly on 
the strawbales. When it is stowed away, the framed portion of the 
structure hangs folded in a space eight feet high, twelve feet 
across, and one foot tliick. The overhanging beams will support a 
string trellis to grow annual vines (probably scarlet runner beans). 
These will hide fue frames, as well as protect tl1em from the sun 
during the summer, thus increasing tlieir effective lifespan . 

I built tlie panels of the roof and soutli wall on my own, tl1en 
in a day's work, a friend and I assembled tl1e 40 bales, erected the 
panels, and attached tliem to tlie carport. We stuffed as many of 
the gaps as we could find wifu bale flake s, and fistfuls of straw. 
The north wall of straw hales is under the carport roof on tl1e slab, 
so bales there remain dry and mud-free . The other bales just get 
wet where they protrude from the frame . 

Early on I had decided that I would try to document 
greenhouse tliermal performance. I bought two ma,-; min 
thermometers, and calibrated them to each other. One I placed 
outside in a shaded but sheltered location a foot or so off the 
ground, and the oilier I placed in the greenhouse . :\ly initial glee 
at the temperature performance was hit with a dose of reality 
once 1 questioned the elevated location of tile inside thermometer. 
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The temperature in the greenhouse varied 
significantly between the ceiling and the 
floor. I relocated the inside thermometer to 
a spot roughly the same height off the 
ground as the one outside. 

During fall and early winter, the sun 
blessed us with light and heat for at least 
part of the day. Inside temperatures jumped 
during the day and crashed at night, 
although they stayed above the outdoor 
minimum. I had known from the start that 
I would need to add some thermal mass to 
the structure, so I got a pair of 55-gallon 
drums from a bakery, and filled them with 
water . The response was immediate. The 
temperanrre didn't spike nearly as high 
during the day, but the night temperanrres 
improved only slightly. Clearly I needed 
to insulate the glazing at night. 

Here was my second tough choice. I 
went with a foil-faced bubble wrap instead 
of rigid foam, tllinking that it would be 
easier to manage as a movable material, 
and that it would provide equal R-value 
for the buck. I was wrong on both counts . 
In retrospect, I should have used the rigid 
foam insulation. I could have had more 
than twice the R-valuc for the same money, 
and the foam could haYe been cut to fit the 
2 x 4 frame with minimal gaps . It also 
would have proved easier to put up and 
take down day after day during the cold 
part of the year. Despite my fears concern
ing off-gassing from the foam, I was unable 
to find any mention of tllis in my research, 
only one reference that it had a "zero 
vaporization rate," or sometlling like that. 

I didn't realize how difficult it was 
going to be to keep the greenhouse warm 
inside . \\'hen the temperanrre outside 
plummeted, and the inside temperanrre 
began to follow it toward the freezing 
point, I broke down and bought a heater. 
The winter sun just isn't something to 
count on here . The temperatures outside 
dipped as low as 9°F. With the smallest 
portable household electric heater, I was 
able to keep a minimum temperature 
inside the greenhouse at 30°F (at a height 
of 16", without ground contact) . 

The differences I noticed earlier 
regarding temperature stratification 
became very important once temperatures 
got down near freezing. The air inside the 
greenhouse was stratified, and despite a 
heater which circulated air, the upper 
portions of the strucnrre were significantly 
warmer than the floor. I had hoped the 
floor would be substantially warmer than 
the grow1d outside . It was, but the ground 
outside was well below freezjng . A pair of 
seedling cherimoyas, ( Annona cerimola, 
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normally hardy to 28°F.) which had 
overwintered last year (in an unheated 
garage) showed me the difference that 
ground contact, and three feet of elevation 
can make. One sat on the ground and has 
shriveled leaves; the other was on top of 
the barrels and it looks just fine. 

--...... ~··•• ... ~---

LOOt<ltJG 
;:~(!)RTH~AST 

-..-,~--'-:: '.• ·, . ... . ·".· . 

Taking Stock 
I learned several lessons that I'll apply 

to next year's greenhouse adventure. 
l. Air infiltration, leaks, and drafts can 

be the largest part of heat loss. This factor 
probably cost me at least several degrees . 
~ext year the house will be much 
improved in this regard. 

2. Insulation is important. Do it right, 
use the foam panels, cut them to fit. 

3. The sun is an amazing source of 
energy, but it doesn't smile on us much 
here during the winters. I'll need the 
capacity to catch it when it's available. 
That means a lot more thermal mass than I 
thought. rm going to add at least two 
more barrels, maybe as many as six. 

-l. Keep better temperature data for a 
longer period of time. 

5. Contact with tile ground is important 
to consider. Set all plants on at least a 
scrap of 2 x 4-to keep what little heat there 
is from conducting out of your pots into 
the ground. 

6. For overwintering marginally hardy 
species that aren't able to get into the 
ground tllis system seems a viable option . 
Remember though, stretching the envelope 
of tender species is making extra work for 

yourself. For those plants that will require 
it every year realize that it is more of a 
hobby than a way of handling elements of 
a permaculture system. 11 

J.B. Harrington <jbharr@ejn.org> or 
Eugene Permacu/ture Guild, Box 602, 
Eugene, OR 97440. 

Earth Construction 
Advocacy Group 

The International Organization for Earth 
Construction supports research and advocacy 
in the area<; of Earth Harvestin~ (cisterns, 
catchments, ponds, distribution systems), Earth 
Construction (research, testing, data collection, 
education, publishing), Alternative Materials 
(research into the use of all types of alternative 
construction materials), and the Proposal and 

· Adoption of "earth building codes." 
IOEC is a tax-exempt, non-profit 

organization . Its president, Dr. Richard L. 
Ferm, is seeking to reorganize the board of 
directors with people who are pro-active, 
leaders in alternative construction, industry 
professionals, and advocates for building with 
natural materials. Qualified individuals believe 
strongly in living sustainably, in the 
construction of homes with earthen or organic 
materials, and in minimizing reliance on 
energy derived from fossil fuels, and will have 
spoken passionately about sustainability issues, 
lack of published information, restrictive 
building codes, and numerous other topics 
relative to construction with strawbales, adohe, 
cob, rammed earth, and Earthships. 

To help make a difference in how we live 
and the materials we use, contact Dr. Richard 
L. Ferm, (925) 933-2412, <rferm@aol.com>, 
or Paul Salas, (505) 833-1850, 
<chansey@earthlink.net>. 



Natural Building and High Winds 
John Schinnerer 
with Rob Tucker and Kyle Brown 

Along with earthquakes and wildfire, high winds pose the 
greatest risk of catastrophic failure any building must face . 
Recent experience with tropical storms offers us some 
unexpected insights as well as ,the opportunity to consider 
generally how best to design for severe winds . 

In this article we'll look at specific examples from several ~ 
parts of the world lo illustrate the principal design strategies for ] 
high wind and how these can be applied to both new construction = 
and existing buildings. -~ 

"Natural building" describes the early and tentative efforts to ~ 

readapt our construction practices lo the immense variability of < 
the living world. Yet the concept of natural building raises ~ 
significant issues, particularly about building performance under 
stress and possible failure. Many materials and more methods 
that fall under the rubric of natural building have not been tested 
scientifically, so there is little or no generally accepted data that 
would enable an engineer to determine the soundness of a given 
project. 

Uniform building codes, based on standardized industrial 
products and engineering tests of load conditions and materials 
tolerances, derive their moral (as distinct from legal) authority 
from the implied warranty they provide the public and the 
homeowner against catastrophe. Yet, like the cultural uniformity 
that is the by-product of such standards, that warranty of 
protection against disaster is illusory, and even dangerous, for 
building is an imprecise science, and standard designs a cheap 
substitute for thoughtful consideration of the particular conditions 
each building must face in its environment. 

Rob and Kyle are both licensed contractors with experience 
building in hurricane zones, but neither they nor I are structural 
engineers, and it is beyond the scope of this article to offer 
technical details, tables, or formulas. Different regions offer 
different building resources and challenges, and the particulars of 
any natural building design ought to arise from regional 
knowledge and experience, some of it existing and much of it yet 
to be discovered . 

The most severe winds under consideration here are tropical 
storms : typhoons and hurricanes. Most of what is offered here 
will also improve the durability of buildings subject to gale-force 
and lesser winds, and will be useful in the design of structures 
where constant strong winds are the norm . We'll look first at 
some general considerations for any kind of structure, and then 
see what might be learned from preindustrial building methods 
and materials. 
Keeping the Lid On ... 

A roof is the essence of shelter. In gales, hurricanes, and other 
powerful windstorms, the roof often suffers first and most. 
Whether it is ripped off or collapsed inward, the rest of the 
building usually suffers consequent damage . 

Several factors in the design and failure of buildings became 
evident in the wake of Hurricane Iniki, which struck the island of 
Kaua'i in the Hawaiian archipelago several years ago . Kyle 
Brown points out that, when the dust had settled after Iniki, it was 
clear that older, fully hipped "plantation style" roofs had fared 
much better than any sort of roof with a gable end, partial hip, or 

Tornado damage near Little Rock, Arkansas 

other irregularity. This despite the fact that the older roofs had 
mostly been built bc,fore codes began requiring hurricane clips 
and extra roof reinforcement (The current code in Kaua'i County 
requires continuous strapping on every stud- from foundation lo 
roof!). 

The unifonn ea\ ·e height and limpet-like shape (al1, those 
patterns in nature!) of a fully hipped roof apparently doesn't offer 
as good a grip for the wind as do gabled, partially hipped, planar 
carport and lanai (patio) roofs, porches, and so on. This is so e,en 
though the typical overhang of a plantation-style hipped roof is 
two feet or more, and is likely to be greater on older houses than 
on newer ones. 

Roof shape is one apparent factor affecting a building's 
response to the wind. Rob Tucker offers this thought on another : 
"Kyle's talk of hip and gable or old YS. new construction has a 
number of subtle messages in it. Following the ~orthridge 
(California) earthquake, I noticed that home~ built in the -ios or 
50s had fared better than more modem construct~, despite tl1e 
modem code 'imprmements.' Why '>The early postwar housing 
was primarily built by a generation of home builders who were 
providing shelter for themselves and their families . That era was 
followed by a generation or two of speculative building . Code or 
no code, the later builders had a different goal- to buy low and 
sell high . Developers built cheap, made money, and mm ·ed on. 
Both on Kaua'i and in Northridge I saw historical e,idencc that 
'attitude' affects both performance and survi,al ." 

Natural builders hm·e the opportunity to work in the tradition 
of building for use rather than for profit . Gi\en an appropriate 
design, the quality of the work itself will affect the dmabilit) not 
only of the roof but of the rest of the building as \\ell. 
Planning for Emergency 

Besides the protection afforded by appropriate basic design 
and sow1d construction, there are wa)S to reinforce roof 
structures temporarily against approaching high winds. Rob ~a) s 
"Considering that the first and most dangerous moment of high 
wind destruction involves the lifting off of the roof, I am looking 



at the simple placement of eye bolts at key points in the 
foundation and at corresponding points on the roof eaves. This 
might cost less than $20 but would allow fairly rapid tie-down 
with either rope or steel cable. Using rope, a stick can be twisted 
into it to increase the tension, then lashed; or with cable, a 
turnbuckle used to tighten the co1mection. Tie-downs could also 
be run completely over the roof deck. 

"In buildings without a foundation, substantial post holes can 
be dug, poured with concrete, and eye bolts mounted. These 
concrete anchors should be wider and heavier at the bottom of the 
hole so they resist pulling out of the ground. Or large trees could 
be used as anchors, if available and well placed. Plantings could 
be made with this in mind. This is a low-tech way to improve 
greatly the building's chances of surviving a hurricane. It's low 
cost too ... " 

Trees do get destroyed in severe windstorms - but often their 
upper parts arc broken off rather than the entire tree uprooted. 
This depends to some extent on the type of tree-how it 
branches, the root structure and depth, etc. Using existing trees or 
planting trees for future use as nanrral anchors would require 
more detailed inquiry into these factors. 
Windows: Open, Closed, or Broken? 

\Vhile we're still on the roof, let's look at a common myth
that one should open windows on the leeward (downwind) side of 
the house during a storm. The theory is that air can then move in 
and out freely to equalize pressure, thus protecting the roof. A 
study by the state of Hawai'i following Iniki indicates just the 
opposite-all windows should be kept closed. Typical roof 
designs arc engineered to resist pressures pushing down and in
but not up and out! With windows open, the roof may be 
subjected to strong upward pressure from inside the house. 
Although materials and fastening methods differ, roof structure 
designs are essentially the same in most nanrral and conventional 
building styles, so this consideration applies across the board. 

Though the roof may take the primary impact, other parts of 
the building are vulnerable to storm damage too. Kyle notes that 
a 100-mph wind puts 100 pounds per square foot of static load on 
exterior vertical surfaces . An average exterior door (at 6' x 3') 
would have 1800 lbs. of pressure on it! And keep in mind that 
since we're talking about wind. the load is never really "static.'' 
This gives a rough idea of the forces a strucnrre may encounter 
under severe conditions. Rut there are some preventive mcas·ures 
that can help existing as well as funrrc structures. 

Windows are a relatiYely frngile component in most buildings, 
and need protection from both drastic pressure changes and 
flying objects- but not necessarily for the reasons or in the way 
one might think. 

If windows get shattered, it's a shan1e about all that broken 
glass, no question . In gales, hurricanes, and typhoons, though, the 
worst of the damage may come after the storm penetrates the 
strucnrrc tltrough the broken windows. :--lot only will internal 
furnishings be damaged or destroyed, but-as in the case of the 
roof flying away or collapsing-the integrity of the structure is 
compromised . It may then suffer greater strucnrral damage than if 
the windows had stayed intact. 

Kyle suggests one WOIT) ' about the glass second, and about 
keeping tl1e storm out and the structure intact first. Building his 
own house on Kaua'i, he will be making storm shutters for all the 
windows -which are numerous, but medium or small in size . He 
wants to a, oid huge sheet<; of glass completely. The shutters will 
he attached to the inside walls, not the outside. "Imagine," he 
says, "trying to wrestle even a small storm shutter onto an 
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exterior window in rising gale-force winds - then imagine going 
up a ladder to do it on a second or third story!" Even if the glass 
breaks, his shutters will still be snug in place and the storm won't 
be able to enter the house. 

When Tniki passed over Kaua'i, the winds were less severe in 
the second half of the storm (after the eye of the hurricane had 
passed)-but by most estimates more damage was done then than 
in the first wave of the storm. Kyle suggests this was because the 
wind acted a lot like people do when they're trying to unfasten 
something-work at it from one direction, then from the other. 
lniki' s winds hit the island from one side, paused, then slammed 
back from the opposite side. Since this pattern (and variations on 
it) is typical of cyclonic storms, we should consider that buildings 
subject to them have to be reinforced against rapidly alternating 
forces. 

This leads to lots of questions about fastenings and attachment 
methods, whatever the materials in use. How will joints, 
fasteners, and connections fare when pushed first one way and 
then the other? Will the structure resist wind forces adequately 
from all directions or only certain ones? What arc the weaker 
links, and how might they be addressed? 
Leaming from Vernacular Buildings 

'When we look at preindustrial buildings, some clear patterns 
emerge as to how windstorms and prevailing high winds were 
dealt with. The beauty of these patterns to me is that they arose 
from local conditions, materials, and designs. They are, from a 
nanrral building perspective, still more appropriate in most cases 
than the "brute force" approach that industrial building appears to 
favor. 

In some situations, massive and rigid materials are used to 
create buildings that are all but ;mpervious to buffeting winds. A 
stone or cob house with a roof of sandstone slabs weathers the 
Atlantic winds of Ireland or the storms of the North Sea coast; a 
sod house hunkers down on the windswept plains of North 
America. These structures are simply too heavy and solid to be 
moved by the worst of storms. 

It is important that buildings made of such heavy materials be 
completely impervious to the strongest possible winds-any 
failure of such a strucnrre, especially of the roof, would likely be 
fatal to the inhabitants. Massive pieces torn loose would also be a 
serious threat to people, animals, and other strucnrres downwind. 

One of the more spectacular (though not particularly low-tech) 
examples of massive roofs comes from Colombian architect Simon 
Velez. His airy and open designs, often using bamboo for posts, 
beams, and trusses, apply ceramic roof tiles over several inches 
of ferroct;ment. His roofs weigh so much that (in theory, anyhow) 
the fiercest possible winds cannot overcome their inertia. 

Elsewhere, lightweight and flexible materials are used to 
create buildings that will flow with the wind, yielding enough but 
usually not too much, so that when the storm passes they are 
perhaps shaken but still intact and strucnrrally sound. If they are 
damaged, repairs can be quickly made from local material. 
Frameworks of wood or bamboo, thatch roofing and walls, panels 
of woven fibers, curved hoops or cones covered with felt or 
hides, and more have all had a place in the realm of lightweight, 
flexible, easily repaired or replaced human shelter. 

The genius of this strategy lies in limiting the effects of 
failure. If the force of a storm is greater than the flexibility of the 
dwelling, parts of it may be blown away. And though a thatch, 
shingle, or shake roof may be less likely than a massive roof to 
survive high winds intact, the former may survive substantially 
while its lightweight debris will not crush whatever it falls on. 
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Big sheets of plywood sheathing, metal 
roofing, or ceramic or metal tiles, on the 
other hand, become dangerous projectiles 
when tom loose by high winds. 

REVIEWS 
Build It With Mud The story is told that to survive violent 

wind storms, people in Japan took refuge 
in groves of bamboo. They would tie 
themselves in, and though they might get 
thrashed around and perhaps scratched and 
cut by the culms and branches, they would 

Review by Mollie Curry 

The Cob Builders Handbook, mentioned 
above, and The Cobber's Companion: How 
To Build YourOwu Earthen Home, by 
Michael Smith, are two excellent introductions 
to the subject Both are filled with gcxxl 
information accessible to the novice builder, 
and are copiously and helpfully illustrated : 
Bee's by her own hand , Smith's by the work of 
Michigan artist and thatching pioneer, Deanne 
Bednar . 

be much safer there than anywhere else. 
A better-known story is this one from 

the Chronicle of the Foreign Service of 
August 14, 1977, reproduced in the book 
Shelter 11: 

"In 1964 two 25-story buildings, one 
with bamboo scaffolding and the other 
clad with steel, were hit by a typhoon 
which blew in with winds up to 120 miles 
an hour. 1be typhoon tore away the steel 
scaffolding, causing considerable damage, 
while the bamboo frame bent and swayed 
with the winds but withstood the storm." 

Hybrid structures - using massive 
materials for the lower portions of the 
structure and lightweight materials for the 
upper and roof structures-offer another 
approach. Some old Hawaiian dwellings 
provide one example-low rock walls 
topped with a roof structure of lashed 
poles and thatch. In Ireland stone- or cob
walled buildings were also covered with 
thatch, the roof anchored by a net of ropes 
weighted with stones around its perimeter. 
On these buildings overhangs were 
minimized, to present to the wind as 
streamlined a surface as possible. 

The lower, massive parts of these build
ings are solid enough to remain standing 
on their own, roof or no roof. The light
weight upper portions most often survive 
due to their flexibility and resilience. If 
not, they are not as dangerous when they 
blow away, and c~be easily replaced. 

The fact that virtually all preindustrial 
structures were built by "home builders" 
contributes to their durability as well as to 
their aesthetic appeal. How a structure is 
built-the craftsmanship, attention to detail, 
personal involvement, and mindfulness of 
the builders-may well be as important to 
its success as the materials that go into it. 

Of his own work Rob says, "I have § 
confidence in our structures, mostly due to ';; 
the combination of good materials and a ~ 
good attitude. Lack of either can lead to ::E 
failure. I believe this is true whether the f 
material is wood frame, bamboo, or steel. i 
I also believe the three little pigs did a lot 
of important research on high winJ ... " 

Copyright© 1999 John Schinnerer 
John_Schinnerer@mist.seattleantioch.edu 

The Cobber's Companion: 
How to build your own earthen 
home 
MICHAEL SMITH 
Cob Cottage Company, 2d. ed., 
1998 
134 pgs. paper. $22.00 

The Cob Builders Handbook: 
You can hand-sculpt your own 
home 
BECKY BEE 
self-published, 1997 
173 pgs. paper. $19.95 

If, when you hear the word "cob," you 
think of com, it's time to expand your 
horizons. We're talking about mud. Cob is a 
structural wall material, made from a mix of 
sand, clay, and straw, that is laid up wet and 
allowed to dry to a concrete-like hardness. As 
Becky Bee says in the subtitle of her Cob 
Builders Handbook, "You Can Hand-Sculpt 
Your Own Home." As long as you protect it 
from the rain with a gcxxl foundation and a 
gcxxl roof, a cob wall can last a thousand years 
or more, which is a gcxxl thing, since building 
with cob is a time-consuming, though easy · 
process. 

Both Smith and Bee have worked with 
Ianto Evans, an Oregon-based Welsh architect 
who is largely responsible for the introduction 
of cob to this country. Smith 's work with 
Evans has been more extensive : they formed 
the Cob Cottage Company together, and under 
its auspices have built houses and taught 
courses for years. Bee , after working with 
Evans for a shorter period , formed a teaching 
bui I ding organi z.ation called Groundworks. 
Both groups are based in Oregon but offer 
courses in many places, as a groundswell of 
interest is launching cob project s across the 
continent. Though Evans , Bee, and Smith are 
cob's leading exponents, others teach the 
method too, both here and abroad. 

Evans, with a long-standing interest in 
appropriate technology and vernacular 
building, was a natural bridge between the cool 
wet west of Britain, where thousands of cob 
buildings hundreds of years old still dot the 
landscape, and the cool, wet west of America, 
where Ne,v World cob finds its center of 
01igin. Worldwide, earth buildings are more 
common to arid regions, where rammed earth , 
or pise, and adobe predominate, than to wet. 
But humid, wood-starved Britain provides us 
evidence that cob can last well in moist 
climates: the county of Devon, England alone 
has 40,000 cob buildings, about half of them 
houses. 

Evans has modified the traditional cob 
recipe to make it stronger and more reliable, 

Hybrid cob (frotzt)llight-clay (rear) cottage at Earthaven Village, NC 
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more Reviews ... 
mainly by adding extra straw and making sure 
of the quality of sand and clay. He calls this 
improved mix "Oregon cob," and both Smith 
and Bee use it in their cob recipes and 
instroctions. 
Abo • t the books 

Tile Cobber's Companion and The Cob 
B• llders Handbook are both user-friendly 
books that cover the particulars of this ancient 
material, and they each address the broader 
picture of house building, including 
information on site selection, planning, and 
prepa.ation, drainage, foundations, floors, 
roofs, windows and doors, insulation, and 
pla,;ter. As might be expected from two 
students of the same master, the authors share 
not only a love of cob, but a common emphasis 
on natural, earth-friendly materials and 

Snapshots of a Movement 
review by Michael G. Smith 

JOSEPH F. KENNEDY, editor 
The Art of Natural Building 
NetWorks Productions, Inc. 
HC 66Box119, Hillsboro, NM 88042 
146 pages. paper. $20 + $4 postage 

One October afternoon in 1994, 1 stood 
eight bales high on the wall of a hastily erected 
straw coliseum, worrying about the rain that 
was starting to fall. Around me, a gathering 
horde of friends and strangers argued genially 
about the best way to protect the 20' by 40' 
oval structure from the weather with clear 
polyethylene sheeting, used irrigation pipe, and 
baling t\\'ine. In the field below, a stream of 
vans and pickups with license plates from 
British Columbia and New Mexico disgorged 
drivers and passengers, who soon added their 
voices and opinions to the tangle of twine. 
Everyone was wondering what was going to 
happen next, including the three of us (lanto 
Evans, Linda Smiley, and myself of The Cob 
Cottage Company) who had invited the others 
from all over the continent to this western 
Oregon field. 

We called it the "Alternative Building 
Colloquium," and in retrospect it was one of 
the most significant weeks of my life . Then and 
there my work with CCC, researching and 
promoting traditional earthen building, took on 
a greater context. I rt-iii zed we were part of a 
national (and international) movement of 
people with widely varied experience who 
shared a basic set of values and goals: expert,; 
on adobe and rammed earth from the 
Southwest, straw bale builders from 
Washington and New Mexico, timber framers 
from Iowa and Massachusetts, architects from 
California, and sculptors and canoe builders 
from Canada. Some of us had met before, but 
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techniques. Both books give the details you 
will need to construct a cob building. 

Though the two texts have a similar 
content, there are notable differences. For 
instance, Bee goes deeply into the subject of 
designing the home, exploring the personal, 
tactile, and even metaphysical aspects of earth 
building, while Smith does not. He, on the 
other hand, gives details about the natural 
building movement and the history of cob, and 
links cob to other materials, such as straw 
bales. 

Both hooks give ingredients and techniques 
for wall plasters, how to protect them from 
moisture while minimizing dust, but Smith 
goes into greater depth about traditional lime 
plaster (whitewash), which Bee dislikes 

. because of its caustic chemistry. 
Making cob walls leads naturally enough to 

laying an earthen floor. Both books give 
instructions on this µrocess, and though they 
differ a little, it looks like either method would 

most who showed up had only been the 
subjects of distant rumor. Each was there to 
find out what the others knew, and we went -= 
straight to work. Days were filled with hands- ·]i 
on workshops and demonstrations, evenings ~ 
with slide shows. Mealtime conversations 1l 
ranged from what kind of straw works best to .al 
how to impact building codes and architectural ~ 

£ education. Zooming purposefully from project 0 

to project, seeming to be everywhere at once, i 
was a woman with a video camera, Catherine 
Wanek. 

A year later, after another season of 
building and teaching cob workshops, the 
whole CCC crew was on its way to Catherine's 
home at the Black Range Lodge in Southern 
New Mexico fer what felt like a family 
reunion. The second gathering, bigger and 
better organized, drew participants from as far 
away as Mexico and Norway. It was renamed 
"The Natural Building Colloquium" (the first 
use of the phrase "Natural Building" of which I 
am aware) hecause of Catherine's concern that 
our work be seen not as "an alternative," but 
rather as the natural way to build. One of the 
new people there was Joe Kennedy, an 
architect who had built earth-bag domes with 
Nader Khalili in southern California and a 

' thatched outdoor classroom at a Permaculture 
training center in South Africa. Joe was so 
entranced by the Colloquium that he stayed for 
two years, helping Catherine to organize other 
Natural BuiJding events. 

There have now been seven NBC's in four 
states, three at The Black Range. Each has seen 
familiar faces and fresh ones, some repeat 
performances, and many startling innovations. 
Each has been a unique, unpredictable, 
magical, and often manic affair. Until now, no 
one has been able to capture that magic and 
present it to the rest of the world. So it seems 
right that Catherine Wanek and Joe Kennedy 
should make the first serious attempt 

Catherine founded a non-profit organization 
called Net\Vorks Productions to produce and 

work. While Smith recommends three layers, 
Bee says that two or even one layer can work. 
She also supplies an interesting list of possible 
additions to the basic mix, such as psyllium 
seed husks, blood, and flour paste. 

The books also have a different "feel," 
Smith's seeming a bit more detailed and 
"technical." Bee's, while not lacking important 
details, gives a more "this isn't that hard, you 
can do it" impression. She encourages 
experimentation and feedback. Bee seems to 
present more options to choose from, while 
Smith gives more in-depth instructions for the 
options he presents. 

In the end, I encourage you to get both 
books if you are considering building with cob. 
They are both good resources, and their 
strengths compliment each other . In addition, 
taking a course will give you invaluable hands
on experience, since you get the best feel for 
cob by doing it, especially with someone who 
has done it before. 6. 

Snearing a "daub" of clay, straw and 
horse manure onto a wattle wall. 

disseminate information about Permaculture 
and Natural Building. Through it, she has made 
several good videos, and last year took over 
publication of The Last Straw journal. Now, 
Net Works is publishing The Art of Natural 
Building. 

Not exactly NBC proceedings (paper has 
been notably absent from the conferences
except occasionally as a building material), 
Joe's anthology is more like a scrapbook, 
gathered after the fact to preserve some of the 
meaning and content of the Colloquia Many of 
the 33 articles have been published elsewhere, 
but there has never been an collection so 
complete or so representative of the current 
Natural Building resurgence. 

The book is divided into three parts. The 
first, ca.lied "The Context for Natural Building" 
covers the broader issues motivating the 
movement, including social and environmental 
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concerns . One paper that stands out for me is 
David Eisenberg's "Sustainability and the 
Building Codes, " a transcript of a talk he has 
given dozens of times to building and planning 
officials . Several articles delve into the more 
esoteric aspects of Natural Building and 
design, including Linda Smiley's "Intuitive 
Design as a Sacred Process" and Panther Wilde 
and Tricia McKenzie's introduction tofeng 
shui. 

The second section, on Natural Building 
Techniques, constitutes the bulk of the book . 
Some of these articles are how-to's, like Frank 
Meyer's "Unstabilized Earth Floor Using Road 
Base" and Carole Crews's, "Earth Plasters and 
Aliz ." Others are reports of particular projects, 
including "Hybrid Hobbit House" by Catherine 
Wanek and "Straw-Bale Dome Report" by 
Elizabeth Lassuy, both of which chronicle 
techniques used, decisions made , and lessons 
learned the hard way on Colloquia projects at 
The Black Range. In "Natural Composite 
Architecture " Lance Durand reports on the 
development of an experimental building 
material with nearly the breaking strength of 
construction lumber, made of only clay and 
straw . The remaining articles provide general 
overviews of building systems like cob, 
earthbags, compressed earth blocks, German 
clay building techniques, traditional thatching, 
and bamboo architecture . 

The final short section contains articles on 
low-tech "Sustainable Technologies," 
including solar stills and ovens , composting 
toilets, and Tom Watson's pumice treatment 
system for gray and black water. 

This book should prove useful to anyone 
interested in Natural Building, not just because 
it gathers between two covers a huge selection 
of hard-to-find technical information, but 
because it will help us to define and 
consolidate the movement. In his introduction, 
Bruce Silverberg states the natural builders· 
ethos in four succinct principles: 

• Minimize "embodied energy" by using 
raw, local materials wherever possible. 

• Use simple construction techniques, easily 
learned, that require little skill and few tools. 

• Avoid the use of toxic substances, natural 
or artificial, that might create health or 
environmental hazards during manufacture, 
construction, or habitation. 

• Limit the consumption of scarce, 
nonrenewable resources and avoid 
environmental pollution from buildings by 
using renewable energy sources. 

I would add two more that I think have 
been central to the Colloquia and shine through 
the words and pictures in this book : 

• Respect the lives of all beings, human and 
non-human, and recognize that the materials 
we build with and the land we build on are 

"Sacred and deserve our respect. 
• Strengthen and celebrate human 

relationships by building, learning, and sharing 
together with laughter, joy, and song. . I:,. 
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A House for All Seasons 
... and Some Climates 
review by Peter Bane 

DA VIl> EASTON 
The Rammed Earth House 
Chelsea Green Publishing Co., 
1996 
272 pp. paper. illustrated. $30.00 

Rammed earth is one of the oldest building 
methods on the planet, and David Easton is a 
pioneer of its modem renai ssance . From 
Southern France (where it is called pise ), 
across North Africa and Arabia to modem 
China , Australia, Mexico, and the American 
Southwest, this simple method of making stone 
out of soil, whicsch was used as early as 5,000 
years ago in The Great Wall of China, is being 
reinvented, refined, and resurrected. 

Easton , and partner Cynthia Wright , whose 
photographs illumine this gener ous text in both ' 
black-and -white and color, live in California • s 
Napa Valley, where rammed earth is finding 
favor with vintners for its thermal stability and 
timeless appearance. Developing methods for a 
seismically active region has challenged Easton 
to invent new ways of forming the walls , 
explore different mixes of soil and cement for 
stability, and incorporate steel reinforcement in 
the traditionally all-earthen construction. 

Elsewhere in America, rammed earth has 
met with slow acceptance, though technical 
innovation has been underway in this country 
since 1926 when the USDA, tipped off to 
successful mid-19th century pise buildings in 
the Southeast, authorized investigations and 
published a pamphlet, Fanner 's Bulletin 
# 1500: Rammed Earth Walls for Buildings.
Inspired by these researches, Roosevelt's 
subsistence homestead planners built a group 
of seven rammed-earth houses at the 
Gardendale, Alabama project (see PCA #35, 
"Arthurdale, WV: A public experiment ... "for 
more about these federally sponsored village 
settlements), all of which are still occupied. 
Many buildings were also constructed in the 
Dakotas during the 30s and 40s . But the 
postwar demand for housing combined with 
industrial exploitation of timber led to rapid 
replication of stud-wall framing, and a cultural 
norm became established that bypassed these 
innovations . 

When environmental concerns swept the 
world in the early 1970s, Easton, a university
trained industrial engineer, and a half-dozen 
other young pioneers grasped the elegance and 
appropriateness of rammed earth and dove in, 
sure that this was the building method the 
world needed to adopt. Today, he directs six to 
ten projects a year. His colleagues in France, 
Patrice Doat and Hugo Houben, who founded 
C.R.A .Terre (Center for the Research and 
Application of Earth) at the University of 
Grenoble, have done some of the most 
extensive research, education, and promotion 

of earth building in the modem era . Yet , 
despite international acclaim, their excellent 
demonstrations have been largely ignored by 
French builders . 

We have to ask why: Easton offers his own 
speculations on rammed earth's (RE) adoption 
in another western industrial country . Several 
thousand RE buildings have been erected in 
recent years in Australia, including a hotel and 
other large commercial projects. This succes s, 
and conversely, RE's relative lack of succes s in 
America, Easton argues, stem from three 
underlying conditions . First, Australia ' s 
building codes and industry are oriented to 
masonry construction because scarcity of 
timber and prevalence of termites have made it 
the norm . Second, this has favored adoption of 
RE because modem forming methods give it an 
economic advantage over double-brick and 
other conventional masonry construction . 
Third , and not least , the earthy texture of RE 
walls may better match a certain cultural image 
the Australians have of themselves . Americans 
by contrast have become accustomed to smooth 
plaster or plasterboard over wooden walls . In 
short, climate and environmental factors have 
become reinforced by habit and market 
expectations to close American minds to RE . 

We can hope this handsome book will go a 
long way toward opening those minds . The 
Rammed Earth House joins The Strawbale 
House in a growing series of illustrated 
profiles of natural building methods from 
Chelsea Green . Intelligently written and easy to 
read, these large format paperbacks have been 
designed to show natural building's elegant 
face while fully meeting the technical needs of 
the potential builder . 

Easton is a rammed earth innovator as well 
as a serious student of architecture , and is well 
placed to produce this book . He is honest in his 
appraisal of technical challenges in the buil ding 
process. His chapters on.Building Preparation, 
Foundations (good and extensive detail , not 
unique to RE), Soils ("dense walls are 
strongest ... "), Forming and Mixing (you can 
tell when the material is packed enough by its 
sound) , and Doors, Windows, Niches & Nooks 
(openings in the wall are far more challenging 
than the wall itself) reveal his depth of 
experience and will be of inestimable value to 
anyone intent on building with rammed earth . 
We learn for instance, that traditional builders 
average about 1-1/2 cubic feet of wall per 
person per hour, but that up to 2 c.f./person/ 
hour can be achieved with improved formwork 
and a large crew (the size of the crew seems to 
lend a psychological motivation to faster 
work) . I appreciated in particular the author 's 
discussion of how to organize a job site, 
something I've seen little of in books on 
building . In addition, the historical overview is 
worthy and informative, and the appendix 
chapters, which include a Photographic Stcp
by-Step, Sample Design Program, Soil 
Identification Guide, Example Restoration of 
an Historic Building, and Structural 
Engineering Design Parameters add great depth 
to the text. 
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Every hook on Natural Building seems to 
attempt some treatment of site placement and 
design , and many. including this one go 
beyond the building to discuss garden and 
landscaping. I would agree that these are 
indispensable components of a home system, 
but in just these areas Easton oversteps his real 
genius. While his discussion ofhuilding 
context is generally correct, i.e. informed by 
ecological principles, a cursory and sometimes 
confused treatment of profound issues leaves 
him open to criticism that would not attach to a 
more circumscribed book. 

I found the discussion, for instance, of 
which climates are most appropriate for 
rammed earth, to be evasive. The author's 
explanation of RE's thermal qualities (he calls 
it the "dance of the BTUs") is credible (after 
all, the buildings generally are comfortable 
despite apparently low R-ratings ), but attempts 
to adapt RE to extremely cold climates 
( embedding rigid insulation) seem questionable 
or even boosterish, when the historical record 
and materials analysis suggest RE's thermal 
mass excels where winters are moderate, 
summers hot, and the daily temperature swings 
are high relative to seasonal fluctuations. 

Similarly, a clear admonishment that north
facing slopes make poor home sites (in the 
Northern Hemisphere) is subverted by 
equivocation around building on exposed 
windy ridges when they have a great view (we 
feel sure Easton wouldn't do such a fooiish 
thing himself, but have less confidence that he 
would oppose a wealthy client with such a 
perverse ambition) . And while he advises that 
valley bottoms should be avoided where frost 
is a problem, his experience in organizing 
formwork and machine-loading of RE walls 
has inclined him to favor flatter land for house 
sites (he points out the construction 
disadvantages of a steep site). Besides the 
double signal, this above all else is the perfect 
builder's conceit. Flat land may be abundant in 
the nation• s mid-section, but where population 
is dense, and housing demand greatest, 
agricultural land is most in need of protection. 
As a mountain dweller, I am also sensitive to 
the squandering of precious flat land in the new 
population and development meccas where 
scenery attracts affluent settlement. 
Responsible land use practices and good 
microclimatic design would generally keep 
buildings off of flat and agriculturally superior 
land and on the mid-slopes of hills above flat 
land. If RE is to become more than another 
boutique building style, it will have to fit a 
wide range of pocketbooks and topographies. 

Despite Easton' s acknowledgement of the 
importance of solar orientation, an otherwise 
fine chapter on Architectural Plan, emphasizing 
small rouses and outdoor living, is marred in 
its first pages by the illustration of a plan that 
completely ignores solar orientation and shows 
the house aligned for the convenience of the 
driveway . These editorial errors and, dare we 
say, ethical oversights might slide past the 
coffee-table reader, but were glaring to this 
permaculture designer. 
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David Easton knows his stuff and the 
reader who wants to build with rammed earth 
will not be disappointed. Th~ shortcomings ( or 
is it overflowings?) of this book appear to stem 
from the mismatch between the publisher's 
ambition for this "natural building series" book 
to be comprehensive (thus worth the cover 
price) and limits to space and to the author's . 
depth of knowledge ofland use. We can hope 
that Chelsea Green, as it brings out more titles 

Y2K Coming'? One, Two 
Three: Y ou·'re Ready! 
review by Arjuna da Silva 

DOROTHY R. BATES and 
ALBERT K. BATES 
The Y2K Suniival Guide and 
Cookbook 
The Book Publishing Company. 
Summertown, TN. 1999. 
$12.95. 124 pages. paper. illustrated. 

Decisions, decisions, decisions! If you're 
concerned about emergency preparedness in 
general, or Y2K in particular, there's good 
news! Dorothy Bates and her son Albert, both 
authors in their own right, have collaborated on 
a survival guide and cookbook that provides 
answers and guidance for anyone who is not 
sure how to prepare for emergencies, whether 
short- or long-term. Called, quite directly, The 
Y2K Survii,al Guide and Cookbook, this slim 
but pithy volume covers water, waste disposal, 
heat and light, equipment and tools, storing 
food, and, not least important, enjoying life in 
the face of crisis. There are also shopping and 
source lists and a comprehensive section on 
first aid. In fact, the Bateses offer so many 
detailed suggestions for healthy physical and 
social living that I can just imagine their 
handbook turning into a kind of scripture for a 
whole lot of folks who will be serious about 
sustainability over the next several decades. 

Albert, a legal expert, world server, and 
communitarian at The Farm in Tennessee for 
the last 25 years, has clearly been around the 
survival block enough times in his life to have 
accumulated a huge amount of practical and 
supportive advice for individuals and groups 
facing the possibility of shortages of food, 
power, communications services, and other 
items we have grown so accustomed to having 
at our whim. Reading through the parts of the 
Guide that likely came from him, I've had 
question after unanswered question addressed 
and resolved, received interesting tidbits of 
useful information, found sources for items 
I've had trouble locating, and in the end felt a 
lot of warmth for this kind fellow taking the 
time and having the concern of a beloved elder 
for his large and vulnerable family. 

Interlaced with Albert's survival hints and 
diagrams and descriptions of sustainable 
products, appliances, and processes, Dorothy's 
recipes for simple vegetarian dishes with 
gourmet elegance appear, in what often seems 

in this series will be able to refine its focus so 
that the vital issues of energy, gardening, and 
landscape design touched on so fleetingly in 
this book will receive the fuller and more 
thoughtful treatment they deserve. 

The Rammed Earth House is an excellent 
guide to its subject. Read it for technical 
assistance and historical overview, but to 
answer the questions of what to build and 
where to build it, look elsewhere . .:l 

like strategic placement, next to potentially 
quite serious subjects. So, while ruminating 
over the various ways to catch, store, and 
purify water, you may turn the page and find 
yourself trying to decide whether a Tuscan 
Bean or Vegetable Provencal soup would make 
best use of your water stash. Time and time 
again, I was tempted to go right into the 
kitchen to try out a mouth-watering recipe! 
And Dorothy is no purist. She tells you straight 
out, if you're going to take care of folks in an 
emergency, your best bet is to provide the 
foods they like. Yes, sure, basic nutrition is 
absolutely essential, but few things will lift the 
spirits of a family in deprivation like a 
delicious dessert. 

In addition to recipes and food tips that 
could keep a diverse group of survivors happy 
for years (who wants plain ol' Chili gets that, 
a[Jd who prefers dishes like Rice Noodle Pad 
Thai will be satisfied also), there's an excellent 
overview of food storage techniques that 
includes charts I've never before seen on the 
shelf life of edibles, from an individually 
wrapped apple to nuts in airtight packages. 

My guess is that the information on 
gardening is a mother-and-son collaboration. 
Though less than 12 pages, this section once 
again includes another spectrum of important 
subtopics and comes under the heading of ways 

· to enjoy yourself. 
While Dorothy and Albert have given us 

lists, lists, and more lists to follow and yet 
others to create on our own, throughout their 
little treasure of a book is a taste of the loving, 
compassionate sensibility without which any 
attempt to survive is bound to be futile. We can 
all imagine what a body lacking a joyous heart 
or an enriched soul would look or feel like. 
Perhaps we already know of such a body! And 
perhaps that's the perfect metaphor for the 
civilization that has created Y2K and which we 
may soon have an opportunity to help 
transform. As the Bateses put it: "Y2K is an 
opportunity to pause, to think through our 
present course, and to adjust to a saner path for 
the future." If we're close to despair either 
about Y2K or the global scene in general, they 
suggest "there is still something we can do." 

"We know how. lt is no mystery. You take 
care of the soil and the water. You stop burning 
fossil fuels and look to the sun for heat and 
light. You move towards egalitarian, healthy, 
humane systems of social development. You 
take care of nature." And you start getting 
together with friends, making those lists, 
checking them twice, and ... daneing in the 
moonlight! Blessed be. A 



This Old, Old House ... 
review by Keith Johnson 

ST At'J'ORD HOLMS 
and MICHAEL WINGATE 
Building With Lime: _ 
A Practical Introduction 
Intermediate Technology Pubis. 1997. 
US$37.50. 312 pp. paper. illustrated. 

To house their many gods and goddesse s 
the Romans built an intricate , exquisite, domed 
temple of lime concrete which spanned 142 
feet (43m) from floor to ceiling and wall to 
wall. Now , nearly 2000 years later, the 
Pantheon seems destined to stand for another 
millennium or two. Its amazing longevity is 
due to lime cement, akin to Portland cement 
but with more versatility . 

Technically, lime is a whi te highl y alkaline 
oxide of calcium obtained by heating 
limestone, shell, chalk , calcite , or other 
calcareous earths to 900°F ., a process which 
removes carbon dioxide. From the ground by
product of this reduction and water we are able 
to bind a multitude of aggregates including ash, 
clay, adobe, sand, gravel, gypsum , rock, straw, 
woodchips, brick dust, and horsehair to create 
moldable mortars, plasters, and cements as well 
as paints, washes , stuccoes, road and surface 
sealants, and puttys. In one or another of its 
forms, lime has been used for thousands of 

Carbonated lime 
in buildings 

years to make foundations, floors, walls, 
ceilings, stoves, vaults, cisterns, baths, dams, 
bridges, and aqueducts. 

Used well, lime continues to be the best and 
most versatile binder in the world. Its sticky 
adhesiveness, workability, breathability, soft 
texture and low-thermal conductive warmth · 
stand in contrast to Portland cement's cold, 
very rigid, nonporous brittleness . 

Portland cement is made by grinding 
clinkers fonncd by firing a slurry of clay and 
limestone in a kiln, the result named after a 
hard , dark grey rock from the Isle of Portland 
(England). What most limes do not provide is 
great strength (there are exceptions), but for 
most one- and two-storey buildings, great 
strength is not needed . Even much larger 
buildings can be created if the geometry is 
correct, as structures like the PantheQO so 
amply demonstrate. 

If you need a practical introduction to lime 
as a building material Holmes and Wingate's 
Building with Lime is a good place to start. Not 
only does it cover the broad range of uses but it 
also shows how to make the best use of · 
different types of lime, whether extracted 
locally or imported. You'll learn how lime is 
made and how to use it to make washes, 
mortars, plasters, daub and earth finishes, 
decorative plasterwork, stabilizers for rammed 
earth, adobe, brick and cob, dung plasters, roof. 
finishes, floors and paving, and roads. Building 
With Lime shows how to test your mix for 
strength and how to maintain what you build. 

The lime cycle 

Also covered are the tools and equ ipment 
needed to work various type s of lime blends . 
By the time you complete the 307 tex t pages 
you will have a greatly expanded voc abulary of 
lime construction methods and opti ons. The 
book's handy glossary plus good drawings and 
photos provide excellent guidance for 
manufacturers, policymakers, suppli ers, 
builders, and homeowners . 

Natural builders around the world are 
rediscovering lime as a low cost , durable 
component in many styles ofbuilding . A few 
hours with this info-packed overview will 
reveal much about this ancient and modem 
building material. A 

Are You Using the Sun'? 
review by Adeha Feustel 

JAMES KACHADORIAN 
The Passil'e Solar House : 
Using solar design to heat and 
cool your home 
Chelsea Green Publishing Company 
210 pp. paper. illustrated. $24.95 

Reading this book is excitin g for someone 
wanting to build a passive solar home . 
Kachadorian outlines ten principles of solar 
design that should be committed to memory by 
any erstwhile natural builder. 

l) Orient the house to the sun and place it 
properly on the site . 

2) Design for 12-month comfort . 
3) Provide effective thermal mas s. 
4) Insulate thoroughly and use well -sealed 

vapor barriers . 
5) Use windows as solar collect ors and 

cooling devices. 
6) Do not overglaze . 
7) Consider solar gain, wind, and shade 

when sizing back.up heating and coolin g. 
8) Provide fresh air without compromising 

thermal integrity . 
9) However you select material s, design 

their arrangement to maximize energy 
· efficiency and solar gain . 

l 0) Solar design is compatible with diverse 
architectural styles and building techniques . 

One of the most important of thes e 
principles, perhaps the one most easily 
overlooked, is the use of thermal mass . Most 
conventional stud-frame houses don ' t have it, 
and even mass walls aren't effecti ve unless 
properly designed. The author describes a plan 
he invented and patented 25 years ago , wl.ich 
has been widely used in the Northeast. The 
patent has expired, and his detailed book makes 
this ingenious method widely available . 

His method involves laying a solid layer of 
concrete blocks in the foundation with all the 
holes aligned to create south-north air channels 
under the entire floor. On top of this , he pours a 
4" concrete pad, making an impressive thermal 
mass heat sink . He puts air vents on the north 
and south ends of the channels . On a sunny 
day, the warm air in front of the south windows 
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more Reviews ... 
rises, pulling the air up out of the channels in 
the concrete blocks below . The cooler air at the 
north wall of the room, drops down through the 
vents into the concrete block channels, creating 
a natural circular movement of air from the 
house to the heat sink and back . On sunny 
days, the concrete warms up, and the concrete 
pad gives off the heat at night. Kachadorian 
also includes plans for an active assist to bring 
warm air from the upstairs down into the heat 
sink. 

Thee problems with the method: the high 
embedded energy in the material used: concrere 
and concrete block. 111ere is not much storage 
for successive cloudy days. And, one quiet 
paragraph in the middle of the book indicates 
that the method will need the support of air 
conditioning in humid climates! That was a 
little unnerving. If the warm air in the room is 
also humid, it must condense moisture in the 
concrete pad, creating a haven for mold and 
mildew . If you live in a dry climate though, 
this bears looking into! 

Kachadorian is a civil engineer, and his 
book is filled with practical and technical 
information, floor plans, detailed diagrams, 
tables, charts, worksheets , and formulas. 
Included are insulation values of common 
building materials (unconventional natural 
materials are not covered well), solar heat gain 
factors for different latitudes, data on latitude, 
elevation, and winter minimum temperatures 
for selected cities, heating and cooling degree 
days for most U.S. and Canadian cities, a 
magnetic declination chart of North America 
(for determining true north from a compass), 
and mean percentage of possible sunshine for 
selected cities. 

Inevitably a bit daunting for the non
engineer, the charts and formulas are 
decipherable with patience, and will allow you 
to calculate solar gain and heat loss for your 
building, based on window areas, insulation 
values, latitude, and season of the year . The 
author works through some examples as a 
guide . All this is essential for achieving a 
proper balance of glazing, insulation, and 
thermal mass, the real art of passive solar 
design. 

Chapter 10, written by Cornelia 
Kachadorian, (whether the author's mother, 
daughter, sister, niece, or ex-wife is left 
unclear), provides a graceful endpiece on solar
appropriate interior design, including a brief 
survey of rugs (Tunisian Mergoumcs, Kilims, 
Orientals . .. ) that suggests a more than passing 
family connection to the carpet trade . 

This book is handsomely produced and 
should be all the reference you need to design 
your own passive solar home . ti. 

Ade ha F eustel is building a passive solar home 
at Eanharen Village and is writing a book on 
sustainable personal and community health. 
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Healthy Homes'? Start Here. 
Review by Keith Johnson 

STEVE CHAPPELL, Editor 
Alternative Building Sourcebook 
for Traditional, Natural 
and Sustainable Building 
Products & Services 
Fox Maple Press 
(see Nat. Bldg. Journals revw. for contact) 
144 pp. $19.95. paper 

In 1840, a Shaker woman from New York 
invented the circular saw blade . It so 
dramatically increased the speed and efficiency 
of millingJogs that for the first time cutting 
smaller pieces of lumber and boards became 
economically viable, thus precipitating a shift 
from timber framing to stud framing. While 
this made homes inexpensive and quick to 
build, it also led to the abandonment of several 
thousand years of research and development 
into long-lasting buildings . Steve Chappell and 
a host of others are not about to let that 
research be forgotten and are adding a revived 
spirit of pride in the quality of the homes we 
choose to build and inhabit. 

"In designing the house, the first essential, 
naturally, was that it should be suited exactly to 
the requirements of the life to be lived in it; the 
second, that it should hannonize with its 
environment, and third, that it should be built, 
so far as possible, from the materials to be had 
right there on the ground and left as nearly as 
was practicable in the natural state." 

-Gustav Stickley, 1908 

So begins Steve Chappell 's Alternative 
Building Sourcebook (first edition). The 
remaining 140 pages provide a plethora of 
contacts to designers, planners, teachers, 
publishers, builders, architects, artists, and 
engineers whose focus is on the use of local 
and sustainable building materials, from cob to 
timber frame to straw to adobe to thatch to 
bamboo, and all their hybrids . 

Information about natural building has 
grown steadily over recent years, but access to 
it has been scattered. In the process of 
organizing myriad hard files and computer 
databases for their own use, the folks at 
Joiners' Quarterly, (of which Chappell is the 
editor) realized they had created a valuable 
resource for their readers. 

Says Chappell in the foreword, "While we 
have called this the Alternative Building 
Sourcebook, it's really more of a universal, 
cross-platform collection of people and 
companies devoted to developing products and 
services that currently may appear to be in the 
alternative vein. Fundamentally they are all 
connected, and form a compendium of proven 
knowledge and wisdom of building crafts both 
ancient and modem. Our goal in putting this 
collection together was to provide an easy 

avenue for people to connect with qualified 
craftsmen, manufacturers, and building 
suppliers that could help in defining and 
designing dwellings on a more personal level 
and with quality paramount. Quality and 
craftsmanship are two of the most important 
ele!llents in any building endeavor. Without 
them, there will be no lasting value, no matter 
the cost." 

More than 900 listings assure you of 
finding the connections you will need to create 
your own natural home. Those who wish to 
learn to build, or any detail thereof, can attend 
classes at numerous schools around North 
America. You '11 find bookstores, videos, 
magazines, publishers, and catalogs. You will 
also find links to suppliers of wood, doors and 
windows, portable sawmills, heating systems, 
tools and materials, low-toxic paints and 
finishes, insulation, masonry heaters, skylights, 
flooring, carpeting, hardware, cabinets, and 
furniture. And if that's not enough, there are 
seven pages oflnternet and email contacts plus 
19 pages of company listings by subject. 

So what's stopping you? It's only $20. You 
could probably find it in a library, particularly 
if you donate a copy. 

Definitely consider subscribing to Joiners' 
Quanerly to stay abreast of the wave in 
intelligent home building. Steve has guided J Q 
through more than 36 densely packaged issues 
of quality journalism that define a timeless 
paradigm of home. Be sure to read his Letters 
columns. ti. 

The Path Less Traveled 
review by Peter Vido 

DUDLEY COOK 
Keeping Warm with an Ax -
A woodcutter's manual 
1981. 

Trying out the ax in a serious way, like 
using the scythe, has added pleasure and 
meaningfulness to my days. To chop trees is 
much harder work than mowing. In spite of it, 
whenever I've walked through the woods with 
an ax in hand these past two years, I've felt 
younger and more alive than I did before when 
toting a chainsaw. The weight difference 
between the two tools is not the chief reason. 
The ax not only fits my hand much better, it 
fits better our family's world view and our 
image of the technology appropriate to a saner, 
more connected way of life. 

I never did like cutting live trees. I still 
don't. Using an ax, however, I mind it less. I 
have fun working in the woods now in a way 
that I never experienced as a chainsaw user. 
Firewood gathering has become more of a 
family affair, and that is worth forsaking some 
of the chainsaw's speediness. 

Why it took me 20 years of near total 
dependence on the chainsaw before I finally let 
it go, I cannot explain. The reasons, I suppose, 
are the same that make most of us daily 



dependent on the various gadgets of the 
dominant culture. We may disagree with its 
system of economy and values, but habit, fear, 
and thoughtlessness keep independen<!e, 
craftsmanship, and a connection to our 
sustenance out behind the screened door. 

The vision of a good ax and the ability to 
use it was with me even as the salesman 
handed me my very first chainsaw . But I 
dragged my behind while reiterating the old 
"can't afford the time" phrase, forgetting, or 
not quite understanding, the koan-like wisdom: 
"Live as if you'll die tomorrow, farm as if 
you'll live forever." 

I can't say I follow that advice all the 
time-not by a long shot, but the last chainsaw 
went back (cheaply) to the dealer who'd sold it 
to me the year before. Faye was happy; she 
didn't like me running off the farm getting that 
thing fixed or it making all that noise and 
fumes when it did run. That was not why we 
came to live amongst these hills. 

About that time, heaven sent, we came 
across Dudley Cook's Keeping Wann with an 
Ax, which helped us tremendously with the 
practical side of chainsaw-less wood cutting. 
He's one of those old-timers who obviously 
learned the subject from experience rather than 
just half-dabbling or studying about it. Unlike 
many of the old expert ax men, however, he's 
willing to share his knowledge . And even more 
unusual, he can put his skills into words-in a 
very readable style sprinkled with humor. On a 
few occasions I laughted til my stomach hurt. 
Another trait not often found amongst authors 
of practical handbooks and which I appreciated 
a lot, is his tendency to make the case for both 
sides of the story and to give the reader "more 
than one way of skinning the cat." 

Covered here you'll find just about evcry 
topic related to cutting wood. Regarding the 
many elemental safety rules-like the "frontal 
zone conccpr (heretofore unknown to me), he 
is adamant. The design of an "efficient ax," the 
greater innate accuracy of straight, as opposed 
to the more common curved handles on single
bitted axes, etc. are carefully substantiated in 
clear words and illustrations. All combined 
sources on sharpening axes I had come across 
previously did not explain the details of ax-bit 
geometry as well. Included is a chapter on 
sensible forest management and an excellent 
section on the maintenance of manual saws . 

It is a book that, even were I to be a 
chainsaw user the rest of my days, I'd consider 
well worth reading through at least once. 
Unless you're an old pro you'll probably find a 
few hints here on splitting wood or felling trees 
with your chainsaw that no one showed you 
before-like the rather complicated four-step 
"Dutchman" which pulls over 90° from normal 
lean without the use of wedges or felling 
levers. 

Beyond all this, Dudley inspires one to pick 
up an ax and head to the woods. If you do, you 
may find it as pleasurable as playing with a 
baseball bat, if not more so. 

Now, Keeping Wann with an Ax was 
written with the pragmatist in mind, even if I 

believe Dudley has felt the spirit of the Wood. 
(For the undiluted esoteric stuff on the why of 
using axes, some of you may like to read 
Chapter 5 in David Tresemer's Splitting 
Firewood.) (2) The closest to nostalgia Dudley 
comes is in the second-to-last paragraph of the. 
book: "Even if only to live the good life, you 
owe it to yourself to acquire a decent ax. In his 
book Woodcraft, Bernard S. Mason said, 'I like 
axes. I like to have one near me always to 

Natural Building Journals 
reviewed by Michael G. Smith 

Where do you go for the latest infonnation 
on Natural Building? While books are excellent 
sources for historical information and in-depth 
how-to-do-it, in the rapidly evolving field of 
·Natural Building they tend to be out-of-date by 
the time they 're printed. Magazines and 
newsletters arc the obvious complement to a 
well-stocked library. Unfortunately, there is no 
single journal that covers the entire field of 
Natural Building with breadth, depth, and 
consistency. Below is a listing of Natural 
Building-related periodicals in the United 
States. 

Adobe Builder 
Southwest Solaradobe School 
PO Box 153, Bosque, NM 87006-0153 
(505)861-1255 
www .adobebuilder.com 
$19 .50 per year; $28/yr overseas 

This oversized, glossy quarterly is a 
professional trade journal for the earth building 
community in the Southwest. For readers 
elsewhere, it's a fascinating window onto a 
strong and vibrant natural building tradition. 
Each issue contains how-to articles on adobe 
construction, maintenance, and restoration, 
written iq English and Spanish by professional 
adoberos. Also covers other subjects of 
interest, like recycled timbers, rammed earth, 
natural plasters, and insulation. 

Building with Nature 
PO Box 4417, Santa Rosa, CA 95402-4417 
(707) 579-2201 
$35/year for 6 issues 

• Building with Nature ... is dedicated to 
transforming the way we relate to place." 
Articles cover the whole gamut of topics 
related to Natural Building, focusing more on 
the philosophical than the technical. Although 
this supposedly bimonthly newsletter is slim 
and publication is irregular, it comes closer 
than any other p.:riodical to defining the overall 
purpose and vision of the Natural Building 
movement. 

TheCobWeb 
The Cob Cottagt: Company 
PO Box 123, Cottage Grove, OR 97424 
(541) 942-2005 
$25 for2 years (4 issues) 

This nt:wsletter is the best place to go for 
updates on cob technique and to keep a pulse 

speak of simple things in a city-world of mad 
and whirling things . . . '" But already in his 
closing words Dudley returns to the pragmatic 
element, "There is a lot of meat in that 
quotation. All in all, I endorse it. Mason did not 
mention it, but as proved long ago, an ax is also 
good for riots. Unless we change our ways 
pretty quick, we could have some more of 
those." Now that (authors italics) would keep 
~warm. 4 

on the international cob revival. Largely 
reader-written, it contains reports of 
innovative, low-cost, owner-built natural 
structures, as well as letters, reviews, and 
longer articles which range from historical cob 
to regenerative building to building codes . 

Designer/Builder 
2405 Maclovia Lane, Santa Fe, NM 87505 
(505) 471-4549 
$28/yr; $48 for 2 years 

Written primarily by and for architects, DIB 
is nothing if not eclectic, and will be thought
provoking to anyone interested in the built 
environment. Each issue of this monthly 
magazine contains four or five fascinating and 
well-written articles on topics ranging from 
land reform to cyberspace. There's a strong 
emphasis on social and economic justice, with 
frequent coverage of urban renewal and 
affordable housing. Most issues have one 
article on alternative or Natural Building, often 
straw bale. 

Earth Quarterly 
Box 23, Radium Springs, NM 88054 
(505) 526-1853 
www .zianet.com/earth 
$20/year for 4 issues 
• EQ is devoted to living close to, and in 
harmony with nature-the way we were real ly 
designed to live . As well as 'how to ' articles , 
we will be printing visionary material, 
interviews, book/video reviews, real life 
experiences, and humor ." A lot of space goes 
to natural and alternative building technique s, 
especially "papercrete." The low-key mom
and-pop personality and philosophical 
editorials make 48+ pages of small print fun to 
read. 

Em•ironmental Building News 
122 Birge Street. Suite 30, Brattleboro, VT 
05301 
(802) 257- 7300 
www .ebuild.com 
$67 /year for individuals and small-businesses 

A monthly newsletter for professionals 
interested in building "greener ." Although it is 
independently published "and carries no 
advertising in order to ensure editorial freedom 
and avoid bias," EBNis a fairly mainstream 
publication: they tap a lot of information from 
government agencies and the building 
materials industry. "The fonnat includes in
depth articles, checklists of practical tips. the 
latest news and developments, detailed product 
reviews, case studies, reviews, and calendar 
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listings." 

.Joiners' Quarterly 
Fox Maple Press 
PO Box 249, Brownfield, ME 04010 
(207) 935-3720 
www .nxi.com/WWW .joinersquarterly 
$24/year (4 issues), $42 for 2 years 

This glossy magazine is a valuable resource 
for both professionals and owner-builders 
interested in the revival of traditional building 
techniques . Editor Steve Chappell is a seasoned 
timber framer who runs the Fox Maple School 
of Traditional Building in Maine . With a focus 
on high-quality workmanship and 
environmental sustainability, JQ highlights 
tradit;onal framing, infill , and roofing systems 
like light clay, wattle-and-daub, cob, and 
thatch . Some articles get quite technical and 
may be over the head of readers without timber 
framing experience, but all are inspirational 
and beautifully presented . 

The Last Straw 
HC 66 Box 119, Hillsboro NM 88042 
(505) 895-5400 
www .NetworkEarth.org& 
www.strawhomes.com 
$28/year for 4 issues 

This quarterly journal is the mouthpiece of 
the straw bale community. Each issue contains 
36 pages crammed with up-to-date information 
on construction techniques, projects, research, 
testing and code issues, resources, and other 
information written by and about people who 
design , build , research , and live in straw -bale 
and natural buildings. Increasingly TLS covers 
other aspects of natural building and 
sustainability as well . 

Whitewash and More 
review by Keith Johnson 

STEVE BERLANT 
The Natural Builder Vol 3: Earth 
and Mineral Plasters 
Natural Builder Press 
PO Box 855, 1\fontrose, CO 81402 
970-249-8821 or www.nah1ral.com 
$20 ( +$3 s&h), 59pp, comh-binding. 

Described by the "author" as a reference 
guide or research compendium, this booklet 
offers a digested and annotated collection of 
quotations from numerous reliable sources on 
the subject of earth and mineral plasters. Steve 
draws from a deep well of expertise and 
experience . Included in his pantheon are 
authors, builders, and teachers worthy of note, 
among them Michael Smith, Ianto Evans, 
Linda Smiley, Robert Laporte, Becky Bee, 
Carole Crews, Bill Steen, Steve McDonald, 
Matts Myhrman, Cedar Rose, Paul McHenry , 
and Sunray Kelley. Also referenced are several 
fine journals of natural building such as The 
Last Straw, Fine Homebuilding, Adobe 
Joumal, and This Old House Magazine . If you 
were to acquire the entire bibliography, you 
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would have a fairly complete collection of 
"green" building resources. 

Though not intended to he an exhaustive 
study of the subject, Earth and Mineral 
Plasters nevertheless provides a wealth of 
recipes for many traditional homemade 
plasters, washes, paints, and stuccoes plus tips 
on application and technique . Plasters, for 
example, can be made with a surprising 
number of additives including alum, animal 
blood, cactus, casein powder, cattails, com 
starch, egg yolks, flour, glue, gum arabic, 
gypsum, hair, humus, kelp, manure, milk, 
molasses, psyllium, rice husks, salt, stearate, 
straw, tallow, tannin, or xanthan gum, and 
various oils such as canola, castor, hemp, 
linseed, or nut oils. You will also learn how to 
tint the various mixtures with earths, clays, and 

other pigments. 
Steve maintains a website 
<www.naturalbuilder .com/> where you can 
learn about workshops in natural bu ilding and 
locate materials, architects, engine.ers, and 
contractors. You can also visit the store where 
you can order the rest of the books in this 
series: Vol] : Creating Architecture From 
Earth and Vol 2: Monolithic Adobe Known as 
English Cob. You can also view building codes 
that have been adopted for adobe , cob, and 
strawbale structures. The Natural Builder was 
founded in 1995 to assist people, with or 
without previous building experience, to create 
inspired homes, meditation rooms, garden 
walls, and other structures out of natural 
materials, and unlock the potential of the 
builder within us all. ~ 

Sustainable Building: Annotated References 
Coi1ering home location, site analysis, solar design, 
building types, home plans, construction details, 
landscape designs, and more ... 

Lee Barnes 
Natural building aims to develop equitable 

and sound shelter appropriate to climate and 
region, suitable for construction by ordinary 
people, that is of low real cost to both the earth 
and to builders, and which uses renewable and 
sustainably harvested, non-toxic materials in a 
way that helps to regenerate our forests, farms, 
cities, and wild land~. Many areas of 
knowledge arc therefore appropriate to its 
study . Though these mostly older references 
slight some of the innovative materials 
currently under development by natural 
builders (cob, straw bale, etc.), they address 
fundamental issues of economic design, energy 
efficiency, landscape impacts on buildings, 
structural integrity, and community context, as 
well as providing some unexpected insights 
into traditional building materials and designs. 
I hope you 'II find them as useful and enjoyable 
as I have! 

• Shelter Publications. 1973. Shelter. Ten 
Speed Press . 176 pgs. Classic introduction to 
shelters from caves to domes. An international 
taste of homes that discusses indigenous and 
traditional materials: many photos. Stimulating 
and provocative in the catalog style of Whole 
Earth. 
• Les anq Carol Scher. 1992. Finding and 
Buying Your Place in the Country. 3rd. ed. 
Dearborn Financial Publ., 411 pgs. Helpful 
guide to land search . Surveys how to start, 
climate, land and legal concerns, pricing and 
financing, and contracts, with an evaluation 
checklist . 
• Constance Brady . 1979. An Jllustrated Guide 
to the Secrets of Finding a Home that Fits You 
Right Where You Live . Celestial Arts. 187 pgs . 
A nicely illustrated guide to designing personal 
environments written by an astute architect. 
Great for customizing home design plans. 
~ HUD . 1978. Regional Guidelines for 

Building Passive Energy Conserving Homes . 
HUD/US Dept. Energy . US Printing Office. 
312 pgs . Excellent guide to designing 
dirnatically appropriate homes . Considers 
patterns of temperature, humidity , wind, and 
sun for 13 example climates . Well illustrated 
with specific regional summaries and insights 
to regional architecture . 
• Bureau of Naval Personnel. 1972. Basis 

· Construction Techniques for Houses and Small 
Buildings Simply Explained . Dover Publ. 568 
pgs. The best beginner's book on building I 
know. Covers all phases of construction from 
logging to roofing and finishing . A must have . 
• Edward Mazria. 1979. The Passive Solar 
Energy Book : A complete guide to passive 
solar home, greenhouse, and building design. 
Rodale Press . 435 pgs . The classic text on solar 
home design, full of tables and sun charts, and 
very easy to understand. 
• Eugene Eccli . 1976. Low-Co st, &ergy
Efficient Shelter for the Owner and Builder. 
Rodale Press . 408 pgs . Anoth er classic on 
passive solar design . Chapters include finding a 
hqusing solution, lowering the cost of a first 
home, lowering operating expenses, and 
working with nature . 
• Robert Santucci, Jim Thomas, Cecilia 
Cassidy, and PeterWerwath . 1988. The Cost 
Cuts Manual : Nailing doWTI savings for least
cost housing. The Enterprise Foundation . 
About 200 pgs. A unique guide to low-cost 
restoration of existing structures , especially 
city rehabs . Great tips on how to save money, 
such as cheaper bookcase shelving from siding, 
material price comparisons , tricks of the trade, 
etc. A must have! 
• Bob Walter, Lois Arkin, and Richard 
Crenshaw. 1992 . Sustainable Cities : Concepts 
and Strategies for &o-City Development . Eco
Home Media. LA, CA . 355 pgs . A series of 



essays on sustainable city design. We ::.-re 
mostly urban these days : homes need to be 
considered as part of the larger community . 
• Helga Olkowski, Bill Olkowski, Tom Javit~. 
and the Farallones Institute staff . 1979. The 
Integral Urban House : Self-reliant living in the 
city. Sierra Club Books. 494 pgs. A design 
primer for greater self-reliance: how to 
conserve energy and materials, use the sun, and 
access uman resources. Highly recommended. 
• Robert Kourik. 1986. Designing and 
Maintaining Your Edible Landscape Naturally. 
Metamorphic Press. 370 pgs . The best recent 
book on edible and ecological landscaping. 
Well illustrated with lots of details in lists and 
tables. A must have! 
• McClurg and Shoemaker . 1973. The Building 
Estimator's Reference Book: A practical and 
thoroughly reliable reference bookfi-Jr 
contractors and estimators engaged in 
estimating the cost of and co11Structing all 
classes of modem buildings. 18th ed. Frank 
Walker Co. 1684 pgs . Somewhat dry-reading, 
but an exceedingly complete guide to 
estimating materials and labor . Gives specific 
requirements for single jobs such as painting 
trim, window installation, de. Check your 
library book sales for a more recent printing! 
• John Schmidt, Walter Lewis, and Harold 
Olin. 1970. Construction Principles , Materials, 
and Methods. American Savings and Loan 
Institute Press . Vol. 3 of a series - Gives 
extreme details from sound controls to 
concretes, aluminum materials to paints, and 
wall systems to wiring. A short course in 
construction . 
• Alex Wade and Neal Ewenstein . 1977. 30 
E11ergy-Efficient Houses ... You Can Build. 
Rodale Press . 316 pgs . House designs with 
photos and inspiring owner stories . Detailed 
chapters on design and construction . 
• Don Metz. 1991. New Compact House 
Desig11s: 27 award-wi1111ing plan s 1250 square 
feel or less. Storey Publishing . 188 pgs . 
Primarily house plans and drawings; includes 
brief jury comments and technical info 
including cost to build and estimated heating/ 
cooling costs . 
• Fine Homebuilding . 1995. Great Houses, 
Small Home s. Taunton Press . 160 pgs . A bit of 
a coffee-table book with great photos and 
watercolors of small to grand-small houses . I 
found my basic house design here . 
• Monte Burch . 1983. Building Small Bam~, 
Sheds, and Shelters . Garden Way Publishing . 
236 pgs . Casually written and illustrated . 
Especially good for root cellars, poultry/rabbit/ 
hog housing, and smokehouse design. Includes 
much useful info on general construction , 
framing, doors, windows , wiring, and 
plumbing. 
• Mark Freeman . 1994. The Solar Home : How 
lo design and build a house you heat with the 
sun . Stackpole Books . 226 pgs . Nice guide to 
the self-designed and self-built home . Lot~ of 
great tips not found in other books . 11 

Contact Lee Barnes at 828-452 -5716 or 
<lbames@primeline .com> 

... from the Regions 
The Field of Unrealized Dreams 
Permaculture in Romania 

Harald W edig 
When the pioneers of the North American 

strawbale renaissance, Judy Knox and Matts 
Myhrman, visited Europe last year, they 
showed us a Romanian couple on one of their 
slides . We saw a man and a woman digging 
foundation trenches for their future concrete 
house at the edge of a harvested grain field. 
They did this in the midst of thousands of 
strawbales. 

Obviously the couple did not recognize the 
bales as a building material. This is probably 
why Matts and Judy called this scene the field 
of unrealized dreams. 

Most Romanians long for a west,·rn 
lifestyle and status but have little or no chance 
to reach it. It is difficult for them to see what an 
enormous opportunity they got when the 1989 
revolution gave them back their land. Now that 
their industrial economy has collapsed (almost 
overnight), many Romanians, even the very 
well educated, have returned to the countryside 
to sustain themselves by agriculture and 
horticulture. This is not exactly what they 
want, but it is better than being unemployed in 
the city. Feeling cut off from the rest of the 
world and especially from Europe and its 
apparent success, they do not appreciate the 
good and rich life (from our eco-romantic point 
of view) they now have . And they know little 
about alternative technology and methods 
which could give them more possibilities to 
improve their lives as they would like. What 
they dream of seems to be our plastic-

junkfood-leasing society. And who can blame 
them? 

Some people at least do think otherwise and 
see some different possibilities . 
i\Iaking a Difference 

One of them is Aurel Dula. He was an 
aircraft technician and is now a photographer 
by trade but he spends most of hi~ time 
working for the humanitarian and ecological 
organization MAMA TERRA. It is the 
Romanian translation for Mother Earth, and 
this has quite a double meaning. MAMA 
TERRA cares for the Earth and also for 

motherless children in Bucharest, the capita.I 
city. This young, poor, and rather small non
governmental -~'foup runs an organic food fann 
in a small village outside the capital. 
Vegetables from the farm arc provided free to 
orphan homes and night asylums for strcet 
kids. The members of MAMA TERRA and 
western volunteers do most of the work in the 
gardens, but they also take children to th,· fann 
and teach them about gardening and producing 
their own food. knowledge of which is 
essential for their survival. 

I first came to Romania in February of 1997 
following Aurel's invitation. Getting then.~ took 
30 hours by train and gave me a very different 
impression from what I had thought before 
about the size of Europe . During my second 
visit last September , I met the other members 
of MAMA TERRA, learned about the country 
and their vision, and helped them to locate an 
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appropriate small farm where they could start 
their work. We found it in Boteni, a small ,, 
village on the Danubian plain, 45 kilometers 
northwest of Bucharest. 

Summers there are hot and dry, and the 
winters can be quite continental too. But the 
Black Sea and to some extent also the Danube 
River temper the climate, making it possible to 
produce fairly good wines. The Romans liked 
that and established a colony here. Echoes of 
this heritage can still be heard in the Romanian 
language, which has more Latin than Slavic 
words. 

The industrialization of Romanian 
agriculture during the socialist era created vast 
open spaces, especially on the fertile loess 
plains. The villages make a difference; in the 
ploughing season they look like green islands 
in a ocean of bare loam soil. Actually they are 
very much like forest gardens, with old 
orchards surrounding small houses. 

When we located the Boteni farm, it had 
only one building on it, and the lack of 
accommodation limited the group's work. At 
the same time there was an established 
vegetable garden but only a few old fruit trees. 
To improve the situation we planned to build a 
strawbale guest house and to plant a large 
diverse orchard with even more diverse and 
edible undergrowth, a forest garden. 
Self-Organizing Development Aid 

Back in the Netherlands a group of young 
people, calling themselves European Youth 
For(est) Action (EYFA), organized a 
Permaculture In Action Workshop for the 
benefit of MAMA TERRA and the future farm 
for street children. The two-week workshop 
was to combine the strawbale construction of a 
guesthouse for children and volunteers with 
planting the forest garden. 

EYF A and Aurel Dula asked me to be the 
workshop trainer. They raised fund money 
from the European Union to buy construction 
materials, trees and other plants, and to pay me. 
Young people from all over Europe, west and 
east, participated, coming from as far as the 
Welsh mountains and the Caucasus. 

On the site was an old barn, in fact no more 
than a ruin without a roof. But it had a 
basement and even walls from self-burnt 
bricks, about six feet high. 

This was an interesting starting point, 
because we heard from the neighbnrs (who 
were a great help in many ways), that in 1978 
the dams had given way and the village had 
flooded five feet deep. Since then nothing had 
happened to prevent future disasters, so we 
decided to build the strawbale structure on top 
of the existing walls, using the stone storey as 
bathroom and kitchen and the straw bale part 
upstairs as living and sleeping room. 

Before we could raise the bales, we had to 
repair the old and brittle stone walls with 
cement mortar and plaster. A local brick.layer 
helped us and guaranteed that the walls would 
be strong enough. To save money and timber, 
which is expensive on the Danube Plain, we 
designed load-bearing walls, simply bales, 
instead of a post-and-beam frame. But before 
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raising them, we gave the upper storey a 
complete floor insulation made from bales. It 
can get very cold there in winter, and the 
insulated floor will keep the living room warm. 
The walls went up quickly, as we pinned each 
course of bales with sharpened willow sticks 
we had harvested by the river. 

We made cramps for the corners from junk 
iron-rusty but good strong material-and 
topped the bale walls with wooden plates. 
Three windows, each with a stout frame, were 
fixed in the walls with pins in all directions, 
and finally wrapped with chicken wire. On top 
of the wooden plates we attached three A
frames: the supportive skeleton of the roof. 
They were horizontally connected with beams 
and those again crosswise, then covered with 
boards. Stringers were nailed to the boards to 
hold the roof tiles. 

We did not install the roof insulation, but 
prepared everything to give it later a good, 
warm blanket of sheepswool about eight inches 
thick. Wool insulation must be treated against 
moths and fire, and to prepare this we sprayed 
it with a solution of borax salts. But heavy 
autumn rains did not allow us time to dry the 
wool before the workshop ended, so we 
plastered the walls instead. 

The basement of an old mud brick house on 
the property-probably destroyed by the flood 
in 1978-gave us the clay we needed for a 
perfect plaster. This we mixed with straw 
clippings produced by ~shaving" the bale walls 
with an electric hedge trimmer (the only tool I 
had brought along from the Netherlands). 
Mixing clay, straw, and water was done very 
low tech: with bare feet and a good rhythm. 

The first layer of mud plaster is forgiving of 
cracks. These make even a better (rougher) 
surface for the finish layer, which should not 
be applied until everything has settled. 

With the heavy roof compressing the bales 
fairly well, and its wide eaves affording us 
shelter against the rain, we plastered the 
outside walls with mud. Grown ups and 
children alike loved massaging the mud into 
the shaved surface of the walls. 

This was as far as we got in one week but 
wc had also prepared a lot for the work to 
follow. The windows were ordered from a local 
carpenter and the last holes in the roof were 
tightened. The winter could come. (And from 
what I know now, it came hard.) A stove is 
standing now in the kitchen downstairs, with its 
flue keeping the second storey warm also. 

We plan another workshop to build a 
second strawbale house at the farm in 1999. 
Black Locust timber, which makes excellent 
roundwood posts and beams and is common in 
Romania, has already been felled for the 
building. 
A f'ruit Forest for the Children 

Planting the fruit forest created a lot of 
excitement among the children from the 
neighborhood, and knowing that survival of ti1e 
fragile young trees would be partly up to them, 
wc stepped back and let them plant "their" 
trees. Most of them knew the species they 
planted and even recognized some of them. 

They knew the walnut, apples of course, plums 
and sour cherry, and favored sweet cherries and 
pears. But most they loved peaches and 
apricots. They even camouflaged them with 
Black Locust twigs and branches, so that kids 
from other gangs would not find and destroy 
them. A good method, the thorns will also keep 
the free roaming goats and the pigs away, 
which gave me personally more concern. 

The forest garden will be an important part 
of Mama Terra's farm in future, adding fruit to 
the range of foods they can offer the 
orphanages. At the same time it is a connection 
to Romanian traditions. Romania was always 
since the Neolithic Age a fruit growing country 
full of orchards . There is still a lot of 
knowledge about fruit trees, how to graft them, 
when to plant them, and how to maintain them, 
as well as harvesting and processing the 
products. People know, for instance, how to 
dry fruit, then how to store it; it seems too, that 
everyone knows how to make a plum brandy 
called tsuika, which tastes excellent to me. 

After the kids had planted the trees, we 
watered them and gave them a circle of straw 
mulch. The Boteni people did not know this 
technique and were quite curious about it. We 
did our best to explain to them what spreading 
all that litter was meant to accomplish. I do not 
know if we convinced them! 

But it was definitely not my last chance to 
do so. I will come back to Romania and to 
Mama Terra and I hope it will be as soon as 
this summer. 

It will be exciting to follow the further 
development of the country. I do not dare to 
foresee in which direction it will develop, 
whether it will become a colony of western 
agri- and oil-business or whether they will find 
their own way ... more sustainably I would 
hope. Big German companies like Volkswagen 
want to transfer their production to low, low, 
low-wage Romania. This is inevitable, 
following the market rules. But if that happens, 
ecological consciousness needs to grow among 
the people. Therefore we should leave 
Romania not alone: it is a part of Europe. 

Mama Terra will be thankful for all the 
support it can get. The Romanian government 
(which seems to have enough of its own work 
to do), does not fund it at all. Most important in 
the coming years will be tools and volunteer 
labor. Money could help also, but we tend to 
overestimate its usefulness. Plus it is a scarce 
resource to many of us as well, right? But in 
case you intend to go to Romania as a 
WWOOFer, then inform me or Aurel. Li 

Harald Wedig, Sualmana Permacuhure 
Gardens, Kerkebroekweg46, 6()71 GL 
Swalmen, The Netherlands. tel: + 31 475 
600555.fax : +49 2157 8797817. 
<avantgarden@wxs.nl> . MAMA TERRA, 
Aurel Duta and Dana Caraivan, Obregia 5/ 
Rl4/69, S.4, R0-75571 Bucharest 8, Romania 
tel: +40-92-349522.fax: +40-1-4134924 
<Aungiira@motherearth.org>or 
<dana.caraivan@usa.net> 



Building with Bales in B.C. 
Habib John Gonzalez 

"Come get plastered at our place," read the two-hour hum-resistance rating-equivalent to 
invitation to help stucco the straw bale home of the standard for commercial buildings. 
Don and Susan Low in Creston, B.C. Their Further testing in Arizona and New l\1exico 
home was the first bale building in the confirmed the Canadian findings and went on 
Kootenays region to receive a building permit to establish building code standards for both 
and the site of an October, 1995 straw bale load-bearing and non-load bearing straw bale 
construction workshop. buildings . This body of Canadian and 

Straw bale construction began at the tum of N American research forms the basis of the 
the century in the Sandhills region of western ..!l methods taught m our workshops and semmars 
Nebraska Lacking both trees and sods to huild ~ at Sustainable Works. 
their houses, homesteaders there used the '3 The people who attend these classes are 
newly invented baling machines to produce ..§ attracted to straw bale 
meadow hay bales to stack as wall material. ~ construction because it 
The bales would be laid like bricks, pinned Jl offer~ them the 
together with wooden stakes? and the roof was ~ opportunity to create 
then built directly atop the walls. The weight of -~ healthy and beautiful .,,, . 
the roof would compress the walls, and after b structures with an 
about a month of settling, with the walls o annually renewable, 
stabilized in height, the builders would plaster ] non-toxic material 
them with adobe, lime, cement stucco, or a c. which is simple to use. 

"breathable" straw bale walls. The moisture 
sensor research and the Fibrehouse air bag pre
compression system are important parts of Sus
tainable Works activities to promote simple, 
safe, and affordable low-impact housing. 
Good Stoft'fromCMHC and Beyond 
1. "An Innovative Straw Bale l\lortarWall 
System" NHA 5799 84108. 
2. "A Straw Hales J\lortar House Demonstra
tion Project" - Louis Gagne, April 1986. 
3. "Developing and ProofTc~ting the 

Permitted 1500 sf load-hearinR home near Win law. BC. 

-
Permitted 3()()() sf post-and-beam home 

near Nelson, BC. 
combination of these materials. This is the 
traditional load-bearing method of straw bale 
construction (also called Nebraska-style) which 
flourished in the region until the 1940s, when it 
was replaced by stud-frame building. (Ed. note: 
While U.S. mortgage subsidies greatly 
extended the franchise of home ownership after 
World World Il, lending qualifications and the 
concurrent adoption of Uniform Building 
Codes across much of the nation placed an 
emphasis 011 standardized building methods 
that depended 011 vast quantities of ''stick" 
lumber being extracted from western forests . 
The same co11Stellation of interests that led to 
the demise of straw bale building i11 Nebraska, 
led inexorably to the crisis in public forest 
management 50 years later.) 

In the early 1980's, builders in Quebec and 
New Mexico began to experiment with baled 
fibre construction. Subsequent research by tl1e 
Canadian :tvlortgage and Housing Corporation 
determined that plastered straw bale walls had 
an R-value of 35, nearly twice that of a conven
tional stud wall, while fire test~ gave them a 

Four years ago many 
B.C. builders 
considered a 600 sq. 
ft straw bale shop lo 
be a good sized 
structure, today there 
are two-stof) bale 
homes as large as 

4,000 square feet. Mo~i of the straw bale 
buildings in B.C. are located in the Koolenays 
where approximately 20 homes and shops have 
been built under permit. 

Recent Cl\fHC' research in bale wall 
moisture and pre-compression of load-hearing 
walls has attracted international attention. In 
1995, Fibrehouse Ltd. in Ottawa receiYed a 
grant to test their air-bag method of 
compressing load-bearing wall~. The air bag 
sits on the bale wall with the stucco wire 
fastened above it. As the bag inflates, the v.'ire 
is drawn tight; then further inflation pu~hes 
down on the bales, compressing them w that 
when stuccoed, the wall has great strength . The 
result is a stressed skin system which lab tests 
determined can resist seven times the Canadian 
hurricane requirement for wind loads and 2.7 
times the vertical load requircmenb for two
story homes in most parts 0f Canada. 

In 1996. Don Fugler, an engineer at the 
C'MHC Research Branch , funded a stud) which 
led to the design of two simple bale-\\all 
moisture sensors. \'olunteers and paid 
researchers use these sen~ors to keep track of 
the sea~onal, ariations of moi~turc in the 

'Prestressed 1':ehra~ka' 1\fethod for lmpro, ·ed 
Production of Baled Fibre Housing ." File 
6521-1495; by Linda Chapman, Dec. 1995 
-l "The Straw Bale \loisture Sensor Study " -
Don Fugler, Fall I 996. 
5. "Pilot Study of \loisture Control in Stuccoed 
Straw Bale Walls" -Fibrehouse Ltd , 1997. 
6. "Straw Bale 1'-loisture l\ lonito1ing· • - Don 
Fugler for 15th \ nnual EEHA Excellence in 
Building Conference, ~o, ·emher , l 997 
7. "Thermal and Mechanical Propc1tic~ of 
St.raw Bale, .\s They Relate to a Straw Hou~e" 
- Watt~. \\'ilkie, Thomp~on , and Corson, for 
pre~entat1on to the Canadian Societ) of 
Agricultural Engineenng , 'l.gricultural ln~tilutc 
of Canada Annual Conference, ( lttawa, 1995 . 
8 The Straw Bale House. Steen, Steen and 
Bainbndge, Chelsea Cireen Publishing, 1994, 
ISBN 0-930031 -71 -7 . 
9 . Build fl With BaleJ. \I) hrman and 
1'-lacDonald, 2nd ed , Out On Bale Puhli,hing , 
lSB!\0-9462821 -1-9. D. 

Habib John Gon::,ale::, Jtudied permaculture 
design in Hawaii. where for three _vears he 
developed the landscape for a 37-acre e\late 
011 the north J!wre oj.\faui. Afta a year of 
growing organic echinacea 011 the the coast of 
Ne1t· South \Vales, Australia . hi.1 i11terest1 drew 
him back to the interior of Brit15lz Columbia. 
where for the pastji ve _vears he ha1 focused 011 

Hraw bale constructwn. ( 'on tact Sustainable 
Works. C-2 Gordon Road , Nelson. R.C . VIL -
3£3, tell.fat: 250 -352 -3731. email: 
habibg (a netidea .com 
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... from the Regions healers, has founded a new non-profit endea11.or 
called the "Global Balance Institute" (GBI) to 
adapt this pioneering cultural phenomen on to 
the Great Lakes Region and the old "Rust 
belt." Though the name GBI refers to the need 
for global awareness, our initial focus will be 
to provide a regional outlet for alternati ve 
building (cob, straw bale etc.), sustainable 
technologies, and ecological restoration. 

Vertical Building: A Tall Tale of Nepal 

Richard Register 
How much the family in Nepal builds up is 

a function of its history in a place and perhaps 
of mystical factors that I was unable to divine . 
On a recent visit to the Indian subcontinent , I 
had a chance to make an impromptu 
architectural and sociological study at my hotel 
in Darjeeling- not Nepal technically but the 
people there speak Nepali and observe the 
same traditio ns in most things. 

On the first floor of the building was a 
Tib etan restaurant, on the second a private 
apartment. On the third floor was another 

Typical Nepali vertical construction 
restaurant owned by an Indian hotel ; the fourth 
floor wa~ the Indian hotel itself , while the fifth 
floor-w here I stayed- was a Tibetan-owned 
hotel, with the same owner s as the restaurant 
on the ground floor. The sixth floor Wqs more 
of my hotel with a great te,rnce overlooking 
other rooftop gardens and the third tallest 
mountain in the world, Kanchenjunga, and the 
seventh floor held a library and reading room, 
two tiny hote l rooms, and another terrace . 

I asked the Tibetan hotel keeper about the 
ownership agreement with the other hotel and 
the apartment on the second floor. He said 
when he arrived about six years ago the 
huildmg had only three floors with a flat roof. 
He offered to rent the roof from the other hotel 
owner if he could build a few more stories onto 
it. So the Tibetan owned the top four floors and 
pays rent to the people who own the first three 
floors , both for roof dc,·elopment tights and for 
the ground floor restaurant. I asked him if he 
looked into the engineering or ~tmctural 

g 

drawings before he added four stories to a 
three-story building and he laughed . "Oh no. 
Ha, ha, ha ... " 

So there are seven stories for you plus the 
one I just told you. Those guys are not afraid of 
heights-in more than one sense. /':,. 

Richard Regis ter is the editor of Village 
Wisdom, Future Cities, a compendium of 
essays and presentations from the Third Intl . 
Ecocity Conference at Yo.tf. Senegal . 

Global Balance Seeks 
Midwestern Home 

.. 
p:i 

t Marlin Nissen 
if Much of the alternative building /natural 
..S living movement in the United States has been 
~ based in southern and coastal regions. Now a 
-a group of tvhdwestern dreamers, consisting of 

former engineers, nurses , artists, and other 

As an example our first planned project, 
"Bringing Illinois Back to Earth" we will build 
a small straw bale barn followed by a cob 
"meditation cabin" that will integrate the best 
regenerative processes we have learned with a 
heavy dose of experimentation and fun. 

Longer term, most involved in GBI are 
interested in creating a village community 
(anyone read Gaviotas ? ). For now, we hope 
that with a couple of natural buildings, some 
gardens, tree plantings, and voilii. ... we may 
have a bit of community magic stirred up 
without trying! 

Two sites in Northern Illinoi s will sponsor 
GBI projects this year: one of them will 
probably become the permanent home of the 
Institute. We are eager to create this type of 
community wherever it may appear . 

Anyone wishing to participate or connect as 
local or global community please contact 
Global Balance Institute, c/o Marlin Nissen, 
Brighten®mcs .com,847-289-8816 . /':,. 

-------- --· --------------------------~---- · 

Movement Musings 
7th Intl. Permaculture Conference: South Africa - 2001 

Since the announcement in February 1999 
of the 7th International Permaculture 
Conference and Convergence (IPC-7) to be 
hosted in South Africa, there ha~ been a 
positive response from both the South African 
and international communities. 

Trees for Africa (TFA), the official 
fundraising vehicle for IPC-7, has received 
national acclaim for its successful permaculture 
and reforestation projects in schools and 
townships since 1990. Jeunesse Park, 
Executive Director of Trees For Africa, has 
joined the IPC-7 Organizing Committee, a 
group comprised of people working actively on 
various permaculture and related projects 
throughout South Africa . For more information 
on TFA, please vi~it their website at 
www.wna.co.zaienv itreesafr iindex .htrnl_ 

For a number of reasons, it has been 
decided that IPC-7 will be hosted in the Year 
2001 instead of 2000_ This should allow the 
committee time to design a high-quality 
international event. At this stage the most 
widely appropriate theme seems to be 
designing and developing bioregional strengths 
in all capacities , and increasing the mutually 
beneficial interactions between bioregions -

locally, nationally and internationally. 
Comments are welcome from as many people 
as possible working in all areas of ecologically 
sustainable design and practice . 

The event will consist of a public 
conference , which everyon e is welcome to 
attend , and a convergence open to all those 
with a permaculture design certificate (PDC). 
An understan~ing of permacul ture design 
principles will be assumed of those attending 
the conference. 

For those not familiar with the nature of 
International Permaculture Conferences and 
Convergences, a brief history and an outline of 
the event5 and activities of IPC-6 , held in 
Perth, Australia in 1996, follows. 

Beginning in 1984, Internation al 
Permaculture Conference s have been held 
approximately every two to three years. The 
first took place in Australia , the second in 
Washington State, USA in 1986, the third in 
New Zealand in 1989, the fourth in Nepal in 
1991, and the fifth in Sweden and Denmark in 
1993. The circulation of the Conference and its 
related events to different world regions has 
been a conscious element in its design. IPC-4 
was the first occasion for the conference to 



held in a non-western country, and much 
valuable learning took place because of the 
poignancy of the setting. However, IPC-5, with 
excellent outreach on the part of the 

. Scandinavians, was the first to achieve truly 
widespread international representation among 
the delegates. Subsidies from the EU and 
private funders made participation by Eastern 
European, Asian, African, and Latin American 
permacul turists possible. 

In the pattern of its predecessors, IPC-6 had 
three main components: a conference, field 

trips, and a convergence of graduate designers. 
The theme propounded was "Designing for a 
Sustainable Future." 

The conference in Perth lasted four days. 
Presenters working in different areas of 
sustainable development came from some 35 
countries around the world. This was followed 
by four days of field trips. Western Australia's 
great natural variety allowed four touring 
options which covered different climatic zones 
and diverse permacul ture approaches. 

The convergence was a two-day forum for 

participants from different climatic zones and 
countries, working in different fields of 
application of permaculture to address specific 
current issues facing the community. Collective 
designs were developed as solutions and goals 
were set for future directions . 

For a review of the IPC-6 proceedings, see 
http: /;mite.cs.cowan.edu.au ·ipc6' toc. html 

Please email comments to 
ipc7@hotmail.com. A postal address for the 
Organizing Committee will be announced in 
the next issue of this publication. /J. 

----------- - -------------- ·---- - ---- -------

Systems, Lies, and Visionaries 
The War for America's Countryside That is Shaping Our Future Right Now 

© 1997 Benjamin T. Hopkins. 
All rights reserved. 

America's countryside-reality for some, 
dreamscape for most. The promised land of 
milk and honey. Bountiful croplands, forest<; 
primeval, and happy small towns where human 
troubles disappear like the morning mist in the 
sunshine of nature's harmony. 

Using it up is all the rage. Developers 
"sprawl" it with tract housing and malls, resort 
and retirement" comm uni ties." Transportation 
engineers and roadbuilden, nbboniz.e it with 
asphalt and concrete. Loggen, clearcut its 
forests. Open-pit miners gouge and top vast 
chunks of it. Despite talk of sustainable 
agriculture, most farmers erode, compact, 
poison, and otherwise degrade their soil
spending 13 calories of fossil fuel energy for 
every calorie of usable energy produced. Giant 
food companies buy land from local owners 
and control farms with unilateral growing 
contracts. Manufacturers and waste haulers
mobilized by the interstate highway system, 
lured by cheap land and labor, further seduced 
by fast-track zoning and weak environmental 
laws, and often directly subsidized by job 
hungry local governments-bring more and 
more factories, distribution centers, and 
hazardous wastes to rural areas. Stressed-out 
urbanites and retirees seek escape from urban
suburban woes to a primary or second home 
"in the country." 

All of them inflict depletion, disruption, 
and toxification on wetlands, surface waters, 
and groundwater, thus contributing to a variety 
of undesirable result,; among which is the fact 
that 20% of America's drinking water does not 
meet minimum health standards. 

Town and farmland preservationists and 
environmentalists fight the tidal wave
although they tend to overlook or minimize the 
ecological destruction caused by farmers. Too 
often they bow to the "miracle" of American 
agricultural technology-one that has unfortu
nately been expo1ted to rural areas around the 
world as the "green revolution" panacea. 
A World War Rages 

This multi-screen action scenario in 
America's countryside is none other than the 
American front in the great world war of our 
time-the collision between two fundamentally 

differentpolitical-economic-cultural 
SYSTEMS. Political, because the prime shaper 
of each system is the laws established and 
enforced by governments-\vith active support 
and guidance from the wealthy who typically 
control politics . Economic, because the most 
important laws are those which concern 
economic behavior (finance, production, trade, 
and income distribution). Cultural, because the 
consequences for every aspect of human life 
are massive, and because ethical and spiritual 
values and lifestyles are very much involved. 

One contending system is the New World 
Order, the "global economy" which, 
empowered by fossil fuel energy and 
computerized telecommunication, now fulfills 
the ultimate potential of colonizing models 
developed by Genghis Khan in Eurasia, 
Alexander the Great of Persia, the Inca 
bureaucrats of South America, the Roman 
Empire, the British Empire, and the ·"manifest 
destiny" of the United States-to name only a 
few of history's prominent imperialists. The 
very essence, purpose, and effect of such 
systems is to inflict the cost of greater wealth 
for a few people on other people and other 
species, mostly in other places. In economic 
tenns, this cost-shifting invol\'es significant hut 
low-visibility depletion of natural and human 
capital, usually for current consumption. From 
a conservation pen,pective it means imposing 
heavy "ecological footprints" ( costs) on land/ 
water areas that extend far beyond the urban 
acreage directly inhabited by the top dogs and 
their immediate servants. With today's large 
human populations and powerful technologies, 
the ecological footprints of urban power centers 
are truly vast, and vastly destructive of rural 
areas both near and far. "High-income citie~ 
and urban regions ... get their food, water, fresh 
air. and most other material and energy from 
the ex.traurban environment," which they also 
use as "carbon sink and general waste dump .. , ( I) 

The other contending system is the 
localism of"primitive," "backward," 
"peasant," "third world," rural communitie~. 
regions. and nations that are mainly dependent 
on and intimately hound up with their local and 
regional economies and ecosystems. They are 

not much involved with or dependent on far 
distant places. (According to some archeo
logist~ and other students of the past, this way 
·of life is more her-story than his-story .) l\1any 
of such local systems have thrived only to be 
conquered hy invading annies or corporations . 
Others have weakened or disappeared for 
internal reasons. Few remain . 
The War for the Countryside 

One symptom of tl1e worldwide clash of 
systems-a war in \Vhich "capitalists" and 
"communists" march together as globalist~-i s 
the controversies about \:AFT A, the new 
World Trade Organization , currenc) exchange 
rates, etc. But the most significant symptom of 
the great systemic war is the increa~ing number 
of LOCAL political battles about Rl 'RAL land 
use. "economic development ," and 
"environmental protection ." Though less 
widely reported. these local battles are 
occurring all over the world. Their cumulati\ e 
outcome will detennine the future of cities, 
nations, the biosphere, and humanity 

For the relevant scoreboard in this war of 
~ystems i~ not the condition of urban areab. It i~ 
the condition of rural areas and communities . 
"The more urban we become. the greater our 
dependence on the functional integrity of the 
countryside ... The sustainabili t) of the entire 
human enterprise depends on maintaining the 
viability of all extraurban systems ." (2) Sadly, 
rural areas now show deepening ecological, 
economic, and social degeneration and 
dependenc), world wide. We should be dear, 
therefore, that the globalists arc wi1ming and 
probably will continue to win until the collap~e 
of their financial bubble or the collapse of the 
rural ecosystems on which they depend. 
Propa2anda and "Cookin2 the Books" 

As for LIES, a multitude of political 
ideologists. economists , lawyers, and media 
have labored quite successfully to legitimi,e 
the globalist model under the banners of 
progress, free trade, free markets. deregulation, 
trickle-down economics and, of all things, 
freedom and democraC), the fundamental 
meaning of which is self-detem1ination 1 In 
addition to abusing thc~e (cond1tionally) useful 
ideas, the apologists for globalism have floated 
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some rather amazing distortions of reality. 
One is our national accounting system, 

which shows expenditures for environmental 
and hurricane cleanups as product instead of 
cost, while ignoring the massive contributions 
to national product of homemakers, domestic 
caregivers, and others whose useful work does 
not involve cash. Another lie is the assumption 
that "free markets" will solve all problems, 
including the ones they create. Another is the 
notion that increasing urbanization reflects 
decreasing need for nature, agriculture, and 
rural populations. Yet another is the notion of 
the techno-fix, which promises to solve every 
problem created by the deployment of new 
technology with more new technology. The 
biggest lie of all, of course, is that prevailing 
patterns of human organization and activity 
which have "impoverished people and devast
ated the planet will lead to diametrically differ
ent and highly beneficial outcomes, if only they 
can be accelerated and applied everywhere, 
freely, without restriction." (3) Perhaps the 
simplest and most outrageous version of this 
nonsense is that more economic "growth" as 
we know it will solve the problems produced 
by economic "growth" as we know it. PLEASE, 
don't change the system, no matter what 1 

Inventing a Way Forward 
VI SI ON ARIES are those who imagine or 

revive alternatives to the dominant paradigm . 
Contemporary localist visionaries include the 
late economist and philosopher Fritz 
Schumacher, land use planner Ian Mc Barg, 
permaculturist Bill Mollison, political
economist Hazel Henderson, economist 
Herman Daly, poet-farmer-communitarian 
Wendell Berry, agronomist \\'es Jackson, 
bioregionalist Kirkpatrick Sale, the brilliant 
eco-warrior Edward Goldsmith, and many 
others-all too good in their own words to be 
distilled. But here are some of their recurring 
themes: substitution of creative intelligence 
and knowledge for resource depletion and · 
human-made capital, substitution of convivial
ity and other intangible "goods" for excessive 
materialism, whole system ecological planning 
and real-cost accounting, a focus on relation
ships and interactions instead of isolated parts, 
thoughtful NIMBYism, biointensity and 
diversity, use of more perennials in place of 
annual crops, participatory gender-balanced 
decision-making, local control of local 
resources, local investment in locally-owned 
businesses that produce for local markets 
( especially basics such as food, shelter, 
clothing, energy, education, and health care) 
using local resources and locally-adapted 
species and technologies, local barter icuJTency 
~ystems, neighborliness-all on a renewed 
foundation of spiritual awareness and ethics . 
New Farming Villa2es 

My own localist proposal for rural America 
is a composite of such ideas. I suggest that we 
convert existing family farms and ranches
hundreds of which are now for ~ale-into 
multi-family farms, each one containing a 
clustered, mixed-use, mixed-income, multi
generational, pedestrian -friendly, modem 
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village. The remaining acreage on each farm (a 
minimum of two-thirds) would be owned and 
managed by the village and permanently 
reserved for agriculture, forestry, and 
recreation. As owners and users of this · 
"common" open space, villagers would be 
motivated to practice good land stewardship. 
And unlike many one-family farms, they would 
have the various resources required to do it. 

Such villages would offer the ultimate form 
of" community-supported agriculture." In the 
interest of small ecological footprints, they can 
be holistically designed for resource efficiency 
and conservation, high levels of sustainable on
site productivity, health, recreation, education, 
and overall self-reliance. So-called wastes can 
be recycled or disposed of on on-site. Auto 
traffic, noise, and chemical pollutants can be 
minimized. Shuttle vans and rental cars can 
provide most off-site transportation, reducing 
the number of cars to one or less per family. 

I believe such villages will appeal to many 
Americans of all ages, especially "cultural 
creatives" -a recently identified, growing 
market segment that already includes 25% of 
our population. The villages will also be 
attractive to local governments because they 
offer economic stimulus, lower public 
expenditure (e.g., for roads and social services) 
and a new source of liquidity for farmers
while preserving open space and agriculture. 

Enterprises and populations that 

continuously consume natural and human 
capital will eventually perish for lack of it-or 
from the discontent of the dispossessed. A true 
"green revolution" requires both urban and 
rural populations to recognize this law of 
nature and act accordingly. We must create 
more productive, self-reliant, and sustainable 
rural ecosystems, economies, and communities. 
These communities must be truly democratic, 
with gender equality . And we must insist upon 
more ecological equity between urnan and rural 
areas. This path, if we take it, will involve the 
creation of modem farm-owning ecovillages. 
On the other hand, if we hold to our present 
dangerous course such villages will provide a 
good life during the last days of a pompous glo
balism, and some may survive to tell the story. 
Notrs 
1. William E. Rees, "Ecological Footprints 
and the Imperative of Rural Sustainability," in 
Rural Sustainable Development in America 
(Ivonne Audirac, ed. 1997). 
2. Ibid. • 
3. Jerry Mander, Facing the Rising Tide, in 
The Case Against the Global Economy and For 
a Turn Toward the Local (Jerry Mander and 
Edward Goldsmith, eds. 19%) 

Ben Hopkins is a lawyer, political activist, and 
permaculture designer living in Hilo, Hawai 'i. 
In 1990 he was a contender in that state's 
Democratic primary for governor. 

Eastern Permaculture Teacher's Association Notes 

Tom Hopkins 
East Coast Permaculturists interested in 

teaching gathered at Heathcote Community in 
Maryland for a tumultuous mid-March 
weekend of discussions! The mid-Atlantic 
region, which has hosted these annual and 
semi-annual gatherings for t\vo years running, 
had the semblance of a "normal" winter this 
year-cold snaps, warm stretches, cold rain, 
snow, ice, and slush from the heavens-after 
two years with barely a sub-freezing night (the 
bugs loved it!). March 13-15 was no exception 
as delegates .from North Carolina, Virginia, 
~ Iaryland, Pennsylvania, and Ontario were 
treated to cold, clear weather Saturday, eight 
inches of snow on Sunday, and 70° 
temperatures by the fol lowing Thursday. Ya 
gotta love that March weather rollercoaster! 

I'm pleased to report that EPTA is alive and 
well. Twelve men and women gathered to meet 
and discuss issues before the organization, and 
the meeting was effective and productive. 
Though many of the projects initiated at the 
1998 meeting showed only moderate progress, 
the momentum continues . A strong focus of 
this year's meeting was the ongoing process of 
designing EPTA in accordance with 
permaculture principles, and sharing our 
heartsongs . 

This year has seen EPTA and Permaculture 
activity become more Internet and e-mail based 
than ever, which has made for a lively 11ow of 

new ideas and discussion. It is apparent that 
ma5s agreement is not to be expected. What we 
seek is common ground and effective 
implementations . Those attending this year's 
meeting did reach consensus on five specific 
proposals. These are now circulating among 
the organization's other members for 
comments, suggestions, and concerns, as we 
engage in intelligent debate, protracted 
thought, and conscious design. 

Here are the five proposals that are being 
considered: 1 

l) Use surplus funds collected at the 
meetings to sponsor attendance at future 
meetings by those EPT A members who are 
living a low-cash existence. 

2) Switch from an annual renewal of 
membership to a biannual membership at a 
slight! y reduced per year cost. 

3) Authorize a specific amount off unds to 
update the Graduate Resource Packet. 

4) Authorize a specific amount of funds to 
establish a solid presence for EPT A on the 
Internet, securing a high-level domain and 
dedicated site, and providing all EPT A 
members the opportunity to link their projects 
with this site. 

5) Implement a specific decision-making 
process that is both effective and inclusive, so 
that all members (including those not attending 
meetings) may have a strong voice in decisions 



made by the organization. 
EPTA is still working to 
• establish a comprehensive slide show 

for use by members, 
• link mentors with apprentices, and 
• make available a wide range of 

curriculum materials. 
In the years ahead EPT A will focus on 

Special Feature- . 

raising permaculture visibility in general. 
EPTA will continue to be a fomm for those 
who seek to teach Permaculture in every way 
that works-through courses, workshops, 
demonstrations, and other forms of outreach
and as a network for sharing with each other 
how to do it better. We seek to act conscious! y 
but without delay and to match needs to yields. 

Understanding 
the Origins of Conflict 
Lea Harrison 

When I picked up my small son from a 
day playing at his friend's place I asked 
his mother how they had been. 

"Oh, the usual," she shrugged. "Fight 
and play, fight and play." Harmony is only 
one side of human relationships-conflict 
is its Siamese twin . To think we can have 
one without the other is like imagining we 
can have the right side of our body 
without the left. If we create a culture 
which values harmony and condemns 
conflict, we force the people who live in it 
to hide their irritations and grievances for 
fear of being judged negatively. But 
hiding feelings is like burying potatoes in 
the ground-when we have almost 
forgotten about them they shoot up again 
in a new phase of growth .. We are unable 
to allow for anything of which we are 
unaware, so whatever is hidden trips us up. 

Since conflict is an integral part of 
human relationships, we need to know 
how to deal with it. We can do this more 
effectively if we understand why conflict 
occurs and what its function is in our lives . 
A place to begin is by identifying what all 
human beings have in common, 
irrespective of which ctdture or what 
generation we belong to. From this 
common ground, we can go on to deal 
with the differences between us where 
conflict arises. 
Fundamental Human Needs 

When matter and Spirit (life force) 
come together in the creation of a living 
being, this obviously creates a primary 
fundamental need for the continued 
SUBSISTENCE of that life. We are 
attracted towards sources of food, shelter, 
and opportunities to reproduce ourselves 
and our sources of subsistence-a 
fundamental need for PROTECTION. 

But we can protect ourselves more 

effectively if we join together with other 
beings-giving rise to a fundamental need 
for PARTICIPATION. And we are more 
likely to remain com1ectcd to a group if 
we feel affection for at least some of the 
other people in the group and they also 
have feelings of affection for us-our 
fundamental need for AFFECTION. 

But feelings of affection for others 
leave us open to the pain of loss and to 
feelings of guilt for taking the life of other 
living beings so we can survive . When 
Mrs.· Neanderthal placed a stone to mark 
the grave of her dead child or Mr. 
Neanderthal drew a picture to represent 
the spirit of an animal he had killed for its 
meat and skin, our ability to think 
conceptually was born, along with our 
fundamental need for CREATION. In 
using the resources of the earth creatively, 
we began to explore unknown territory as 
we looked for materials we could employ 
to our benefit. As we used our mental 
ability to conceptualize, we also traveled 
into the unknown in our minds ·with 
questions such as, \Vho am I? Where do I 
come from? Why do I suffer? and Why 
am I here? To deal with our fear of the 
unknown outside us, and the unknown and 
unknowable inside us, we created systems 
of belief to provide ourselves with the 
feeling of safety which comes from a 
sense of meaning and purpose. The 
FREEIX)M to explore both external and 
internal space is a fundamental need. We 
need to he free to access the physical 
resources of the earth and the conceptual 
resources of belief. 

Exploring the unknown increased our 
opportunities to observe and recognize 
repeated patterns in landscape and eYcnts. 
In this way various unknowns in our world 
became logically understood, giving us an 

Ultimately, we seek to help our specie s Ii \'e 
in harmonic abundance with the confluence of 
life some call Gaia 1 

To reach EPTA write to: Eastern 
Permaculture Teachers Association C·O 

Heathcote Center, 21300 Heathcote Rd. , 
Freeland, l\ID 21053 or E-mail us at 
heathcote@jhu.edu 

UNDERSTANDING of our emironmcnt 
and our own internal functioning. The 
skills, knowledge, and wisdom acquired 
by one individual can be passed on to 
others, saving us from having to discover 
each piece of information personally and 
allowing us to build up a constantly 
increasing body of common knowledge . 

· Therefore, we need to be aware of the 
identity of persons who put forward new 
information, so we can judge their ability 
and reliability before we accept their 
contributions as verifiable fact. Also. who 
arc we when we are no longer bound hy 
the laws of an ex.temal god and the roles 
laid down by our society? So we ha, e a 
fundamental need for IDENT1n ·. Each of 
us needs to know who we arc, to be 
distinct and to be able to distingui~h 
between other individuals . 
Fundamental Needs Occur in Pairs 

There are scientists who postulate that 
all human acti, i ty comes from our effort 
to satisfy these fundamental needs . But 
satisfaction is only a temporary state 
before a need occurs again . In fact, filling 
one need generally leads us to a 
corresponding need: when,, e have been 
active in filling our Subsistence need~
we have a full stomach for ex.ample-w e 
often ex.perience a need for 
RELAXATION until we begin to feel 
hungry again . So we can_ comider that 
each fundamental need is paired with 
another corresponding need . Feeling 
adequately protected (Protection) allo\\s 
us to show our \T LN ER\ BILITY; plenty 
of Participation gives rise to a need for 
SOLITl 1DE; and filling our need for 
Affection brings us to a need for 
DETACHMENT. . .\ time of Creation 
produces a need for IDLENESS 
(ReC'rcation); ample Freedom gives us a 
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need for some CONSTRAil'.'T; the concentration required for 
Understanding produces a need for PLAYING; and the greater 
our public Identity the greater our need for times of 
ANONYMITY . We are constantly moving from one side of a 
fundamental needs pair to the other, through the brief state of 
satisfaction . 
Fundamental human needs have been described in a variety of 
ways by different researchers and philosophers. While the labels 
they use differ, there is concurrence around these general areas . 
Maslow , for example , gives our basic needs as safety, 
belongingness , self esteem, self-actualization and self
transcendence . 

For easy reference I have expressed all the above as a 
diagrammatic pattern. 

and Protection (safety) . Our emotional or social being needs 
Participation and Affection (belongingness, inclusion) . Creation 
and Freedom can be considered primarily as needs of the soul, of 
our mystical nature (self-esteem, opportunities for creative life 
projects) . Understanding and Identity are needs of our intellect, 
of our rational mind (self-actualization, honesty) . 
Evolutionary Locks 

Robert Pirsig suggests that each major advance thrown up in 
our evolutionary history needs a behavioral lock of some sort to 
hold it in place and prevent it being lost in further modifications . 
Any advance is brought about through the dynamic process of 
constant change and is therefore inherently unstable. What locks 
an important change in place, is some sort of static characteristic 
which prevents the loss of the evolutionary advance by resisting 

further change in that area. 
The dynamic advance of 

matter being quickened to life is held 
r-----------------,i-------- ...... """:"::-----:-:-::="".""'.=:~-:::, in place by the static fight or flight 

INTELLECTUAL INTELLIGENCE response which automatically kicks 

Diagram 1 

esteem. 

Mind - Air - Human Brain in so that we protect life when it is 
Needs: HONESTY threatened. Being able to participate 

Dishonesty produces confusion of belief. in groups is another major advance 
D . People cease to understand which is held in place by the strong 

=---•·-Y_n_am_ lC -r/ & become cynical or static bonds of our need to receive, 
p cfv ").. . and to give, affection . Being able to 

r 1>. • 'laYiJJg '0ct> ~ -Q. . impotent, conceive of fashioning materials for 
'-JNDs-R l </ %-perplexed, specific uses is another dynan1ic 

I lJ 81',1.lVD,. and . advance which is locked into our 
/JJ '/Jderst, iJvo alienated. evolutionary history by the relatively 

YseJr <f: ¾d static strength of our beliefs . Our 
SlJrrolJJJ . /JJy understanding of ourselves and our 

di/Jgs_ ,,,. '6 i ~ surroundings is constantly changing 
~~~ ?' as we evaluate an increasing number 

;..>, i . of observations. This dynamic ad-
~ ~ vance is held in place by the far more 

slowly changing personal identifi 
cation systems we have evolved for 

i-:;;...------ • --------1 distinguishing those who discover 
~ ~ ifJ 7 and pass on information-scientists, 
~ ~ ~ ,::, ~ sages, teachers, mystics, explorers, etc. 
t; ~ ~ ,;::. ~ ~ Our Four Intelligences 
"' ;;... i:: n ~ J<f ,,;,, We can look at the four parts 
~ ~ -~ if: i '9, __ _., __ , .,.,,\e of our being as providing us with 
~ .g t; ~ ~ . ,,,. ',\ ~v, ;;, -- ~ ~ ~ \ \ee i'C>· four distinct types of intelligence : the 
- 3 . ~- e,-r-.ov:. biological intelligence of our body; 

g -~ ~ ~ ,._\ z "' .... -= <;;._ '\\O\' the emotional intelligence of our 
O g -~ ~ 0'\y,C heart; the mystical intelligence of our 
v; "' E .p_ \'\>-,' '!- --.:~\\') soul ; and the rational intelligence of 
...., -a o <><l ~ e"'~v S Needs: our mind . The coilllllon threads of 
.....l -- u =o g (;l/ ~ iv.\~ ,·,\1,C! u o o<J •-= ~ ✓ ~--1---"'I.._-; c....\~\'• SAFETY the major religious teachings indicate 
Z -~ -~ ~ ~ i Static ~ The threat of violence there are four intelligences beyond 
v: ~ E ..:: ] ~ -~ E produces intense anxiety. these, in which we are increasingly 

"O ·= "' "' -0 "' 0) co . f <l..l ~ <.;.;. 3 - -- "' t:: nsc1ous o our essence as pure 
V ;; Q.. .... ~ -~ C cd s . . h f hi z 2 :: ~ ~ ~ ._s <><! pmt-t e source o everyt ng. 
FMOTIONAL TNTELLIGENCE BIOLOGICAL INTELLIGENCE The Experiential Learning 

· Body _ Earth - Reptilian Brain Stem Theory (3) model suggests that a L.:H.:.;e:,:a::,rt,:_-..:W.:..:a:te:r_-_;M;.;.:.:a:,n:.:,1m:.:..;.:a:,h:.:,. an:.;.B;;_ra;,;.1_n __ ..&,,_..,;. _____________ ...., person who is learning and 

performing effectively is constantly 
The Four Sectors of Being 

lt appears that we experience these fundamental needs as 
being directly linked with distinct parts of our being . It is largely 
our physical body which experiences the needs of Subsistence 
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cycling through these four basic intelligences and using them 
relatively equally-doing, feeling, watching ("seeing," not 
"seeking"), and thinking. As we undertake more and more 
complex activities, we cycle at increasingly advanced levels . 



Diagram 2 

contemplative awareness , 
WATCHING/REFLECTING 

(reflective observation) 

T 
FEELING 

( concrete experience) 

Achieving Balance 

THINKING 
(abstract 

conceptualization) 

l 
DOING 

The fundamental essence of every being is often referred to 
either as its Spirit, consciousness, or awareness . By directing our 
awareness to each of our intelligences as required and each area 
of need as necessary. our Spirit acts like the conductor of an 
orchestra who achieves the necessary balance among all the 
instruments at his or her disposal to produce the harmony and 
glory of music. Just as a conductor has four distinct sounds to 
use-strings, wind, brass and percussion-so our Spirit has the 
four distinct intelligences of our body, heart, soul and mind 
which it can bring into balance to produce the glorious music of 
well-being-enabling us to live in harmony with everything 
around us . 

It appears that BALANCE is what we need to aim for-and 
what the lessons oflife probably teach us-because it is in areas 
of imbalance that conflict seems to occur . Achieving balance 
between desire and satisfaction and between the use of our-four 
intelligences, is the dance of life . The more fully we can use and 
balance all of our intelligences, the less need we have to meet our 
fundamental needs by gaining power over other people: instead 
we become powerful-empowered-in ourselves . 
The Successive Development of Our Intelligences 

In human development, we progressively learn to use each of 
these four intelligences so we are able to meet our fwidarnental 
needs . In the first year of life we are involved largely with the 
development and use of our biological intelligence. Our sense of 
our self at this stage can be called narcissistic as we are unable to 
differentiate clearly between our own being and the environment 
around us. Contemporary philosopher, Ken Wilbur, terms our 
outlook, or world view, at this stage as archaic-we appear to 
believe our desires are synonymous with outside events. 

From around 1 year plus to 4 years of age, we are developing 
our emotional intelligence-learning the use of feelings and the 
skills of communication so we can participate . Our sense of our 
self progresses from narcissistic to egocentric as we learn to 
differentiate between our self and our surroundings. As 
egocentric individuals we see our self as a separate being who is 
the center of our own universe, but are not yet aware that 
everyone inhabiting our particular universe is the center of their 

own universe too . Our outlook can he called magic-we believe 
events occur as the result of our own desires and feelings . 

From approximately 4 to 11 years we are developing our 
mystical intelligence . This gives us a moralistic or sociocentric 
sense of our self : now we can imagine what it is like to be in 
someone else's shoes, but only to the extent that they share the 
same beliefs as we do . Our compassion extends to other 
individuals of our own society hut not beyond-we still see those 
outside our group as if they are not human, enabling us to enslave 
them for example. Our outlook is mythic : we believe events 
occur as the result of the desires and feelings of mythical 
beings -a god or gods. 

Somewhere from 11 to 14 years of age our intellectual 
intelligence comes into development, firing the idealism of youth . 
Rationality gives us the ability to develop a worldcentric self
sense for the first time-we see that all humans. and indeed all 
beings, have intrinsic value, no matter how different they may be 
from us. Our outlook is rational-we believe events occur as the 
result of logical cause and effect. 

The sages and mystics of all the major cultural traditions 
speak of our outlook expanding again as we develop intelligences 
beyond the rational. In the four states of spiritual intelligence, we 
go beyond worldcentric to become universe-centric-we are fully 
aware that Spirit or consciousness is the source of everything. 
Cultural Development 

These stages of development of the human individual reflect 
the historical development of humanity . All life forms have 
biological intelligence and some have a degree of emotional 
intelligence, participating together in groups and showing 
affection for their young and their mates. But it is possible that 
early hominids and humans became distinct when our ape-like 
ancestors developed their emotional intelligence to the extent of 
males adopting the role of father. 

This development of emotional intelligence indicates our early 
forebears had an egocentric outlook, and a magic world view . 
The development of mystical intelligence brought tool making, 
the development of agriculture and a more sociocentric outlook, 
giving rise to a mythic world view . The worship rituals of hunter
gatherer cultures and early agricultural societies were based on 
belief in magic. These oldest belief systems gave way to religions 
based on worship of gods, or a god, who control events. As our 
ancestors developed intellectual intelligence, it brought 
industrialization and the beginnings of a worldcentric outlook . 
Currently we are moving from the industrial to the informational 
age where we can complete the development of this outlook . The 
beliefs of this growing world view celebrate the energy of the 
universe-the evolution of consciousness itself . 

It is important for us to be aware that we develop our four 
intelligences in the order in which they developed historically . 
Therefore, we cannot expect people living in a stone age society 
to see the logical cause of events, any more than we expect a 
small child in a rationally based culture, to reason. This has import
ant ramifications for such tasks as reaching agreement on global 
environmental standards. Those of us who are developing world . 
centric viewpoints will find it obvious that we should respect all 
living things. But to those whose cultural viewpoint is still socio
centric for example, it is equally obvious that they should exploit 
the environment and other cultures in order to fill their own needs . 

Now that we live in increasingly multicultural societies this 
difference in viewpoint is a growing source of conflict. To deal 
with this requires understanding of its origins, plus the tolerance 
to allow everyone the time and the educational resources to 
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progress through the successive stages required to reach a 
worldcentric viewpoint. 
Our Common Ground 

It is these intelligences (plus the potential to develop further 
intelligences) and fundamental needs which all hwnan beings 
have in common. (And we have some of these intelligences and 
needs in common with other life forms too.) From this common 
ground we can look at our differences, identify further areas 
where conflict tends to arise and consider how we can deal with 
this most effectively . 
The Crippling of Our Intelligences 

Unfortunately, many of us grow up in conditions in which we 
are unable to fully develop each of our intelligences. Each time 
we fail to learn all the skills available to us in any of our 
intelligences, we are handicapped in our ability to fill our 
fundamental needs in that area and this will restrict the amount 
we can develop subsequent intelligences too. For example, I grew 
up with an aversion to any form of fighting because domestic 
-violence caused much misery in my family during my childhood. 
Since being able to fight or flee are the basic means of Protection, 
I failed to learn one of the essential tools of early development. 
lTnless we can protect ourselves properly, we cannot participate 
fully either, because we are unable to fight to defend our 
boundaries when another person accidentally or intentionally 
threatens them . 

Just as a person who is blind develops their other senses to a 
greater degree in an effort to compensate, I compensated by 
unconsciously concentrating on developing my conceptual 
abilities (mystical and intellectual intelligences) and also learned 
to use them as a form of defense. But, no matter how acute their 
other senses become, a blind person is still handicapped by their 
lack of sight, just as I continued to be handicapped by my 
inability to use both forms of protection. 

Probably most, if not all of us, live with some degree of 
handicap in our various intelligences. Since we learn to hide 
these painful areas of damage and deficit not only from others, 
but also from ourselves, we may be fully or partially unaware of 
their existence . We tend to employ our strengths to shield and 
compensate for these areas of weakness. We may also attack the 
weaknesses of others to prevent our own from being revealed or 
hurt further. 

This is another of the causes of conflict between individuals. 
It can be managed by recogni7ing that most of us have areas 
where we are painfully crippled and need to be treated with 
compassion. Also, by recogni7jng that everyone has areas where 
they are strong and need to be treated with respect and, at the 
same time, being aware that we need to protect ourselves from 
possible attack. To improve or heal the various crippled areas of 
our intelligences, we have to face the fear of delving into the 
unknown depths of our psyche, to locate and resolve the 
experiences in our earlier development which prevented us from 
growing to our full potential. In any intelligence where our 
handicap is severe, we will probably need the assistance of 
professionals in that particular area, while we do this. 
Healing The Wounds 

A crippled biological intelligence can respond to becoming 
fully aware of our own desires through acknowledging the 
information from our senses . To take a simple example: when I 
learned to separate myself from the latest information on what we 
should eat and ignore the culturally induced cravings I had 
learned since my early childhood, I was gradually able to 
recognize the instinctive desires of my own body about what, 
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when and how much to eat. The mild eating disorder and weight 
fluctuations which had plagued me-as they plague so many 
women in my culture-disappeared and my sense of well-being, 
particularly physical well-being, increased . 

If we are stunted somewhere in the growth of our emotional 
intelligence, we must learn to trust ourselves enough to deal with 
the painful suppressed feelings which prevent our full 
development. For example, I was terrified by the thought of 
delving into the violent past of my family . But once I learned to 
trnst myself enough to face (with considerable assistance and 
great reluctance) the feelings I had suppressed, I gradually lost 
my fear of my own anger. This left me free to acknowledge my 
anger when I felt it and to learn to use this valuable emotion to 
defend myself adequately at last. 

If the area which has been unable to develop is in our mystical 

Since we all have the same fundamental 
needs, basic human rights must give 
everyone the opporlunity to meet all their 
fundamental needs in a sustainable manner 
of their own choosing. We must accept that 
it is possible to do this in a great variety of 
ways and understand that these mfferences 
are not someth~ng to fear or despise, but are 
a celebration of the richness of culture. 

intelligence, we can rework the story of our lives until we have a 
narrative which is not derived from other people's viewpoints 
and judgments, but is truly our own. As a child, I accepted my 
parents' judgment that I was too timid to become a journalist and 
wrote shyness into my life story. When, as an adult, I was 
suddenly made aware that shyness is a choice, not a life sentence, 
I could consciously create a life narrative where I became a 
courageous woman who began, little by little, to develop a talent 
for public speaking and writing. 

When our lack of full development is in our intellectual 
intelligence, we need to reevaluate the logic of the observations 
on which we have based our lives. Much of my shyness came 
from my belief that "people wouldn't like me if they knew what I 
was really like." When I consciously observed what was actually 
happening, I fow1d the opposite was true-it was when they saw 
what I was really like, that people tended to like me. 

For most of us there will probably be some combination of 
incomplete development in all of our intelligences to bring to our 
awareness. Currently, those ofus in industrialized cultures tend 
to suffer from a culturally -based crippling of our mystical 
intelligence. This shows in the widespread depression which 
results from a lack of meaning and purpose. And we are still in 
the process of repairing the Victorian era's crippling effect on our 
emotional intelligence. 
Hooking Into Conflict 

One of the rewards of making the effort to rehabilitate our 
weaknesses is that considerable amounts of energy, which have 
been tied up in keeping our handicaps protected and hidden, are 
released. With this energy now available for other uses, we can 
fill our needs more effectively and µiove on to the development 
of our potential intelligences too. 

This redevelopment of our intelligences reduces our potential 



areas of conflict with others. I picture each of our areas of 
damage as growing a hooked energy shield to hide and protect it. 
These hooks tend to tangle with those of other people's energy 
shields, creating a situation of conflict as we pull against each 
other. When I can heal a shielded area of myself, the energy 
shield over that area comes down. Then I no longer have those 
particular hooks to catch me into conflict, even though the people 
around me may still be wearing the same hooks I have caught 
myself on in the past. 
Intelligence Mafias 

As a well-balanced individual, we would value and use all 
four intelligences equally . But we actually tend to value more 
highly the intelligence in which we have most strength and 
devalue the intelligence where we are weakest. I used to think of 
myself as a worker-a person who did things-and felt slightly 
scornful of "networkers," as people who talked about things 
rather than did them.Years later I realized I was elevating the 
worth of the intelligences at which I had become reasonably 
skilled, by devaluing social /emotional intelligence where I had 
more limited skills . 

When I wanted to learn to develop the crippled areas of my 
emotional intelligence, people who were strong in this area were 
happy to assist me and taught me a lot. But the price of accept
ance among them was that I must renounce my pleasure in the 
strength of my intellectual intelligence rather than valuing them 
both. I had come out of an individual mafia of my own making 
and run into a group who had formed an emotional mafia instead! 
Cutting the Ground From Beneath Our Feet 

Each of our four intelligences is distinct from the others to the 
extent that what has value in one intelligence may be seen as 
detrimental in another. For example, biological patterns function 
extremely effectively by secreting, excreting, farting, fucking, 
scratching and so on. But the social patterns of many cultures 
consider these positive biological patterns downright 
embarrassing, difficult to deal with and even potentially 
dangerous. Mystical patterns provide the wellsprings of creativity 
through imagination, visions, symbolism, belief and 
contemplative awareness. But intellectual patterns, which allow 
us to understand through the use of logic, dismiss or condemn 
mystical patterns as irrational . 

Each successive intelligence provides a wider outlook and is 
therefore of a higher order to the one which evolved before it. 
But each intelligence is not replaced by subsequent 
intelligences-they are all essential! That is, after identifying 
ourselves with a developing intelligence, we find ourselves going 
beyond it to the development of the next one. But we cannot 
transcend and reject the prior intelligence- this would be cutting 
the ground from under our feet-we must transcend, then go 
back and include our prior intelligences by integrating them into 
our increased awareness. 

However, each new intelligence limits the undesirable aspects 
of the prior one. Sexual behavior and the ability to fight are 
important biological patterns which ensure the safety of life. 
Carried to excess they become vice and violence. &notional 
intelligence protects us from these outcomes by using socially 
agreed law to control and limit biological excesses. 

Inclusion is essential for our social /emotional being, but we 
tend to create inclusion by excluding others. Ranking systems 
lead to excesses of privilege, servitude, and slavery; the 
oppression, domination, and exploitation inherent in class and 
caste systems; and to the servitude of domesticated animals and 
the exploitation of nature. Mystical intelligence limits this 

oppression with the dominance of spiritual over civil law . 
Religious belief systems are ouicomes of mystical 

intelligence. Their excess is unqualified belief of any sort, which 
disempowers its adherents by restricting their ability to accept 
information. Such dogmatism judges the beliefs of other groups 
to be superstition, delusion, or heresy causing intolerance, 
persecution, racism, and genocide . Rational intelligence controls 
and limits this intolerance by the application of logic-for 
example, none of us know for sure what happens to us when we 
di I e . 

Observation and logical evaluation are the foundations of 
rational intelligence. Taken to excess, they perpetrate the 
dishonesty of concluding that everything which cannot be 
observed or proven logically doesn't exist, thus discounting all 
other intelligences but itself. Tlie early stages of a developing 
spiritual intelligence may be beginning to limit this excess. 
Undermining Our Ascent 

It is no wonder there is conflict between our different 
intelligences because, to develop at all, each succeeding 
intelligence has had to break through the static strength of the 
patterns which stabilize the prior intelligence. After all, the 
function of a static.lock is to prevent further change! 

For example, we see the biological pattern of Protection -
might is right-attempting to undermine socially determined law 

.. . attempting to eliminate conflict rather 
than minimiz{! it, can cause dtzmaging 
imbalance in our life ... Being prepared to 
confront others and to endure conflict 
allows us to keep all our boundtzries intact 
and not to go through our lives playing the 
victim to the bullying tendencies 
of dtzmaged psyches. 

and order. This is apparent in the tantrums of a two year old, in 
films of the "wild west," and in the activities of the 
"underworld." The personal and social egocentricity of emotional 
intelligence .-society is right-has sought to twist the tenets of 
belief systems which would limit them to support their own ends; 
for example, quoting scripture to support the class system. The 
beliefs of mystical intelligence-God is right-have spent centu
ries attempting to undermine rationality, from persecuting those 
who proved the world was round, to preventing the use of contra
ception and abortion-by-choice for the rational control of over
population. And rational intelligence attempts to convince us that 
the experiences of our emerging spiritual intelligence are not real. 
Choosing Sustainable Satisfiers for Fundamental Needs 

All humans have the same fundamental needs. Where we 
begin to differ and clash is in the way we choose to go about 
filling these needs. For example, some cultures are currently 
supplying their subsistence needs through small-scale agriculture 
while other cultures use industrial methods. One person may 
choose to fill their need for Identity by acquiring status symbols 
such as a "name" car and "label" clothes, while another 
individual will fill this need through limiting possessions and 
developing awareness. 

In the Human Scale Development model, anything with which 
we fi)I a need is termed a satisfier. A satisfier is not goods or serv
ices but rather the systems we set up for acquiring those goods 
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and services. The satisfiers we choose will vary according to our climate and culture. 
Satisfiers vary in the degree of satisfaction they offer. Synergic satisfiers are those 

which fill several fundamental needs at the same time-coltl1Dunity gardening can fill 
some of our need for Subsistence, Participation and Creation. Singular satisfiers fill 
only one need-insurance systems will fill some of our need for Protection hut no 
other needs . 

Some choices of apparent satisfiers do not really fill our needs at all. For example, 
acquiring status symbols may appear to fill a person's need for Identity hut it is a 
false sensation which soon fades. Therefore, that individual must acquire more and 
yet more status symbols to maintain their feeling of Identity- the thousands of pairs 
of shoes owned by Imelda Marcos are an extreme example. Consumerism is an 
example of a pseudo -satisfyer . Inhibiting satisfiers do fill a particular need but they 
inhibit the fulfillment of other needs in the process-authoritarian education systems 
may fill some of our need for l:nderstanding, but they inhibit the fulfillment of our 
needs for Participation, Creation, and Freedom. Destructive satisfiers actually destroy 
the possibility of satisfying some of our needs-the atms race appears to fill our need 
for Protection but it actually impairs our ability to fill our needs for Subsistence, 
Protection, Participation, Affection and Freedom. . 

To minimize conflict and create sustainable cultures we need to encourage, 
educate, and agree to stop choosing destroyers; to move away from the use of 
inhibiting and pseudo-satisfiers; and to at least choose singular satisfiers or at best, 
synergic satisfiers. 

Since we all have the same fundamental needs, basic human rights must give 
everyone the opportwlity to meet all their fundamental needs in a sustainable manner 
of their own choosing . We must accept that it is possible to do this in a great variety 
of ways and understand that these differences are not something to fear or despise, 
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but are a celebration of the richness of 
culture. 
In Conclusion 

Our well-being depends upon developing 
and balancing the four intelligences of body, 
heart, soul and mind under the direction of 
our conscious awareness, or Spirit, so we can 
meet all our fundamental needs adequately. 

We can minimize the amount of conflict 
in our lives by beconling aware that it is our 
inadequacies and our lack of balance which 
create much of the conflict we experience. 
And we can work to heal our wow1ds and 
create balance in our lives, as well as to 
enlarge our compassion and increase our 
tolerance for the inadequacies and imbalances 
of others. 

But we must also be aware that attempting 
to eliminate conflict rather than minimize it, 
can cause damaging imbalance in our life
just as attempting to eliminate an annoying 
insect species can cause destructive 
imbalance in the delicate inter-relationships 
of the ecological systems to which we belong. 
To live as both independent and 
interdependent beings, we have to maintain 
our physical, social, mystical and rational 
boundaries. Being prepared to confront others 
and to endure conflict allows us to keep all 
our boundaries intact and not to go through 
our lives playing the victim to the bullying 
tendencies of damaged psyches. If we work at 
keeping our stance assertive rather than 
aggressive, we can mostly limit this conflict 
to skirmishes instead of having it escalate 
into full-scale battles. Necessary conflict 
contributes to our overall balance. 

Fight and play! 
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EVENTS 
8tliAnmial-
Drylands Permaculture 
Intensive 
Navajo/Hopi Reservation 

Dates: May 29-June 6 
Location: Black Mesa, Arizona 

Description:The Drylands Permaculture 
curriculum taught by native instructors on 
Navajo Nation territory. Part of a multi-year 
project to establish indigenous permaculture 
training and demonstration, this course will 
help participants to understand, respect, and 
follow natural laws, understand energy flows 
and cycles, and become conscious and 
responsible in the use of natural resources. 
Self-sufficient camping is required in this high
desert, remote ai-ea. Daytime temperatures to 
100°F. drop to the low 50' sat night. 

Instructors: Justin Willie (Dine), 
Wayne O' Daniel (Dine). Mary Catherine 
Smith (Dine), herbalist; Henry Soto (Xicano: 
Yaqui, Soto), seed gardener; Dennis Martinez 
(Tohono O' odham), Ed Mendoza (Traditional 
Native American Farmers Assn.), Dee Soto 
(Xicana), youth educator and student midwife. 

Cost: Free to Native Americans; 
$350 lo others; $75 non-refundable deposit 
with registration . 

Contact: Indigenous Permaculture Ctr 
191 UniversityRlvd. #312 
Denver, CO 80206 
303-744-9470,fx /-393-1002 

Permaculture Design Course 
Southern California - 5 Weekends 

Dates: May 1-2, 8-9, 15-16, 
22-23, 29-30 

Locatio • : San Diego, CA 
Description: The Permaculture course 

curriculum held over the five weekends of May 
at the New School of Architecture in 
downtown San Diego. Course will include 
Permaculture concepts and methods of design, 
pattern understanding, natural systems, home 
gardens and orchards, farm forestry, ani ma! 
systems, urban and com unity strategies, 
ecovillage planning and more, with field trips 
to appropriate sites. 

Instructors: Bruce Bebe, an architect and 
early student of Bill Mollison, together with 
Larry Santoyo, ecological planner and business 
consultant 

Cost: $750 tuition includes tuition, 
course books and materials 

Contact: San Dieg0Pem1aculture Ctr. 
3639 Midway Dr., Ste. 267 . 
San Diego, CA 92110 
619-860-2123,fx/-523-5549 

Permaculturecntr@hotmail.com 

13th Annual 
Permaculture Design Course 
Central Colorado 

Dates: August 24-September 5, 
Location: Basalt, CO 

Description: Certificate training in 
Permaculture philosophy and design, local self
reliance, appropriate technologies, marketing 
strategies, medicinal herbs, Integrated Pest 
Management, greenhouse technology 
forest gardening, and much more ... Join our 
expert instructors from around the country for 
this incredible opportunity. 

Instructors: JeromeOsentowski, 
DirectorCRMPI; Francis Harwood, 
Anthropologist, Rio Grande Bioregional 
Project; John Cruickshank, Appropriate 
Technology Expert and designer of the Sunny 
John moldering toilet at Sunrise 
Ranch; Dan Howell, Water-Use Expert and · 
Desert Homesteader; Ruth Chalfont, 
Permaculture Gardener and Landscape 
Designer; Dennis Stensen, Biodynamic CSA 
Farmer, Ken Kuhns, Local CSA Farmer· Diana 
Christi!ll, Editor Communities Magazi~ and 
community living consultant; Michael Smith, 
Cob and Straw Bale Expert, Cob Cottage 
Company, Sub-Tropical Agriculture, Teaching 
in Third-World Countries; Hilary McCun:y and 
Jodi Halsey. Certified Clinical Herbalists 

Cost: $800 til July 24, $850 after. 
Includes all meal, housing or tenting sites, 
tuition, and some materials. If you are 
interested in attending, please contact CRMPI 
for more information or send a deposit of$ I 00 
to reserve a place. The courses fill quickly! 

Co• tact: PO Box 631, 
Basalt CO, 81621 
(970) 927-4158 
E-mail: permacul@rof.net 

Permaculture Design Course 
Tucson - Four Weekends 

Dates: October2-3, 23-24, 
November 13-14, 
December4-5 

Location: Tucson, AZ 
Description: A Basic Permaculture Design 

Course taught over four weekends at 
permaculture sites in and around the Tucson 
area. Classroom activities, hands-on techniques 
and design projects will round out the students' 
study of permaculture principles and 
techniques. Topics include patterning, energy 
sectors, drylands soils and water 
characteristics, water harvesting, gardening, 
use of native plants, appropriate building, 
integrated design for household and 
community, alternative economics, and much 
more . 

Cost: $450 before Sept. 10; $495 if 
received after that date. 

Coatact: POI Arizona Teaching Team 
POBox3631 
Tucson, AZ 85722 
520-572-1672 

"Build Here Now ... " 
Natural Building and 
Permaculture Convergence 
Northern New Mexico 

Dates: June6-12 
Location: near Taos, N!vl 

Description: An international celebration 
of natural building and permaculture at the 
Lama Foundation, near Taos, New Mexico . 
Sponsored by Pcrmaculture Drylands Institute 
and The Last Straw Journal, this residential 
hands-on experience will assist Lama, a 30-
year old, spiritual intentional community 
ravaged by wildfire two years ago , to rebuild 
using such natural materials as straw bale clav-
straw, cob, sustainably harvested timber, ' · 
earthen floors and plasters. In addition , 
pcrmaculture workshops will be offered on a 
wide range of topics, including : eco-village 
design (with Peter Bane and Albert Bates ); 
high alpine gardening ," forest watershed 
management, fire ecology and regeneration, 
sector planning, holistic financial management, 
ai1d much more. The Convergence is a unique 
opportunity for enthusiasts of natural building 
and permaculture to meet, share knowledge, 
and create new synergie s. Lama staff will 
demonstrate the continuing success of the 
reforestation and erosion control program in 
this sensitive alpine watershed. Other 
presenters include: Sun-Ra Kelly, Carol Crews, 

. Frank Meyer, Joel Glanzberg, Tom Watson, 
J211ice Vascott, and Jonathan Scharf man. 

Cost: $550; children 5-16 half
price . Includes three vegetrian meals per day 
and on-site lodging . Visa or tvlastercard 
payments accepted by phone or mail. Deposit 
of 50% required; $50 non-refundable . 
Registration is limited to the first 100 people. 

Contact Permaculture Drylands Inst. 
attn: 1999 Convergence 
PO Box 156 
Santa Fe, NM 87504-0156 
505-983-0663 
<PDrylands@aol.com> 
www.permaculture .net 

-----·-·· --------------

Permaculture Design Course 
Southeastern Arizona 

Dates: July 23-August 1 
Location: Patagonia, AZ 

Description: A one-week residential 
intensive taught by the Arizona Teaching Team 
of Pe,maculture Drylai1ds Institute . The course 
·will be held at a demonstration site in progress, 
and consists of classroom time , design practice, 
and on-site projects. 

Cost: sliding scale 
Contact: Kate yTirion 

PO Box 765 
Patagonia, AZ 86724 
520-394-9088 
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Permaculture and Self
Reliance Intensive 
Central Rocky Mountains 

Dates: July 5-August 7 
Location: Basalt, C'O 

Description: This five-week program 
incorporates the standard 72-hours 
Permaculture curriculum plus extensi, ·e design 
practice, forest gardening projects, appropriate 
technology, community living, and growing 
and using medicinal herbs. Participants will 
learn to grow their own food. Field trips to 
nearby permaculture projects, and the well
developed landscape of integrated organic 
mark':!t gardens, greenhouses, and orchards will 
greatly enrich the learning experience. 

Instructors: Jerome Osentowski, Frances 
Hanvood, Scott Ely, Ken Kuhns, Scott 
Chaplin, Ed Eaton 

Cost: $2000 includes tuition, 
organic vegetarian meal~, tenting sites, field 
trips and curriculum materials . College credit 
can be arranged individually. Students will 
camp on-site and will organize and prepare 
their own meals. 

Contact: JeromeOsentowski 
PO Box631 
Basalt, C'O 81621-0631 
970-927-4158 
permacul@rof.net 
W\Vw.rof.net/yp /permacul.l 

--~------------

Permaculture Design 
Course 
Eastern Washington 

Dates: July 6-20 
Location: Methow Valley 

near Twisp, WA 
Description: Held on the 70-acre Herb' n 

Relief Farm of Peter and Ali Vogt fronting the 
Methow River at 1650' elevation in the North 
Cascade t\fountains. The pe1maculture 
curriculum will be presented with an emphasis 
on interior Northwest ecosystems and 
medicinal herbs in particular. Completion of 
the course leads to certification a~ a 
Permaculture Design Trainee. The interior 
Northwest has a cool, dryland climate and a 
modified drylands curriculum will be taught. 

Instructors: Michael Pilarski, Simon 
Henderson, Ed Welch, George Wooten, and 
guests. 

Cost: $850 includes tuition, three 
wholesome meals a day emphasizing local 
organic food, lodging, and curriculum 
materials. To register, send a deposit of $250, 
($ I 00 non-refundable). Single-day attendance, 
$75. /\lost participants will camp; bring your 
own tent. Vans or live-in rigs are welcome. 
Indoor accommodations are limited. 

Contact: Friends of the Trees 
POBox4469 
Bellingham, WA 98227 
360- 72+0503, fx/-671-9668 
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Permaculture Design Course 
Island of Maui 

Dates: April 23-May 7 
Location: Haiku, '.\laui, HI 

Description: This strongly hands-on course 
is aimed at moving communities tO\vard 
sustainability: producing their own food, fiber, 
medicines, and building materials. The 
curriculum includes ethics and permaculture 
principles, ecosystem patterning, microclimate, 
forest gardens, appropriate technology, medici
nal herbs, exotic and indigenous food species, 
Y2K, full-loop waste systems, aquaculture, soil 
building techniques, earth construction, water 
management, alternative economics, urban 
strategies, and village design . Maui's micro
climates, from forests receiving 400 inches of 
rain a year to arid lands reciving precious few 
to the alpine zones atop the volcano, are 
incredibly diverse. The faculty reflect this 
diversity and bring decades of specific design 
experience from their local sites. 

Instructors: William Vitarelli, Art Cover, 
t\larianne Price, Bruce Hill, Eric Frye, and 
Marco Lam 

Cost: $750-$950 sliding scale 
includes tuition, organic vegetarian meals, tent 
sites, field trips and curriculum materials. 
Local lodging can be arranged. Please contact 
early for work or material exchange. 

Contact: Marco Lam 
POBox897 
Paia, Maui. HI 96779 
808-573-3080, fx/-0330 
lovefarmer@hotmail.com 

Permaculture Skills 
Intensive 
San Juan Islands, Washington 

Dates: Julyl0-August6 
Location: Orcas Island, WA 

Description: A month-long residential 
apprenticeship in ecological design and 
sustainable living. Drawing examples from the 
Bullock Brothers' 16-yearold working 
permaculture farm, participants will learn 
ecological design and permaculture skills 
including: design principles, mapping, water 
systems, greenhouse operation, plant 
propagation, orcharding, wetland restoration, 
and solar electricity. The course will cover the 
permaculture curriculum and participants will 
receive design certification. 

Instructors: Michael Lockman, Douglas, 
Joseph, and Samuel Bullock, and guests 

Cost: $1750 includes tuition, 
organic vegetarian meals, tenting sites, field 
trips and curriculum materials. To register, 
send a non-refundable depo~it of $300 to WE
Design (address below). 

Contact Bullock Workshops 
c/o WE-Design 
POBox45472 
Seattle, WA 98145 
206-567-5447 

michaellockman@juno.com 

14th Year-
Sustainable Rural 
Development and 
Traditional Building Course 
Mexican Highlands 

Dates: July 25-August 7 
Location: Tlaxco, Mexico 

Description: A 14-day study tour and 
intensive course for inti. volunteers, teachers, 
development workers.journalists, 
anthropologists, and those seriously concerned 
wi~h sustainable agriculture, indigenous 
cultures, North-South alliances, and ecological 
living. The course brings together teams of 
Latin Americans with parallel groups from the 
USA, Canada, and Europe to explore 
sustainable systems, share experiences, and 
learn practical skills. Week one emphasizes 
field trips, including visits to traditional village 
settings ; week two focuses on specific practical 
projects at Rancho el Pardo experimental forest 
and farm. Topics include family and 
community health, permaculture principles, 
IPM, organic food production, water 
conservation, simple solar devices and efficient 
cook stoves, sanitation, forest management and 
agroforestry, regenerative agriculture, and 
bioregional building. 

Instructors: Ianto Evans, Alejandra, 
Carlos, and Jose Caballero, Dennis Kuklok, 
Jeff Mecham, Michael Smith 

Cost: $1200 tuition includes 
mtals, lodging, and field trips. $250 non
refundable deposit insures a place (limited to 
10 non-Mexicans). 10% discount for 
enrollment of a second person. Half of tuition 
is used as scholarships for needy Latin 
Americans and to support an innovative 
alternative grade school. Two partial work
trades available to suitable applicants. Make 
checks payable to CANELO Project. 

Contact: Zopilote Association 
PO Box 123 
Cottage Grove, OR 97424 

ph/fx 541-942-3121 or -2005 

Permaculture Design 
Course 
Southwest Oregon 

Date: June 14-25, 1999 
Location: Williams, OR 

Description: This two-week course will 
cover permaculture philosophy and 
methodology in depth, and will explore and 
integrate such topics as appropriate technology 
and housing, energy conservation, low 
maintenance organic gardening, edible 
landscaping, tree crops, perennial edibles and 
medicinals, water and soil management, 
community economics, and more. 

Instructors: 
Contact: Scott Wiison 

963 Panther Gulch Rd. 
Williams, OR 97544 
541-846-6407 



Permaculture Design 
Course 
Northern California 

Dat.es: May 9-22 
Location: Garben1ille, CA 

Description: A full certificate course led 
by two of California's most accomplished 
teachers of permaculture design. The Heartwood 
site has been under permaculture development 
for 12 years. It includes good examples of 
alternative architecture and an organic farm. 

Instructors: Penny Livingston, director of 
Permaculture Institute of No. California and a 
licensed landscape contractor with 20 years 
experience; and Brock Dolman, professional 
wildlife ecologist. 

Cost: $400 tuition + $450 campi ng 
and organic vegetarian meals= Total Fee of 
$850 . $100 deposit required with registration. 

Contact: Mikhael Smith 
Island Mountain Insti tute 
220 Harmony Ln 
Garben1ille, CA 95542 
707-923-5000 

9th Annual 
Permaculture Design Course 
Lost Valley Center, Oregon 

Dat.e: November29-Dec. 12 
Location: Dexter, OR. 

Description: This two-week course covers 
permaculture philosophy and methods in depth, 
and will explore and integrate such topics as 
appropriate technology and housing, energy 
consen1ation, low maintenance organic garden
ing, edible landscaping, tree crops, perennia l 
edibles and medicinals, water and soil manage 
ment, community economics, and more. Lost 
Valley is an intentional community, a non
profit teaching center, and a developing perm a
culture site located on 87 acres near Eugene. 

Instructors: Rick Valley owns and operates 
Northern Groves Bamboo nursery in Con,a llis, 
OR. He is particularly knowledge-able about 
wetlands restoration, under-utilized plants, seed 
gathering, culinary herbs, and fiber plants. 
Jude Hobbs owns Cascadia Landscape Des ign 
and is an associate with Agro-Eco logy North
west, consulting with with small-scale farme rs. 
Tom Ward is a wildcrafting expert and herbo
logist, author of Greenward Ho! An Ecological 
Approach to Sustainable Health, and has deve
loped and taught a permaculture curricu lum at 
D-Q University, a Native American /Chicano 
college in Davis, CA. Toby Hemenway is 
associate editor of The Permaculture Activis t, 
at work on a book about permaculture gardens. 

Cost: $750-$950, sliding scale, 
includes tuition, organic vegetarian meals, 
lodging, field trips, curriculum materials, and a 
subscription to The Permaculture Activist. 
Limited work exchange available . 

Contact: Lost Valley Educational Ctr. 
81868 Lost Valley Lane 
Dexter, OR 97431 
541-937-3351 

Permaculture Design Course 
and Organic Agriculture 
Hands-On 
Interior British Columbia 

Dates: July5-17(PDC) 
July 19-24 (Organic Agric.) 

Location: Winlaw , BC 
Description: First course offers certificate 

curriculum leading to Apprenticship in 
Permaculture Design. Pre-register by June 5th; 
10% discount if you register before May 6th. 
Second course offers hands-on training in 
organic agriculture from a permaculture 
perspective. 

Instructors: Gregoire Lamoureux 
Cost: CDN$950 (PDC); 

CDN$300 (Organic Agr.) 
Contact: Gregoire Lamoureux 

Kootenay Permaculture Inst 
Box 43, Winlaw, AC 
Canada VOG 210 
Voice & Fax : 250--226-7302 
spiralfarm@yahoo .com 

Permaculture Design 
Workshop 
SieJTa Nevada of California 

Oat.es: August 6-15 
Locatiou: Alleghany, CA 

Description: Instmction in site-specific 
design will integrate human activity with the 
contour , soil, solar energy, and water flows of 
the site to provide water, food, shelter, energy, 
and other patterns supportive of the residents . 
Creating a joyous and enjoyable setting is 

· central to the design goals . The workshop will 
conclude with a clinic to discuss permaculture
related problems that participants bring from 
their own situations. Participants can register 
for the full workshop or just the initial 
weekend. The workshop is designed to meet 
the needs of a variety of participants including : 
people wishing to design their own homes; 
people seeking strong preparation for the 
certificate Permaculture Design Course, 
certified pennaculturists seeking advanced 
work , and present or future students of the 
Online Permaculture Design Course who 
would use the workshop to meet their design 
project requirement. Child care can be arranged 
with advance notice . 

Instructors: Dan I lemenway 
Cost: Send SASE for a complete 

flyer. Limited scholarships for Native 
Americans, women, minorities, and others are 
available . 

Contact: Birdsong Sundstrom 
Forest City, via Alleghany 
CA 95910 . 
<hirdsong@sccn .net> 

Permaculture Design 
Course 
Northern California - Sonoma 

Dates: Septem her 4- 18 
Location: Occidental , CA 

Description: A full certificate course led by 
two of California's most accomplished teachers 
of permaculture design. The Occidental site has 
extensive and highly diverse gardens set in a 
model 80-acre site. Topic s covered include 
principles and ethics, ponds, erosion control, 
forest farming , organi c gardening, composting, 
plant guides, beekeeping , natural buildin g, 
community economics and more. 

Instructors: Penny Livingston, director of 
Permaculture Institute of No. California and a 
licensed landscape contra ctor with 20 years 
experience; and Brock Dolman , profess ional 
wildlife ecologist. 

Cost: $850-950 , sliding scale, 
includes tuition, curriculum materials, all 
meals, and shared lodging. $ 100 non.refu nd
able deposit required with registration. Work 
exchange is available for part of the course fee, 
based on demonstrated financial need. 

Contact: Occidental Arts & Eco logy 
15290 Coleman \' alley Rd. 
Occidental, CA 95-t65 
707-874-1557 , fa'{i-1558 
www.oaec.org,oaec@igc.org 

1999 Northwest 
Permaculture Gathering 
Willamette Valley, Oregon 

Dates: Septem ber 24-26 
Location: Dexter, OR 

Descrlption:Fan s of sustainable and self
reliant Ii ving from all over the Northwest are 
invited to attend the 1999 Northwest 
Permaculture Gathering at Lost Valley 
Educational Center . The Gathering will feature 
workshops, presentation s, discussions, hands
on activities, great food, and a chance to 
socialize /network with old and new friends. 
The Gathering is co-spon sored by the Eugene 
Permaculture Guild and LVEC, and will 
incorporate the annual Northwe st Permaculture 
Rendezvous, usuall y held in Washington. 

Costs: $60-$100 slidin g scale, 
including meals and camping. $50 for EPG 
members . Indoor lodging is available for an 
additional $10 per night. 

Contact: Larry Kaplowitz 
81868 Lost Valley Lane 
Dexter, OR 97431 
(541) 937-3351 
LVEC @aol.com 

- ~ , 
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Permaculture Work/Study 
Blue Ridge Mountains, North Carolina 

Dates: July 7-August 18, 1999 
Location: Earthaven Village, 

. near Black Mountain, NC 
Description: A six-week immersion 

experience in building permaculture systems 
from the ground up. Participants will work 
daily to create sustainable systems for 
Earthaven Ecovillage: natural building, 
ecoforestry, streambankrestoration, garden 
agriculture, alternative energy systems, 
aquaculture, and greywater treatment. In this 
residential setting, community living skills, 
consensus decision-making, and conflict 
resolution will be taught and practiced. 
Participants will share group meals and 
exercise responsiblity for meeting daily needs 
of the community. The Progran1 includes the 
Permaculture Fundamentals and Practicum 
courses leading to a Certificate of Permaculture 
Design Apprenticeship. 

Insuactors: Mollie Curry, Peter Bane, 
Chuck Marsh, Patricia Allison, Andrew 
Goodheart Brown, Keith Johnson, and Brett 
Gustafson . 

Cost: $1800 includes tuition, meals, 
camping, and curriculum materials. Apply 
early, places are limited. $100 deposit and 
completed application with references required 
by June 1, 1999. 

Contact: Culture's Edge, 1025 Camp 
Elliott Rd., Black Mountain, NC 28711. 828-
669-3937 . cul turesedge@earthaven .org 

Planning, Design & 
Construction for 
Sustainable Communities 
Central Vermont 

Dates: May 29-June 18 
Location: Plainfield, VT 

Descriptioa:A three-week course from the 
Institute for Social Ecology at its Maple Hill 
Campus overlooking the Winooski River 
Valley and the Green Mountains, offering a 
land-based experiential learning opportunity 
for those interested in organic agriculture, 
permaculture, community design, ecological 
building, appropriate technology, and forest 
ecology. Students will learn design principles 
and skills which can be applied to any design 
task. Demonstrations, lecture-discussions, and 
skills building activities in site planning, layout 
and design principles, drawing and drafting, 
mapping and surveying, principles of sustain 
ability, ecological restoration, tool use and 
safety , and innovative and conventional build
ing methods. Six College credits available . 

Cost: $1495 incl. tuition, dormitory 
room and board; $1350 with camping option. 

Contact: Institute for Social Ecology 
POBox89 
Plainfield, VT 05667 
802-454-~93 
ise@igc.org 
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Ecological Community Design 
The Nation's Capital 

Dates: Octobcr28-30 
Location: Washington, DC 

Description: Sponsored by Lutheran Social 
Services of the National Capital Area, this 
three-day workshop will introduce 
permaculture and community design principles 
to clergy and community leaders, urban 
farmers, and neighborl10od activists. By 
restoring the natural environment and creating 
functional connections within the urban 
landscape, human communities can be 
regenerated and local economies strengthened. 
The workshop will focus on creating a 
restorative design for the Georgia A venue 
community, once the pride of the city. 

lnsfl'uctors: Peter Bane, publisher and 
ecovillage designer, Keith Johnson, 
horticulturist and master landscaper, Aloma 
Marquis, artist and urban activist, and Richard 
Register, author and ecocity builder. 

Cost: $195includeslunches. Some 
scholarships are available. 

Contact: Suse Greens tone 
Creation Continues Educational Services 

895 Red Rock Rd. 
Gettysburg, PA 17325 
717-337-3136, -3161, 
fx/337-3175 
jsgreen@desupemet.net 

Ecovillage Trai.11i11g Center 
Village Design 
Middle Tennessee 

Dates: May 28-June 2, 1999 
Location: Summertown, TN 

Description: The Ecovillage Training 
Center, part of the Global Ecovillage Network, 
is a pioneer in the development of new and 
appropriate forms of human settlement for the 
21st century. Sustainable physical and social 
technologies are here put in the context of the 
worldwide crisis of resource depletion, expand
ing population and deteriorating ecosystems. 
The course addresses the essential skills and 
awarenesses required to establish new commu
nities or transform existing ones using 
ecological, democratic, and skillful means : 
finances, visioning, locating land, community 
glue and governance, recruitment. design and 
building technologies. Appropriate for develop
ers, community activist~. architects, urban 
planners, municipal officials, and all who see 
their future in a renewal of human-scale living. 

Instl'uctors: Patricia Allison, Peter Bane, 
Albe11 Bates, Andrew Goodheart Brown, 
Chuck Marsh. 

Cost: $400 includes tuition, meals, 
dormitory lodging, and curriculum materials . 

Contact: Ecovillage Training Center 
PO Box 90 
Summertown, TN 38483 
931-9€44324. fax 964-2200. 
ecovillage@thefarm.org 

http: //www.thefarm.org /permacultur / 

SthA1111ual-
Permaculture Design Course 
Chesapeake Bay Region 

Dates: July 10-25 
Location: Freeland, JvID 

Descripdon: A 16-day residential 
certificate program emphasizing hands-on 
learning and community living. Topics include 
principles of Permaculture; ecosystem 
dynamics; mapping and tool usage; building 
iffid protecting soils; conserving and managing 
water; forest agriculture and edible 
landscaping; integrating livestock and wildlife; 
local useful wild plant~; waste and nutrient 
cycling; sustainable building techniques; and 
creating and sustaining community. This is the 
ideal format for individuals who are convinced 
of the effectiveness of the permaculture 
approach, and seek to rapidly expand their 
knowledge and experience base. Heathcote is 
an intentional community located on the 
Mason-Dixon line. A member of the Greater 
Baltimore Permaculture Group, Heathcote 
occupies an old mill property held by the 
School of Living, and has been a site for 
permaculture training and development for 
many years . Mature orchards , gardens, and 
nearby farm and urban environments will be 
{esources for the course . 

la'ltl'uctors: A team trained by Dawn 
Shiner, including Karen Stupski, John Irwin, 
Linda Felch, and Tom Hopkins 

Cost: $775 (tuition assistance 
available) incl. meals, lodging, and materials. 

Contact: HeathcoteCommunity 
21300 I-Ieathcote Rd. 
Freeland, MD 21053 

410- 343-3478, 717-227-2783 or 540-745-5994 
heathcote@jhu .edu 

6th Annual 
Southeastern Permaculture 
Gathering 
Blue Ridge Mountains, North Carolina 

Dates: July 30-August 1 
Location: Celo, North Carolina 

Descripdon: A glorious summer weekend 
in the mountains among friends. Co-sponsored 
by the Katuah Permaculture Tribe and the 
Carolina Farm Stewardship Association, and 
now in its sixth successful year, the Gathering 
is the highlight of the regional green commun
ity. Sharing circles, playshops, a great organic 
harvest, swimming in the South Toe River, 
song and dance, a fish fry and some stimulating 
and ribald foolishness enhance the learning and 
lift the spirits as we make our annual pilgrim
age to the slopes of Mt. Mitchell, the East's 
highest peak. Register early, pleaces are limited. 

Cost: $70 includes meals and 
camping. Barter for organic produce available . 
Apply early, places are limited . 

Contact: Tony Kleese 
2525 Booker Crk. Rd, # I 5-H 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-5107 
919-929-29.50 
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Fundamentals of 
Permaculture 
Southern Ontario 

Dates: June 10-18, 1999 
Location: Orangeville, Ontario 

Description: Fundamentals of . 
Permacul ture covers cultural transformat10n, 
permaculture ethics and principles, e_cosystems, 
pattern, forests, soils, water, m_1crochmate, 
earthworks, home systems, bmldmg design, 
animals, plants, aquaculture, waste treatment, 
tools, gardening, mapping, permaculture for 
cities and villages, and financial systems. The 
course provide 44 hours of preparation for the 
Permaculture Design Certificate. 

Set among 200 acres of native forest in the 
Niagara Escarpment Hills, the Ecology Retreat 
Center offers comfortable accommodations and 
excellent food in a rustic natural setting only 50 
km north of the Toronto Airport Enjoying the 
varied, temperate, and lively climate of the 
Great Lakes region and adjacent to excellent 
recreational opportunities such as the Aruc~ 
Trail, this landscape of open meadows, spnng
fed streams, and rolling hills offers easy access 
to the full range of rural, wilderness, and urban 
environments of Canada's heartland. 

Instructors: Peter Bane, Richard Griffith, 
Jillian Hovey, Keith Johnson and guests 

Cost: $90C> Cdn. includes tuition, 
meals, shared lodgings, curriculum materials, 
and a subscription to The Pennaculture 
Activist. $50 discount for registration by May 
10th. 

Contact: Ecology Retreat Centre 
RR 1, Orangeville, Ontario 
L9\V 278 Canada 
519-941-4.560, fax 942-3951 
ecorc@ionsys.com 

------'---------- -- --- ------

Fundamentals of 
Permaculture 
Upper Michigan 

Dates: July 2-9 (Fundamentals) 
July 2-4 (Introduction) 

Location: Cross Village, MI 
Description: A week-long course with 

the first 2-1 /2 days as a stand-along 
introduction. Fundamentals of Permaculture 
covers permaculture ethics and principles, 
energy cycling, pattern, naturn.l systems, the 
home economy, building design, waste 
treatment, plants, animals, gardening, 
permaculture for cities and villages, and . 
financial systems. The course provide a sohd 
grounding in ecological systems i_n_preparatton 
for the Permaculture Design C'ert1f1cate. 

Instructors: Jillian Hovey and guests 
Contact: Cross Village Food Farm 

c/o tvlark Rosczewski 
PO Box 152 
Cross Village, MI 49723 
616-526-1346, fx i-8418 
marksark@mich.com 

Permaculture Design Course 
Northwest Pennsylvania 

Dates: August 8-22, 1999 
Location: Sandy Lake, PA 

Description: Intensive certificate 
training at Three Sisters bioshelter and ~arkct 
garden farm in rural Western Pennsylvama. 
Students will develop a design to bnng the .. 
complex site closer to an ideal of sustamabthty. 
Focus includes further development of pond 
and gardens, application of appropriate . 
technologies to the bioshelter, and add1_tton of 
more perennials to the landsca~. A umqu~ 
opportunity to evaluate_and design a workmg 
permaculture ten years mto tis development. 
Besides the farm and bioshelter, we will study 
a nearby I 0-acre woodland homestead. 
Textbook ( Per maculture: A Designers 
Manual) is required reading (not included in 
fee). . 

In.'itructors: Course leader Darrell Frey 
is the principal designer of Three Sisters' 
bioshelter, co-designer of the farm. and_ a 
consultant to Harmony Homestead at Shppery 
Rock University. He has over ten years 
experience teaching Permaculture. Additional 
instructors \\ill be announced. 

Cost: $750 includes food, 
camping, and course materials. Pre-register 
with $100 deposit by July 15th. 

Contact: Darrell Frey 
Three Sisters Pc Design 
134 Obi tz Road 
Sandy Lake, PA 161• 5 
defrey@toolcity.net. 
412-376-2797 

Permaculture Fundamentals 
& Design Practicum 
Southern Indiana 

Dates: June 11-20 (Fundamental,); 
July 31-August 7 (Practicum) 
Location:near Bloomington, 11'-i 

Description: Fundamentals of Permaculture 
covers cultural transformation, principle~ and 
ethics, ecosystems, pattern, forests, soils, water, 
microclimate, earthworks, building design, 
animals, plants, a4uaculture, waste treatment, 
tools, gardening, mapping, permaculture for 
cities and villages, and financial systems. 

The Design Practicum covers design pro
cess, broadscale agriculture, pattern languages 
for human settlement, wildlife and landscape 
restoration, mapmaking and presentation skills, 
ecoforestry, natural building methodology, 
economic and social design . Participants 
completing both sections will receive the 
permaculture design certificate. 

Instructors: Patricia Allison, Mollie Curry 
Cost: $475-$750, sliding scale 

Contact: Brett Da\·is or Syndee Grace 
Turtle Island Center 
PO Box 1350 
Bloomington. II\ 47402. 
812<~30-9Z)l0 

Fundamentals of 
Permaculture 
Village Design Practicum 
Black Mountain, NC 

Dates: July9-17, 1999 
(Fundamentals); August 6-14 (Practicum) 

Location: Earthaven Village, 
near Black~ fountain, ~C' 

Description: Fundamentals of . 
Permaculture covers cultural transformatton, 
permaculture ethics and principles, c_cosystems, 
pattern, forests, soils, water, mtcrocltma_te, 
earthworks, home systems, bu1ld111g design, 
animals, plants, aquaculture, waste treatment, 
tools, gardening, mapping, permaculture for 
citie& and villages, and fmanc1al systems. 

Village Design Practicum covers design pro
cess, broadscale agriculture, pattern languages 
for human settlement, wildlife and landscape 
restoration, mapmaking and presentation skills, 
ecoforestry, natural building methodology'. eco
nomic and social design . The Village Design 
course also covers organizational, educational. 
and governance aspect~ of community .. 
enriched by the ongoing expcnence of nllagc 
building at Earthaven. The courses may be 
taken separately, although the Fundamentals 
course or a background in sustamable ,ystems 

· design is recommended as preparation for 
an:,·onc interested in \'illage Design_ who docs 
no•. already ha, ·e Pcrmacul lure tratrn ng. 
Participan.ts completing both section\will 
receive the permaculture design certtltcate . 

Instructors: Peter Dane, Chuck \ larsh , 
Patricia Allison, Andrew Goodheart Brown. 
Keith Johnson, and guesh 

Cost: $550-800 for each cour~c 
includes tuition, meals, camping, curriculum 
materials. and a subscription to 711<! 

Permarnlture Activist . $50 off for full 
payment b} June I, 1999 or $100 discount if 
taking both courses. ( )ther lodgmg opttons 
available by amrngemcnt 

Contact: Culture's bdge. !025 Camp 
Elliott Rd .. Rlack \.lountain, :\C 28711 828 -
29~-2399.culture,edge0 mind,pring .rnm 

Other Natural Building 
Resources 

Tim her Fran1er, Bu~me,~ ( 'ouncil 
PCJ Bm.11- 11(,l 
Hanmer, '\!H 037.'iS 
60.,-6-B-5033 t\. · 50-l-l 
<jerry.f.rouleauC<i, alley .net> 
\\Ww.ttmberframe .org 
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Networks & Resources 
Other Magazine Resources 
Closely Related U.S. ,Journals 
• Back Home (bimonthly magazine) 
Richard Freudenberger, publ. 
PO Box 70 
Hendersonville. NC 28793 
828-696-3838 
$18. 97/yr. (bimonthly) 
• Backwoods Home 
PO Box 712 
Gold Beach, OR 97444-0712 
541-247-8900,800-835-2418 
$19.95 /ycar(bimonthly) 
www .backwoodshome.com 
Self-sufficient living with an emphasis on 
practical applications. 
• Countryside and Small Stock Journal 
Wll564Hwy . 64 
Withee, \\'154498 
715- 785-7979, fxi-7471, 800-551-5691 
csymag@midway.tds.net 
W\\ w .countrysidemag. com 
$18 , year (bimonthly) 
\'oluntary simplicity and self-reliance since 
1917. Gardening, small-scale livestock, 
cooking, food preservation, resource 
conser.ation, frugality, alternative energy, old
time skills, home business, and much more. 
•Eco Home 
International Institute for Bau-Biologic & 
Ecology, Inc. 
Box387 
Clea1water , FI, 33757 
(813)-Uil-4371 
<baubiologie@earthlink.net> 
\\ 'WW. bau-biologieusa.com 
• Environmental Design and Construction 
John Sailer, ed. 
299 1\ larket St. lt320 
Saddle Brook, NJ 07663 
(201) 291-9001; fax 291-9002 
<EnvDCC!! aol.com> 
,,·ww. edcm ag. com 
free to qualified readers in l 'S, Canada, 
t-.lexico. 
$18 yr elsewhere (bimonthl)) 
•Hame Power 
PO Box 520 
Ashland, OR 97520 
800-707-6585,fx 530-475-09-H 
www.homepower .com 
t lands -on technical information for anyone 
intere~ted in renewable energy-solar, wind, 
water, hydrogen, and methane . Product testing 
and review~; color photos . 
$22.50 year(bimonthly) 
• The Journal of Light Construction 
Sal Alfano, ed . 
Builderburg <.roup, Inc . 
932 W !\lain St., 
Richmond, \ T 05477 
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(802) 434-4747; 
subscriptions (800) 375-5981 
www.jlconline.com 
$39. 95/year (monthly) 
JLC gives remodelers and small builders the 
practical information they need to succeed in 
residential and light-commercial construction. 
\Ve provide unbiased coverage of products, 
materials, and building techmques as well as 
hands-on management advice-all written in 
conversational English by experts in the field. 
• Mother Earth News 
49 E. 21st Street, 11th flr. 
New York, NY 1001() 
800-234-3368 
motherearthnews@aol.com 
$14. 97/yr (bimonthly) 
The Sears catalog of country living magazines: 
a bit of everything here, building plans, 
carpentry tips, access to supplies and gadgets 
of all kinds. 
• New Village Journal 
Lynne Elizabeth, ed. 
2000 Center St., Ste. 120 
Berkeley, CA 94704 
(510) 845-0685, fx/-9503 
<editor@new\'illage.net> 
www.newvillage.net 
$15 /yr. indiv.; $24 inst. (semi-annual) 
A publication of Architects \Designers lPJanner~ 
for Social Responsibility. Premier issue (April, 
1999): Community revitalization. Future 
topics: 1 luman scale economies and 
appropriate technologies, ecological design 
education and education for public process, 
visionary community design, land kinship and 
the ethics of land ownership. 
• Permaculture Dry/ands Journal 
!\!arty Peale, ed. · 
Permaculture Drylands Institute 
PO Box 156 
Santa Fe, N:\f 87504-0156 
(505) 983-0663; fx/986-0339 
<pdrylands@aol .com> 
$!() tissue (semi-annual) subscription with 
membership 
• Sustainable Living News 
1\fichael Lockman, Emily Heindsmann 
P.O. Box 45472, Seattle, WA 98145 
(206) 567-5447 
<michaellock.man@juno.com> 
$12 /year for 3 issues 
• Whole Earth Review 
POBox3000 
Denville, NJ 07834-9879 
888- 732-6739 
www .wholeearthmag.com 
Sl4 'ycar (quarterly) 
Exploring the synergy between the 

environment and society. 

International .T oumals 
• Earth Garden (quarterly) 
RMB427 
Trentham VIC 3458 Australia 
fax61-3-5424-1743 
<earthmag@kyneton.net.aU> 
• Green Co1111ectio11s (bimonthly) 
POBox793 
Castlemaine VIC 3450 Australia 
ph/fax 61-3-5470-5040 
<green@castl emai ne. net.all> 
• The Owner Builder (bimonthly) 
66 Broadway, 
Dunolly VIC 3472 Australia 
ph/fax 61-3-5468-1899 
<obmag@goldnet.com.au> 

B.C. Miller Produces 
Eco-Timber 

The British Columbia forest industry is 
experiencing economic turmoil, as resistance to 
clear-cutting practices and collusion between 
forest industry corporations and provincial 
government have decimated vast tracts of magni
ficent primary forest. Examples of more appro
p1iate forestry practices can be found, however. 

J. S. Salvage is a small logging and milling 
company in south central B.C'. committed to 
sound ecological practices: no clear cuts, use of 

. hand felling, and small machinery. They 
emphasize the salvage of standing dead timber, 
and are supporting community forestry projects 
aimed at returning economic control of forest 
resources to local people. In addition to logs 
from their own felling operations, J. S. buys 
from responsible local loggers who use the 
least intrusive methods. They also deal with 
those log-sort yards within the province that 
still allow them to verify where the timber came 
from and what methods were used to fell it. 

In milling and processing timber into wood 
products, J. S. operators take care to make the 
most of each log. The company mills its logs 
on handsaws, because their narrower ketf (or 
sawcut) yields up to one-third more 
dimensional lumber from each log than does a 
conventional circular saw. The way in which 
the ,vood is sawn also affects the quality of the 
wood . By keeping the grain straight and the 
growth rings at a 90° angle to the cuts, J. S. 
obtains the full strength and durability of the 
wood, giving it longer life in service, and thus 
sparing the forests from future cutting. 

Ry salvaging standing dead trees, J. S. takes 
advantage of natural drying (a process which 
may have taken many yt>,ars). Green timber is 
typically kiln dried within a matter of two 
weeks. Though this extracts the moisture, it 
does not allow the wood to cure and achieve its 
full potential strength. Naturally dried wood 
has greater strength and stability. The company 
use no chemicals or fungicides to process the 
wood they cut. 

The company offers a variety of specialty 
woods native to the province which have 
excellent qualities for a wide range of uses. 
These include: Western White Pine for light
colored interior paneling, Yellow Cedar, an 
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aromatic wood used by craftsman and 
cabinetmakers, Wes tern Red Cedar, another 
aromatic and beautiful wood use for interior 
and exterior paneling and decking, especially 
for saunas; Black Cottonwood , which makes 
heavy-duty decking for vehicles, and White 

Birch, a high quality flooring timber. 
They provide standard construction wood 

(2x4s, etc .) and also do custom cutting of 
timbers in dimensions up lo 20"x 20", from 4' 
to 36' long . Other products include sawn-faced 
logs for log house construction, lap siding in l" 

Earth Kinship Conf ere nee 
Draws Florida Activists 
Arjuna da Silva 

Out of the bastions of conservative 
hegemony known to Horida progressives as the 
city of Jacksonville (or "Jax"), comes the little 
known annual Earth Kinship Conference each 
February . Attending for the first time this year 
as a presenter, I was treated to a bird's eye 
view of some pretty serious intentions and 
some equally promising happenings for 
Florida's environmental future . 

The conference is in its tenth year and 
organizers had tapped education as the core 
issue. How can anyone learn "to be human in a 
more than human world" given the education 
system we' re exposed to? So they solicited 
participation of workshop leaders and speakers 
who would share approache s to learning, from 
early childhood through university , that 
emulate and enhance the holistic, ecologically
inclusive educational traditions of indigenous 
peoples the world over. 

The conference, held February 5 - 7 on the 
campus of the University of North Horida, 
began with a traditional Native American 
gathering fire, set (to the surprise of students) 
right on the college lawn . The fire was kept 
burning throughout the conference by UNF 
students staging all-night vigils. 

Keynote speaker Gregory Cajete, Ph .D. is a 
native of the Tewa Pueblo nation of New 
Mexico . His new book, Look to the Mountain, 
describes the ecological wisdom of indigenous 
educational methods, and addresses the need to 
integrate these methods in all educational 
arenas-if we are to bring up youth who 
understand and care for the Earth. 

Workshops were scheduled side by side, so 
(with my own schedule as a presenter) I was 
only able to attend one fully. However, it 
turned out to be the hit of the conference and 
one I keep telling people about wherever I go. 
Presented by Christopher Lyboldt of New York 
University's CAT (Creative Arts Team), the 
workshop was called "Teaching through 
Drama: Practical Strategies for Education." I 
remain, all these weeks later , extremely 
impressed with the strategies our group 
practiced in the session . 

Lyboldt' s presentation, "Using Drama to 
Explore Global Warming," was inspired by his 
discovery that although laws have been passed 
requiring manufacturers of sports utility 
vehicles (SU\'s) and light trucks to bring gas 
mileage up to 25 mpg, this ha s never been 
achieved. He explained that in order for the 
dramatic method to work, an essential dilemma 

in the subject area is needed as a focus. His 
research into global warning provided him with 
just such a predicament Sl 1\'' sand light trucks 
are now the fastest-growing contributors to 
auto pollution while their average fuel 
efficienc} has been virtually stagnant for years 
around 20 mpg. Meanwhile, Congress 
continuously legislates "freezes" on 
enforcement of the legislation . 

Lyboldt began the process by creating a 
character who, as al J. S. Congressman. was 
addressing his colleagues in the House on an 
upcoming freeze vote. In a five-minute 
monologue he explained that after ten years of 
supporting the freeze, he was considering 
changing his vote. He talked about discovering 
a family of ducks lying dead on the banks of 
the lake near his home, obviously victims of 
pollution. He described the dilemma he was in, 
feeling responsible to his loyal constituency 
while also feeling forced to deal with 
information he could no longer avoid. 

After the monologue, we were asked to 
consider the Congressman's motivations. Then 
we were treated to another scene in which he 
was approached by a neighbor (Chris' wife
an actress by trade-pitched in) who turned out 
to be an executive in the local Sl rv factory . 
This neighbor was not happy to hear about her 
congressman's wavering. Again the group 
discussed the motives involved in the dialogue . 
In particular, we were asked to consider 
whether or not we could believe in Phil's good 
intentions . 

Then , to explore the issue further, we 
brainsto1med a list of local interest group~ with 
an investment in the freeze vote and which the 
Congressman might plan to visit. Then we cho~e 
roles in these groups ourselves-an association 
of retired professionals, a circle of homeowners 
from around the lake, members of the local 
auto workers union, the hunting club-and 
were given about ten minutes lo establish indi
vidual identities and opinions on the subject, as 
we awaited our turn to be visited by the honor 
able gentleman . As the va1ious "visits" pla)ed 
out, it became apparent how relevant this way 
of working makes the issue under study . 

Set in real human circumstances, 
participants in such a prcx;ess are able to 
imagine and pla} out realistic cross-section, of 
community conditions they understand . 

There was more . We were next told that 
Phil went to bed that night and had nightmare~ . 
We were asked lo imagine \\ hat some 

and 5-'8" thickness, and flooring boards. 
ContactJohn Salisbury, Proprietor, J. S. 

Salvage. Site Sa, Compartment 9, Lumby, BC, 
Canada \'OE2G0 . Tel. 250-547-2192, 
<jsalvage@junction .net> 

nightmarish scenes might han' looked like to 
him, based on the ~kits we'd seen and any other 
insights we had. We were asked to create poses 
and facial expressions to symbolize an aspect 
of Phil's nightmare, and when the whole room 
was a tableaux of garish statues, our director 
went around the room and, as he tapped us, 
a~ked us each to say a line or phrase describing 
our part of the nightmare. 

We weren't told what decision the 
Congressman would make, but were asked to 
brainstorm about what he may have done, and 
why. And then, to add some grace to the whole 
"performance," the final "act" in the workshop 
is the collective creation of a group poem. 

The list of other workshops was also 
impressive : "Environmental Education & 
Responsible Citizenship" (on developing 
citizenship action skills); "Our Cosmic Journey 
for Teachers, Parents, and Other Travelers" 
(interactive l 1niverse Story-oriented 
experience); "Watershed Action Volunteers 
and Florida Yards, Neighborhoods & Ponds" 
(programs that rely on neighborhood 
participation and volunteer collection of 
~cientific data); a "Council of All Beings"; a 
permaculture intro with Dan Hemenway called 
"The Earth Can Teach l 1s A Sane Way To 
Live"; and workshops on ecofeminism. solar 
cooking, a variety of presentations about 
getting youth involved in the natural world, and 
my own on consensus decision-making. 

We also heard about activism to protect 
from development a recently excavated stone 
circle in downtown l\liami, possibl) an ancient 
1',;ative American site, and programs to assi~l 
fisherman in livelihood maintenance that helps 
rather than harm~ sea life , and about required 
univer~it)-le, el classes in "Earth Ethics" at St 
Thomas l 'niversity 111 :-..tiami. 

If the degradation of the natural resources 
of Florida i, to be turned around , I dare ~ay the 
folks who organized and attended this 
conference will be the reason why. Put together 
by members of the Em ironmental Education 
Resource Council of Northeast florida 
(EERC) , Earth Kinship is an event to be av.are 
of. Past themes of the conference have includP.d 
writing about environmental issues , ecology, 
ethics and religion: building hope; finding 
appropriate roles (becoming change agents); 
neighborhoods; and ,ustainable economics . For 
information about the next Eatth Kinship 
conference, write EERC of :\ortheast Florida, 
2202 Bishop Estates Road, .lack,onvillc, fl, 
322S9orcall(90-i)287 - 1763 /'1 

Ar1u11a da Silvafonnerl_v puh/ished '-:cw 
Flonda, a maga::.ine of arts and events. A 
certified hypnotherapist. chi gong instructor, 
and proce .u work enthusiast and organi::.er, she 
i5 an active member of the f:arthm·en Village 
cvm1m111itv. 
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Natural Building Web Links 
The following links were derived in part from John Schinnerer's 

webpage: www.seattleantioch.edu/ students/ jschi nnerer/ she I ter.html 
Please visit his site for more links. 

• The Last Straw : a quarterly journal of 
straw-bale construction and natural 
building . http :/, www2.strawhomes .com/ 
tis/ 
• The Greenbuilding List. Ecological 
Building Network and OIKOS co-sponsor 
one of the best greenbuilding discussions 
available, . To subscribe, send email to : 
majordomo @crest.org with the 
instructions "subscribe greenbuilding" in 
the body of tl1e message . You can also 
peruse the raw archives of the list at 
CREST, or sorted by topic at EBN's site. 
• Green Builder News.You can now 
subscribe to an email version (for free!) by 
sending your address to: 
GBNews @lists.greenbuilder .com 
with the word SllBSCRIBEin tl1e 
SUBJECT line . 
• Some NEWSGROUPS on related 
topics: 

alt.architecture .alternative 
alt.building .earth 
alt.housing .nontrad 
al t.constmction 
alt.architecture 
alt.co-ops 
alt . building.architecture 
alt.communitv.intentional 
alt .energy .hoi'uepower 
alt.society .sustainable 
alt.solar .thermal 
alt.solar.photovoltaic 

~ote : All of tile above newsgroups exist 
(at la~t check). If your internet service 
provider docs not carry them, you will get 
an error . Ask your ISP to carry tile 
newsgroup in question. 
• The Yellow Mountain Institute in 
Central \' irginia aims for the widespread 
introduction of sustainable building 
technique s to increase tile supply of 
affordable, energy -efficient housing 
throughout the country . This Web site 
feature s over 140 images, including a 
guided tour of rammed -earth tire homes 
and a progre ss report on a ..J.,000 sq.ft. 
luxury rammed -earth tire home under 
construction in Virginia . 
http :.: tmonticello .avenue .gen . va.us ' 
Community -Environ YellowMtn / 
home.html 
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• The Development Center for 
Appropriate Technology (DCAT) 
Box 27513, Tucson Arizona 85726-7513 
Phone : (520) 624-6628, voice or (520) 
798-3701, fa, 
e-mail: dcat@azstarnet.com 
http: //www .azstarnet.com/ ~dcat / 
• Green Building Primer 
http; //www.nrg-huilder .com/greenbld .htrn 
• Timber Framing Magazine 
goshen@dnet.net <http: // 
www. timhcrframemag.com i> 
• The Sustainable Building Technical 
Manual: Green Building Design, 
Construction, and Operations (800) 
784-8976, fax (301) 604-0158, or: 
pubs@pti .org. 
http:! /www.sustainable .doe .gov /articles / 
ptipub.htm 
• The Environmental Home Database 
is stored on five disks and costs $12 50 
including shipping and handling . Th-~ ' 
Database includes over 8,000 entries . 
Requests for copies of the Environmental 
Home Database will be gladly received by 
e-mail at marcia .roberts@lcra .org <http: / 
iwww .lcra.org/enviro ienvhome.htrnl> 
• Energy Efficient Building 
Association 
http ://www .eeba .org/ 
• Cob Cottage Company 
http :! /www .deatech .com /cohcottage / 
• The Center for Resourceful Building 
Technology (CRBT), is dedicated to 
promoting environmentally responsible 
practices in construction . http :// 
www .montana.com lCRBT / 
• Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory Center for Building Science 
is an international leader in developing 
and commercializing energy -efficient 
technologies and analytical tcchuiques and 
in documenting ways of improving the 
energy efficiency and indoor 
environmental quality of residential and 
commercial buildings . 
http : 'eande.lbl.gov iCBS CBS.html 
• Green Building Databases & Design 
Resources/ Professionals Directory 
<http : 1 tww,v .greenhuildcr.com / general / 
GreenDBs .html> It can he searched for 
free on the Oikos \Veb <Jite (http : 1 I 

www.oikos.com/redi /) or purchased in 
printed form for $25. 

- Sustainable Sources 
108 Royal Way, Suite 1004 
Austin, TX 78737 
512/288-5223 
- REDI Guide 

(Resources for Environmental Design 
Index) 

Iris Communications 
PO Box5920 
Eugene, OR 97405-0911 
541-484-9353 Fax/-1645 

• The Sustainable Building Coalition 
The Sustainable Building Coalition is a 
nehvork of individuals interested in 
sustainable and ecological building, design 
and development. The coalition exists to 
facilitate the organi111tion and education of 
the building and design community and 
the general public to foster : healthy and 
ecologically sound built environments, 

. sustainable resource use, responsible and 
healthy businesses. 
http ://www .greenbuilder.com / general / 
articles / she. html 
• Center for Maximum Potential 
Building Systems is a non-profit 
organization with over 70 years combined 
experience in the application of 
appropriate technologies and sustainable 
design practices to meet the needs of a 
broad range of users, from individual 
home builders to regional planning and 
natural resource agencies. 
http ://www2 .cmphs .org/cmpbs / 
• Ecohome Network provides links to 
ecological housing, sustainable 
development, ecological retrofitting, 
conservation, weatller proofing, energy 
efficient home renovations, and more . 
http :/ /ec-.ohome.org/ 
• Sustainable Architecture: Eco
Design and Landscaping 
http ://www .aloha .net/~lawnana / 
index.html 
• Earth Sweet Home believes that every 
creature on earth has the right to a healthy, 
sustainable home . Only by working witll 
nature can hwnans create homes which are 
more nurturing and less destructive to our 
planet and ourselves . Earth Sweet Home 
seeks to promote more sustainable 
methods of building through hands-on 
experimentation and assessment of natural 
and alternative technologies. http: // 
www .euviroweb.org /eartllsweet / 
[NSTITlITF J index .html 
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Introduction to Permaculture 20.00 

Bill Mollison w/Rene :tvfia Slay . 2d ed . (1994) 216 pp. paper. 
illus . The basic argument for permanent agriculture: how to 
feed and house yourself in any climate with least use of land, 
energy, and repetitive labor . New material on patterns, cold 
climate . Supercedes Pc I & II. 

Permaculture in a Nutshell 9.00 
Patrick Whitefield . (2nd ed . 1997) 80 pp. paper . illus. A hack 
pocket gem, this hook draws on the best examples in Britain and 
elsewhere to show how and why pennaculture works. Excellent 
primer for introducing to friends. 

The Permaculture Designers Manual 45.00 
Bill Mollison . ( 1990) 576 pp. cloth . 450 illus. + 130 color 
photos . Global treatment of cultivated ecosystems . A resource 
for all landscapes and climates . Lucid illustrations hy Andrew 
Jeeves bring Mollison's concepts to life. Essential, in-depth 
treatment of earth repair and practical design . 

Earth User's Guide to Permaculture 16.00 
Rosemary Morrow (1994) 152 pp . paper . Abundantly and 
charmingly illus. An informative and practical guide to 
permaculture, with exercises and real-life examples . Learn how 
to design a pennaculture system on your own land, whether city 
balcony, suburban garden, or country farm . 

Earth User's Guide to Permaculture 
Teacher's Notes 17.00 
Rosemary Morrow ( 1997) 160pp . paper . illus. Peer reviewed 
and years in development, this essential guide supplies over
view, learning objectives, suggested graphics, terms, thorough 
syllabus content, student activities, resources, and references for 
40 subjects from ethics, ecology, climate, and earthworks, 
through creative problem solving, bioregions, and suburban Pc . 

Restoration Forestry: 
A Guide to Sustainable Forestry Practices Worldwide 27.00 
:rvfichael Pilarski, ed . ( 1994) 526 pp . paper . illus . A combination 
resource guide to organizations and a fascinating collection of 
essays on all aspects of sustainable forestry . Pilarski's . 
intellectual curiosity is immense. A treasure trove of matenal, 
indexed by books, periodicals, articles, and general · subjects . 

Fore st Gardening 18.00 
Robert A. de J . Hart. 2d ed . (1996) 256 pp. paper . illus . Revised 
for N. American gardeners, this classic collection of essays on 
seven-story pennaculture by the grand old man of agroforestry 
presents a gardener's ecology : water, energy, craft, herbs, health . 
Hart's tales of tree life and forest cultures thrill to the root. 

Pklnts for a Future 
Edibl.e and Useful Plants for a Healthi.er World 30.00 
Ken Fem (1997) 300 pp . paper . illus . Based on research 
conducted in Cornwall, England , and covering useful trees and 
shrubs, plants for shade, water plants, perennial veggies, ground 
covers, hedges, and more, this book describes plant character
istics and cultural requirements in depth . A fascinating read 
with appendices cross-referencing uses and habitat preferences, 
this is the book to get for temperate climate gardeners . 

How to Make a Forest Garden 25.00 
Patrick Whitefield . ( 1996) 192 pp. paper. illus. + 8 color plates. 
The most comprehensive guide to the subject: clearly written, 
well organized, and attractive, with British examples . Whitefield 
details garden design, pest & weed control, and planting tech
niques for temperate zones . Descriptions of 125 useful plants . 

Growing Gourmet & Medicinal Mushrooms . 40.00 
Paul Stamets. (1993) 554 pp. paper. i11us. By now a classic of 
its genre, this book is a masterly, charming, w~ll-illu~trated, and 
very useful guide to the cultivation of 25 species of high-value 
fungi. Revealing, in astonishing detail throughout, the heretofore 
subterranean world of mushroom growing, Stamets devotes a 
chapter to the role of mushrooms in pennaculture and another to 
creating mycological landscapes . His science is robust , ~s . 
dozens of academic endorsements of the book attest, while his 
perspective is wholistic, even ecstatic. Appendices list other 
mushroom guides, suppliers, festivals, training centers, tours, 
societies, spawn sources,joumals, museums and more, and 
detail the elements of a home mushroom farm from spawn 
laboratory to growing chambers . New Titles! 

Short Circuit:' Strengthening Local Economics 20.00 
for Security in an Unstabl.e World. Ric~ard Douthw~te . (1996) 
386 pp. paper . illus. The single best gmde to alternative 
economic development we have found . Explains and documents 
new money systems, local trading networks, alternative ene~gy, 
home-grown bankingrcooperatives . Lays out a comprehensive 
scheme for wealth creation and conservation at the tocal level 
based on energy, food, and housing . Douthwaite, rich in 
example from his native Ireland- the last western European 
society to industrialize-is nevertheless intimate and up-to-date 
with the entire western alternative world-from Mondragon to 
Maleny-and shares it with us in savvy, elegant language. 

The Cobber's Compa11wn 22.00 
Michael G. Smith. (2nd ed. 1998) 134 pp. paper. illus . A 
practical and clearly written guide to _bui~ding w~th cob, or . 
lumps of earth and straw; with charming illustrations and1~1e de 
vivre throughout. Covers .soil composition, sitewor~, ~atenals, 
foundations, technique, sculpture, roofing, floors, fimshes, tools . 

The Independent Home: 20.00 
Living Well with Power from the Sun Wind and Wate~ .. 
Michael Potts. (1993) 300 pp. paper. illus . Weaves 27 mspmng 
stories of the new energy pioneers and how they did it-nuts 
and bolts, diagrmas & photos . Chapters on siting and building 
the home, repair & maintenance, economics of permanence, 
biologic energy, and community cooperation . 

Ollr Ecological Footprint: 15.00 
Reducing Human Impact on the Earth 
Mathis Wackemagel & William Rees. (1996) 160 pp. paper. 
illus. A wealth of information about the ecological impact of many 
human activities expressed as energy /acreage equivalents . Cuts 
through the mush about sustainability, suggesting humans are 
already 30% over the planet's sustainable limit. Invaluable! 

EcoForestry: New Title! 30.00 
The Art & Sci.ence o/Sustainabl.e Forest Use 
Alan Drengon & Duncan Taylor, eds. (1997) 312 pp . paper . 
illus. Comprehensive, thoughtful collection of essays and case 
studies covering all aspects of forestry from genetics, hydrology, 
fungi, and fire to social impacts, links to the ocean, harvest, 
marketing, and spirituality. With references, glossary & contacts. 
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Cornucopia: A So11rcebook of Edible Plants 45.00 

Stephen Facciola. (2nd ed. 1998) 713 pp. paper. Lists over 3,000 

species with all commercially available named cultivars, sources 

of seed, plants, descriptions, uses, cultural notes, food products; 

easier to use with a new combinedindex. Completely revised 

and updated. Of unsurpassed value to garden designers! 

Seed to Seed: 
Seed Saving Techniques for the Vegetable Gardener 20.00 

Suzanne Ashworth . (1991) 222 pp . paper. illus . The best single

volume guide to saving our vegetable heritage . Discusses 

techniques and references botanical classification, pollination, 

crossing and isolation, seed production, harvest, processing, and 

viability for more than 150 vegetables and herbs. 

The H11ma1mre Handbook: 
A Guide to Composting Human Manure 19.00 
Jos. C. Jenkins (1994) 198 pp . paper. illus. Delves deeply into 

the ever-present subject of human waste. Examines the various 

systems for disposal and treatment, and recommends thermo ~ 

philic (hot) composting as the simplest, cheapest, most ecolog

ical method . Writing from personal experience and extensive 

research, Jenkins answers all the questions you never dared ask! 

Chicken Tractor: New Straw-Bale Edition! 
The Gardener's Guide to Happy Hen:. and Healthy Soil 20.00 

Andy Lee. (2nd ed. 1998) 320 pp . paper. illus. Chicken tractors 

are mobile coops, a clever way of using domestic poultry ( or 

other animals) for pest control and garden fertility with very 

little work on your part. Detailed info on breeds, costs & more. 

The Earth Man11al.'. 
How to Work on WildLandWithoutTamingit 16.00 
Malcolm Margolin. (1985) 238 pp. paper. illus. A friendly 

guide to earth repair in the wild, with chapters on wildlife, tree

planting, felling, pruning and repair, mulch, erosion control, 

seeding, transplanting, trailmaking, ponds, and doing it all with 

children. filled with good common sense. 

Tlie Man Who Planted Trees 8.00 

Jean Gi0110. (1985) .56 pp. paper. This timeless and inspiring 

tale of one man's dedicated efforts to reverse desolation has been 

beautifully illm,trated with 20 woodcuts by Michael McCurdy .. 

A story for all ages and a blessing to all readers . . 

The Permaculture Book of 

Ferment & Human Nutrition 25.00 

Bill Mollison . (1993) 288 pp. pap. illus. No ordinary recipe book, 

but a guide to storing and processing food, informed by science, 

humor, and common sense. "A basic survival handbook of great 

use to gardeners and farmers trying to vary their resource base 

by adding value to their crops . It takes the mystery out of 

complex ferments; offers guidelines for the rich and varied diet 

we all need in an age of fast food malnutrition." 

Village Wisdom I Fut11re Cities 
The Third Int'l Ecocity and Ecovillage Conference 16.00 

Richard Register and Brady Peeks, eds. ( 1997) 227 pp . paper. 

illus. Compiles speakers' offerings on agriculture, housing, 

wastewater , women's issues, and much more . A good balance of 

cutting edge theory and living examples from many cultures and 

perspectives. Expand your concept of what's possible for cities! 
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Boulldaries of Home: 
Mapping/or Local Empowerment 10.00 
Doug Aberley, ed . (1993) 138 pp . paper. illus. Mapping is the 

first step toward reclaiming the territory . How to envision the 

landscape of home : 19 passionate essays on bioregional 

mapping, theory & examples from city and country, USA, 

Canada, Britain . Info on using GIS, resource assessments, 

review of cartographic sources, many and varied example maps. 

The Beetless' Gardening Book New Title! 9.00 

An Organic Gardening Songbook/Guidebook 
Chris Roth. (1997) 112 pp . paper. A collection of 57 garden 

poems with a glossary (allelopathy .. . jardinero .. . spuds ... Vavilov 

Centers ... zone one) and an index (acorns to zucchini), this wry 

and witty chapbook is a passport to both learning and hilarity. 

Permaculture diva Chris Roth has artfully arranged these verses 

to match the oh-so-familiar meters of those wonderful tunes by 

the eponymous Fah Four, (All Your Seeds are Love, Good Day 

Sunchokes, I Saw Herbs Standing There, The Long Eroded 

Path ... ). The best recommendation is in the singing: within two 

verses the room will be in an uproar of laughter and tears. 

Beware ... some are especially vulnerable, but no one is immune! 

Get A Life! 20.00 

How to make a good buck, dance around the 
dinosaurs, and save the world while you're at it ... 
Wayne Roberts & Susan Brandum . ( 1995) 344 pp . paper. The 

subtitle says it all. Witfy, inspiring, full of lively examples of 

people doing well by doing good. A wild walk on the smart, 

cheap, and funny side of an economy in free fall. Want to get 

"creative" and "economics" in the same sentence? Read this book. 

Prices subject to change 
Add 10% shipping to all book orders, minimum $2. 

N. Carolina residents please add sales tax. 

The Permaculture Activist 
Post Office Box 1209 

Black Mountain NC 28711 USA 

IP® If!]]} fill~ 1ID Il LC!llJlJ'® w fi cfil ®CID~ 
Please include $3.00 shipping for one or both films 

The Global Gardener 37.50 
120 min . VHS. (1991) Bill Mollison's review of permaculture 

accomplishments around the world. Made for Australian 
Broadcasting Corp. and aired to national acclaim . Four half

hour segments highlight subtropical, drylands, temperate, and 

urban systems with footage from developed sites in India, So. 

Africa, Australia, the U.S., U.K., and Europe. 

In Grave Danger of Falling Food 35.00 
.56 min . VHS. (1989) A wacky romp through Mollison's life as 
an outlaw. Cartoon cutaways and bizarre sound effects seem 

no stranger than Bill loping along the street in front of Aussie 

suburban sleaze, guerrilla planting hazelnuts . A campy period 

piece, this film tells the permaculture story with verve and 

imagination . 



Natural Building Calendar~:::?e·a~~~:~!~i0uai:e> 
_____________________________ _ June 15-21. Nevada City, CA. Cob 

cobcottage> 
Joly 24. Montrose, CO. Straw Bale: 
Creating Natural Plasters AND 
Joly 25. Cob Building. The Natural 
Builder , (970) 249-8821. 
<www .naturalbuilder .com> 

May 4-10. Murray Valley, AR. 
Building with Cob (with Becky Bee). 
River Spirit Retreat Center. HC 72 , 
Box 85 , Parthenon , AR 72666. 870-
446-5642. 
May 10-14. Summertown, TN. 
Bamboo Furniture Making. Sue 
Turtle, Earth Advocates Research 
Farm, 30 Myers Rd., Summertown , 
TN 3~. 931-964-4151. 
May 14-16. Black Mountain, NC . 
Introduction to Alternative 
Building. Culture's Edge. 1025 Camp 
Elliott Rd, Black Mountain, NC 2871 I. 
828-669-3937. 
<culturesedge@earthaven .org>. 
May 15-21. Cottage Grove, OR. 
Basics of Cob. Cob Cottage Company , 
PO Box 123, Cottage Grove , OR 
97424. 541-942-2005. 
<www .deatech.com/cobcottage> 
May 16. Hoplaad, CA. Introduction 
to Cob Construction. Real Goods 
Solar Living Center. 707-744-2107. 
May 16-22. Summertown, TN. 
Bamboo Joinery & Construction. 
Sue Turtle, Earth Advocates Research 
Farm, 931-964-4151. 
May 21-24. Cottage Grove, OR. 
Buildings Stoves & Fireplaces. Cob 
Cottage Company . 541-942-2005. 

Pedal-powered Laundry 

Hey Folks-
I've only been able to find this 

journal on the newsstands once-rm 
glad I did . Have you ever done an 
ar).icle on converting an electric clothes 
washing machine into one that is bike
powered? If so, could you let me know 
when so I can order a copy? If not, 
would you consider looking into it? I 
saw a mention ofsomeone doing it in 
another publication , and I would love 
to know bow-with our first child and 
lots of diapers on the way. 
Thanks , 
Aimee Dewar & Keith V ride! 
Nashville , Indiana 
Editor : Any readers familiar or wrilers 
willing to take this o,i? We'll be happy 
to publish the information . 

Earthships Save Wood, Energy 

To the Editor , 
I thank you for the recent issue of 

PCA (#40) which addresses 
destruction of our forests . Living in 
rural Georgia, I have witnessed first
hand the demolition of acres upon 
acres of white pine. It is the same story 
Toby Hemenway tells of Oregon 
except that , because Georgia-Pacific 
owns the land, nearly all the butchered 
trees become paper, and the land is 
replanted to more timber. 

<www .deatech .comicobcottage> 
May 25-30. Occidental, CA. 
Introduction to Natural Building. 
Occidental Arts and Ecology Center, 
15290 Coleman Valley Rd. 
Occidental , CA 95465. 707-874-1557 , 
fx/-1558 . <oaec@igc.org> 
May 28-31. Southern Oregon. Cob 
Building Weekend. Lois Lewis , 233 
Eva Way , #35 , Talent , OR 97~. 541-
535-3878 . 
May 29-31. Medford, OR. 
Traditional Ovens & Breakmaklng. 
541-826- % 99. 
June S-6. Cat Spring, TX. Strawbale 
& Cob Workshop. Animal Farm, 
3805 Swarthmore , Houston , TX 
77005 . 713 -666-3991. 
<www.neosoft.com / ~animalf m> 
June S-6. Montrose, CO. Cob 
Building Detail<J & Creating Natural 
Plasters. The Naturnl Builder. 970-
249-8821 . <www.naturalbuilder .com> 
Jone 6-12. Taos, NM. Natural 
Building & Pennacolture 
Convergence. Permaculture Dtylands 
Institute , PO Box 156, Santa Fe , NM 
87504-0156. 505-983-0663. 
<pdrylands@aol.com> 

.Jone 6-19. Williams, OR. Cob & 
Natural Building. Cob Cottage 

In reading through the suggested 
alternatives to the standard wood
framed house, I notice that. 
Earthships-a concept near and dear to 
my heart , ha'Ve been omitted. Like 
straw-bale and rammed earth 
constmction they use alternative 
materials . In Earthships the walls of 
the dwelling are formed from the soil 
found on-site , discarded tires , and 
recycled soda cans. Aside from saving 
wood, the development of a .good use 
for old tires is a positive step. 

Besides re-using a "waste" 
material, the Earthship house design 
incorporates passive solar design: its 
large wall of glass panels collects the 
free and non-polluting energy of the 
sun to warm the interior. The Earthsbip 
can also be designed to collect the rain 
that falls on its roof so that demands 
on our planet"s groundwater are 
diminished. 

For myself and my partner , an 
Earthship is the first step to creating a 
permaculture lifestyle . 
Peace with Earth, 
Denise Larson 
Jacksonville ., Florida 

Tires and Soil Pollution 

Dear Activists , 
Our Permaculture group in Guelph 

is part of the local Ontario Public 
Interest Research Group (OPIRG). We 
have a small no-till garden, now in its 
third year , at a site graciously lent us 
by the University of Guelph. This 
dumping area for old concrete and 

Building Intensive for Women. 
Madeleine Curtis-Mead, 11145 Tyler 
Foote Rd, Nevada City , CA 95959. 
530-292-3562. 
June 21-25. Marshall, NC. 
Woodworking for Women. Country 
Workshops, 990 Black Pine Ridge Rd, 
Marshall, NC 28753. 828-6.56-22~. 
<langsner@countryworkshops.org> 
Jone 27-Joly 3. Eugene, OR. 
Building with Cob and Roondwood. 
Mark Lamberth. 541-342-4165. 
<mark@efn.org> 
June 27-Joly 3. Forks of Salmon, 
CA. Basks of Cob on Remote Site& 
Cob Cottage Company. 541-942-2005. 
www .deatech.com /cobcottage 
June 28-Joly 4. Southern Oregon. 
Cob Buildillg Intensive. Lois Lewis 
(see previous listing), 541-535-3878. 
Joly 12-15. Occidental, CA. Natural 
Floors & Plasters. OAEC. 707-874-
1557, fxl-1558. <oaec@igc.org> 
Joly 15-18. Cottage Grove, OR. 
Sanctuary Garden & Cob 
Courtyard. Cob Cottage Company. 
541-942-2005. <www.deatech.com / 
cobcottage> 
Joly 18-Augost 7. Mayae Island, BC. 
A to Zed of Cob, eh? (A Whole 
Cottage) Cob Cottage Company. 541-
942-2005. <WWW.deatech.com/ 

asphalt bad been covered with a thin 
layer of fill and nicely compacted 
when we took it over. The garden 
(which we affectionately refer to as 
··the ditch'"), provides students with an 
opportunity to experience no-till 
methods on marginal land. 

The Permaculture literature refers 
to the use of old car tires in gardens 
and landforming. They arc cheap, 
widely available , and make use of 
what is olherwise a problematic waste. 
Tires stacked around a growing potato 
plant can reduce the amount of soil 
needed for hilling; they also warm the 
soil by collect heat from the sun during 
the day. These are distinct adv :mtages 
if good soil is scarce, and you happen 
to be gardening in a ditch in a 
temperate climate. 

August 1-S. Sonora, CA. Earthen 
Floors & Plasters. Cob Cottage 
Company. 541-942 -2005. · 
<www.deatech.com /cobcottag e> 
August 23-28. Marshall, NC. 
Timber Framing. Countty 
Workshops . 828-656-2280. 
<lang.~ner@countrywork shops.or g> 
August 29-September 5. Detroit, OR. 
Basics of Cob. Breitenbush Hot 
Springs , PO Box 578, Detroit. OR 
97342 . .503-854-3314 . 
September 7-12. Detroit, OR. 
Advanced Cob. Breitenbush Hot 
Springs. 503-854-3314 . 
September 19-25. SE Ohio. Basics of 
Cob. Cob C.ottage Company. 541-942-
2005 . <WWW.deatech .comi cobcottage> 
September 24-26. Southern Oregon. 
Cob BoHding Weekend Lois Lew is 
(see previous listing) , 541-535-3878. 
September 27-October 2. Black 
Mountain, NC. Building with Earth 
& Straw. Culture's Edge . 828-669-
3937. <culturesedge @earth aven.org> 
October 13-19. Nevada City , C A. 
Cob Building Intensive. Madel eine 
Curtis-Mead (see abo ve) , 530-292 -
3562. 

potatoes in them . But to complicate 
matters, I have also come acro ss 
research that seems to indicat e that 
used tires leach vety little of their toxic 
components when used in earthen 
embankments , and might even act as a 
sponge to absorb and hold hazard ous 
organic chemicals. 

Our test potatoes were grown with 
the seed potato planted in a tir e that 
bad been placed on the ground and 
filled with a mix of compost ed manur e 
and soil. As a control , we planted a 
second bed of potatoes directly in the 
ground; these were hilled up 
throughout the season. A sample of the 
harvest was then tested for heavy 
metal content. The lab results follow: 

Since only one sample was tak en 
from each test site , the result only give 

Control 
Test 

As Cd Co Cr Co 
<1.0 <5.0 <2.5 <5.0 6.2 
<1.0 <5.0 <2.5 <5.0 9.7 

Mo Ni Pb Se Zn 
<1.0 <5.0 <5.0 <1.0 <25 
<1.0 <5 .0 <5.0 < 1.0 28 

(As-Arsenic, Cd -Cadmium, Co -Cobalt, Cr -Chromium, Cu -Copper , Mo -Molyb
denum , Ni -Nickel, Pb -Lead, Se -Selenium, Zn -Zinc , measured in mg/kg= ppm) 

A ware of the controversy that 
surrounds the use of car tires in 
gardens, we decided to grow potatoes 
this past year both with and without 
stacking them in tires, then tes! the 
harvest for trace metals. 

The concerns surrounding their use 
have to do with the possible leaching 
of toxic materials present in the tires, 
including cadmium, lead, chromium, 
toluene, and phenols. These substances 
are known to leach out of tires in 
landfills, which is certainly something 
to make you pause before planting 

us a thumbnail sketch . But the la(:k of 
difference seems to indicate that the 
use of the tire had very little impad on 
the metal content of the potatoes. For 
some context on the two value s that 
did differ, the RDA (Recommended 
Daily Allowance) of copper in a 
person"s diet is 1.5-3.0 mg, and for 
zinc is 15 mg. So eating a half a kilo of 
the test potatoes would do you for your 
day"s worth of zinc . 

This test only looked at meta l 
content, so we don "t know about any 
of the organic chemicals , such as 
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#23 t 
#24 
#25 
#26 
#27 

#'lB* 

Back Issues of 

The Permaculture Activist 
July '85 
Nov . '85 
Feb . '86 
May '86 
Aug . '86 
Nov . '86 
Feb . "tr7 
May "tr7 
Aug . "tr7 
Nov. "iS? 
Feb . '88 
May '88 
Aug . '88 
Nov. '88 
Feb. '89 
May '89 
Aug . '89 
Nov. '89 
Feb. '90 
May. '90 
Aug . '90 
Nov. '90 
May '91 
Oct. '91 
Dec . '91 
May '92 
Aug '92 

Feb. '93 

Permaculture In Oz 
Fruit & Nut Trees 
Garden Design 
!PC 2 & PC Design Courses 
Int'! PC Conference Program 
Fukuoka ; Keyline; Genetic Cons'vn; City Farms; Oceanic PC 
~etworking; Natural Fanning ; D-Q Univ.; Children's PC 
PC Restoration of Wild Lands ; Design for Sacramento Farm 
Annual Planting Cycle 
Trees for Life 
Marketing PC Products ; Bamboo ; Home Wastewater Treatment 
Urban-Rural Llnks:Economics & Community Development 
Social Forestry ; Gabions; Jap. Org. Ag.; Prodc/Cons . Coops 
Multi-Story Tree Crops; Greening Dom. Repb; Runoff Gardens 
Permaculture:A Designer's Manual; Tree Bank; Water in PC 
Plant Guilds ; Roof Gardens ; Small Livestock 
Rainforest Conservation in Ecuador ; Gaia; Weed Gardens 
PC Ders; Water Conservation; Small Dams; Ponds; Key line 
Household Greywater Systems; Soil Imprinting 
Insec:tary Plants; more Greywater ; Land Use for People 
Water: Forests &Atmosphere; Catchment; Nepal; Pond Design 
Urban Pennaculture: Ecocity Conf , Soil Detox, Suburbs & PC 
Politics ofDivenlty; Greenhouse Mkt Gdn; PC in Nepal 
Creativity in Design: Examples ; Index Issues #1-23; 
Design for Community: CSAs, Restoring Forest; Garden Ecol. 
Soll: Our Past , Our Future: Fertility, Worms, Cover Crops 
Integrating Pc: Deconstructing Utopia ; Grassrool~ Organizing; 
Garden Polyculture; Pattern Leaming; Living Fences 

#29 130*July '93 
Structures: Comn'ty Dsgn; LEI'S; Industry; Strawbalerrimber-frame Bldgs. 
Networks: Special Media Rvw; Rural Reconstr'n; Leaf Cone.; Comn'ty 
Food Initiatives; Pc in Palestine; Do-Nothing Ed'n; Feng Shui; Companion 
Gdng; Nature Spirits; Wilderness; Biogeog.; Network Theory; Pc Acad. 
Forest Gdng: F.nergy & Pc; Mushrm Cultn; Robt.Hart's F.G., Spp for 
N. Cal.; Alders; Agroforestry in Belize, China; Honeylocust; N-fixers 
Animals & Aquaculture: Rare Breeds; Animal Polyculture; Small
scale Cattle; Goat Dairy; Keyline; Ramial Woodchips; Fer.1.I Chickens; 
Bee Plants; Constructed Wetlands; Reed Bed Sewage Treatment 
Cities & Their Regions: Green Cities; Independent Regions; LA Eco
Village; MAGIC' Gardens; CoHousing; City Markets; City Animals; 
11,ficro-Enterprise Lending; Suburban conversion; Rails-to-Trails 
Useful Plants: Bamboo Polyculture in Vietnam; Medicinal Plants; 
Pest Control; Root Crops; Oaks; Rob't Hart's Forest Garden; Russian 
Plants; Autumn Olive; Regional Plant Lists; Seed /Plant Sources 
Village Design: Pattern Language; Consensus Democracy; Conflict; 
Amana, IA; Cerro Gordo, OR; Arthurdale, WV; Planning for Tribe; 

#31* 

#32 

#33 

#34 

#35 

May '94 

April '95 

Dec. '95 

June '% 

Nov. '96 

Earthaven, NC'; Design for Catastrophe; Youth; Village Economics; 
EcoForestry; Natural Bldg. Matis.; Spirituality; Homeschooling 

#36 Mar. '97 Climate and Mlcrocllmate: Global Climate Change; Microclimate 
Primer ; Weather ; Windbreaks; Windicators; Low-Tech Sun Locator; 
Subtropical Forest Garden; North-facing Slopes; Diyland Strategies; 
Straw-Oay Construction; Straw/Plaster Beehive; Water Catchment 

#37t Sept. '97 Tools and Appropriate Technology: Dowsing; Workbikes; New 
Energy Tech. ; Scythes; Japanese Saws; Start a Nursery; Paradise Gdns 
A-Frame & Bunyip Levels; Ram Pump; Greywater; Solar Moldering 
Toilet ; Ferrocement ; Log Yoke; Green Woodworking; Cookstoves . . . 

#38t Feb. '98 Economic Transfonnation: The Speculative Economy; No Middle 
C1ass Pc?; Worker-Owned Coops; WWOOF; No Money!; Global Warm
What Profits?; Holistic Financial Planning; Land Use; Adopt-A-Hive 

#39t July '98 Knowledge, Pattern & Design: Pc: A Way of Seeing; Sand Dunes; 
Native Conservation.; Language, Worldview & Gender: Pattern, illus. ; 
Patterning as Process ; Land-Use Planning; Teaching Pc; Vietnam; 
Tree Sculpture; DC Youth Design; Holmgren on Pc Movement 

#40t Dec. '98 New Forestry: Reg!. Devlpmt., Horselogging; Menominee Resv'n; 
Forest Investing; Restoration; Old Growth; Homestead Tenure; Forest 
Soils; Forest Fanning; Woody Agric.; Rainforests; Windbreaks; Coppice 

$5 each ppd* • 20% discount on S+ • Complete Set $135 
The Permaculture Activist 

PO Box 1209, Black Mountain NC 28711 
*#2S.3 l $7.50 each; tVI-3 , VI-4, #23 , #37-4-0 $ $6.00 each 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
Classified Ad Rates: 25¢ /word, $5.00 
minimum, adv,mce payment required. 
Send ad copy and payment to: 

The Permaculture Activist 
PO Box 1209 
Black Mountain NC 28711 

One free 20-word ad with subscription . 

Books & Publkations 
PAPER BRICK HOUSES 75¢ 
square foot! Strong, quick, easy ; well
insulated, code legal. Special issue $3. 
Subscription $ 10. Earth Quarterly, Box 
23-P, Radium Springs, NM 880.54 . . 44 

Portable Dwelling Info-letter: about 
living in tents, yurts, domes , trailers , 
boats, remote cabins, other mobile or 
quickly-made shelters plus plans for 
simple low-cost, low-impact comforts 
and conveniences. Sample $1. 61$5 
Box 190-pa , Philomath OR 97370 .. 99 

Community Supported Agriculture 
(CSA) newsletter. CSA connects 
growers and eaters . The Community 
Fann is a quarterly for farmers and 
small farm advocates. $20/yr. 3480 
Potter Rd. Bear Lake, MI 49614. 616-
889-3216 . <fsfarm@mufn.org> 42 

Miscellaneous 

Multi-dimensional opportunity to 
explore skills in sustainable · 

More LETTERS ... 
toluene , that might have been released. 
And from it, we can't tell whether a 
year-to-year accumulation of metals 
might be of concern. 

rd like to hear of other information 
people might have on used tires. 
Cheers, 
James Saper 
OPIRG Permaculture Group 
2 Trent Lane, University of Guelph 
Guelph, Ont. NIH 8J7 Canada 
519-824-2091 

Training Sought for Ghana 

Dear Sir: 
If you go through the perrnaculture 

Global Directory, you will notice that 
there is no Permaculture Institute in 
Ghana. We therefore invite you to join 
forces with us materially and finan
cially to establish Ghana Permacultnre 
Institute with a Demonstration Farm. 

As preparation towards the above 
goal, we shall be extremely happy if 
you can offer a scholarship and 
admission to two of our staff who will 
become the core Trainers-of-trainees. 
Hence send us all application fomlS for 
scholarship and admission. 

For the mean time, you may go 
through this leaflet on our organiza
tion. While waiting very anxiously to 
hear from you, I remain , 
Yours faithfully, 
Kndzo Agbeve 
President, Forces of Light 
PO Box 8-15 
Terna, Ghana, West Africa 

development. Located in White Mins., 
New Hampshire . Contact <dacres @ 
cyberportal.net> PO Box 98, Rumney , 
NH 93266 for more info . -43 

Natural swimming pools - compiling 
list of designers/builders /owners for 
research and book : Kirk Rohn, PO Box 
975 , Easton , PA 18044. 
KWR1500@aol.com 41a 

Green Goods 

Goldenseal planting stock & Ginseng 
seed for sale. Preorder today , delivery 
Sept. '99. Wilcox Natural Products 
828-264-3615. <wilcox@wnp .com> 
www.goldenseal.com 41 

Grow mushrooms for home-use or pro
fit! Gourmet and medicinal varieties: 
shiitake , oyster, reishi , morels , and 
others . Mushroom cultivation can 
easily be integrated into permaculture 
and sustainable forestry. For a catalog , 
send $2 to Mushroom Harvest , Bx 5727 , 
Athens , OH 45701. 740-448-6105 . 
<mushrooms@eurekanet.com> -41 

Apprenticeships 

Friend for work exchange in 
developing Ozark retreat center . Three 
mos.- l year ; interest in gardening / 
bodywork. Riversp irit. 870-446-5642. 
<river@oztech.com> -41 

Education 

Graduate Program on Environment & 
Community. Antioch University 
Seattle. Emphasiz.es synthesis of social 
science perspectives & natural !lCience 
literacy. Currently recruiting regional, 
national, international students. More 
info. contact Jonathan Scherch, Ph .D. 
206-441-5352 x5710 ; 
<www.antiochsea .edu> -41 

Help Wanted 

Volunteer program leading to possible 
co-ownership of 25-acre tropical 
property , breathtakingly beautiful , 
unique topography, 20 years 
subsistence arboricultnre, rainforest 
conservation , constant cornucopia , 
wildlife communion , Spanish , yoga , 
healing, spiritual growth . http :// 

Next PCA Issue #42: 
Self-Reliance and 

Community 
Cooperation 

Submissions Welcome. 
Deadline October 1st 

Visit our website: 
·http://metalab.unc.edu/ 

pc-activist 

<pcactivist@mindspring .com> 



www.santocristo.com/santocristo/ 
fincabrian.html . Write: Brian 
Trentham, Apdo. 2-8000, San Isidro 
Gral., Costa Rica . -4la 

Seeking TWO INTERNS for summer 
or growing season of 1999. Nature's 
Spirit, an intentional community in the 
South Carolina foothills, offers 
opportunities to learn Biointensive 
farming and gardening , marketing, 
sustainable living , and building. Room 
and board is provided in a new intern 
house along with a monthly stipend. 
Call Carolyn Vaughan at 864-944-
6992 or <KalyaniV@an.net> -41 

Situations Wanted 

Permaculture internship/apprenticeship 
wanted. Will travel /work throughout 
America . Experienced in horticulture, 
herbalism, and WWOOFing. Please 
contact Izabela at <ibela@yahoo.com> 
or 519-742-8105. -41 

Always seeking opportunities in Ver
mont, Quebec, Ontario : permaculture, 
furniture making, CSAs, natural 
building . Stacey & Ian , 416-532-1279 
or <razzledazzle_6@hotmail.com -41 

Services Offered 

Land Restoration . Seeking private land 

Subscribe to-

owners in Oregon/Northern California 
eager to restore their land impacted by 
grazing, logging, etc . Habitat improve
ment, land stabilization, tree planting, 
thinning, riparian enhancement. 
Contact Lomakatsi Restoration 
Project. PO Box 3084, Ashland , OR 
97520. 541-488-0208. -41 

Jonathan Bentley Telecommuting 
opportunity. Enjoy next-generation 
communication services at reduced 
costs, providing same benefits to 
others. Long-distance rates from 13.9 
to 4.9 cents / minute from any phone . 
Follow-me numbers and unified 
messaging ideal for rural or mobile 
offices . Free yourself and others from 
the daily drive . Contact Jonathan 
Bentley, 1-888-860-5350 . 
jwbentley@hotmail.com 

Communities 

-4la 

Sustainable Ecovillage. Working 
toward sustainable ecovillage on land 
with spring, creeks, meadow, woods. 
Gardens, fruit trees , vineyards, berries 
developing. Hens, geese, ducks, lambs 
worked into permaculture system. 
Organic gardens producing-local 
garden-markets active . Seeking 
mature /retired, prefer singles oriented 

AGROFORESTRY NEWS 

toward developing gardens part-time. 
Room for 2 more cabins beside the 
creek in the woods. Buy-in leads to 
full co-ownership of land in mid
Tennessee . "Terms." Come see! 
931-379-9222. -43a 

Community Land Trust Forming: 45ac 
Murray, Arkansas . Seeking 
community-hearted land stewards to 
share small farm. Shawn, HC 72 , Box 
69 , Parthenon , AR 72666. -41 

Intentional Community 12 miles east 
of Ashland, Ore. seeks families , indivi
duals for ecovillage. 130ac , reasonable 
down/mortgage . 541-488-0208. -41 

UNAHWI RIDGE Community offers 
unique homes, rentals, workscapes , 
and amenities on 600-acre sustainable 
land preserve in southwestern NC 
mountains. Encouraging innovative 
business, agriculture , and education 
pioneers. Construction has begun ; 
homesites available. Information $3. 
604 Grovemont Rd, Raleigh , NC 
27603. -4la 

Housing 

Two bedrooms are available for rent at 

~---------.... I subscribe to: , 
I Permaculture Magazine I 
I (U.K.) I 
11ssue#l9features I 

• Greening Your City 
I • Grow Your Own Firewood I 

Eco-Home TM, the Los Angeles envi
ronmental demonstration home , which 
includes organic orchard, vegetable 
garden, and xeriscape. Prospective 
residents should be interested in 
practicing urban permaculture . Call 
323-662-5207 for more info. -41 

Personals 

Tall, energetic, passionate , well
educated 34 y.o. woman , permaculture 
professional , seeks healthy , grounded 
male , committed to personal growth , 
open to travel and/or relocation, and 
able to engage in mutual support and 
delight , for mature , responsible , 
potentially long-term relationship. 
Reply to Box MTW by email or letter 
c/o Permaculture Activist. -4la 

PERMA 
culture 

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL 

on the cutting edge 
of sustainable development 

Issue #70 features : 
• How to Survive the MIiiennium Bug 
• Permaculture In Palestine 
• Guatemala: Building Peace 
• Planning a Seed Garden 
• 8-ecre Showceae ol SUatalnabtllty 
• Permaculture Income Now in its 7th year, and dense with high-quality 

information on temperate climate tree crops and forest 
gardening, AFN is a 40-page quarterly from Britain. 

I • Hydroponics from Wastewater I 
• Plants for Deep Shade Subscription Rates 

I • Redesigning Money, Pt. 2 I 1 year (4 issues) @ US$24 
2 years (8 issues) @ US$45 

I • The Art of Rough Calculation I Single issues $6.25 ea. ppd . 
Rates $28/year . Back issues (vol. I-VII) $7.50 each postpaid. 

10% discount on 5+. 
Air post to USA, Canada, Mexico. Other rates on request. 

Send US dollar cheque or money order to: 

The Permaculture Activist 

• The Synergistic Garden 
Back Issues available 

#47-66 
10% discount on 5+ 

Available In North America from

The Permaculture Activist 
PO Box 1209 

PO Box 1209 • Black Mountain• NC 28711 USA 

I Send $20 (U.S. funds) I 
I for 4 issues to: I 
I The Permaculture Activist I 
I Post Office Box 1209 I 
I. Black Mountain NC 28711 6 \... Black Mountain NC 28711 __. 

'--------"' !Free Classified Ad for Subscribers . - -SUBSCRIPTION FORM-:--- - - - - - - - - Issue #4i'l 
I A bonus to subscribers: one free 20-word 

I classified ad (or $5.00 off any ad). Send I want to subscribe to The Permaculture Activist and work to develop an ecologically 
your ad with subscription payment or use sustainable land use and culture. I will contribute as follows (please check one): 

I bonus later . Add 25¢/word over 20 words . D $ . d -
Use this form to send in a classified ad even if 19 - 1 year / 3 issues (U.S., Cana a, Mexico only) 

I you are not a subscriber. Write your ad here: D $15 - 1 year gift subscription with regular subscription entry or renewal 

I D $45 - 3 yrs / 9 issues (U.S., Canada, Mexico only) 

I D $25 - l year overseas via surf ace mail ($30 via air) 

I •••ENTER GIFT SUBSCRIPTION HERE••• D $65 -3yrsoverseas,s urfacemail ($80viaair) 

I - - - - - - - - - - - - D $400, Lifetime Subscription ($600 overseas) 

I 
1------------ One dollar of each subscription-year goes to the Tree Tax fund for reforestation projects . 

Please type or print in pen the infonnation below. 
1 ___________ _ 

I 

Send this form with your check or money order p2yable in US dollars to: 
The Permaculture Activist, Subscriptions, PO Box 1209, Black Mountain NC 28711 USA 

i------------
1------------ NAME 

PHONE 

! ____________ ADDRESS 

I 
L----------- _ cITY __________ sTATE / PROVINCE _ POSTALCODE COUNTRY ___ _J 
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CALENDAR 
April 23-May 1. Summertown, TN. 
Fundamentals of Pennacultnre. Ecovillage 
Training Center, Box 90, Summertown , TN 38483 . 
931-964-4324. <ecovillage @thefarm.org> . 
April 23-May 7. Haiku, Maui, HI. Permaculture 
Design Course . Marco Lam , PO Box 897, Paia, 
Maui, m 96779. 808-573-3080 , fx/-0330. 
<lovefarmer @hotmail .com> 
May 1. Oakville, WA. Bamboo Agroforestry in 
the Pacific Northwest. Kirk Hanson, c/o 
Permaculture West , 72 Mattson Rd, Oakville , WA 
98568. (360) 273-7117. <permawest @olywa.net> 
May 1-2, 8-9, IS-16, 22-23, 29-30. San Diego, CA. 
Permacolture Design Course. San Diego 
Permaculture Center , 3639 Midway Dr, Suite 267, 
San Diego, CA 92110. 619-860-2123 , fax1-523-5549. 
<Permaculture cntr@hotmail.com> 
May 1-9. nr. Brisbane, Qld., AUSTRALIA . Urban 
Permacolture . Permaculture Brisbane , 102 
McDonald Rd, Windsor , Qld 4030 , AUSTRALIA. 
66+61-73857-6088. 
May 9-22. Garberville, CA. Permacolture Design 
Course. Mikhael Smith , c/o Island Mountain 
Institute, 220 Harmony Ln, Garberville , CA 95542 . 
707-923-5000, fxl-5010 . 
May 21-23. LaFox, IL. "Birds of a Feather" 
Workshop on Poultry. Cynthia Ehrman, American 
Livestock Breeds Conservancy , PO Box 477 , 
Pittsboro, NC 27312. 919-542-5704. <albc @albc
usa.org> www.albc-usa .org. 
May 26-29. Buena Vista, VA. Permanent 
Agriculture/Future Farms . Good Earth Farm School, 
1702 Mountain View Rd, Buena Vista, VA 24416. 
540-261-8775 ph/fx. <goodearth @rockbridge .net> 
May 2S-30. Summertown, TN. Advanced 
Pennaculture/Village Design. Ecovillage Training 
Center, Box 90, Summert own, TN 38483. 931-964-
4324 . <ecovillage@thefarm .org>. 
May 29-June 6. Navajo/Hopi Reservation. 
Drylands Pennacultnre Intensive Design Course. 
Indigenous Pennacultur e Center , 191 University 
Blvd. #312, Denver , CO 80206 . 303-744-9470 , fx/-
393-1002. 
May 29-June 18. Plainfield , VT. Planning , Design 
& Construction for Sustainable Communities. 
Institute for Social Ecology, PO Box 89, Plainfield , 
VT 05667. 802-454-8493 .<ise @igc.org> 
Jone 4-6. Cedar Rapids, IA. The Art of 
Community. Fellowship for Intent ional Community 
and Mid-America Housing Partnership , 701 Cedar 
Point Rd. NE, Cedar Rapids, IA 52402. 319-365-
3501 <gathering@ic.org> 

The Permaculture Activist 
Post Office Box 1209 
Black Mountain NC 28711 USA 

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED 
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June 6-12. Taos, NM. Natural Building & 
Pennacolture Convergence. Permaculture Drylands 
Institute , PO Box 1.56, Santa Fe, NM 87504-0156 . 
505-983-0663. <pdrylands @aol.com> 
June 10-18. Orangevile, Ontario, CANAPA. 
Fundamentals of Permacolture. Ecology Retreat 
Centre , RR 1, Orangeville , ON, L9W 2Y8, 
CANADA . 519-941-4560 , fax1-942-3951. 
<ecorc @ionsys.com> 
Jone 11-20. Bloomington, IN. Fundamentals of 
Penncoltore. Brent Davis , Turtle Island Center , 
812-330-9010. 
Jone 12. Black Mountain, NC. Forest Gardening. 
Culture's Edge, 1025 Camp Elliott Rd., Black 
Mountain, NC 28711. 828-669-3937. 
<culturesedge@earthaven .org>. 
June 12-20. Bondaberg, Queensland, AUST ALIA. 
Urban Pennacolture . Permaculture Brisbane. 
66+61-73857-6088. 
June 13-26. Big Sor, CA. Permacoltore Design 
Course. Santoyo & Associates , 800-469-5857. 
<dotcalm @fix.net> <www .permaearth.org> 
June 14-2S. SW Oregon. Pennacultore Design 
Course. Scott Wilson , 963 Panther Gulch Rd, 
Williams , OR 97544. 541-846-6407. 
June 24-26. Buena Vista, VA. Chicken Tractors/ 
Free-Range Turkeys. Good Earth Farm School. 
540-261-8775 ph/fx. <goodearth@rockbridge.net> 
Joly 2-9, 1999. Cross Village, MI. Fundamentals 
of Pennacoltnre. Cross Village Food Farm, c/o 
Mark Rosczewski , PO Box 142, Cross Village , MI 
49723 . 616-526-1346 , fx/-8418 
<marksark @mich.com> 
July S-17. Winlaw, BC. Permacolture Design 
Course. Kootenay Permaculture Institute , Box 43, 
Winlaw, BC, Canada V0G 2J0. 250-226-7302. 
<spiralfarm @yahoo .com> 
July S-August 7. Basalt, CO. Pennaculture & 
Self-Reliance Intensive. Central Rocky Mtn. 
Permaculture Institute , PO Box 631, Basalt, CO 
81621. 970-927-4158. <permacul @rof.net> 
July 7-August 18. Black Mountain , NC. Applied 
Pennaculture Work/Study. Culture's Edge. 828-
669-3937 . <culturesedge @earthaven .org>. 
July 9-17. Black Mountain, NC. Fundamentals of 
Pennaculture. Culture's Edge. 828-669-3937. 
<culturesedge @earthaven .org>. 
July 10-2S. Freeland, MD. Pennaculture Design 
Course . Heathcote Community , 21300 Heathcote 
Rd, Freeland , MD 21053 . 717-227-2783 or 540-745-
5994. <heathcote @jhu.edo> 
July IO-August 6. Orcas Island, WA. 
Pennacultnre Skills Intensive . Bullock Workshops , 
206-.567-5447. <michaellockman @juno.com> 
July 19-24. Winlaw, BC. Permaculture & Organic 
Agriculture Hands-On. Kootenay Permaculture 
Institute. 250-226-7302. <spiralfarm @yahoo.com> 
July 23-August 1. Patagonia, AZ. Permaculture 
Design Course Intensive. Kate yTirion , Box 765 , 

Complimentary--please subscribe 

Patagonia , AZ 85624. 520-394-9088. 
July 2S-August 7. Tlaxco, MEXICO. Sustainable 
Rnral Development & Traditional Building. 
Zopilote Association , PO Box 123, Cottage Grove, 
OR 97424. 541-942-2005. 
July 30-August 1. Celo, NC. Sixth Annual 
Southeastern Permaculture Gathering. Tony 
Kleese, 2525 Booker Creek Rd, Apt 15-H, Chapel 
Hill, NC 27514-5107. 919-929-2950 . 
July 31-Aogust 7. Bloomington, IN. Pennaculture 
Design Practicum. Brent Davis , Turtle Island 
Center , 812-330-9010. 
August 6-14. Black Mountain, NC. Permacolture 
Village Design Practicum. Culture's Edge at 
Earthaven Village . 828-669-3937 . 
culturesedge@earthaven .org. 
August 6-lS. Alleghany, CA. Permacultnre Design 
Workshop. Birdsong Sundstrom, Forest City , via 
Alleghany CA 95910. <birdsong@sccn.net> 
August 8-22. Northwestern PA. Pennaculture 
Design Course. Darrell Frey, Three Sisters Farm, 
134 Obitz Rd., Sandy Lake, PA 16145. 412-376-2797. 
<defrey@bioshelter.com> 
August 24-Sept. S. Basalt, CO . Pennacolture 
Design Course. CRMPI, ph/fx 970-927-4158 . 
<permacul@rof.net>; www.rof.net/permacul/ 
August 26-28. Buena Vista, VA. Chicken Tractors 
& Free-Range Turkeys. Good Earth Farm School. 
540-261 -8775 phlfx. <goodearth@rockbridge .net> 
September 4-18. Occidental, CA. Permaculture 
Design Course. Occidental Arts and Ecology Center , 
707-874-1557 , fax/-1558. 
September 17-20. Orcas Island, WA. Water 
Harvesting. Bullock Workshops , c/o WE-Design , 
-206-567-5447 . <michaellockman @juno.com> 
September 24-26. Dexter, OR. Northwest 
Permaculture Gathering. Lany Kaplowitz, 81868 
Lost Valley Ln, Dexter, OR 97431. 541-937-3351. 
<L VEC@aol.com> 
October 2-3, 23-24, November 13-14, December 4-S. 
Tucson, AZ. Weekends Permaculture Design 
Course.PD! Arizona Team, PO Box 3631, Tucson , 
AZ. 520-572-1672. 
October 23-24. Freeland, MD. Building a Solar 
Greenhouse. Greater Baltimore Permaculture Group, 
Heathcote Center. 410-343-DIRT . 
<heathcote @jhu .edo> 
October 27-30. Washhtgton, DC. Ecological 
Community Design. Suse Greenstone, Creation 
Continues, 895 Red Rock Rd, Gettysburg, PA 17325. 
717-337-3136, fx/-3175. <jsgreen@worldnet.att.net> 
October 28-30. Buena Vista, VA. Chicken Tractors 
& Free-Range Turkeys. Good Earth Farm School. 
540-261-8775 ph/fx. <goodearth @rockbridge.net> 
November S-7. Occidental, CA. Introduction to 
Pe1macolture. Occidental Arts and Ecology Center , 
707-874-1557 , fax/-1558. www.oaec.org 
2001. South Africa. 7th Intl Permacultore 
Conference. <ipc7 @hotmail.com> 
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